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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The 2006 Labour and Welfare Services Act gives NAV 


responsibility for a w ide range of clients and issues: 


unemployment, sick leave, vocational rehabilitation, 
disability, social assistance, and old-age pensions. It 


entrusts NAV staff with a w ide range of tasks, 


including: 
• Carrying out labour market, social insurance and 


pension policies; 


• Providing incentives to benefit recipients to take up 
employment w herever possible; 


• Assisting in job search and mitigating the effects of 


unemployment; 
• Follow ing up and controlling benefit payments; and 


• Providing advice and guidance to employers and 


employees to prevent sickness absence; and 
• labour market exclusion. 


 


The key objectives are:  
1. More people in w ork and activity, fewer on w elfare 


benefits; 


2. A w ell-functioning labour market; 
3. The right services and benefits at the right time; 


4. Good service matched to the users’ circumstances 


and needs; 
5. A comprehensive and eff icient labour and w elfare 


administration. 


OECD 2009. 


 


Annual report NAV 
2009. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


In 2009, NAV off ices were established in 154 
municipalities and urban districts. At the end of 2009, 


there w ere NAV offices in 447 municipalities and urban 


districts. Once all the planned new  offices are open, 
there w ill be 457 NAV off ices. Locally, the NAV is 


establishing a one-stop-shop system together w ith the 


social services administration. This front-line service is 
intended to be run as a central-local partnership 


regulated by local agreements. 


 
Legally, the front-line service is based on a binding 


agreement betw een the central and local authorities 


laid dow n in local co-operation agreements. It is 
intended that the front-line service units w ill be in place 


by 2010. 


Annual report NAV 
PES 2009. 


 


DWP International 
overview 2009. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


Number of employees: 14,239; 
Number of full-time equivalents: 13,947; 


(1 January 2010) 


 


Annual report NAV 
PES 2009. 
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General information PES Source*  


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


Annual budget: NOK 300 billion (equivalent to over 
EUR 37 billion). Sources of f inance for NAV are mixed. 


In the area of labour market policy, w hile benefits to the 


unemployed and the vocationally disabled plus some 
labour market measures are f inanced by insurance 


contributions (via the NIA), the state budget f inances 


most active programmes as w ell as NAV administrative 
resources.  


 


NAV manages benefits and services for several 
ministries w ith the largest budget items being 


retirement pensions, disability pensions, sickness 


benefits and vocational rehabilitation benefits. NOK 
12.5 billion (EUR 1.5 billion) w as allocated to labour 


market programmes, as defined by the OECD/Eurostat 


labour market expenditure database; this represents 
only a relatively small part (around 8%) of the overall 


budget.  


OECD 2009. 


 
Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental 
body? (deconcentration: is this 


a part of a ministry, is it a legal 


form, a separate agency?) 


NAV has existed since 2006 and is more autonomous 


than the previous PES. There is an on-going process 
of formal dialogue betw een the Ministry and the PES 


w hich begins with the issue of an annual aw ard letter 


(w hich describes the budget for that year and how  it 
should be used by the employment service and w elfare 


administration, including EURES). The PES report 


against this three times per year to the Ministry. After 
submission of these reports there are meetings at 


different levels. The reports provide an update on a set 


of 35-40 indicators (mostly focused on w elfare aspects) 
and progress towards targets.  


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


The state budget is approved by parliament, and 


thereafter the different ministries – among w hich the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Inclusion – allocate the 


budget to the Directorate for Labour and Welfare. The 


Directorate is responsible for channelling the funds to 
the county/regional labour and w elfare offices, while 


the county off ices decide how to distribute funds 


betw een local districts, both according to the goals laid 
dow n in the “letter of allotment” from the Ministry. The 


PES also issues a similar letter to counties w hich send 


a further letter to local off ices. Part of the letter is 
general for the organisation (e.g. process 


changes/quality standards – how to do things and 


priorities) but the second part is more specif ic and sets 
out indicators and targets for daily operations. 


 


The Ministry is responsible for setting these objectives, 
but the process is not completely top-dow n, since the 


OECD 2009. 


 
Interview s. 
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Institutional context Source 


Ministry f irst discusses the draft objectives and 
performance indicators with the Labour and Welfare 


Service. Afterwards, NAV can add its ow n targets for 


its regional off ices and f inally all local off ices will get a 
set of performance indicators (attached to the budget 


allocation) that they need to meet. In principle, the local 


off ices are free to, and in fact are encouraged to decide 
w hat measures are most appropriate to get good 


results; they can therefore move to a certain extent 


betw een budget lines, reflecting a certain degree of 
local-level autonomy. Nevertheless, on the w hole the 


system of performance management leaves NAV 


considerable leew ay in applying allocated grants and 
choosing appropriate measures to achieve the targets 


more eff iciently. For example, the county/local off ices 


can in principle shift from, say, sheltered w orkshops to 
supported employment. The Ministry’s supervision is 


usually (w ith the exceptions outlined above) limited to 


f irst defining concrete objectives for NAV to achieve 
and afterwards, measuring indicators of performance 


and comparing them to the objectives. 


To w hat degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? 


(Privatisation: which services 
are outsourced and to w hom?) 


Cooperation or contracting out to private service 
providers is used to deliver more specialised services 


also for disadvantaged groups. 


The role of the 
Public 


Employment 


Services related to 
‘Flexicurity’ 2009. 


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


Norw ay is a receiving country. It is reported that the 


EURES service receives a lot of requests to provide 


employers for job fairs.  


Interview s. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


Over the past few  years, employment conditions in 


Norw ay have been better than in most OECD 


countries, reflecting strong real GDP and productivity 
grow th. The labour market situation has been marked 


by very low  unemployment rates, coupled w ith labour 


force participation and employment rates that are 
among the highest in the w orld. The global f inancial 


and economic crisis and the signif icant decline in oil 


and gas prices observed since the second half of 2008 
w ill lead to a slow down in economic grow th and some 


deterioration in labour market conditions. 


 
Labour market programmes in Norw ay are 


distinguished betw een those for “ordinary unemployed” 


(w ho do not face particular health problems and are 
not eligible for a health-related benefit) and those for 


the incapacitated or vocationally disabled, the latter 


being the most important target group, both in terms of 
the number of participants and programme 


OECD 2009. 


 


Interview s. 
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Country information Source 
expenditure. 
 


Unemployment is low  and turnover (the time taken for 


the unemployed to f ind employment) is quick. This 
high turnover from unemployment to employment is 


thought to indicate a f lexible labour market.  
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2 PES performance measurement systems - 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The PMS w as established in the 1980s as part of the 
introduction of management by objectives across 


government w ith reporting of programme statistics 


(number of people w ho started/completed each 
programme). This w as implemented systematically 


w ith the purpose of improving government services 


(more eff icient and better quality). In the late 1990s 
there w as increased focus on reporting (given some 


issues w ith manipulation of data) and follow ing this 


there w as increased focus on management by results 
(employment outcomes).  


 


The PMS enables the PES to demonstrate w hat it has 
achieved to the Ministry and also to monitor the 


achievements at different levels (regions/counties/local 


level) of the organisation. 


Interview s. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The PES PMS is part of the w ider NAV PMS and data 
to support the 40 indicators w hich make up the PMS 


are contained/collated in a data w arehouse.  


 
A number of these indicators (around 25) have been 


selected for use in a scorecard (based on balanced 


scorecard principles but does not converge on a single 
indicator). Some elements of the scorecard are 


common across NAV (e.g. staffing which does not 


differentiate amongst user groups) but others are 
activity specif ic. 


 


Norw ay benefits from good administrative datasets 
w hich provide the PES w ith measures of success (i.e. 


entry to employment).  


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Identif ied sub-groups: young people, immigrants, long-
term unemployed, sick people and older people. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


There is a focus on outputs and results, thus there is 


limited input and activity evidence e.g. they are unable 


to determine the resources/staff time w hich are spent 
on different areas of responsibility (welfare 


administration, employment services, pensions, etc.). 


On-going evaluation of NAV for the period 2006-2014 is 
in place and is currently looking at eff iciency so may 


Interview s. 
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Indicators Source 


generate some relevant data and could have an impact 
on the PMS. Likely that PMS w ill continue to evolve 


(e.g. refining follow -up indicators related to young 


people).  
 


Monitoring of incentives for programme providers is 


diff icult but they are w orking on this. Have done some 
w ork on individual incentives (decision to take up a 


programme place versus continuing to look for a job). 


Recognise that it is not straightforward to use these 
research f indings to develop indicators. View incentives 


as more of a management issue.  


 
Have not done any w ork on attribution (have tried to 


address this gap but have not yet convinced decisions 


makers to fund this). Not sure if  it w ould be possible to 
get a good analysis of the deadw eight problem – 


situation in Norw ay not ideal to study this as turnover 


so quick. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


Targets are in place w hich are set at national level and 
cascaded down by the PES to county and local level. 


The PES report on these targets three times per year to 


the Ministry.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? SMART targets are in place.  Interview s. 


 
Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 
w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


The data w arehouse holds a range of indicators and a 


number have been selected for inclusion in the 
scorecard. All indicators have a specif ic target and/or 


an indication of the trend/direction of change.  


 
The data w arehouse approach brings together a 


number of existing systems to ensure that all 


performance monitoring data is available in one place.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


The balanced scorecard tool has four pillars:  


1. user perspective (e.g. waiting time, satisfaction – 


covers all user groups including job seekers, 
employers, benefit recipients, etc.); 


2. production (internal measures); 


3. employees; 
4. economic (budgets and labour market measures). 


For PES the focus is on w aiting time, reach to 


target groups and the stage of the process. 
 


The scorecard does not form specif ic relationships / 


linkages betw een the four pillars but there are implied 


Interview s. 
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Tools Source 


relationships.  


 


Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 
measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Annual sample survey of unemployed to assess 
satisfaction with service in NAV off ices (although this 


does not provide off ice-level data so is not included in 


the PMS). Also survey of employers. Some local 
off ices also do their ow n surveys (e.g. by handing out 


enquiry forms to clients). 


Interview s. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Most data is obtained directly from computer systems 


w hich support administration and follow -up activities 
(e.g. the case handling system transfers to data 


w arehouse). There are also some manually entered 


statistics from outside the system (provided by the 
municipalities). Survey work uses questionnaires which 


can be entered electronically. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


Data is uploaded each w eek, and follow s a bottom-up 
process. The PMS also records vacancy data – 


vacancies reported to PES but also collected from 


new spapers (vacancies collected this way are also put 
on the PES w ebsite) – good data on f low s but stock 


data less accurate; can analyse by geography and 


occupation. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The data w arehouse produces top-level reports but it 


is possible to analyse the data beneath this. All off ices 


can access the data w arehouse and produce their own 
reports and analysis (training is provided). 


Interview s. 


 


Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 
the system? 


It w as noted that data on w hether job seekers are 


w illing to w ork abroad could be improved.  


 
Respondents indicated no f lagging.  


Interview s / Ecorys 


w eb survey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Employment outcomes are measured via register data 


(registers relating to employment and pensions but 


there are gaps relating to education, self-employment 
and other inactivity). Further information can be 


collected in the annual satisfaction survey.  


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


National priorities are reflected in the targets w hich 


have been set and progress against these is monitored 
using the PMS.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


The information provided by the PMS is used at both 


strategic and operational levels. NAV reports on 


performance to the Ministry and the information is also 
used internally to inform management decisions.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


NAV has a regional/county/local structure and 


performance is managed by managers at all levels. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


PMS generates a solid basis for management 


decisions, making it possible to get a picture of w hich 
client groups have problems and address these 


(therefore providing a means to prioritise action).  


 
Ministry off icials reported that they w ere satisfied with 


the proximity of research, know ledge and policy-


making. The PMS is used at all levels but mainly 
supports off ice managers in their business operations 


as it provides measurement dow n to off ice level, 


although for small off ices this data can be less 
meaningful. It is also used at county-level and regional 


level and gives consistent presentation across all PES 


operations. 


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets are set by the PES in agreement w ith the 
Ministry on an annual basis. 


Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Yes, comparisons can be made at local off ice level.  Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


Information is used as the basis for management 
decisions and performance monitoring although there 


is no explicit system of rew ards and sanctions.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 28-30 advisers spending a high proportion of 


their time on EURES (80-100% but f lexile and 


responsive to demand), spread across counties (1-3 
advisers per county) plus a service centre to respond 


to telephone calls and emails (4 advisers are based 


here and now  handle 80% more enquiries than 
previously). There are also EURES contact persons 


based at the local level (spending around 5% of time 


on EURES).  
 


EURES provides support to NAV local off ices 


regarding unemployed EU citizens and also provides 
services to employers.  


 


The EURES Manager's mission over the past 12 
months has been to better integrate EURES into the 


PES – this is important for the EC and also very 


important for NAV. She has focused on f inding areas of 
cooperation and services to employers are a natural 


area for this. Advisers also assist in follow -up meetings 


w ith job seekers interested in w orking abroad. 
Cooperation has improved but could be improved 


further.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 
tools  


Produce a new sletter every 3 months, also have a 
w ebsite to promote their activities and provide a self-


service offer. Provide advice to job seekers and make 


contacts with employers to assess needs and provide 
support. Attend and undertake job fairs. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 
needs some improvement. 


Personal contact is the most useful means of 


engagement and know ledge of the local market is also 
important (e.g. employer needs).  


 


Norw ay is a popular destination for migrants so they 
receive a lot of invitations to take part in job fairs but try 


to focus on those events where they can bring 


employers w ith them. There is a need for better 
communication w ithin the EURES netw ork about the 


focus of events (targets groups, etc.) as know that 


employers are not very keen on attending general 
events, preferring those with focus. Also recognise that 


it is important to show  support for other countries in the 


netw ork, e.g. Spain w hich currently has high 
unemployment. 


 


 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


The EURES netw ork facilitates placement – a strength 
is that it is a human netw ork (e.g. can make 


contact/work with other EURES managers). 


Which factors facilitate or 
hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 
impact. 


Language and cultural barriers – Norw egians often 
more interested in trying to f ind w ork in one of the other 


Scandinavian countries. Another barrier is w hether 


there is potential for the spouse to also f ind w ork.  
 


A bigger issue is how  to get people interested in going 


to live abroad.  
 


Have more success when employers have prepared 


themselves for taking on foreign w orkers – try to 
support this by holding inter-cultural w orkshops for 


employers to help them to prepare. 


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


Too many questions and too detailed – should 
redesign to focus on w hat the EC needs to know  (not 


w hat would be nice to know !) Should also restructure to 


divide into sections on services towards employers, 
employees and information/marketing activities. Would 


be helpful to know  w hat the EC do w ith the information 


provided and for the EC to use this to provide a report 
on EURES as a w hole. EC should set out some targets 


for EURES to give focus and direction. 


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Have developed ow n spread sheet which has sections 
on contacts, placements and marketing/promotion. It 


repeats the key output measures from the monthly 


report and adds additional indicators: number of 
companies brought to job fairs, number of vacancies 


brought to job fairs and number of cases marketed 


tow ards the media (for aw areness raising both 
internally and externally). Data is collected from each 


adviser every month. EURES Manager monitors this, 


produces aggregate national f igures and uses it to 
performance manage advisers. No targets are attached 


to the indicators at present but plan to introduce this 


next year for some indicators. Advisers also asked to 
provide commentary on w hat activity they have 


undertaken on behalf of or in cooperation w ith the PES. 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


See above.  Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 
for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Links to a bigger question of w hat the purpose of 


EURES is. EURES is part of PES but if  the EC requires 
that EURES measures all placements then this w ill be 


very time consuming and doubt that PES w ill w ant to 


provide additional resources for this. Also self-service 
aspect makes it diff icult to assess outcomes without 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


extensive follow-up activity. Also a focus on placement 
w ould lead to a focus on those jobseekers that are 


easiest to place.  


 
Employers cooperate w ith EURES to obtain referrals 


but then can manage the rest of the placement process 


on their ow n and w ould not w ant EURES to be 
involved. 


 


Information provision is a natural task for a public 
authority as is more credible and this is not a role that 


private agencies w ould adopt as cannot make money 


out of it.  
 


If  targets are set, this should be linked to the PES as a 


w hole, e.g. if  PES has a target to refer x% of job 
seekers to vacancies then referral to European 


vacancies by EURES should contribute to this. 


 
Easier to develop indicators on a project-level rather 


than for service as a w hole. 


 
Should consider including indicators to encourage 


more customer contact and monitor satisfaction.  


 
Should be more discussion w ithin the EURES netw ork 


about w hat its priorities are and then use these f indings 


to develop indicators.  
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No, only EURES activities are assessed (and this is an 
output-based assessment). 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No, the EURES indicators are not part of the 
mainstream PES PMS.  


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. There are no targets related to migration. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


Data on w hether job seekers are w illing to move could 
be improved.  


 


Undertake a survey of employers twice a year to 
determine w hat skills they are looking for and w hether 


they are interested in recruiting from abroad.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Statistics Norw ay provides data on migration patterns. Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


n/a. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Not explicitly measured.  Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No.  Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


The EURES manager monitors a range of indicators 


(output focused). This information is collected on a 
monthly basis. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Intelligence on the local labour market situation and 


employer needs informs future activity and resource 


allocation. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Good practice is shared internally and through 


informal discussions with EURES netw ork members.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Mobility data not actively used. Interview s. 
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Nicola Duell, Shruti Singh, Peter Tergeist Activation Policies in Norw ay, OECD Social, Employment and 
Migration Working Papers No. 78, 2009. 


 


Interview s:  
Per Brannsten, Assistant Head, NAV; 


Fredrik Knoph Kvamme, Corporate Governance Office, NAV; 


Stein Langeland, Corporate Governance Office, NAV; 
Johannes Sorbo, Labour Market Analysis, NAV; 


Tonje Ek Brunvoll, Statistics Off ice, NAV; 


Almedina Jahre, EURES Manager; 
Arne Kolstad, Ministry of Labour; 


John Petter Boe, Ministry of Labour. 


 
List of indicators  


Annex: Sub-indicators 


The indicators for resource input: costs and contracted man-years adjusted for long term leaves (2006-2008) 
w ithin The Norw egian Labour and Welfare Service: 
• Ow n production (mill. NOK); 


• Compensation of employees (mill. NOK); 
• Use of goods and services (mill. NOK); 


• Transfers (mill. NOK); 


• Capital formation (mill. NOK); 
• Total expenditure (mill. NOK);  


• Contracted man-years adjusted for long term leaves total. 


 
The indicators for activities and services, which shows recipients of welfare benefits and persons on ordinary 


initiatives and persons with occupational disabilities on initiatives: 
• Recipients of unemployment benefits (yearly average); 
• Recipients of sickness benefits (per 30 June); 


• Recipients of disability pension; 


• Old age pensioners; 
• Recipients of contractual pension (AFP); 


• Recipients of child benefits; 


• Recipients of cash benefits; 



http://www.ssb.no/nav_statres_en/
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List of indicators  


• Number of people on unemployment measures. 
 


The related indicators, shows employed and unemployed persons: 
• Employed persons aged 15-74 (1 000 persons); 
• Employed persons aged 15-74 (per cent); 


• Unemployed persons aged 15-74 (1 000 persons); 


• Unemployed persons aged 15-74 (per cent of the labour force). 
Source: http://www.ssb.no/nav_statres_en. 


 


Annex 2: Performance targets:  
The 2008 allotment lists 13 performance targets, each broken down into a varying number of quantitative and 


qualitative indicators. They range from cost control to prevention of benefit fraud to user satisfaction. They are 


all important in their ow n right, but the f irst three may be considered of overriding importance: 
• Target 1, entitled “ensure high transition rates to employment” includes indicators for the percentage of 


unemployed and long-term unemployed w ho f ind a job; and assigns quantitative targets as to the 


percentage of those w ith immigrant background (at least 65%), and of the vocationally disabled (at least 
50%) w ho f ind a job; 


• Target 2, entitled “counteract exclusion from the labour market, promote return to employment”, includes, 


inter alia, indicators for the control of the average time spent on sick leave and on vocational rehabilitation; 
• Target 3, entitled “prepare for active job seeking and targeted recruitment assistance”, includes as success 


indicators, inter alia, the percentage of registered unemployed w ho receive assistance from NAV; the share 


of unemployed w ho register on the agency’s web site; and the number of vacancies registered by 
employers on the agency’s w ebsite, and of those receiving a direct referral. 


 


To be an eff icient leadership tool, management-by-performance targets needs to be built on a set of incentives 
and penalties for reaching or not reaching the objectives set. How ever, there does not seem to be any 


incentives or penalties for NAV off ices to encourage them to meet their targets. Norw ay might f ind helpful to 


consider the experience of Sw itzerland, which has an explicit system of performance rating for PES off ices. 
Here a bonus/malus system w as defined in principle, although not f inally implemented in practice. How ever, 


performance ratings are published and reputation effects are strong; and individual cantons that repeatedly 


show  below-average performances (or that in a single year show performance far below the average) can be 
submitted to an in-depth performance evaluation by the national authorities. 


Source, OECD, 2009. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.ssb.no/nav_statres_en
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The main mission of Actiris is to implement the labour 


market policy in the Brussels-Capital Region and to 


ensure proper functioning of the labour market there. As 
the director- coordinator (“Regisseur” ) of the regional 


labour market, Actiris, undertakes: 


1). registration, control and activities centralized 
processing of personal data of job seekers 2) 


management for Job Seekers 3) the recruitment and 


placement of the employee3) implementation and 
monitoring of programs for re-employment of 


unemployed 4) collection of data about the labour 


market. 
 


These tasks involve counselling services for jobseekers 


and employers but also (limited) services related to 
training: on languages and ICT.  


 


Actiris also maintains the Brussels International 
Jobcentre. 
 


Actiris structurally cooperates with LeForem and VDAB in 
various w ays. 


 


Actiris is also responsible for the coordination of ESF in 
the region.  


Actiris 2011. 


Jaarverslag 


2010.  
 


Management 


contract 2006. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 
off ices) 


Het aantal agentschappen is gestegen van 11 op het 


einde van 2008 naar 15 in 2009. 


Actiris (2010). 


Jaarverslag 
2009.  


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 
the year 


832 employees, representing 701 full-time equivalents 


(31-12-2009). 


Actiris (2010). 


Jaarverslag 
2009.  


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 
year 


253.454.000 euro (2009) Actiris (2010). 


Jaarverslag 
2009.  
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


Actiris is the employment service of the regional 


government of the Brussels-Capital region. It is directly 


supported (politically) and f inanced by the regional 
Government.  


www.actiris.be  


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


Social security is a competency of the Federal State of 
Belgium. Labour market policy is a competence of the 


regional authority and vocational education of the 


communities. 
 


PES has a management contract with the Government of 


the Brussels-Capital Region (2006). 


Interview s. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 
w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


Services for special target groups (job matching, 


placement activities) are outsourced to third parties. 


Information on their performance is included in the PMS.  


Interview s. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Together w ith Wallonia, the Brussels-Capital Region 


constitutes the ‘sending part’ of Belgium (of mainly low  
qualif ied w orkers). The Capital how ever, does receive 


high skilled w hite collar w orkers. Belgium as a w hole is a 


receiving country (as far as it concerns Flanders). 


Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment. 
• the main challenges on 


the labour market 


(problems and groups). 


% of employment (Belgium): 62.0 % (2010); 


% of unemployment (Belgium): 7.4 % (2011M6); 


% of unemployment in Region of Brussels is much 
higher. 


 


A large share of the w orkforce in the Brussels-Capital 
Region is low  qualif ied.  


Eurostat.  


 


Interview . 


 
 
 



http://www.actiris.be/
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The performance contract is – among others – based on 
the desire of the regional Brussels-Capital Government to 


establish performance agreements w ith all of its 


organisations. The agreement should lead to optimal 
deployment of resources via an appropriate and 


prioritised implementation of employment policies.  


 
The contract is based on 4 pillars: 


• Targets to be achieved by Actiris within a period of 3 


years, checked on the basis a series of indicators; 
• Fostering cooperation betw een regional 


government, social partners and Actiris; 


• Establishment of a lively instrument including 
indicators that allow  for revision and eventual 


extension w ith new indicators; 


• Transparency of performance realised by Actiris.  


Management 
contract 2006-


2010. 


 
www.actiris.be  


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The set of indicators used include one input indicators. 
Remaining indicators include output and result indicators. 


Indicators are each year revised: Indicators may be 


altered signif icantly if  priorities are set differently by the 
directorate, for example w ith the establishment of a new  


directorate.  


 
Actiris also monitors, on a monthly basis, the in-f low  of 


job-vacancies, the number of vacancies f illed, the number 


of cancelled vacancies, and the number of vacancies 
available at the end of the month.  


Interview s.  
 


DWP (2009).  


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. Annex. Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 
causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


Not directly.  Interview s. 


 



http://www.actiris.be/
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Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, targets are set in the Management contract.  Management 


contract 2006. 


Are targets SMART? Targets for all performance indicators are SMART. Management 
contract 2006. 


 


Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 
this DWH linked? 


Yes, Actiris maintains a “data crossing” that includes 


administrative data on employers and job seekers from 


Actiris itself as w ell as Social security data of employees.  
 


Electronic data-exchange on Belgian level: 


http://www.ksz.fgov.be/ 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


No, as there is not a single shared performance 


management approach across Actiris. 


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Customer satisfaction surveys are undertaken 2-3 times 


per year. Satisfaction of job seekers is measured face to 


face, and satisfaction of employers is measured via 
phone.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Actiris administrative data as w ell as social security data 


(federal) on employees, provided by employers.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


Unknow n.  


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Unknow n.  


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, customers are asked (during intake) w hether they 
are w illing to w ork abroad. These are tagged (in detail – 


by country of interest) in order to provide tailored job-


search assistance.  
 


Willing to hire abroad: not tagged. 


Interview s. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Tracking of clients is sometimes done on an ad-hoc 


basis, for example for studies on specif ic measures. 
Usually, tracking is considered very labour-intensive and 


counter-productive.  


Interview s. 



http://www.ksz.fgov.be/
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Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


Unknow n.  
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Performance indicators included in the management 


contract are used for the strategic level. Organisational 


indicators (not included/ addressed in the management 
contract) are monitored separately by the various 


directorates of Actiris for operational purposes (Nb. there 


is not a single shared performance management 
approach across Actiris).  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


At directorate level, w ith ow n (diverging) indicators to 


steer Human Resources and Financial Resources.  


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


The performance measurement system per se is 


predominantly used for strategic purposes. Quality 
management is included.  


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets included in the performance contract are 


negotiated betw een the tripartite Management Committee 
and the directorate of Actiris and the Brussels Minister of 


Employment. 


Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Yes, local off ices (antenna’s ) are benchmarked. Their 


performance is compared in order to monitor progress 
tow ards the targets set out in the performance contract.  


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


No. Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


Nine staff members are currently providing EURES 


services.  


 


Most important stages and tools  EURES staff organises and visits job fairs and job-dating 


events. They also developed a w ebsite to stimulate 


geographical labour mobility: Brussels International 
Jobcentre: www.bijob.be . They are also in charge of 


matching jobseekers w ith job offers from abroad. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Job fairs and job-dating: Speed-dating events w ith 
employers are indicated as effective instruments. 


Employers also give fast feedback. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 
cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 


short their impact. 


Language proficiency; 
Skills that are locally unavailable.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form 


of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 
does not. 


Monthly reports constitute a heavy administrative burden 


as it involves much manual labour. It is also mainly 


focused on the process and less on results. Finally, 
EURES Advisors never receive feedback from the 


Commission on their Monthly Reports. 


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


EURES performance is measured w ith the Monthly 
Reports. EURES projects (e.g. Jobfairs) moreover, are 


also monitored. In addition, Actiris staff (including 


EURES) is every other year evaluated internally. Finally, 
EURES is taken into account w hen developing new 


strategies for Actiris. 


Interview s. 
 


Ecorys 


w ebsurvey. 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


Not available. Number of vacancies abroad, number of 
matchings, number of jobseekers interested in European 


mobility. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Tracking employers is considered very labour intensive 


and contra-productive. But at the same time, it is 
strategically important to have more indicators on the 


process of matching / European mobility. 


Interview s. 


 



http://www.bijob.be/
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


The management contract does not include objectives/ 
indicators/ targets on geographical labour mobility.  


 


But, Actitis has a special geographical labour mobility 
activity: Bijob. 


 


BIJOB’s mission is to promote international mobility 
tow ards and from the Brussels Region. 


 


BIJOB informs the jobseekers that do not yet live in 
Brussels about the w orking and living conditions in 


Belgium and more particularly in the capital. BIJOB also 


follow s-up Brussels inhabitants along their search for a 
job or a professional training abroad. Outgoing mobility is 


the priority. 


 
BIJOB assists employers (Belgian and foreign) that w ish 


to extend their recruitment scope beyond national 


borders.  


Interview s. 
 


www.bijob.be  


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


The number of vacancies abroad, number of matchings, 


number of jobseekers interested in international mobility, 


etcetera. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


Yes, it is possible for the PES to retrieve LFS data on 


geographical labour migration from the Belgium 


Statistical Off ice. This dataset includes data on 
immigrants and recent immigrants from EU-27 and non 


EU-27 countries in BE, Flanders, Wallonia, and Brussels-


Capital Region. This data is produced for the monitoring 
of EES objectives.  


 


BIJOB collects information on geographical mobility 
(output). This information includes info on visitors of the 


BIJOB w ebsite, the number of face-to-face enquiries of 


job seekers on w orking abroad, number of emails and 
phone conversations.  


Interview s. 


 


Actiris (2011). 
Annual Report 


2010. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 


LFS data from the Belgian Statistical off ice.  Interview s. 



http://www.bijob.be/
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


indicators are used? 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Study service + by the EURES manager. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Once, a survey has taken place, in w hich this client 
satisfaction was measured. 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 
At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the effectiveness of 
services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


Not monitored.  Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 
used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


N.a. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied 
and shared? By w hom? 


N.a. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


N.a. Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Actiris- Government Brussels Capital Region. Management Contract 2006 – 2010.  


 


Actiris (2011). Annual Report 2010.  
 


Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 


List of indicators  


Percentage signed individual action plans; 
Percentage of placement of jobseekers w ith an individual action plan; 


Reduction (%) of the number of jobseekers w ith an individual action plan; 


Success (%) of activities to provide active job search assistance; 
Indicators on autonomy and distance to the labour market; 


Penetration grade of employers in the immediate Brussels-Capital-Region; 


Coverage of vacancies; 
Use of the budget for active labour market programmes (budget used/ available); 


Client satisfaction. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets VDAB’s mission is to ensure, organize and promote 


job placement services on the one hand and 


guidance and training on the other hand for 
employers, jobseekers and employees alike in view  


of lifelong and sustainable labour market integration 


of jobseekers and employees. Tasks: 
1. To realize a comprehensive approach is its key 


mission of services for jobseekers; this 


comprehensive approach is prescribed by the 
Flemish Government Agreement 2004-2009 (the 


objective of the comprehensive approach is to 


offer chances of (re)integration to all jobseekers 
in order to avoid that they end up in long-term 


unemployment, and this in conformity with the 


European employment guidelines); 
2. Contribute to the harmonization of supply and 


demand on the labour market; 


3. Conclude cooperation agreements, such as 
outsourcing agreements, in a dynamic and 


transparent w ay with all actors and w hile 


adopting a partnership approach, in conformity 
w ith the Flemish Government Agreement 2004-


2009; 


4. Pursue proportionate participation of ‘opportunity 
groups’ (i.e. groups w ith opportunities) on the 


labour market by its actions; 


5. Take the necessary measures to f ight every kind 
of direct or indirect discrimination on the labour 


market; 


6. promote adaptability and employability of 
jobseekers, employees and employers; 


7. Optimize its set of tools by making it more 


transparent, eff icient and effective. 


Benchmarking, 


Management 


Information 
Systems Belgium, 


2008. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


One central off ice, 13 regional off ices (of which 6 


include competency centres and 6 5 include EURES 


off ices). 


VDAB Annual report 


2010. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


5,019 staff, 4,274 fte’s (2009); 5,013 staff, 4,237 fte’s 


(2010). 


VDAB Annual report 


2009; VDAB Key 


f igures 2010. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


Expenses: € 557 M, revenues: € 563 M, investments: 


€ 16.4 M (2010). 


VDAB, Annual 


report 2010. 
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES to 


relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


VDAB is supervised by the Flemish Minister of 


Budget, Finance, Work, Planning, Sport and 


Heritage. As of 2004, it is an external autonomous 
agency (extern verzelfstandigd agentschap). This 


means that VDAB not directly controlled by the 


minister but is controlled by a Board of Directors. As 
part of the Flemish government it is accountable to it. 


http://vdab.be/vdab/ 


algemeen.shtml. 


 


How  much autonomy is given to 


regional and local level in PES? 
(decentralisation: who designs 


budget, the strategy etc.) 


Objective parameters are laid dow n by the 


management agreement w ith the Flemish 
government for the 2005-2010 period. A new  


management agreement – for the 2011 – 2015 


period – betw een the VDAB and the Flemish 
government w as concluded in December 2010.  


 


Much more local and regional autonomy, w ith some 
able to set their ow n performance measurement 


regimes locally or in negotiation w ith central 


agencies and ministries. 


VDAB Annual report 


2009 / VDAB 
Annual report 2010. 


 


 
 


 


DWP, International 
review  2009. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary or 


private sector? (Privatisation: 
w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


There is outsourcing by tendering. VDAB Annual report 


2009. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


Receiving country (Flanders is a receiving region: 


both from the Walloon Region and abroad) 


Interview s. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


% of employment (Belgium): 62.0 % (2010); 


% of unemployment (Belgium): 7.4 % (2011M6), 


(Flanders): 7.21% (2011M7). 
 


The Flemish labour market recovered faster from the 


economic recession than anticipated. In 2010, the 
VDAB received 20.5% more situations vacant 


(262,280) than in 2009 (217,588), w hile the 


unemployment f igures dropped as of September 
2010 as w ell. At the end of 2010, the VDAB had 9.3% 


few er jobseekers than at the end of 2009. The high 


unemployment f igures and the general shortage of 
jobs w hich were predicted at the start of the crisis, 


never materialised fortunately enough. 


Disadvantaged groups include the unskilled, people 
over 50, migrants, disabled w orkers and long-term 


job seekers.  


 
1. Encouraging older people to w ork and ensuring 


that restructuring takes place eff iciently; 


2. Improving the links betw een education and the 


Eurostat. 


 


Eurostat, Arvastat. 
 


VDAB Key f igures 


2010. 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
New  institutional 


actors of social 


dialogue in the 
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Country information Source 


labour market and promoting lifelong learning; 
3. A comprehensive preventive approach to 


unemployment and offering opportunities to the 


long-term unemployed by means of an active 
labour market policy; 


4. Promoting proportional participation of ethnic 


minorities and other disadvantaged groups in the 
labour market; 


5. Achieving a f lexible combination of w ork and 


family. 


framew ork of the 
European 


employment 


strategy. The case 
of Flanders: 


Belgium, SERV, 


2009. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


No information on the origin of the PMS is available 
in the literature. The DWH LM (data w arehouse), 


managed by the Belgian Crossroads for Social 


Security Bank, w as set up in 1999 w ithin the context 
of a scientif ic project of the AGORA-programme, 


launched by the Belgian Federal Science Policy 


Off ice (FSPO). This scientif ic project originated at the 
request of a number of social security institutions, the 


Belgian Crossroads for Social Security Bank itself 


and some labour market scientists. The objective was 
to create a database in w hich a series of social data 


on individual labour market careers is available, 


w hich the social security institutions involved dispose 
of. 


 


The PES PMS is directly linked to the PES mission 
and targets / priorities. The PMS is adapted to 


changing targets / priorities and needs for 


information. The Balanced scorecard (BSC) for top 
management (performance management system) is 


based on the priorities that are concluded in the f ive 


yearly management agreement betw een the VDAB 
and the Flemish government. The management 


agreement translates policy priorities into strategic 


goals for the VDAB, the means it receives from the 
government and the targets that are to be reached. It 


can be view ed as a contract that is to ensure that the 


VDAB is managed in a w ay that targets are reached. 
Information in the Balanced scorecard includes 


monthly measurements on KSF and KPIs that are 


aimed at the management but available for all the 
PES’ staff through the intranet. The information can 


be broken dow n to the level of provinces and regions. 


 
The Executive Information System (EIS) is a very 


detailed PMS (comprising 700 indicators) that is 


mainly intended for middle and low er management 
and PES personnel. Most of the information in the 


system (95%) is updated on a monthly basis 


(otherw ise updated quarterly or biannually). Tw o 
years ago the VDAB started the development of third 


performance measurement system to complement 


the EIS, called Oracle BI. Data in the data w arehouse 
are updated daily. The daily updates w ere the main 


Hallen, 2004. 
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Purpose Source  


reason for developing the system. Monthly updates 
from the EIS are not frequent enough for some of its 


users. The Oracle BI system is still being expanded, 


but already allow s users to consult performance 
information, information from client f iles, information 


on vacancies and job seekers. ‘Arvastat’ labour 


market information made available by VDAB for 
external parties (e.g. journalists) is seen as a 4th 


system by the interview ees. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The indicators used are output and result indicators.  Interview  s and 


documents on the 
PMS provided by 


the VDAB. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


See annex. Documents on the 
PMS provided by 


the VDAB. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


All the BSC-indicators (see annex) are linked to 


targets. Many of the results-indicators are linked to 


output-indicators.  


Interview  s and 


documents on the 


PMS provided by 
the VDAB. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, targets exist. There are partnerships between 


VDAB and its Walloon and Brussels’ counterparts. In 


the partnership agreements, targets are set. 
Furthermore, for all the BSC-indicators (see annex) 


targets are set.  


Interview  s and 


documents on the 


PMS provided by 
the VDAB. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, targets are SMART. Interview  s and 
documents on the 


PMS provided by 


the VDAB. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


The PES PMS includes a DWH w hich is currently not 
linked to data sources from other administrations. In 


the near future this should change. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


Yes, a BSC is available. Interview  s and 


documents on the 


BSC. 
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Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Quality of service is measured through service 


satisfaction surveys amongst clients (employers, job 


seekers, employees and partners). Surveys are 
conducted throughout the year and reported on 


biannually. 


 
Figures about satisfaction of job seekers, employers 


and employees are available online. 


Interview s, and 


documents on the 


PMS provided by 
the VDAB. 


 


http://vdab.be/vdab/
cijfers. 


shtml. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The main data sources of the PMS are process 


generated data and data from various VDAB 
departments including the studies department.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Most data are process generated data that are 


extracted and further processed by the studies 
department (EIS and BSC, recurring, monthly). The 


Oracle BI data are automatically processed and taken 


from the system (system/database which job 
counsellors use to e.g. track information on job 


seekers and record information on actions. This is a 


continuous process). The surveys take place 
throughout the year and are reported on biannually. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The BSC is intended for top management, the EIS and 


Oracle BI systems are intended to be used by the 
low er echelons (e.g. job counsellors) who have access 


to the systems through the VDAB intranet. The PMSs 


are regularly adjusted/tailored to the needs of the 
users and to keep the systems eff icient (e.g. simplif ied 


in case this is necessary). 


Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged 


in the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad in Europe or 


other parts of the w orld. 


Interview s. 


 
Ecorys Websurvey. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -


up surveys undertaken? 


Information is available on w hether or not a client f inds 


lasting w ork (e.g. measurement after a number of 
months) but this is currently not used as there is not 


yet a definition adopted on w hat is “sustainable”.  


 
There is a shift from output based monitoring to results 


based monitoring. Therefore in the future the VDAB 


intents to also ascertain results on a longer term (e.g. 
follow  up on placement after 6 months). 


Interview s. 


 



http://vdab.be/vdab/cijfers.shtml

http://vdab.be/vdab/cijfers.shtml

http://vdab.be/vdab/cijfers.shtml
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Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


As the VDAB attaches a high priority to monitoring 


and evaluation tools, changes in PES resources 


w ould not directly impact these, as stated during the 
interview . National priorities do impact on the PMS. 


Changes in national / PES priorities lead to changes 


in the PMS. Larger changes in priorities only take 
place f ive yearly – w hen the management agreement 


is renew ed – while smaller changes can be made in 


the annual plan. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being used for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


It is used, at strategic, tactical and operational levels 


by management and by job counsellors: 


 
The EIM and Oracle BI PMSs provide line managers 


and job counsellors w ith information on the relative 


performance of units and individuals. Using this 
information line managers can manage their units 


and job counsellors can manage themselves (e.g. 


direct more time and effort.to certain activities when 
they are lagging behind in some respects). The BSC 


is intended for tactical and strategic use by higher 


management. 


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


It is used by job counsellors and line managers at 


local branches and centrally by e.g. higher 


management. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 
management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 
used?  


Not available.  


 


PES mission and target setting Source 
Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The PES PMS is directly linked to the PES mission 


and targets / priorities. The PMS is adapted to 


changing targets / priorities and needs for 
information. The BSC for top management is based 


on the priorities that are concluded in the f ive yearly 


management agreement betw een the VDAB and the 
Flemish government. The management agreement 


translates policy priorities into strategic goals for the 


VDAB, the means it receives from the government 
and the targets that are to be reached.  


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Yes. Interview s. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


No.  
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There is a specialised level of cooperation of EURES 


w ith other counsellors of the PES (doing the basic 


services for EURES), in particular w ith vacancy 
counsellors and sector staff. The EURES unit is also 


cooperating w ith communication experts and 


Europass colleagues regarding promotional 
activities. Currently 7 FTE are employed as EURES 


Advisor at VDAB. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  EURES services (i.a. information and referrals, 
vacancy handling actions) for (mobile) jobseekers 


and employers are (supposed to be) registered in 


the VDAB Jobseekers and (Master)vac systems, by 
the EURES advisors (EA) and by (all) counsellors. 


 


The VDAB has three channels to provide EURES 
and other information: the call centre/service line, 


www.vdab.be (werken in het buitenland), human 


resources (EA, counsellors). EURES manager and 
EA have access to the EURES community. The 


update of information on these sites is a continuing 


action point. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


The cooperation of the netw ork for EURES job 


days/jobfairs and/or other EURES events w orks 


rather w ell. The EURES target groups, expected role 
of the netw ork and estimated output should be 


defined in a clearer w ay though. 


 
(Periodical, operational, updated) Surveys on EU 


labour markets/surpluses, information on skills 


shortages by sector remains an important tool for 
detecting complementarity betw een 


countries/regions and for doing bi-or trilateral 


placement projects. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 


cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 
short their impact. 


The main factors that hinder cross-national 


placement – in the opinion of the interview ee – are: 


• the fact that living and w orking conditions of the 
home country remain not applicable in case of a 


accepting a job abroad related to a transnational 


labour contract; 
• Prejudices of (some) employers, to recruit by 


preference national employees; 


• Language obstacles (w hich is in particular the 
case for Belgium / Flanders); 


• It is often the case that (in particular young) 


people express their interest for a job abroad, 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


but once presented w ith a concrete job 
opportunity job seekers are reluctant or unw illing 


to accept the job after all; 


• Relations w ith family, friends, other relatives in 
the home country. 


 


Factors that facilitate placement by EURES are:  
• Personal contacts within the netw ork and w ith 


the public, for (pre)selected vacancies, in 


particular also during European jobfairs/job days; 
• Bilateral cooperation projects arranged by 


agreement betw een PES EURES.  


Opinion on the current w ay/form 
of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 


does not. 


A negative aspect of the EA Monthly reports is that it 
is a periodical, manual reporting system w ith high 


risk of errors, especially when it is used by a large 


number of people in the EURES netw ork. 
 


Also the contents of the reports must be 


reconsidered. For example, is it important to 
measure the number of contacts? Having a contact 


is a means to realise placement and not a result. 


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


The interview ee would suggest to consider the 
development of an automatic system that measures 


performance quantitatively. 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


EURES conversations are registered as such in the 
system.  


 


Data is available concerning European vacancies in 
treatment by our counsellors. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


In theory, the measuring system should be 


straightforward. For sending countries, the number 
of placements of (mobile) jobseekers should be 


measured. For receiving countries fulf ilment of 


vacancies by jobseekers from abroad should be 
measured. Such a country distinction should also 


avoid the problem of double counting. 


 
In practice, w e can only give information on direct 


contacts at PES level. At other levels, w e can use 


data from e.g. social security to give global f igures 
on mobility. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


Performance of geographical mobility is assessed 
betw een the regions (Walloon and Flemish region, 


and Brussels) for which indicators are in place. 


International mobility is not measured by the PES, 
but w e have f igures from social security system and a 


survey on employees on the national level (Belgium). 


These provide insight on commuter mobility only. 
 


The law  on privacy hinders this, but the fact that 


stimulating international mobility is not one of the 
PES’ objectives (at least not beyond the EURES 


unit’s objectives) is a main reason for not including 


indicators on international labour mobility. Some data 
on cross-border mobility are collected, but only in 


cases w here there are partnership agreements (e.g. 


betw een the south-west of Flanders and France). 


VDAB Annual report 
2009. 


 


Interview . 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


Yes, they do. There are partnerships betw een VDAB 


and its Walloon and Brussels’ counterparts. In the 


partnership agreements, targets are set. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? Performance of geographical mobility is assessed 
betw een the regions (Walloon and Flemish region, 


and Brussels) for which indicators are in place. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


No, only data on mobility betw een the regions are 
measured as part of the PMS by the PES studies 


department. Data on mobility betw een the provinces 


are not collected by the PES, but are published by an 
external organisation (Steunpunt WSE). Data on 


international mobility are not measured at all by the 


PES. Data on commuter mobility exists, but only 
fragmented and incomplete (due to legislation on 


privacy employers are not required to divulge 


information on the nationality of employees and due 
to the fact that this legislation prohibits the VDAB or 


any other organisation access to e.g. the tax off ice 


database. (VDAB could ask employers to provide 
data on nationality for vacancies in w hich they 


mediate, but this w ould not provide a complete 


picture w ith regard to mobility; VDAB job counsellors 
have the possibility to record the nationality of a job 


seeker in their system, but not all job counsellors do 


so, so this number only amounts to some 200 foreign 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


job seekers a year, a large underestimation as most 
foreign job seekers do not register at VDAB).  


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


Yes. We use information from the national employee 


survey and information from the social security 
system to have a view  on commuting. For regional 


mobility the PES collects data itself (EIS) but also 


makes use of its partners in the other regions 
(Forem, Actiris). 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Not applicable as data is not collected. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 
activities measured? 


Quality of service/client satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility activities is not 


measured. 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 
any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No, w e use national data available. In general w e do 


not use follow  up surveys in general, same for other 
PES objectives. 


Interview s. 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


The effectiveness of services related to international 


geographical mobility services is not measured as 
stimulating international mobility is not one of the 


PES’ objectives – at least not beyond the EURES 


unit’s objectives and mobility betw een border regions 
w here partnerships exist. is measured, but only in 


cases w here there are partnership agreements. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 
used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


No. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied 
and shared? By w hom? 


No. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


The information on cross-border mobility – the only 


information on geographic mobility collected by the 
PES – is collected by and shared bilaterally (or 


trilaterally) betw een VDAB and its cross-border 


partners; UWV Werkbedrijf  (Meuse-Rhine, 
Scheldemond) and Pôle emploi and Le Forem (Nord 


Pas de Calais). 


Interview s. 
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Annex I 


Used sources  
• Interview s; 


• Benchmarking project, Management Information Systems Belgium, 2008; 


• Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management; 
• Eurostat and Arvastat statistics; 


• VDAB Annual report 2009; 


• VDAB Annual report 2010 
• VDAB Key f igures 2010; 


• VDAB w ebsite: http://vdab.be/vdab/algemeen.shtml; 


• Systems in Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616. (DWP, International review  2009; 
• SERV (2009) New  institutional actors of social dialogue in the framew ork of the European employment 


strategy. The case of Flanders: Belgium; 


• Hallen, van der, P., (2004) Data Warehouse (DWH) Monitoring in the Public Employment Service (PES) 
Statements and Comments (Hallen, 2004) (STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES of the Belgian DWH. 
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Annex II 


Indicators Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
Key success factor Key performance 


indicator 
Indicator / item Target Frequency 


1. Basic services 1. Client satisfaction job 
seekers 


Contact services 70% < x < 
75% 


Biannual  


1. Basic services 1. Client satisfaction job 


seekers 


Service line 85% < x < 


90% 


Biannual 


1. Basic services 1. Client satisfaction job 


seekers 


Online services 75% < x < 


80% 


Biannual 


1. Basic services 2. Satisfaction of clients 
and employees of LWW’s 


(local ‘w ork shop’) 


- - - 


1. Basic services 3. Employee satisfaction Contact services 70% < x < 
75% 


Biannual 


1. Basic services 3. Employee satisfaction Online services 75% < x < 


80% 


Biannual 


1. Basic services 4. Vacancy range  17% Monthly 


1. Basic services 5. Job supply and 


transparency of supply of 
vacancies 


Registered vacancies 120,000 – 


165,000 


Monthly 


1. Basic services 5. Job supply and 


transparency of supply of 
vacancies 


Share of SME’s 60% Monthly 


1. Basic services 6. Fulf ilment of vacancies Percentage 82% Monthly 


1. Basic services 6. Fulf ilment of vacancies Time 42 days Monthly 


1. Basic services 6. Fulf ilment of vacancies Percentage for hard to 


f ill vacancies 


- Monthly 


1. Basic services 7. Employer satisfaction Contact services 70% < x < 
75% 


Biannual  


1. Basic services 7. Employer satisfaction Service line 85% < x < 


90% 


Biannual 


1. Basic services 7. Employer satisfaction Online services 75% < x < 


80% 


Biannual 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


1. Share of target groups Low  educated 49.6% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


1. Share of target groups Disabled 10.5% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


1. Share of target groups Immigrants 19.7% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


1. Share of target groups Older w orkers - Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


2. Preventative target 


group 


Job seekers under 25 100% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


2. Preventative target 


group 


Job seekers aged 25 


and above 


100% Monthly 
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Indicators Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 


Key success factor Key performance 
indicator 


Indicator / item Target Frequency 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


3. Curative target group - ‘norm=result’ Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


4. Activation percentage 


for long term job seekers 


 16.5% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


All unemployed job 
seekers 


63% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Low  educated 56% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Older w orkers 44% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Immigrants 52% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Disabled 52% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Long term 
unemployed 


59% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


5. Outf low  from 
unemployment after 


counselling 


Short distance to 
labour market 


70% Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 
counselling 


All unemployed job 
seekers 


51 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 


counselling 


Low  educated 45 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 


counselling 


Older w orkers 36 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 
counselling 


Immigrants 41 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 


counselling 


Disabled 38 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 


approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 


counselling 


Long term 


unemployed 


45 Monthly 


2. Comprehensive 
approach job seekers 


6. Outf low  into w ork after 
counselling 


Short distance to 
labour market 


- Monthly 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


1. Yield of courses in 


competence centres 


Number of persons 40,000 Monthly 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


1. Yield of courses in 


competence centres 


Number of hours 12,000,000 Monthly 


3. Service provision in 
competence centres 


1. Yield of courses in 
competence centres 


Target groups 
reached 


- Monthly 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


2. Yield of w ork-based 


vocational training (ibo) 


Number of started 


training courses 


16,000 Monthly 
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Indicators Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 


Key success factor Key performance 
indicator 


Indicator / item Target Frequency 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


2. Yield of w ork-based 


vocational training (ibo) 


Percentage of 


discontinued courses 
for adverse reasons 


17.6% Monthly 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


2. Yield of w ork-based 


vocational training (ibo) 


Number of started 


‘interim’ training 
courses 


Not 


applicable 


Monthly 


3. Service provision in 


competence centres 


2. Yield of w ork-based 


vocational training (ibo) 


Success percentage 


of ‘interim’ training 
courses 


Not 


applicable 


Monthly 


4. Innovation and 


product development 


1. Investments in 


innovation activities 


- 5% Annually 


5. VDAB as employer 1. Target groups as a 


share of new ly hired staff 


Immigrants 10% Monthly 


5. VDAB as employer 1. Target groups as a 
share of new ly hired staff 


Disabled 4% Monthly 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Poland  


Name PES PSZ (Publiczne Sluzby Zatrudnienia)  


Name researcher LS, MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The mission of Publiczne Sluzby Zatrudnienia (PSZ) is 


to help people to move from unemployment to w ork. 


This is delivered by labour off ices which:  
• provide job-search assistance to the unemployed 


and jobseekers; 


• assist employers in f inding suitable employees; 
• provide vocational counselling; 


• implement active labour market programmes; 


• run job clubs and also make decisions about 
entitlements to unemployment insurance benefits 


and make payments. 


Kalužná (2009). 


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


The delivery of PES in Poland is highly decentralised. 
The main PES providers are 340 local labour off ices 


(PUP), w hich fall under the competence of territorial 


self-governments which also operate 16 
territorial/regional off ices (WUP), although the state 


has retained responsibilities for coordination and 


supervision of service delivery and signif icant powers 
in terms of policy-making. 


 


The local off ices offer services to the public on the 
basis of agreed regional strategies w hich have to take 


into account national policy and statutory requirements 


(e.g. a Ministerial guideline in 2007 defined minimum 
numbers of staff they should employ by function). 


Some feel that this system has led to a lack of 


integrated and shared management objectives.  
 


PUP report to local mayors. How ever, state structures 


at a regional level supervise the performance of both 
the PUP and the regional level off ices (WUP).  


Kalužná (2009). 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


DWP (2009). 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


Kalužná (2009).  


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 
the year 


At the end of 2006 WUP and PUP employed 19,933 


staff (including managers) of whom 754 (3.8%) w ere 
employed on a part-time basis. 


Kalužná (2009). 


 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 
year 


Active labour market programmes are f inanced from 


multiple sources: the Labour Fund, the state budget, 
the budgets of self-governments, and European 


Structural Funds.  


 
Operational costs are in principle borne by the 


respective territorial levels of government. Under-


f inancing is common, and there are concerns that 
decentralisation has led to more uneven service 


provision and performance. Other active labour market 


programmes and unemployment insurance benefits are 


Kalužná (2009). 
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General information PES Source*  


f inanced from the Labour Fund. 
 


Public expenditure on PES and administration 


functions in 2006 w as 255.07miillon Euros.  
 


Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 
to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 
separate agency?) 


The Department of Labour Market w ithin the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Policy is responsible for shaping 


and implementing solutions for the labour market, 


promotion of employment and development of labour 
market institutions as w ell as initiation of and support 


to PES. 


MLSP w ebsite. 
 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: w ho 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


Since 2000, PES in Poland has been delivered both by 


territorial self-governments (through WUP and PUP) as 
w ell as by state administration bodies, namely the 


Minister responsible for labour and social policy, state 


structures at regional/territorial level and the Voluntary 
Work Corps. Each body is autonomous w ith no 


hierarchical relationship w ith any other. The Minister is 


responsible for the regulation and coordination of the 
PES at all levels.  


Kalužná (2009). 


 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 
or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


The 2004 Act on Employment Promotion and Labour 


Market Institutions introduced a possibility of 
outsourcing some PES tasks, namely placement 


services, EURES services, the provision of vocational 


counselling and information, assistance with active job 
search and training of the unemployed or jobseekers. 


 


In practice, the main PES functions are contracted out 
on a very limited scale as outsourced placement 


services or vocational counselling has to be funded by 


local budgets w hich are limited and local authorities 
usually f ind that in-house provision is cheaper. 


Kalužná (2009). 
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Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country? 
Please elaborate. 


Sending country.  Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 
 


The Polish economy has grow n strongly in recent 


years, until late 2008, causing a stable increase in 
employment and a fall in unemployment. At the 


beginning of 2009, the economy began to suffer the 


effects of the global economic crisis and this brought 
signif icant change in labour market conditions. In 2009 


the unemployment rate w as estimated at 8.8%, w ith a 


labour force participation rate of 56.3% and 
employment rate of 51.3%.  


 


Since joining the EU, Polish people have exhibited 
high levels of geographic mobility compared to most 


other EU countries. The Polish Central Statistical 


Off ice estimates that over 2.2 million people w ere 
temporarily abroad in 2008 but as a result of the 


current global economic crisis there has been a 


signif icant increase in the f low  of migrants returning 
home. Research based on a sample of returning 


Polish migrants w ho are also clients of local labour 


off ices found that many returnees had lost their jobs 
abroad or w ere forced to return for family reasons and 


w ere then unable to f ind jobs in the Polish labour 


market in line w ith their expectations, w hich are often 
high because they compare the level of remuneration 


w ith that received abroad.  


Social Diagnosis 


2009. 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


EJMP (2010). 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The system w as created in 1996/1997. It w as 
introduced in order to use the resources more 


effectively. This w as at a time w hen the 


unemployment rate w as very high and it w as 
important to ensure that resources were effectively 


administered. 


Kalužná (2009). 
 


Interview s. 


 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


There is at least one indicator regarding re-
employment. The indicator refers to the ratio of 
number of persons w ho, after participating in a 


selected form of vocational activation in a given year, 


have found employment and un-registered from the 
unemployed registry w ithin 3 months. There is also 


an indicator regarding costs of participation in a 
measure determined by dividing the amount of the 
total expenditure on active forms of vocational 


activation by the number of people w ho secure 


employment. The indicators mentioned above are 
based on data collection at the level of poviat (district) 


and voivodeship and at the national level. 


Kalužná (2009). 


 
Interview s. 


 


Efektyw ność 
podstaw owych (it’s 


not probably a 


w hole title) 2009. 
 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


There are only two general indicators measuring 
effectiveness and two more specific indicators which 


might be regarded as sub-indicators.  


Interviews. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


Not relevant. Interviews. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Target values of indicators are defined in strategic 


documents. Now  it is the National Action Plan for 


Employment, w hich is prepared once per 2 years. 
These values how ever are not reflected in objectives 


set to particular labour off ices, because the Public 


Employment Services (PES) in Poland are de-
centralised. The Ministry of Labour and Social 


Policies does not have suff icient tools and resources 


to set objectives for sub-national labour off ices, which 
fall under the local self-governments. 


Interviews. 


Are targets SMART? N.a.  
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Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Not available. Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


Not available.  Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Client satisfaction is not measured structurally. 


However, a satisfaction survey is conducted at the 


job fairs organised by the PES as it is relatively 
easily to conduct and is more cost effective.  


Interviews. 


 


Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


PES administrative data.  Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


The data collection method is defined at central level 
through an Act. Data is usually collected on three 


levels: poviat, voivodeship and the national level. 


Labour offices apply the provisions in the Act to 
collect data on performance in various reporting 


cycles, as there are monthly and quarterly reports. 


The statistical data gathered by poviat labour offices 
are passed on to voivodeship labour offices. 


Moreover, part of reports are produced by the 


Voivodeship Labour Office and the Centres for 
Information and Career Planning (CICP are in the 


structure of VLOs). Then the data from the VLOs are 


transferred to the Statistical Office in Bydgoszcz. 
Research is furthermore conducted together with the 


Central Statistical Office, and it is the CSO who is 


ultimately responsible for data-collecting. Finally, the 
CSO transfers the central collection to the MLSP.  


Interviews. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Unknow n.  


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, employers w illing to recruit from abroad.  Ecorys w eb survey.  
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Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Unknow n.   


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The PMS is based on statistics determined by the 


ministry. Through regulations, the Cabinet clearly 
defines the research topics, the body leading the 


research, the scope of the research, type of the 


research, subject and object scope, periods for 
collecting data, forms of collecting data and sharing 


it, costs of financing the data.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Statistical information is used to assess the 


effectiveness of programmes and to decide w hich 


ones can be further disseminated (although the 
decision w hich programme is to be implemented 


alw ays depends on the local self-government). 


Statistics on performance moreover are used to 
divide resources for ‘ vocational activation’ – a 


mathematical algorithm is used that considers the 


number of the unemployed, level of unemployment 
and other factors. The Minister has the option to 


check the effectiveness of the tool. It allow s the 


Minister to monitor how  the resources are spent and 
how  labour off ices work. They are also used to 


formulate legal regulations, and the labour market 


and employment policy. So it is being used at 
different levels of the organisation, both for 


operational and strategic use.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


At the highest level of management in the MLSP.  Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


Performance information is predominantly used for 
the management of f inancial resources.  


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Labour off ices set their objectives individually. The 
MLSP can only set additional employment objectives 


if  additional resources are transferred to offices for 


so-called special programmes addressed to the 
unemployed. Then, the Minister sets the level of re-


employment after participating in the programme, and 


reaching this indicator is a condition for aw arding the 
resources. 


 


 


Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Unknow n.  


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


Unknow n.  
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 5 senior managers w orking at the central 


level of EURES. In 2010, there w ere 38 EURES 


advisers. These advisers were employed to 
specif ically work on EURES, but line managers may 


assign advisers to do other tasks. There are also 


about 400 EURES assistants in local off ices. EURES 
is integrated w ithin PES: all the EURES staff from 


local off ices posses a licence of the placement off icer. 


The central EURES department coordinates the local 
off ices on EURES matters. There are contracts with 


regional PES that concern EURES activities w hich 


are the basis of the transferring of the funds. The 
obligation to perform the activities related to EURES 


are defined by the law . 


Interview s. 


 


EURES data for the 
regional labour 


off ice and local 


labour off ice for 
2010. 


 


GHK (2010).  


Most important stages and 
tools  


Most activities and resources concern outward 
mobility. There is also a w ebsite managed by the 


Ministry w hich concerns national EURES issues 


(www.eures.praca.gov.pl). In addition, there exists 
also a mechanism for vacancy registration at the 


national level. Various recruitments events like job 


fairs, information meetings and w ritten material is 
furthermore made available for Polish employers and 


jobseekers. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Job fairs w ork w ell because people can meet 
employers face to face. Areas to improve w ould be to 


address the lack of information about salaries abroad. 


EURES must provide this information to the 
jobseekers, but employers do not alw ays share it w ith 


EURES. Also international EURES advisors are 


present there. Another improvement w ould be to 
introduce a registration form for the vacancies on the 


EU Job Mobility Portal. For example this could also 


include information on salaries, w hich is normally 
diff icult to obtain. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 
placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 


impact. 


The level of development of the Polish economy and 


the Polish salaries do not attract large numbers of 
foreign w orkers. For example there are approximately 


47 vacancies open to foreign w orkers in Poland at 


any one time, but only a very small number of foreign 
w orkers have shown any interest in these vacancies. 


Language is also a barrier.  


 
The facilitating factors are the public trusts vacancies 


that are distributed by EURES and the fact that 


EURES services are free of charge.  


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


The main task of the EURES is job placement and 
the provision of information, w hich should be reflected 


in the EC Monthly reports. 


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Polish EURES has separate registration form, w hich 


is generally similar to EC Monthly Report. This 


national report contains more details (see annex). 
The report includes basic information of the EURES, 


but also information on training, contacts with external 


organisations, job seekers, foreign workers from EEA 
countries; international job placement services within 


EURES for Polish employers, international job 


placement services within EURES for Foreign 
employers, job fairs, and cross border mobility (see 


Annex 1). 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


Data for the national registration form. Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 
for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


See the registration form (annex). Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No. Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No.  Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


No. Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


Data on migrants coming from outside the European 


Union come from the registry of w ork permits (they 
have to have a permit in order to legally w ork in 


Poland). There is no data about the EU citizens 


w orking in Poland, because they do not require w ork 
permits. The MLSP used to collect data on Polish 


w orkers abroad via embassies, but stopped doing 


this as the data w as unreliable.  


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Information on migrants (w orking permits) is collected 


at the level of the voivodes. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


No. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


No.  Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


There is some data on geographical mobility 


especially about the non-EU migrants. According to 


the interview ee this data is also used to future 
planning of migration policy. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


No. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 
shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Not clear. Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
PES w ebsite - http://www.psz.praca.gov.pl/; 


EURES w ebsite -http://www.eures.praca.gov.pl/en/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=26; 


Ministry of Labour and Social Policy w ebsite - http://www.mpips.gov.pl/index.php?gid=865; 
Report on Employment Agencies 2009 


http://www.psz.praca.gov.pl/_files_/publikacje/100601_raport_agencje_zatrudnienia_2009.doc; 


Kalužná, D. (2009) Main Features of the Public Employment Service in Poland (OECD Social, Employment and 
Migration Working Papers, No. 80, OECD Publishing); 


European Job Mobility Partnership (2010) Making Transitions Pay; 


Council for Social Monitoring (2010) Social Diagnosis 2009; 
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 
Interview s with: 


Ms. Dorota Pasterczyk, Deputy Director, Ministry of Labour And social Policy Department of Labour Market; 


Ms Joanna Wodzynska - Department of the Funds; 
Ms Izabela Kaczmarska - Labour Market Dpt, Continous Training Division; 


Mr Jacek Jaczew ski - Labour Market Dpt., Labour Placement Division; 


Ms. Jolanta Jakubow ska, Labour Market Dpt. Labour Placement Division; 
Ms Agnieszka Zdak - Labour Market Dpt., European Public Employment Services Division; 


Ms Lidia Nejkauf - Labour Market Dpt., European Public Employment Services Division. 


 
Efektyw ność podstawowych form aktywizacji zawodowej realizowanych w ramach programów na rzecz 


promocji zatrudnienia, łagodzenia skutków  bezrobocia aktywizacji zawodowej w 2009 roku WARSZAWA, 


LIPIEC 2011. 


 
  



http://www.psz.praca.gov.pl/

http://www.eures.praca.gov.pl/en/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=26

http://www.mpips.gov.pl/index.php?gid=865

http://www.psz.praca.gov.pl/_files_/publikacje/100601_raport_agencje_zatrudnienia_2009.doc
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List of indicators  


ANNEX 1: indicators as stated in the Efektyw ność podstawowych form aktywizacji zawodowej realizowanych w 
ramach programów  na rzecz promocji zatrudnienia, łagodzenia skutków  bezrobocia i aktywizacji zawodowej w 


2010 roku. 


 
Objaśnienie podstawowych pojęć użytych w opracowaniu:  
Efektywność zatrudnieniowa – (tj. w skaźnik ponownego zatrudnienia), ustalona (obliczona) została jako 


stosunek liczby osób, które po zakończeniu udziału w  2010 roku w  określonej formie aktyw izacji uzyskały w 
okresie do 3 miesięcy zatrudnienie, tj. w yrejestrowały się z powiatowego urzędu pracy lub jeżeli w  okresie do 3 


miesięcy od czasu zakończenia udziału w  programach nie zarejestrowały się w powiatowym urzędzie pracy, do 


liczby osób, które w  2010 roku zakończyły udział w danej formie aktyw izacji. INDICATOR; 
Koszt uczestnictwa w programie – ustalono (obliczono) w wyniku podzielenia faktycznych wydatków w 2010 


roku poniesionych kasowo na daną formę aktyw izacji przez liczbę osób, które w  2010 roku rozpoczęły udział w  


danej formie aktyw izacji; 
Efektywność kosztową – tj. koszt ponow nego zatrudnienia – ustalono (obliczono) w  wyniku podzielenia kw oty 


poniesionych w ydatków w 2010 roku (kasowo) na daną formę aktyw izacji przez liczbę osób, które po 


zakończeniu udziału w  2010 roku w  danej formie aktyw izacji uzyskały w okresie do 3 miesięcy zatrudnienie. 5 
Ogólna efektywność zatrudnieniowa – (tj. w skaźnik ponownego zatrudnienia), ustalona (obliczona) została 


jako stosunek liczby osób, które w yrejestrowały się z tytułu podjęcia pracy niesubsydiowanej w 2010 roku, do 


liczby zarejestrowanych osób bezrobotnych na dzień 31 grudnia 2009 roku. INDICATOR!!! 
Ogólna efektywność kosztowa – (tj. koszt zatrudnienia), ustalono w  wyniku podzielenia kw oty poniesionych w 


2010 roku w ydatków ogółem na aktyw ne formy aktywizacji zawodowej przez liczbę osób, które wyrejestrowały 


się z tytułu podjęcia pracy niesubsydiowanej w 2010 roku. 
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Country  Slovenia 


Name PES Employment Service of Slovenia (ESS) 


Name researcher LS, TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The ESS is responsible for the administration of UI 


benefits, the implementation of active labour market 


policies, information/ counselling, matching, and the 
provision of w ork permits for third country nationals.  


 


Mission: to provide eff icient and client-oriented 
employment services, with the main objective being to 


increase the employability and employment of the 


population in Slovenia. This can be further elaborated 
into a number of long-term objectives: 


• increase employment and decrease 


unemployment; 
• low ering the unemployment gap betw een regions; 


• prevention of long-term unemployment; 


• reducing structural unemployment by improving the 
employability; and 


• competences of unemployed; 


• development of skills, competences and 
competitiveness of employees; 


• creation of new  jobs; 


• strengthening of social inclusion. 
 


For 2011, the follow ing objectives have been identif ied: 


1. Timely activation of the unemployed; 
2. To increase eff iciency of referral of unemployed 


people; 


3. To increase eff iciency of active employment policy 
programmes; 


4. To promote the ESS as a central institution of life-


long career guidance.  


Interview . 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


The ESS has one central off ice in Ljubljana, 12 


regional off ices and 59 local off ices. 


ESS (2010). 


Annual Report.  


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


864 staff members. Business plan 


2011. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


333 million EUR in 2009 for protection of unemployed 


and implementation of active labour market policy 


programmes. The respective amount in 2010 w as 
391,9 mio €. 


 


Funding for professional tasks and functioning of the 
institute for 2009 around 31m EUR, plus revenues 


realised gives a total of 32.7m EUR. In the 2010, the 


respective numbers w ere 32 mio and 36,5 mio €.  


Annual report 


2009, 2010. 
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


ESS is an independent legal entity and public agency. 


Reports to Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Affairs 


(MoLFSA). 
 


The Ministry is considered to be very close to the ESS: 


The Administrative Council of The ESS includes 6 
representatives from the Government, 3 TU members, 


3 representatives of employers’ federations and 1 


member of the ESS itself. The competencies of the 
Council are how ever limited: it has some informal 


pow ers to inf luence the budget, as it may ask questions 


on the budget proposal before it formally approves the 
budget proposal.  


 


The budget how ever, is mainly f inanced via tax 
revenues, w hich means that the Government/ MoLFSA 


provide the main means for the ESS, and determines 


the main f igure of the ESS annual budget. There is one 
budget for operating costs and UI benefits etc. and a 


separate budget for ALMPs, w hich is co-f inanced by 


the ESF. The scope and the content of individual ALM 
programmes are defined by the MoLFSA. 


Annual report, 


interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


Regional off ices define their own targets and activities 


in their regional business plans. When doing so, they 
should take regional priorities and national operational 


objectives and targets into account. Annual objectives 


and targets for the ESS as a w hole are defined by the 
ESS Management but in close cooperation w ith the 


regional off ices.  


Interview s. 


To w hat degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 
and to w hom?) 


On going modernisation is focused on the 
intensif ication of ALMPs and activation strategies, but 


also new  forms of service provision (such as e-


Services) and increased contracting with private sector 
employment service providers. 


 


The ESS itself provides only basic trainings (such as 
trainings on job search). Other trainings/ ALMPs are 


provided by external parties. These are how ever 


captured in the PMS, under the ALMP module in the 
data w arehouse. This module contains information – 


among others- on the contract w ith external service 


providers, the f inancial aspects (invoice) and the 
number of participants.  


DWP (2009), 
interview s. 
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Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country?  Sending. Interview s. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 


labour market (problems 
and groups). 


The Slovenian economy demonstrated sustained 


strong grow th since the early 1990s when it gained 
independence from Yugoslavia. In the period from 1993 


to 2008 Slovenia experienced rapid economic grow th, 


especially in the nineties. In 2009 the Slovenian 
economy fell by 8.0%, how ever in 2010 the economy 


grew  by 1.4%. In 2007 inflation rate w as 5,6 %, but 


decreased substantial in the follow ing years (2,1 % in 
2008, 1,8 % in 2009, 1,9 % in 2010).  


 


The Slovenian labour market has performed w ell in 
recent years with generally high levels of employment 


and low  levels of unemployment. How ever, the 


economic crisis has led to a reduction in economic 
activity w hich has in turn impacted upon the labour 


market situation and in December 2010 the registered 


unemployment rate w as 11.8 % (annual average 
10.7%), although according to the LFS data for 2010 


the unemployment rate w as 7.2%, below the EU 


average.  
 


Slovenia is currently implementing a range of measures 
to promote the market and increase f lexibility. These 


include a major privatisation programme, more benefit 


regulations and real price reductions in benefit 
payments. The European Commission has noted the 


large proportion of employment that takes place in the 


informal sector and regulating this has also been a 
focus. 


DWP (2009) & 


PES w ebsite. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The ESS has a long history of performance 
measurement dating back to the mid-1990s. The top-


management of the ESS introduced the principles of 


management by objectives in 1999. Working w ith 
objectives and associated targets moreover, was also 


driven by the fact that the ESS is since 2004 ISO –


certif ied, w hich requires the existence of a PMS and 
w hich needs to be checked every second year. Finally, 


w orking on the basis of MbO principles is also 


supported by the EU (i.e. employment targets). 
 


Quoted in DWP 2009) lists the benefits of performance 


measures as being: 
• the targets of the ESS became more concrete, 


easier to follow , and more understandable for ESS 


staff; 
• they serve as a stimulation for ESS staff at all 


levels – activation of teams and individuals; 


• they help to increase the effectiveness of ESS; 
• they help to identify problems in ESS earlier; 


• they help to identify w hat ESS activities should take 


priority, and the performance of these activities; 
• they indicate the meaning and the role of ESS in 


the labour market. 


Interview s. 
 


DWP (2009). 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The system includes several output and one result 


indicators.  


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. annex. Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


Indicators do not presuppose causal mechanisms 


explicitly as they are linked to different objectives of 


different sorts. 


Interview s. 
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Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


There are targets associated w ith the indicators. Based 
on the guidelines of the Ministry of Labour, Family and 


Social Affairs and the national labour market policy 


objectives, the ESS prepares a proposal of annual 
operational objectives and targets.  


 


In addition, some indicators in the system (data cubes) 
how ever, can be linked to legal limits that function as 


‘targets’. This is for example the case w ith the duration 


of processing applications for unemployment benefits.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, targets are SMART.  Interview s. 


 


Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 
this DWH linked? 


Yes, the PES PMS includes a DWH. It currently 


consists of a data-cube system with a simplif ied 


interface w ith standard tables on the basis of MS 
ProClarity available on Intranet. A new  programme to 


be implemented soon enables a more attractive layout 


of tables and reports and automatic data generation for 
Intranet. How ever, the data-cubes enable the staff in 


analytical department to generate arbitrary data queries 


and tables, including drill dow n to individual data. The 
DWH includes administrative data derived from the 


ESS activities, the social security administration, the 


tax administration and the state pension fund.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


Management information, including the progress 


tow ards target realisation is generated by the ICT tool 


and available on Intranet. The format consists of Excel 
tables for each goal per regional off ices. Tables are up-


dated each month, if  monthly up-dating is required by 


the objective. 


Interview s 


 


Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 
measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Customer satisfaction is measured via an annual 
survey among employers and jobseekers. The survey 


among jobseekers is done by external researchers, the 


survey among employers is done by The ESS – 
Department for Analysis. The results of both surveys 


are distributed online and on paper.  


 
An additional short survey on the usage of the ESS 


w eb based services is conducted each year among job 


seekers.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


Data are generated from the ESS back-off ice 
applications that are supporting the ESS activities 


additionally the social security administration data and 


data of National Statistical Off ice are used. 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


Data is collected at the local PES off ices by counsellors 
as w ell as on other levels during the respective service 


and w ork processes. Regularly up-date of data must be 


ensured in order to fulf il the ESS tasks and obligations. 
Data from other government organisations is collected 


and updated in these organisations. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


Management information, derived from the. data 
w arehouses as well as others data sources, can be 


view ed by all staff on Intranet. 


Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Job seekers are asked w hen f irst registering 


themselves about their w illingness to w ork in the EU 
countries. These concern only those job seekers of 


w hom the counsellors think that they are able to more 


abroad. Employers, moreover are legally obliged to 
report their vacancies to the ESS. Vacancies become 


only available for foreign job seekers, i.e. EURES 


services, if  employers indicate in the JV that they are 
w illing to recruit from the EU countries. Employers can 


express also their intention to hire w orkers from the 3rd 


countries.  


Interview s. 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 
surveys undertaken? 


In all cases of active involvement in 
recruitment/placement of registered jobseekers, the 


ESS ensures tracking; the employers are asked by e-


mail or phone to report back the results of recruitment. 
The results are recorded in the ESS back-off ice 


application. Such tracing is ensured only w ith 


employers w ithin country. When the jobseekers are 
referred to employers abroad, tracking is done only 


sporadically.  


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The PMS has been constructed with limited means. It 


w as therefore kept relatively simple. No external 
consultants w ere hired as this w as too expensive. The 


system w as developed and is maintained by the 


analytical department and the ICT department in the 
central off ice.  


 


It currently consists of a data-cube system w ith a 
simplif ied interface w ith standard tables on the basis of 


MS ProClarity. How ever, the data-cubes, constructed 


upon DWH allow  deeper investigation of data if  
needed. Data collection does not require additional 


costs as it is derived from back-off ice applications 


supporting regular ESS activities.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Information generated by the PES PMS is used at 


operational, tactical and strategic levels. The Ministry 


may use information for strategic purposes. The ESS 
for tactical (MT objectives) and operational purposes. 


 


Within the ESS organisation, there exists a clear 
planning and monitoring pattern that includes feedback 


loops. Planning concerns target-setting and monitoring 


includes:  
1. Progress tow ards main annual objectives, targets 


and sub-set of indicators are updated regularly on 


the ESS intranet; 
2. Detailed monitoring of different aspects of the ESS 


activities and actions at different organisational 


levels is ensured by the usage of standards 
statistical tables and data w arehouses; 


3. Basic statistical f igures and trends are prepared in 


a standard format on a w eekly basis for the central 
management; 


4. Customer satisfaction survey once per year; 


5. On the basis of this management information 
system, the ESS management decides on tasks, 


staff and other resources.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Management by Objectives in accordance with the Plan 
Do Check Act (Deming circle for quality management) 


philosophy is practiced in the ESS at operational and 


tactical level (Head off ice). 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 
management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 
used?  


All areas are affected by the f indings of performance 


measurement used. Yet, the Ministry of Labour defines 


the annual budget for the PES, therefore the 
discretionary space to reallocate funds is limited. ESS 


management has the discretion to allocate HR and 


f inancial resources among its off ices. It relies on PMS 
data.  


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 
Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


An annual business plan that includes targets is 


developed by the Central off ice in close cooperation 


w ith the Ministry of Labour and regional off ices. 
Progress tow ards targets is monitored by the Central 


off ice und discussed monthly w ith managers of regional 


and local off ices. 


Interview s. 
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Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 
benchmarked for functional 


reasons, including  


Yes, the monitoring of performance of regional off ices 
provides input for benchmarking those regions. 


Interview s. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


No. Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about EURES 


(number fte’s, cooperation w ith PES) 


One EURES manager, one EURES 


coordinator, f ive EURES advisers (one works 


a half-time, others 100%). 
 


EURES is a part of the Employment 


department. EURES manager and 
coordinator w ork in the Central Off ice. 


EURES advisers are responsible for several 


Regional Off ices.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  Regular activities: to inform and advise job 


seekers and employers (everyone) who want 


to benefit from the principle of the free 
movement of persons. Job broking at the 


European level. They are integrated into 


employment dept. service provision.  
 


Project activities: vary in accordance to the 


guidelines and three/ one year EURES plan):  
 


Cross border cooperation (formal EURES 


partnership betw een Slovenia and Italy, 
additional f inancial support for cross border 


activities betw een Slovenia and Austria w ithin 


the national EURES plans of both countries). 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat works well 


and w hy and what needs some 


improvement. 


EURES services to employers and to job 


seekers are provided in different ways 


(individually or EURES seminars for 
employers/ job seekers…) and through 


different channels: e-mail (a special EURES 


e-mail address), telephone (basic information 
is available at the telephone number of a call 


centre and phone numbers of EURES 


advisers), web site, printed information and 
promotion material.  


 


The unemployment rate has increased 
because of the crisis, so employers are not 


interested in searching for candidates abroad.  


 
Employers prefer to employ w orkers from ex- 


Yugoslavia.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder cross-
national placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their impact. 


Language, costs, and house ow nership are 
important barriers. Love is a strong facilitating 


factor.  


 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


Opinion on the current w ay/form of 
reporting in the EA Monthly reports? What 


w orks well w hat does not. 


To have an on-line over view  of Monthly 
reports of all EA from your country for EURES 


managers. Each EA should have their ow n 


f ile of their monthly report (w ith the possibility 
to check previous reports). 


 


The need for monthly reports? Instead: 
reports of yearly EURES project; develop IT 


job broking tools (not visible for customers) on 


EURES portal for EURES advisers: all 
performance data w ill be available directly 


from the IT system.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring the 
performance of EURES (describe shortly) 


To up-grade the EURES portal w ith the 
background IT support for job broking, 


managed by EURES advisers.  


Interview s. 


What other data is available for measuring 
the performance of EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly reports)? 


The follow ing monitoring of EURES’ services 
deliveries are/w ill be possible through the 


ESS IT system:  


• the number of f lagged EURES vacancies 
(vacancy- a question, if  an employer 


looks for a w orker from EU/ EEA 


countries); 
• the number of employed EU/EEA citizens 


in Slovenia by country (exchange of data 


w ith National Heath Institute);  
• the number of registered Slovene 


unemployed persons, w ho look for a job 


in EU/EEA (a question, if  a person is 
looking for a job abroad and w here); 


• the number of registered EU/EEA 


unemployed job seekers, w ho look for a 
job in Slovenia (they f ill a registration 


form; persons w ho register because they 


export the unemployment benefit to 
Slovenia- U/ E forms);  


• the number of persons who stopped to be 


registered (registration outf low) because 
they moved to abroad;  


• the number of registered job seekers w ho 


have in the employment plan the follow ing 
activities: use of EURES portal, EURES 


individual information and advice, EURES 


group information and advice (new !);  
• the number of visits on the national 


EURES portal;  


• the number of e-registration on EURES 
information seminars (new !); 


• The number of information EURES 


seminars for job seekers from 1.6. 2010 
to 31.5. 2011 (internal 74 w ith 1.337 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


participants, external w ith cooperation 
w ith other organisations...: 25 w ith 754 


participants): all 99 w ith 2091 participants.  


 
EURES Intranet (internal national EURES 


site): realisation of yearly EURES plan w hich 


is co-f inanced by EC.  
In your opinion, w hat are (or could be) the 


best indicators for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical mobility? 


To up-grade the EURES portal. To set up a 


job-matching module, managed by EURES 


advisers.  
 


Reporting about the employment data of other 


EU/EEA citizens w ithin the particular country 
(inf low s) to EUROSTAT, so migration data 


w ould be available on EU/EEA level. To set 


up the common methodology of monitoring 
these data.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No. Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No. Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


The PES registers in the database w hen jobseekers 
indicate that they w ould like to w ork in the EU and w hen 


employers indicate in the job vacancies that they w ould 


like to employ foreigners.  
 


Given the fact that the ESS is responsible for issuing 


w ork permits for third country nationals, there is data on 
incoming labour.  


 


Similar data on EU/ EEA nationals can also be retrieved 
out of the data w arehouse via employers registering 


(obligatory) their employees and nationality in the social 


security database. According to interlocutors, only data 
on nationals registered in the social security systems can 


be retrieved.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


The Slovenian statistical off ice collects data on internal 
mobility. This data is used by the ESS to define 


‘geographical migration areas’ that include information on 


regional employment and daily commuters. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


Data is collected and processed in the Analytical 
Department.  


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Not separated from regular PMS or EA monthly reports. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No. Tracking customers is very labour-intensive and 
unreliable. Nevertheless, it occasionally happens that 


EURES advisors via email check w ith each other what 


has happened w ith a certain candidate after a referral. 


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


Not applicable. Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Not outside the scope of the regular PMS. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Solely betw een EURES managers w ithin the EURES 


netw ork.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


There is an exchange of data on the number of 
Slovenians w orking in Austria in the framew ork of the 


CB partnership w ith Austria. There no such an 


exchange w ith Italy. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
PES w ebsite www.ess.gov.si. 


ESS (2010). Annual report 2009. 


ESS (2010). Business plan 2011. 
PES Benchmarking Questionnaire – Management Information Systems Questionnaire (2008). 


Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 


List of indicators  


Indicator per objectives 2011 (provided by interview ees). 
 


Objective 1: Timely activation and employment of unemployed: 


• Share of new ly registered as unemployed actively referred/ mediated to employers at least w ithin the f irst 
three months of the unemployment spell (e.g. invited to recruitment meetings w ith employers, a w ritten 


personal referral to employer). 


 
Objective 2: To increase the eff iciency of referral of unemployed people: 


• Share of job vacancies for which the ESS refers suitable cases in due time. 


 
Objective 3: To increase the eff iciency of active employment policy programmes. 


• Number of exits into regular employment among on-the-job training participants; 


• Share of 50+ among participants in all active employment programmes; 
• Share of < 25 years among participants in all active employment programmes; 


• Share of long-term unemployed among participants in all active employment programmes; 


• Share of unemployment benefit recipients among participants in all active employment programmes. 
 


Objective 4 (longer-term): To promote the ESS as a central institution of life-long career guidance.  


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.ess.gov.si/
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Belgium – Wallonia 


Name PES LeForem 


Name researcher TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Phone interview s, feedback from Ms G. Warichet. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The mission of LeForem:  


To facilitate adaptation and labour market integration of 


job seekers and employers via the provision of services 
for Jobseekers: 


• Training support; 


• Job search assistance; 
• Support geographical mobility; 


• Validation of competencies; 


• Specif ic activities for youth. 
 


And professional support for employers: 


• Assistance in f inding the right competencies; 
• Guidance in establishing partnerships; 


• Assistance in recruitment; 


• HRM assistance. 
 


The performance contract 2006-2011 included 5 priority 


axes: 
1. Combatting skills shortages; 


2. Support language proficiency; 


3. Development of competitiveness; 
4. Individualised approach to job seekers; 


5. Guidance school leavers; 


6. Foster interregional cooperation betw een PES and 
public administrations. 


www.leforem.be  


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 
off ices) 


The organisation is basically split betw een LeForem 


Counselling Services and LeForem Training Services. 
The former has 11 regional directorates and the latter 9. 


 


LeForem is furthermore organised as follow s: 
• Central off ice in Charleroi; 


• 58 “maison de l’ employ” (Job centres); 


• 12 “ Carrefour employ formation” (information & 
documentation centres); 


• 25 Skill Centres. 


www.leforem.be  


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


About 4000 staff.  www.leforem.be  


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


Unknow n.  


 
 
 
 



http://www.leforem.be/

http://www.leforem.be/

http://www.leforem.be/
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Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 
to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 
separate agency?) 


LeForem is a -regional organisation. The Management 
Committee has managed it on a joint basis since its 


creation. The Walloon Government via its supervisory 


minister for training and employment) exercises 
supervisory control. 


Le Forem 
(2010). Activity 


Report 2009. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


The Executive Committee manages LeForems’ various 


strategic projects. The Chief Executive Officer is 
responsible for the day to day management of the 


institution. 


Le Forem 


(2010). Activity 
Report 2009. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 
w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


LeForem administers and implements non-market 


activities, w hilst its market activities are handed by a 


private company (TRACE interim). Le FOREM is the 
overall co-ordinator of the different public and private 


actors offering services to job seekers and employers/.  


 
LeForem is closely linked w ith private service providers, 


mainly for the delivery of services for disadvantaged 


jobseekers. LeForem is very careful to assess private 
providers’ results, and this represents a guarantee of 


quality.  


DWP (2009).  


  


Toppan, R. 
(2007). 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Belgium is a receiving country. Wallonia is how ever 


mostly a sending region.  


Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market (problems 


and groups). 


Regional employment rate: 56,7% (Wallonia, 2010); 


Regional unemployment rate: 11.5% (Wallonia, 2010). 


Both f igures are below  and above the f igures for Belgium 
as a w hole (62% and 8.4% respectively).  


LeForem, 2012.  
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The introduction of performance measurement w as 
based on a Decree from the Walloon government on the 


management of public agencies (2004). This Decree 


stated that a performance contract between the agency 
and the government should include performance 


indicators and that the relation betw een input and results 


should be evaluated to improve effectiveness and 
eff iciency. A Federal Law  with similar content w as 


already launched in 1991.  


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The set of indicators include: 


• Input: HR & FR; 
• Output (products); 


• Results (achievements); 


• Process indicators to standardise and optimise 
internal procedures (e.g. trainings, matching). 


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


For example: 


• Number of placements; 
• Number of trainings. 


 


Do indicators presuppose 
causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


Causal relations are rather retrieved on an ad-hoc basis: 
inputs versus operational results.  


Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


Targets are set in the performance contract (contrat d’ 
gestion) for all types of indicators. Targets are also set for 


the current reform of the organisation and for client 


relationships. The focus lies clearly on making the 
organisation more eff icient and effective.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? All targets are in principle SMART. Yet, some targets 


need to be improved and are made SMART by LeForem, 
for example targets on ‘improving employability’ needed 


to be reformulated in order to become measureable.  


Interview s. 
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Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 
this DWH linked? 


Yes, LeForem has a DWH. It predominantly contains 


internal data on job seekers and employers (vacancies). 


Yet, it is also linked to the federal government as it 
contains data provided by employers on their employees. 


This data how ever is rather limited as employers are only 


obliged to f ill in a limited set of questions. The sector of 
activity for example is left out.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 
management information 


available?  


LeForem does not have a BSC, but a ‘Tableau d’ Bord’ 


w hich is not a scorecard. It is rather a ‘cockpit’ w ith basic 
operational and strategic management information, 


based on DWH data.  


Interview s. 


 
Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 
frequency? 


Customer satisfaction surveys are being conducted to 


check w hether quality targets have been achieved. 
Surveys are conducted once per year by external 


consultants. These are done by phone or via internet 


among external clients (job seekers and employers) but 
also among support services (IT, HR).  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Data collected by LeForem and processed by the 


statistical unit (AMEF) on regional labour demand & 


supply .Federal data provided by employers on their 
employees. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


By LeForem, the unit ‘Conseil et analyse de gestion’. Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Management at central level and at local level.  Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad and employers 


w illing to recruit foreign w orkers from abroad. 


Ecorys 


Websurvey. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


There is a CRM-alike system on jobseekers (dossier 


unique), but this includes only partial information. There 
is currently no capacity to generate individual biographies 


on PES customers because of differences in data from 


training services and the operational services (matching).  


Interview s. 
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Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


This is mostly a historical problem as the LeForem 


alw ays had two different missions w ith two different 


systems on matching and on training. It is currently an 
objective to integrate the tw o systems.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Data is available for central and local management: At 


local off ices, it forms the basis for local annual action 


plans, w hile performance evaluations lead to strategic 
plans at central level.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


Local and central.  Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


Steering (pilotage) by local and central management 


takes place on the basis of DWH data, but is until now  
rather incomplete: additional data/ reports/ evaluations 


are necessary for well-founded steering.  


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


The performance contract (5 years) is a result of 


negotiations betw een the Walloon government and the 
‘Conceil d’ gestion’ of LeForem. The government 


proposes a ‘Note d’ Orientation’ that includes high-level 


targets for LeForem. This Note is subsequently discussed 
by a LeForem Working Group on the performance 


contract and transformed in a contract. The Working 


Group’ proposition is further negotiated upon betw een the 
Council and the Walloon Government. They ultimately 


sign the contract. Note that the Council is composed of 


social partners, w ho decide, and of representatives of 
LeForem, w ho have an advisory role.  


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Yes, local performance is benchmarked on the basis of 


contextual indicators.  


Interview s. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


No rew ards. Note that the executive management 


includes representatives of the Walloon government, who 
are politically responsible.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about EURES 


(number fte’s, cooperation w ith PES) 


• FTE; 


• The Eures team of Le Forem is 


centralised in the Head Office in Charleroi 
(2 advisers and the manager), and also 


disseminated in the Walloon region (1 


adviser in Liège, 1 in Tournai). 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  • Organisation of/participation to jobfairs; 


• organisation of information sessions; 


• face to face interviews with candidates 
interested for European/ international 


careers; 


• traineeships (Leonardo); 
• employer’s information pack.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat works well 


and w hy and what needs some 
improvement. 


• Information to jobseekers (through 


jobfairs, interviews,…); 
• bilateral projects are still rare; 


• cooperation w ith employers can still be 


better. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder cross-


national placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their impact. 


Facilitating factors: 


• Traineeships, Erasmus programmes,… 


contacts are created; 
• people getting more and more mobile and 


open about w orking abroad. 


Obstacles: 
• fears that people have about 


administrative heaviness, about f inding a 


place to live, about going aw ay from their 
family; 


• lack of European coordination of f iscal 


arrangements, health systems, and pay. 


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form of 


reporting in the EA Monthly reports? What 


w orks well w hat does not. 


The w ebsite doesn’t w ork well, the access is 


not easy (very slow, sometimes no access at 


all). 


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring the 


performance of EURES (describe shortly) 


Reporting of our EURES advisers after their 


participation to each event (number of 


contacts, which kind of profile,…). 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for measuring 


the performance of EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly reports)? 


Information on the jobseeker’s f ile (a line is 


w ritten in the f ile saying that they met a Eures 


Adviser for information and advice). 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or could be) the 


best indicators for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical mobility? 


• Number of people w ho are satisf ied about 


the information and advice they had 


through Eures; 
• Number of jobseekers w ho actually 


started a job abroad after a contact w ith 


Eures. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No. Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


• Number of Walloon region jobseekers interested in 
Flemish region jobseekers; 


• Number of job offers available in Flemish region for 


Walloon region jobseekers; 
• Number of candidates potentially interested about 


being mobile; 


• “Dispositif  de cooperation pour les mouvements 
transfrontaliers” (mesure des f lux transfrontaliers en 


collaboration avec les pays voisins). 


 
Sources include : 


• Le Forem jobseeker’s Database; 


• Databases from VDAB and ACTIRIS and information 
given by them. 


Interview s: 
 


Are targets in place? No Intra-European targets.  Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


No, not on international mobility. But data on regional 
mobility in Belgium (betw een the Regions) is collected.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


• AMEF (Association des metiers, enterprises et 


formation); 
• ACTIRIS Database; 


• VDAB Database. 


 
These databases include operational data from w hich 


statistics on regional mobility can be extracted. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


• International Department (EURES); 
• Consulting and management analysis service; 


• AMEF (Association des metiers, enterprises et 


formation). 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 
activities measured? 


EURES: informal feedback, no formal measure. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


EURES: no formal follow  up and surveys.  Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 
At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the effectiveness of 
services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


EURES: operational level, through monthly reports of 


the Eures advisers. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 
used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


EURES: results are used to decide w hether we plan an 
activity for the follow ing year. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 
shared? By w hom? 


EURES: through the EURES netw ork, EURES meetings 
(advisers and/or managers) and EURES tools, good 


practices are identif ied and shared regularly. Plus w e 


are thee EURES managers in Belgium (VDAB, 
ACTIRIS, FOREM) and w e meet regularly, cooperate 


and share our practices.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


EURES: steering committees of cross-border 
partnerships are the place w here this information is 


shared and used. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 
LeForem, (2012). SITUATION DU MARCHÉ DE L’EMPLOI WALLON. Statistiques mensuelles. Internet: 


http://www.leforem.be/wcs/ExtBlobServer/SeriesStatistiquesMde201201_blobcol=urlvalue&blobtable=DocPar_


Mungo&blobkey=id&blobheadername1=Content-
Type&blobw here=1327334456427&blobheadervalue1=application-pdf.pdf. 


 


LeForem (2010). Activitiy Report 2009.  
 


Toppan, R. (2007).Guidelines for quality assurance in public and private employment services. 


 
www.leforem.be. 


 


List of indicators  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.leforem.be/wcs/ExtBlobServer/SeriesStatistiquesMde201201_blobcol=urlvalue&blobtable=DocPar_Mungo&blobkey=id&blobheadername1=Content-Type&blobwhere=1327334456427&blobheadervalue1=application-pdf.pdf

http://www.leforem.be/wcs/ExtBlobServer/SeriesStatistiquesMde201201_blobcol=urlvalue&blobtable=DocPar_Mungo&blobkey=id&blobheadername1=Content-Type&blobwhere=1327334456427&blobheadervalue1=application-pdf.pdf

http://www.leforem.be/wcs/ExtBlobServer/SeriesStatistiquesMde201201_blobcol=urlvalue&blobtable=DocPar_Mungo&blobkey=id&blobheadername1=Content-Type&blobwhere=1327334456427&blobheadervalue1=application-pdf.pdf

http://www.leforem.be/
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Bulgaria 


Name PES National Employment Agency 


Name researcher EvN, MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The National Employment Agency (NEA) has the short-


term strategic goal of increasing employment and limiting 


unemployment. Its long-term goal is to foster economic 
activity increase the size of the potential w orking 


population. 


 
The NEA’s main functions include the registration of 


unemployed jobseekers and available vacancies, 


employment mediation services provision; working w ith 
municipalities and employers in developing mutually 


beneficial action plans, participation in the development 


and implementation of programs and measures for 
employment and training, implementation, both 


independently and in cooperation w ith other institutions, 


of projects and programs in the f ield of employment, 
professional qualif ication and training, and social 


integration, funded by the European Commission and/or 


other national and international donors, organisation of 
qualif ication and motivational training for unemployed 


and employed, mediation in f inding w ork for Bulgarian 


citizens abroad and foreign citizens in Bulgaria and lastly 
analysing the supply and demand side on the labour 


market and forecasting changes in it. 


DWP, 


International 


review , 2009 
NEA w ebsite. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


NEA consists of a central administration; 9 Regional 
Employment Service Directorates (RESD); 105 Labour 


Off ice Directorates (LOD) and 145 branches. 


NEA w ebsite. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


Total nr. of staff – 2396 (2012).  


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


88 617 255 BGN (2011).  
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


The NEA is an executive agency to the Minister of Labour 


and Social Policy for the implementation of the 


government policy on employment promotion. 


NEA w ebsite. 


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


The Ministry of Labour and Social Policy is responsible 
for setting priorities and determining target beneficiaries 


of the programme. Priority groups are: 


• the long-term unemployed; 
• youth w ithout experience, education and profession; 


• individuals w ith low  educational level, or w ithout 


qualif ications and education; 
• the disabled; 


• the elderly unemployed (above 50 years old).  


DWP, 
International 


review , 2009; 


NEA w ebsite. 


To w hat degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 
and to w hom?) 


Training courses are outsourced to private sector.   


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country?  Sending country. Interview s. 


Background information 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on 


the labour market. 


Employed persons: 2009: 3.25 million, 2010: 3.05 million. 


Unemployment level: 2009: 7.59%, 2010: 9.47%. 
 


In 2010 the employment rate for the population betw een 


15 and 64 is 59.7 % or 2.9 points low er than in 2009.The 
level of youth unemployment is 23.2%. Long-term 


unemployed people is 46.5% of all unemployed. The 


number of discouraged people aged 15-64 years old is 
222.3 thousand, and as compared to 2009, it has 


increased by 38.1 thousand. 


NEA w ebsite, 


Ministry of 
Labour and 


Social Affairs 


Yearbook 2010. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The PES PMS w as designed and implemented in 2003 
as a process model of w ork w ithin the PES. The purpose 


of the system is to support / facilitate w ork of the Local 


Labour Off ices Directorates/LOD/, to monitor 
performance and to enable management of processes at 


all levels. The model w as designed with the help of 


KPMG. It initially aimed at reorganising LOD so their 
activities w ould be geared tow ards offering unemployed 


the most suitable job available in the shortest possible 


period. This constituted a great change in the w ay LOD 
w orked and led to the implementation of a performance 


assessment system and the monitoring of progress 


tow ards implementation. The system that rates LOD 
stimulates and creates incentives to w ork more effectively 


and creates competition betw een labour off ices. 


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The system for performance measurement (PMS) w as 


set up in 2003. Initially, 4 indicators w ere used. The 
number varied over the subsequent years due to 


changes in the active labour market policies (ALMPs) the 


Employment Agency (EA) pursued. Currently, 4 
indicators are used. A larger number of indicators – in 


2005 there w ere 18 indicators in place – made it possible 


for local off ices to manipulate information at the time 
w hen no central database w as in place – w hich is a 


second reason for a low er number of indicators. 


Indicators are w eighed according to the priority attached 
to various ALMPs to w hich they relate.  


 


The PES PMS formally comprises four indicators: 
1. Ratio of actual number of unemployed placed on the 


primary labour market and number of unemployed 


planned according to annual action plan of regional 
employment services directorates (RPES); 


2. Ratio betw een actual and planned spending of funds 


per month on programmes, measures and 
qualif ication courses, broken dow n by national vs. 


ESF funding; 


3. Number of employed / unemployed persons placed 
into ALMP programmes by PES off icer per period (it 


w as noted that a large proportion of participants are 


employed and skills needs are assessed by means of 
an employer survey and that there is 2/3 ESF co-


Interview . 
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Indicators Source 


funding. Also, for subsidised employment the 
duration differs for programmes financed through 


state budget and the HRD OP); 


4. Quality indicator for the effectiveness of the work of 
PES/RPES in view  of requirements for payments 


under the HRD OP scheme: Ratio betw een actual 


(verif ied/paid) applications and total number of 
applications. This indicator has been introduced in 


2011 to reflect the priority that has now  been 


attached to the use of ESF resources.  
 


Besides these four indicators that are used to assess the 


performance of the PES, the Employment Agency’s 
annual action plan comprises a large number of 


indicators. The action plans of RPES and labour off ices 


(LPES) are elaborated on the basis of the national action 
plan. 


 


The four indicators are based on the ratio betw een 
realised inputs or outputs and targeted inputs or outputs. 


Indicators – targets in relation to budgets – are agreed 


w ith LPES and used for the assessment of LPES’ 
performance. The indicators are part of a framew ork as 


they are based on the relation betw een inputs (budget) 


and outputs (e.g. number of placements). In the annual 
action plan, indicators are embedded in a framew ork in 


w hich activities, expected results/outcomes, indicators 


and a time period are attached to individual objectives. 
 


On the basis of performance measurement, funds can be 


reallocated to programmes w hich are most demanding in 
order to use the available funds most effectively. This is 


done several times a year and allow s for the total 


available budget to be spent. For example, if  a LPES w ill 
not reach its target of job placements, budget can 


reallocated to organise e.g. a job fair.  


 
Not all indicators available are included in the framew ork 


described above. Besides the four indicators described 


under 1. the annual action plans also comprise (input, 
output, result) indicators. Furthermore, LPES are required 


to hold regular satisfaction surveys amongst clients 


(employers and employees/job seekers). On the basis of 
these surveys and on the basis of quantitative 


performance monitoring, proposals for improvement and 


recommendations for implementation are made centrally. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 
annex) 


There are no further indicators or sub indicators. The 


PMS consists of the (above mentioned) four indicators. In 


addition to the four indicators, the NEA has an ‘agency 
action plan’ consisting of a large number of indicators 
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Indicators Source 


w hich are not part of the PMS. Action plans are 
elaborated on the basis of the national (annual) action 


plan (since 2000) and elaborated interdepartmentally. 


Central PES monitors and assessed LEPS action plans. 
Regular reports are draw n up (every 6, 9 or 12 months, 


more regularly if  required). Lastly, individual employee 


performance is assessed on the basis of individual action 
plans of employees of the agency in w hich indicators are 


set in the form of tasks / targets that are set according to 


job descriptions (more on this below ). 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


The four indicators are based on the ratio betw een 


realised inputs or outputs and targeted inputs or outputs. 


Indicators – targets in relation to budgets – are agreed 
w ith LPES and used for the assessment of LPES’ 


performance. The indicators are part of a framew ork as 


they are based on the relation betw een inputs (budget) 
and outputs (e.g. number of placements). In the annual 


action plan, indicators are embedded in a framew ork in 


w hich activities, expected results/outcomes, indicators 
and a time period are attached to individual objectives. 


Interview s 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes. Targets are set for at central, local and individual 


level. Regional contextual factors such as characteristics 


of the labour force and local labour market are taken into 
account in both the action plan and regional targets. 


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Unknow n.  


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, a database based on PES records is included (not 
linked to other administrations). 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


No. Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Local PES are required to hold regular satisfaction 


surveys amongst clients (employers and employees/job 


seekers). On the basis of these surveys and on the basis 
of quantitative performance monitoring, proposals for 


improvement and recommendations for implementation 


are made centrally. 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


Monthly reports are generated on the basis of the 
national database w hich is fed by the local PES. Some 


indicators – unemployment, announced vacancies – are 


monitored on a daily basis. The follow ing indicators are 
measured on a monthly basis: 


• inf low  and outf low of unemployed; 


• inf low  and outf low of registered vacancies; 
• inf low  and outf low of vacancies in the private and 


public sector; 


• number of vacancies for persons with disabilities; 
• number of vacancies f illed, closed, still vacant by 


the end of the month. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


Monthly reports are generated on the basis of the 
national database w hich is fed by the local PES. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Not explicitly addressed during interview. Presumably it is 


limited to the PES management (central, regional and 
local). 


Interview s. 


 


Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 
the system? 


No. Interview s. 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The system for performance measurement w as set up in 


2003. Initially, four indicators w ere used. The number 
varied over the subsequent years due to changes in the 


active labour market policies (ALMPs) the NEA pursued. 


Currently, four indicators are used. A larger number of 
indicators – in 2005 there w ere 18 indicators in place – 


made it possible for local off ices to manipulate 


information at the time w hen no central database was in 
place – w hich is a second reason for a low er number of 


indicators. Indicators are w eighed according to the 


priority attached to various ALMPs to w hich they relate. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


It is used, at strategic, tactical and operational 


levels by management. 


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


At all three levels (centrally, regionally and locally). Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


In all four areas. For the purpose of human 


resource management it is used by management at 
all levels. For the other three areas it is used by 


central management. 


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The four indicators are based on the ratio betw een 
realised inputs or outputs and targeted inputs or 


outputs. Indicators – targets in relation to budgets – 


are agreed betw een the Ministry and local PES and 
used for the assessment of local PES’ 


performance. The indicators are part of a 


framew ork as they are based on the relation 
betw een inputs (budget) and outputs (e.g. number 


of placements). In the annual action plan, indicators 


are embedded in a framew ork in w hich activities, 
expected results/outcomes, indicators and a time 


period are attached to individual objectives. 


 
On the basis of performance measurement, funds 


can be reallocated to programmes w hich are most 


demanding in order to use the available funds most 
effectively. This is done several times a year and 


allow s for the total available budget to be spent. 


For example, if  a Local PES w ill not reach its target 
of job placements, budget can reallocated to 


organise e.g. a job fair.  


 
Not all indicators available are included in the 


framew ork described above. Besides the four 


indicators described under 1. the annual action 
plans also comprise (input, output, outcome) 


indicators. Furthermore, local PES are required to 


hold regular satisfaction surveys amongst clients 


Interview s. 
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PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


(employers and employees/job seekers). On the 


basis of these surveys and on the basis of 


quantitative performance monitoring, proposals for 
improvement and recommendations for 


implementation are made centrally. 


 
Targets for every region are set by the Ministry 


according to specif ics of each region. Regional 


contextual factors such as characteristics of the 
labour force and local labour market are taken into 


account in both the action plan and targets. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked for functional 
reasons, including  


Yes, On the basis of performance measurement, 


funds can be reallocated to programmes w hich are 
most demanding in order to use the available funds 


most effectively. This is done several times a year 


and allow s for the total available budget to be 
spent. For example, if  a Local PES w ill not reach its 


target of job placements, budget can reallocated to 


organise e.g. a job fair. 


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


The internal rules of the organization for defining 
salary basis also set up the order for rewarding the 


target realization. Assessment of the performance 


of regular duties is taken into account as w ell as 
the fulf ilment of ad hoc important assignments.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about EURES 


(number fte’s, cooperation w ith PES) 


At the central PES (headquarters in Sofia) 


there is a central team of 4 people that are 


involved in EURES. They receive support 
from the PR and f inancial departments. There 


are 9 regional off ices and 105 local PES 


off ices (some of which have more branches) 
w ith each an advisor (there are 10 or 11 


Euresco certif ied EURES advisors spread 


around the country) or an EURES assistant. 
These advisors and assistants only spend 


part of their time on EURES related w ork.  


 
Non-EURES staff in the local off ices also 


provide support. All PES employees are 


informed on w here an EURES advisor can be 
found. For large events, support by non-


EURES staff is provided. 


 
PES top management provides support to 


EURES unit. There are tw o formal annual 


meetings w ith top management and regular 
contacts throughout the year. For example, 


the European job days are opened by the 


Minister of Labour and the PES executive 
director. Also, the information on living and 


w orking conditions that is uploaded to the EC 


site tw ice a year is provided by the PES for 
EURES.  


 


Plans and reports of EURES unit are part of 
the PES annual w ork plan. Summaries of 


reports go to the Ministry of Labour on a 


monthly basis. In the PES annual report there 
is a section on EURES activities. Therefore, 


the EURES unit and its activities are fully 


integrated into the PES. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  Stages of the process: 


EURES guidelines -> approved by 


EC/EURESCO; 
1st: planning on the basis of guidelines to 


meet objectives. Each year: plan is sent to 


EC. EURES manager drafts the national 
action plan w hich goes to the PES executive 


director for approval. Plan includes actions, 


objectives, indicators for results. After 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


approval from executive director, plan goes to 
EC using a form provided by the EC. EURES 


year starts in June.  


 
During the year: monthly information is 


collected on: 


• Number of consulted job seekers; 
• Number of employers consulted, broken 


dow n by phone / face to face /e-mail; 


• Number of colleagues from PES that 
consulted EURES advisor. 


 


EURES advisor at regional level collects 
information from LPES. After each event, an 


analytical report containing recommendations 


and the number of participants is draw n up. 
An annual report goes to EURESCO.  


 


Activities (groups): 
1. Improving access to EURES / increasing 


the visibility w ithin the PES / increasing 


visibility externally (e.g. employers, 
students etc.). Through information 


sessions (>70 a year all over Bulgaria 


w here PES colleagues are informed. 
Over 1,000 colleagues attended. 


Questionnaires are sent afterwards, 


scored 4,75 out of 5 in evaluation of these 
sessions); information days for job 


seekers and employers. Tw o kinds of 


information days: Open doors in PES 
off ices where EURES assistants attend 


and information days w ith participation of 


EURES advisors, on living and w orking 
conditions abroad, on w hat one needs to 


know  w hen moving abroad; information 


days for Bulgarian employers to raise 
aw areness (although Bulgaria is sending 


country); active communication w ith 


media to provide new s on EURES on TV, 
radio in the new spapers; media are 


invited to large events; Creation and 


dissemination of information material 
(>100,000 items disseminated); 


information sessions for graduates in 


cooperation w ith universities and 
professional schools; 


2. Activities to increase mobility: job fairs – 


either small, specialised job fairs targeted 
at employers from a single sector (these 
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Information about EURES Source 


are preferred) and larger European job 
days w here employers from 10 to 15 


Member States participate (good for the 


promotion of EURES); 
3. Activities aimed at promoting cooperation 


w ith stakeholders (Trade Unions, 


employers and employers’ associations, 
local and regional authorities: Seminars, 


meetings, cooperation agreements (w ith 


universities); 
4. Improvement of EURES w ork (planning, 


evaluating, know ledge improvement): 


w orking meetings combined w ith training; 
seminars; in the 9 regional off ices, 


meetings are held to explain next years’ 


plans to e.g. EURES assistants and other 
PES colleagues; one annual meeting w ith 


all advisors; meeting w ith line managers 


and directors (they are more and more 
involved w ith EURES w ork). 


 


Tools: 
• EURES portal; 


• PES w ebsite with statistics on e.g. 


number of registered job seekers; 
• EURES manual. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat works well 


and w hy and what needs some 
improvement. 


Most tools w ork well. Where possible 


improvements are made.  
 


European Job days are a mandatory activity 


for all EURES netw ork partners. They are 
held at the same time (autumn, sometimes 


another job day in spring). It is a large event 


w ith over 3,000 participants. It is too large to 
match all foreign employers to local w orkers. 


Foreign employers do not provide suff iciently 


detailed vacancies to be able to communicate 
these to potential employees in advance. 


Smaller events w ould therefore work better 


and be more eff icient.  
 


The EURES portal does not w ork well and 


sometimes does not w ork at all. It should be a 
matching instrument, at the moment it does 


not function in this w ay. Job seekers get lost 


in 1 million vacancies across Europe. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder cross-


national placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their impact. 


Main factors that hinder placement: 


1. Transitional arrangements: Bulgarian 


w orkers are not yet free to w ork in FR, 
BE, DE, NL, UK; 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


2. The procedure vis-à-vis the recognition of 
diplomas is complicated (e.g. for doctors, 


nurses, construction workers). Skills 


requirements vary betw een countries. 
Also, even highly educated people often 


cannot make a presentable CV or 


motivational letter / candidates are 
sometimes not able to present 


themselves in order to show  their skills; 


3. Language barrier. Bulgarian w orkers 
often do not speak the local language in 


the destination country and vice versa for 


foreign w orkers in Bulgaria. Bulgaria is 
attractive for tourists but the salaries are 


not competitive in comparison to other 


Member States. 
 


Factors that facilitate placement: 


• Good/excellent cooperation betw een 
EURES personnel w ithin Bulgaria and 


w ith EURES personnel in other Member 


States; 
• Relationship w ith employers and media; 


• Language skills of job seekers; 


• CV / presentation skills of job seekers. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form of 


reporting in the EA Monthly reports? What 


w orks well w hat does not. 


Technical recommendation: 


• There should be room for 


remarks/comments in the reports, e.g. to 
make remarks/comments to the f irst 


question on the percentage of time spent 


on EURES; 
• It should be possible to supply the type 


of contact (phone/email/face to face); 


• Translation of vacancies is very time 
consuming / labour intensive. There is 


currently no room to report this to 


Euresco. 
 


Generally, w hen the EURES netw ork was 


created the focus w as on promotion of 
international labour mobility. At the moment 


placement of w orkers in jobs in other Member 


States has become more important. There is 
a requirement to report on the number of 


people placed as a result of EURES activities, 


but the number is an underestimation. There 
is for example no feedback from e.g. job 


seekers w ho have found a job using the 


EURES portal as the portal is open to 
anyone. A suggestion is to also allow  for the 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


number of persons mediated (referred to 
employers) to be counted, alongside the 


number of placements. 


Alternative w ays for measuring the 
performance of EURES (describe shortly) 


Germany is said to have excellent statistics / 
detailed information on w ho was hired w here 


and serves as an example for Bulgaria.  


 
If  mediation w ould be measured besides 


placement, there w ould be no double 


counting (if  EURES personnel in both the 
sending and receiving country mediate, they 


have each done an effort that is counted 


once). 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for measuring 


the performance of EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly reports)? 


• Number of people that have consulted 


an EURES advisor/assistant; 


• Number of people that have received 
information; 


• Number of people referred to an 


employer; 
• Number of people that participated in 


various events; 


• Information from registration forms from 
participants; 


• Information from questionnaires handed 


out at events; 
• Statistics on job seekers that register on 


EURES micro w ebsite that is part of the 


PES w ebsite + number of visitors to the 
w ebsite; 


• Number of documents prepared for job 


seekers; 
• Large survey on functioning of EURES 


team at national level has been 


conducted. The survey included client 
satisfaction and w as reported on in 


2010. 


 
Questionnaires from job seekers and 


employers are particularly valuable for 


EURES. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or could be) the 


best indicators for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical mobility? 


It w ould be ideal to have feedback from all 


employers on placement but this is not 


particularly feasible. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


The PES closely monitors the movement of people in and 
out of the country. This is done through international 


agreements on the exchange of w orkforce, through 


exchange of data betw een Member States and through 
data on w orkers sent through mediation by private 


employment services. There are three sources of 


information regarding inbound w orkers: EEA citizens w ho 
w ork in Bulgaria do not need a w ork permit, but do need 


to register. Third- country nationals need to apply for a 


w ork permit. Thirdly, private employment agencies send 
reports w ith data on the number of foreign nationals that 


have found w ork in Bulgaria through their mediation. 


Indicators are monitored to prevent illegal migration, to 
manage migration according to the economic situation in 


Bulgaria so migration can be turned into a positive factor 


in the context of the economic and demographic 
situation. This is done on the basis of the national action 


plan and the PES reports to the Ministry.  


 
Monitoring of: 


1. No of w ork permits issued; 


2. Registration of short term employment of 3rd country 
citizens; 


3. No of intermediary agencies and no of contracts 


signed w ith foreign employers; 
4. Financial resources in relation to issued w ork 


permits; 


5. Financial resources in relation to private employment 
agencies; 


6. No of people that have found employment under 


international agreements and w hether they are 
placed in short or long term or seasonal employment; 


7. Level of qualif ication, level of education of people 


migrating to and from Bulgaria (monitoring of 
w orkforce ‘exported’, distinction between ‘muscle’ 


and ‘brain’; 


8. Countries for w hich Bulgaria citizens require w ork 
permits for employment. 


 


There are bilateral agreements w ith (non-exhaustive) 
Germany (one for qualif ied w orkers, one for seasonal 


employment), France and Sw itzerland (agreements for 


internships and for qualif ied w orkers). 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


The follow ing indicators exist but the NEA does not 
consider these as core part of the PMS:  


1. No of w ork permits issued; 


2. Registration of short term employment of 3rd country 
citizens; 


3. No of intermediary agencies and no of contracts 


signed w ith foreign employers; 
4. Financial resources in relation to issued w ork 


permits; 


5. Financial resources in relation to private employment 
agencies; 


6. No of people that have found employment under 


international agreements and w hether they are 
placed in short or long term or seasonal employment; 


7. Level of qualif ication, level of education of people 


migrating to and from Bulgaria (monitoring of 
w orkforce ‘exported’, distinction between ‘muscle’ 


and ‘brain’; 


8. Countries for w hich Bulgaria citizens require w ork 
permits for employment. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. The main goal of monitoring numbers of w orkers 


leaving Bulgaria and entering Bulgaria and their 
characteristics is to be able to foresee skills needs in 


Bulgaria in the near future. It is part of monitoring 


demand and supply on the labour market w hich is 
supplied to the Ministry of Labour to take into 


consideration w hen deciding on the programmes and 


measures that are to be implemented to meet future 
labour market needs (also to be taken into account w hen 


retraining unemployed). 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


Information submitted by private employment agencies 
on the no of w orkers placed due to their mediation 


(Bulgarian w orkers moving abroad) is collected. No other 


data are collected by the PES. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


Yes.  


1. All labour contracts are registered by the national 
revenue agency. The revenue agency supplies info 


on the no of w orkers that are gainfully employed from 


other EU/EEA countries and on self-employed / 
persons w ho have set up a company in Bulgaria from 


other EU/EEA countries; 


2. Information on 3rd country nationals can be obtained 
from the Ministry of Interior or Foreign Affairs 


Ministry. This is only done if needed and does not 


take place on a regular basis; 
3. Labour attachés of Berlin (DE, AT), London (UK, IE), 


Athens and Madrid embassies provide the PES w ith 


local info; 
4. Migrant organisations (NGOs) provide the PES w ith 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


qualitative / non-off icial information. This gives an 
idea of the attitude of Bulgaria emigrants in other 


countries tow ards returning to Bulgaria. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


Centrally. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Not measured. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 
(strategic, operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 
mobility monitored? 


Thorough and detailed data on geographical mobility are 
not available. This is an EU w ide issue. At the 


operational level data on international mobility is used 


for redesigning programmes and measures in terms of 
funding required. At the strategic level, information is 


used for strategic planning based on prognosis. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 
used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Yes. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 
shared? By w hom? 


No. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Information is conveyed to Ministry of Labour. The PES 


is not involved in its further use by the Ministry and is 
not aw are of whether or not information is shared by the 


Ministry. The information contributes to the elaboration 


of the entire labour market policy of the Ministry of 
Labour. The PES does also provide information to e.g. 


the national statistics bureau and occasionally provides 


input/advice to the Ministry of Labour as needed. 
Regarding the exchange of information: there is no 


regulation/legislation in place and no requests for 


information are received by the PES. Sometimes ad hoc 
information is provided but not on a regular basis. 


Recently, the CZ Ministry of Labour sent a request to be 


provided w ith the no of CZ citizens w orking in Bulgaria 
on an employment contract, for example. Such a 


request w as also received (and an answer was 


provided) from the Indian embassy. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Interviews: 
DWP, International review, 2009. 


Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs Yearbook 2010. 
 


NEA website: 
http://www.az.government.bg/eng/internal_en. 
asp?CatID=11&BM=0, 


http://www.az.government.bg/eng/internal_en.asp?CatID=11/04&WA=AboutUs/Charter_en.htm, 


http://www.az.government.bg/eng/internal_en.asp?CatID=11&BM=0, 
http://www.az.government.bg/eng/internal_en.asp?CatID=15/03&WA=NumCharts/Employment.htm. 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Spain 


Name PES The Spanish Sistema Nacional de Empleo [National 
Employment System] consists of: 
• SEPE - the central Servicio Público de Empleo 


Estatal [Public State Employment Service] and; 


• the Servicios Públicos de Empleo de las 
Comunidades Autónomas [Regional Public 
Employment Services]. 


Name researcher MP 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited 


 
 



http://www.sepe.es/
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The objectives of the Public Employment Service, 


SEPE are to contribute to the development of 


employment policy, manage the unemployment 
protection system and ensure the information on the 


labour market to make entering and staying in the 


labour market to citizens and improving the human 
capital of companies w ith collaboration of the 


Autonomous Public Employment Services and other 


agents of the w orkplace.  
 


Its competencies therefore include: 


1. Prepare and submit to the Ministry of Labour and 
Immigration policy proposals of state-wide 


employment, training for employment and 


unemployment protection as appropriate; 
2. Prepare the draft budget of income and 


expenses; 


3. Encourage the development of the National 
Employment System in cooperation w ith public 


employment services of the autonomous 


communities w ith particular attention to 
coordination betw een employment policies and 


unemployment benefits; 


4. Perceiving f inancial support from the European 
Union of European funds for the f inancing of 


actions and programs funded from the budget 


and proceed to the justif ication and assessment 
of evidence, through the managing authority 


designated by the regulations of the European 


Union; 
5. Collaborate w ith the regional governments and 


social partners in developing the Annual Work 


Program of the National Employment and 
Implementation Plans of the European 


Employment Strategy, ensuring joint monitoring 


and evaluation; 
6. Perform management and control of 


unemployment benefits, ensuring compliance 


w ith the commitment of activity and exercise 
disciplinary pow ers in this matter, in accordance 


w ith current regulations; 


7. Maintain databases to ensure the public register 
of supply, demand and contracts, maintain the 


observatory of occupations and the statistics on 


employment and unemployment for state 


http://www.mtin.es/es/ 


organizacion/empleo/ 


contenido/OM29.htm 



http://www.mtin.es/es/%20organizacion/empleo/%20contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.mtin.es/es/%20organizacion/empleo/%20contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.mtin.es/es/%20organizacion/empleo/%20contenido/OM29.htm
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General information PES Source*  


purposes, according on the provisions of art. 13. 
g) of Law  56/2003 of 16 December, Employment 


w ithout prejudice to the pow ers of the National 


Institute of Statistics by Law  12/1989 of 9 May, 
the Public Statistics; 


8. Manage programs' employment and vocational 


training for employment, that apply rules, and 
are registered in its budget; 


9. Conduct research, studies and analysis on the 


labour market situation and tools to improve, in 
collaboration w ith the respective autonomous 


communities; 


10. Those competencies that apply under current 
regulations of immigration policy; 


11. Any other legal or regulatory pow ers conferred 


upon it. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


The Public Employment Service, SEPE, is an 


autonomous body of the General State 


Administration, currently seconded to the Ministry of 
Labour and Immigration that is charged w ith the 


management, development and monitoring of 


programs and measures of employment policy, 
under the provisions of Employment Law  56/2003 of 


16 December. 


 
SEPE consists of: 


• A Central Service; 


• A regional netw ork of 759 off ices in 52 provinces 
of the Spanish state from w hich unemployment 


benefits managed. 


http://www.mtin.es/es/or


ganizacion/ 


empleo/contenido/OM2
9.htm 


 


http://www.eurofound.e
uropa.eu/  


Human resources (nr. of 
staff if  possible fte’s) Please 


mention the year 


21 500 staff, of which 13 500 in Employment off ices 
(2009). 


 


Spain’s public employment services hired 2,415 staff 
in employment off ices and 1,500 members to assist 


w ith job search. 


Annual report, 2009. 
 


 


ILO, 2009. 


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


€7.596 billion in 2009 for active employment policies. Annual report 2009.  


 



http://www.mtin.es/es/organizacion/%20empleo/contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.mtin.es/es/organizacion/%20empleo/contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.mtin.es/es/organizacion/%20empleo/contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.mtin.es/es/organizacion/%20empleo/contenido/OM29.htm

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the 


PES to relevant 


governmental body? 
(deconcentration: is this a 


part of a ministry, is it a 


legal form, a separate 
agency?) 


SEPE is an administrative body under the Ministry of 


Labour, set up in 1978 to develop and follow  up 


employment policy, to co-ordinate and run public 
employment off ices and to administer the 


unemployment benefit system. 


http://www.eurofound.eu


ropa.eu/ / 


How  much autonomy is 


given to regional and local 
level in PES? 


(decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


A major feature of labour market governance in 


Spain is the decentralization of employment 
services. While the National Employment Service is 


responsible for unemployment benefits, each region/ 


Autonomous Community is responsible for active 
labour market policies. This has meant some 


diversity in active employment policies throughout 


the national territories. The relationship betw een the 
state and the Autonomous Communities involved 


central government still being able to legislate on 


active and passive policies w ith funds f inancing 
active policies allocated according to jointly agreed 


criteria. The state also controlled the common 


information databases w ith definitions of a number of 
basic concepts and administrative practices being 


adapted to ensure compatibility.  


DWP, International 


review , 2009. 


To w hat degree are services 
or tasks outsourced to 


voluntary or private sector? 


(Privatisation: which 
services are outsourced and 


to w hom?) 


Training services may be outsourced and so are a 
number of other services. 


 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving 


country?  


Receiving. Mobility patterns meanw hile changed as 


a result of the current economic crisis. In this 
context, Spain seems to change in a sending 


country, for example to Germany, as opportunities 


on the Spanish labour market are unfortunately 
diminishing. 


Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on 


the labour market. 


Employment rate: 58.4% (LFS, 2010); 


Unemployment rate: 20.1% (LFS, 2010); 
Employment levels in Spain dropped severely as a 


result of the current economic crisis. Spain is 


confronted with high unemployment rates among 
youngsters (more than 25%). 


Eurostat. 


 
 



http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/

http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


SISPE is the Information System of Public 
Employment Services (Sistema de Información de 


los Servicios Públicos de Empleo): SISPE integrates 


information on the management of active 
employment policies and unemployment benefits 


covering the Public Employment Services, State and 


regional governments. It w as established by the 
established SEPE (Law  56/2003, Article 7.2.c). 


 


Spain’s PES uses headline performance indicators 
for the follow ing reasons: 


• to measure labour market performance; 


• to measure organisational performance; 
• to help manage the organisation’s strategy and 


interventions; 


• to provide information to the public. 
 


Prior to the transfer of competencies to the 


Autonomous Communities, the Information System 
of the National Employment Institute had a strong 


role, responding to information and management 


needs at national level, integrating the different 
management domains: job placement, employment 


contracts, unemployment benefits and occupational 


training. The decentralisation left open the possibility 
that the Autonomous Communities develop their 


ow n systems. 


 
Some Autonomous chose the path of developing 


their ow n Information Systems (Catalonia, 


Andalusia, Valencia, Galicia, Castilla y Leon and the 
Canary Islands), w hile others chose to continue 


using SISPE. This situation show ed the need of 


integrating the various information systems. This 
w as done by defining a core set of information to be 


collected and shared by all, and by a common set of 


management rules. This assures that basic 
information on active employment policies is 


available for the w hole of Spain in real time, i.e. that 


the information could be know n by different systems 
at the time of being produced. 


 


 
 


DWP, 2009. 
 


Interview s. 


 
Informative note on 


SISPE.  
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Purpose Source  


For the participating communicates: 
At present Autonomous Communities are obliged to 


send data in real time to SEPE: 


• all data disaggregated by Autonomous 
Communities (17) and provinces (52); 


• Some of the data disaggregated administrative 


units of management (860); including the 
employment off ices (759) and the telew orking 


off ices (101); 


• It includes data on offer and supply of 
employment, mobility, type of services, etc.; 


• Beneficiaries of the employment services are 


classif ied by gender, age, study level, time being 
unemployed; 


• It includes an off icial database of employment 


contracts. In Spain almost all the labour 
contracts have to be registered (except some 


verbal contracts). The contracts are classified by 


public or private employer companies. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure 


performance? (in terms of: 


inputs, outputs, results, 
impacts) 


Since the competences on Active Labour Measures 
have been gradually decentralized / transferred to 


the Autonomous Communities (see attachment), the 


indicators set and the monitoring has been reduced. 
Now  National objectives and budget allocation are 


agreed w ith the Autonomous Communities. How ever 


the budget allocated in each Autonomous 
Community does not depend on the achievement of 


the objectives. 


 
The indicators used differ according to type of 


activity.  


 
There are 2 groups or subsystems of measures 


distinguished w ithin Active Labour Measures: 


• Employment advice/guidance, the three main 
programmes being: 


- The special Plan for Guidance, Vocational 


Training and Labour Market Integration; 
- The vocational orientation programme for 


employment and self-employment OPEAS - 


orientación profesional para el empleo y de 
asistencia para el autoempleo; 


- Specif ic Plans of the Autonomous 


Communities. 
• Training for employment, aimed at employed 


and unemployed w orkers. 


 
 


DWP, International 
review , 2009. 


 


Interview s. 
 


2010 Annual plan for 


the evaluation of the 
training for employment 


system. 
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Indicators Source 


At the beginning SISPE only contained information 
on guidance and advice, but now  training services 


are being included.  


 
A specif ic PMS exists for the Special Plan for 


Guidance, Vocational Training and Labour Market 


Integration, approved by Resolution of the Council of 
Ministers of April 18, 2008 (Plan Extraordinario de 


Orientación, Formación Profesional e Inserción 


Laboral, aprobado por Acuerdo del Consejo de 
Ministros de 18 de abril de 2008). This special plan 


set up the hiring of 3,000 people as advisers for the 


employment off ices beginning w ith 2 advisers per 
off ice and now  4 advisers per off ice. 


 


For the second group (subsystem) of measures a 
specif ic annual plan for the evaluation of the quality, 


impact, effectiveness and efficiency is prepared. 


 
Indicators exist at the level of outputs, results, and to 


a limited degree at the level of impacts. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


The special plan for Guidance, Vocational 
Training and Labour Market Integration includes 


outputs indicators, w hich are measured on a monthly 


basis: 
• Number of persons advised; 


• Number of beneficiaries; 


• Number of companies visited; 
• Number of activities. 


 


Results are measured on a quarterly and annual 
basis, such as (non exhaustive): 


• Number of job seekers contracted in subsidised 


employment; 
• Number of job seekers contracted by employers; 


• Number of job seekers starting training offered 


to them. 
 


Number of job seekers becoming self-employed. 


 
For 2010 the annual plan for the training for 
employment measures included indicators such as 


(non exhaustive list, in original terminology and 
classif ication): 


Quality: 


• Satisfaction of participants; 
• Degree of certif icates obtained from by certif ied 


centres; 


• Share of training actions that w as completed; 
• Share of training actions that led to the aw ard of 


State Bulletin number79 
on the special plan for 


Guidance, Vocational 


Training and Labour 
Market Integration. 


 


2010 Annual plan for 
the evaluation of the 


training for employment 


system. 
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Indicators Source 


a vocational certif ication. 
 


Effectiveness: 


• Outputs indicators such as disbursement rates, 
number of trainees, average duration of training; 


• Results indicators: number of persons trained, 


drop-out rate/successful completion rate, degree 
of coverage of unemployed. 


 


Eff iciency: 
• Average costs per participant; 


• Average costs per participant and hour of 


training. 
 


Impact: 


• Degree of job maintenance; 
• Degree of labour market integration – 


employment. 


 
For the future some more elaborate indicators for 


quality and results and impact are foreseen 


including: 
• Quality: degree of satisfaction of companies w ith 


students in non w ork professional practice; 


• Impact: degree of job retention after 6, 12 and 
18 months, degree of labour market integration - 


self-employment, degree of productivity increase 


at the w ork place. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; 
results-impact)? How ? 


No, at least not explicitly. Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For 


w ho are targets set (central 
off ice, local off ices, 


individual employees)? 


The special plan for Guidance, Vocational Training 


and Labour Market Integration foresees targets for 


each autonomous community at outputs level, such 
as number of persons having received guidance, the 


number of (other) beneficiaries, the number of 


company visits, total number of contacts with 
unemployed. 


State Bulletin number79 


on the special plan for 


Guidance, Vocational 
Training and Labour 


Market Integration. 


Are targets SMART? Yes.  
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Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS include 


a Data Warehouse (DWH) 


and to w hich other 
administrations is this DWH 


linked? 


Yes, in the sense that SISPE combines data on the 


unemployment benefits administered by SEPE and 


the ALMPs administered by the Autonomous 
Communities. SEPE also disposes of information on 


all the employment contracts concluded by Spanish 


employers, as these are obliged to register them 
w ith the PES. This includes information on foreign 


w orkers contracted in Spain. 


Informative note on 


SISPE. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


No, information is available on-line and in 
publications in regular frequency tables and cross-


tabs. 


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client 
satisfaction measured? How  


and frequency? 


Through surveys.  Interview s. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Surveys (customer). 


 
Administrative data from SEPE and autonomous 


communities. 


 
Data provided by INE (nationals statistics office) 


data provided by FTFE (The Tripartite Foundation 


for training in w ork that manages the ‘State System 
of Social Security (Credits). 


 


In addition, individual studies are carried out: several 
years ago a survey on training issues w as carried 


out. It allow ed the assessment of the impact of 


training measures on employment.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


By SEPE and by PES in Autonomous Communities. Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


State/SEPE and Autonomous Communities. Interview s. 


 


Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to 


w ork abroad or w illing to 


hire foreigners especially 
tagged in the system? 


No. Ecorys w ebsurvey. 
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Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the 


results of activity/support 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


For the vocational training programme.  Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 
extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 
and national priorities? 


See above, the design and use of SISPE is highly 
inf luenced by the decentralisation of the 


responsibilities for ALMPs to the Autonomous 


Communities. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance 


measurement being use for 


the operational, tactical or 
strategic level? By w hom? 


Already in 2001 the Spanish PES adopted elements 


of MBO.  


 
The use of ex ante quantitative targets is selective 


(see above) and as yet performance information 


plays a central role in the steering and controlling of 
PES operating units. 


 


Performance information is also used for tactical/ 
strategic purposes (see below).  


Mosley, Management 


by Objectives, 2001. 


 
Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


National and regional (autonomous communities). Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, 
Financial resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the 
f indings of performance 


measurement used?  


The outcomes of the evaluations 


/assessment/monitoring carried out by SEPE are 
used by the Autonomous Communities themselves 


and at national level for setting up specif ic plans. 


The allocation of budget for the Autonomous 
Communities does not depend on the performance.  


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The design of the PMS system is agreed by the 
national and the regional level in w hat is called the 


Employment and Labour Affairs Sector 
Conference. (Compare to the Performance 
Dialogue in France, but of course w ith national 


government in a far w eaker position). The 


Employment and Labour Affairs Sector Conference 
is the general instrument of collaboration, 


coordination and cooperation betw een the National 


Administration and the Autonomous Communities 
w ith regard to employment policy, especially w ith 


regard to the f irst Spanish Strategy for Employment 


and Annual plan for Employment Policy.  


Interview s. 
 


State Bulletin number79 


on the special plan for 
Guidance, Vocational 


Training and Labour 


Market Integration.  
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Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES 


off ices benchmarked for 


functional reasons, including  


The monitoring of indicators is used as 


benchmarking among the Autonomous 


Communities. How ever, since this can become a 
highly political exercise, comparative data tend to be 


treated w ith extreme care and dissemination is in 


principle limited to the Autonomous Communities. 


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation 
rew arded? How ?  


Performance measurement is used for policy 
making, but there are no incentives or sanctions. 


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 70 people w orking in EURES but only the 


25% (17 people) are w orking full time.  


 
Note: the number of advisers is considered low , e.g. 


there are only 2 EURES adviser for 44 employment 


off ices in Madrid Region. It is planned to increase 
this number in 2012. 


 


Cooperation w ith PES seems similar to other 
countries. The advisers have regular meetings w ith 


the staff of the employment off ices within the 


regions.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 


tools  


Information: 


• Update and improvement of documents; 


• Targeted forwarding of EURES offers; 
• Organisation of information sessions; and 


seminars on EURES; 


• Dissemination of information new  bulletins. 
 


Employers: 


• Explorative study in the f ield of tourism to learn 
out about recruitment practices; 


• Organisation of joint w ork meetings betw een 


companies and universities to initiate 
cooperation projects; 


• Company visits to promote EURES services; 


• Assist companies that w ant to move in the pre-
selection of candidates for recruitment; 


• Follow -up activities concerning recruitment 


abroad (seminars or visits on site); 
• Participation in events directed at employers or 


employer associations. 


 
Transnational labour mobility: 


• The organisation of Information sessions on 


employment opportunities; 
• Participation in other EU mobility projects, such 


as Leonardo da Vinci; 


• Organising meetings on transnational mobility 
w ith other EU PES to develop joint actions. 


 


Informing the general public: 
• Promoting the netw ork through visits to e.g. 


educational centres, municipalities; 


• Information sessions for specific target groups; 


EURES report Spain 


June 2010-May 2011. 
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Information about EURES Source 


• EURES days for social and economic actors that 
cooperate in the dissemination of the netw ork; 


• Regular contacts w ith media; 


• Participation in job fairs, Forum, Job Days etc. 
organised in other countries.  


Assessment of the tools: 


w hat works well and w hy 
and w hat needs some 


improvement. 


Job Days and job fairs are particularly effective with 


a view  to placement.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 
hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short 
their impact. 


The follow ing barriers for mobility have been 
mentioned during the interview s: 


• Fear to move to unknow n country; 


• Lack of language skills; 
• (Relatively strong) Family Links; 


• Perception of high quality of life; 


• Negative perception of historic migration of some 
periods (Spanish economic crisis in the 60´s 


leading to economically ‘forced’ migration). 


 
Due to the economic crisis mobility has become a 


relevant issue. Several recruitment processes has 


been carried out. Some of the recruitment processes 
have had a high diffusion in mass media. 


 


The latest EURES report on Spain mentions barriers 
related to: social security, f inancial, vocational 


qualif ications, employment legislation, cultural and 


language related. 


Interview s. 
 


EURES report Spain 


June 2010-May 2011. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in the 


EA Monthly reports? What 
w orks well w hat does not. 


EURES information from the 17 Autonomous 


Communities is aggregated and national level and 


provided to the European Commission.  
 


EURES has been integrated into SEPE. 


 
Spain has had some problems w ith the European 


Commission software. EURES advisors now use two 


software systems for registering data: 
• The European Commission software; 


• A national software with more indicators that the 


European Commission’s.  
 


The software does not allow  recording the 


information by activities such as job fairs. This is a 
draw back, since some of these activities w ould lend 


themselves for good monitoring and evaluation and 


could demonstrate the added value of EURES.  


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for 


measuring the performance 


of EURES (describe shortly) 


Specif ic activities are undertaken in the cross-border 


region Galicia-Portugal. Individual job seekers can 


be traced w hen moving abroad thanks to close 
contacts between employment and social security 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


bodies on both sides of the border. 


What other data is available 


for measuring the 


performance of EURES 
(other than that included in 


the monthly reports)? 


EURES advisers collect the information on impacts 


w hen they carry out the w hole process of 


recruitment.  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 
could be) the best indicators 


for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 
mobility? 


Hard to say at present, w hen foreign employers are 
in some countries reluctant to divulge information for 


privacy reasons and no resources are available for 


extensive follow-up surveys. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility 


activities other than EURES 


assessed?  


No. Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility 


activity exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


Only for intra-Spain mobility. These are how ever not 


included in the PES performance measurement 


system.  


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the 


performance measurement 


system)? 


The Observatory of Occupations is part of the SEPE 


research and statistics department (Subdirección 


General de Estadística e Información Área de 
Organización y Planificación de la Gestión Servicio 


de Análisis, Documentación e información): 


• They carry out different types of research (incl. 
surveys); 


• They are organized by thematic w orking groups. 


There is one specif ic w orking group on mobility; 
• Their main sources are SISPE, (Information 


System of Public Employment Services), Labour 


Force Survey (in Spanish, Encuesta de la 
Población Activa) and the Social Security 


database; 


• They have a specif ic agreement w ith Portugal 
for sharing information. So they carry out studies 


on mobility betw een Spain and Portugal (e.g. a 


joint Spanish-Portuguese publication is 
produced on the labour market and labour 


mobility betw een Portugal and Spain in 2009). 


There are some collaborations w ith countries in 
Latin America. 


 


They provide statistical information for: 
• EURES; 


• ESF; 


• CEDEFOP fiche. 
 


They have data on: 


• Internal mobility inter-provinces and inter-
autonomous communities. The indicator is 


elaborated matching the data from the home 


address of the job seeker w ith the data from the 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


employer address through the ID number; 
• International Mobility: They only have data on 


cross border and international mobility w ith 


Portugal. They have tried to collaborate w ith 
other countries as Sw itzerland. In general they 


have had problems to f ind the right contact in 


other countries to exchange data. 
 


In addition, information is available on foreign 


w orkers and foreign job seekers living in Spain. 
 


Interview ees highlighted that the links betw een 


EURES and the Observatory for Occupation should 
be strengthened.  


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility 
on the basis of data 


provided by another 


organisation (e.g. statistical 
off ice)? Which indicators are 


used? 


The main cross-border region is that of Galicia (w ith 


Portugal). Galician EURES advisers have a lot of 
regional data on mobility betw een Galicia and to the 


north of Portugal: 


• They have been requesting data to different 
sources in Portugal; 


• Also they have contact w ith social partners and 


employers organization in Portugal and Spain. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


At national level: Subdirección General de 


Estadística e Información Área de Organización y 


Planif icación de la Gestión Servicio de Análisis, 
Documentación e información. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of 


service/client satisfaction 
related to geographical 


labour mobility activities 


measured? 


Not, other than through EURES. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the 


results of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


See EURES (assessment grid). Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) 
and frequency is the 


effectiveness of services 


related geographical mobility 
monitored? 


The Observatory of Occupations publishes reports 


on geographical labour mobility. It includes data on 
the mobility of foreign w orkers in Spain (inf low , 


outf low  and residents per province). 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or 


data used to inform future 
activity/resource allocation? 


Yes. 


The permanent Cooperation Bridges project 
betw een EURES-Spain and EURES-Germany 


resembles a permanent cooperation w hich involve 


the exchange of job vacancies and the provision of 
candidates through recruitment projects. It has 


been running since 2011. 


 
The project has been shared by the w hole 


EUROPEAN EURES netw ork. 


 
Every event w ill be evaluated in order to build up a 


solid cooperation in a medium/long term. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied 
and shared? By w hom? 


No. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is 


information on geographical 
mobility and associated 


activity used? Is it shared w ith 


cross-border/trans-national 
partners?  


It is used on the SEPE/EURES w eb page. 


 
Cross border partners in Galicia. 


 


The reports of the Observatory of Occupations are 
disseminated by press releases in major media 


and sent by e-mail to users and partners, both 


national and trans-national. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
• CD: Datos Basicos de movilidad de los trabajadores (DBM), Marzo 2010; 


• BOE núm. 301, Miércoles 17 diciembre 2003, 44763; 


• Boletin Oficial del Estado, Jueves 1 de abril de 2010, num 79. Otras Disosiciones, Ministerio de Trabajo e 
Inmingracion; 


• Boletin Oficial del Estado, Sabado 19 de Febrero de 2011, num 43. Disposiciones Generales, Jefatura del 


estado; 
• ECORYS, Presentacion de la experiencia de Ecorys Espana, S.L. en material de empleo, formacion e 


igualdad de oportunidades (antes ECOTEC Research and Consulting Ltd), Desde 2005 hasta la actualidad. 


Madrid, 5.11.2011; 
• El observatorio de las Ocupaciones del Servicio Publico de Empleo Estatal de Espana, Ma Luz de las 


Cuevas Torresano Francisca Santamaria Ibanez; 


• EURES Espana, Informe de Actividades de la RED EURES ESPANA, Periodo Junio 2010-Mayo 2011; 
• European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper, Assessment of the 2011 national reform 


programme and stability programme for SPAIN accompanying the document Recommendation for a 


COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION on the National Reform Programme 2011 of Spain and delivering a 
Council Opinion on the updated Stability Programme of Spain, 2011-2014, Brussels, 7.6.2011; 


• European Commission, Recommendation for a Council Recommendation on the National Reform 


Programme 2011 of Spain and delivering a Council opinion on the updated Stability programme of Spain 
and delivering a Council opinion on the updated Stability Programme of Spain, 2011-14, Brussels, 7.6.2011; 


• Gobierno de Espana, Spain National Reform Programme 2008 Progress Report, October 2008; 


• IMF Working Paper, The Spanish Labour Market in a Cross-Country Perspective, Florence Jaumotte, 
January 2011; 


• Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Sociales. Instituto de Empleo Servicio Publico de Empleo Estatal. Nota 


Informativa. Sistema de Informacion de los Servicios Publicos de Empleo (SISPE). Modernizacion de la 
gestion. Mejora en la medicion del paro registrado; Observatorio de las Ocupaciones 2011, Datos Básicos 


de Movilidad Contratación y movilidad geográfica de los trabajadores en España, Datos 2010; 


• Observatorio de las Ocupaciones. El mercado de trabajo y la movilidad laboral entre Portugal y Espana – 
2009; 


• Programa nacional de Reformas, Espana, 2011; 


• Recommendation for a COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION on the National Reform Programme 2011 of Spain 
and delivering a Council opinion on the updated Stability Programme of Spain, 2011-2014, Brussels, 


7.6.2011; 


• Servicio Publico de Empleo Estatal, Informe Annual 2008; 
• Servicio Publico de Empleo Estatal, Informe Annual 2009; 


• Sistema National de Empleo, Plan Annual de Evalucion de la calidad, impacto, eficacia y eficiecia del 


conjunto del subsistema de formacion professional para el empleo 2010, 1.7.2011; 
• Stability Programme Spain 2011-2014; 


• SEPE (2011). Internet: http://www.sepe.es/contenido/observatorio/mercado_trabajo/1642-1.pdf. 


 
List of indicators  


See above. 


 
 



http://www.sepe.es/contenido/observatorio/mercado_trabajo/1642-1.pdf
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Cyprus  


Name PES Department of Labour  


Name researcher LS, IA, TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The Department of Labour is responsible for 


employment issues, including gender equality. Public 


employment services falls within this remit.  
 


The Government’s main policy aim is to 'maintain 


conditions of full and productive employment and 
promote conditions for the rational utilization of the 


labour force, including people w ith disabilities.'  


 
More specif ically the Department’s main aims are:  


• To promote full, productive and quality 


employment by encouraging more participation in 
employment, and by providing placement services 


and vocational guidance; 


• To promote rational utilisation of human 
resources, including administrative and 


coordinating w ork in the f ields of vocational 


training and education; 
• To protect special categories of people in the f ield 


of employment, including securing conditions of 


equal treatment and equal opportunities betw een 
men and w omen, the protection of children and 


young people, as w ell as pregnant w omen and 


new  mothers; 
• To ensure proper employment and integration of 


foreign w orkers.  


Website. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Cyprus joined the EU in 2004 and integration into the 
European Employment Strategy resulted in some 


changes to employment policies, including the 


development of a National Action Plan for 
employment. There have also been moves tow ards 


the transformation of the PES into a more f lexible and 


decentralised system. This involved upgrading district 
labour off ices and setting up new  local labour off ices 


during 2007. Other measures included the expansion 


of the labour off ices network to facilitate the access of 
clients, the introduction of self-service facilities and the 


provision of individualised services for active support. 


 
The Public Employment Service currently has four 


district labour off ices and 10 local labour off ices.  


DWP (2009). 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
Website. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


There are approximately 150 staff within the 
Department for Labour – this includes frontline staff 


(approximately 70) working in the district and local 


labour offices in addition to backroom staff based at 


Case study visit. 
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General information PES Source*  


the Department's central location in Nicosia. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


12,000,000 euros w as the total budget of the 


Department of Labour for 2011. 


Interview s. 


 


Institutional context Source 


How closely linked is the PES 
to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 
separate agency?) 


The Department of Labour is part of the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Insurance. 


 


The Department sits within the Ministry acting largely 
as an autonomous agency but reporting into the 


Ministry. There is a manager (District Labour Officer) in 


each District responsible for the performance and 
operations of all Local PES offices in their respective 


Districts. There is a relative level of autonomy at 


District level but the coordination of all Districts leys in 
the hands of the Head Offices of the Department of 


Labour. 


Website. 
 


Interview s. 


How much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


 There is a relative level of autonomy at District Level. 
How ever, the design of strategy on employment is 


centralised as w ell as the design of the budget. The 


Head of the PES has autonomy for setting strategy / 
budgets etc. and reports into / is accountable to the 


Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance. 


Interview s. 


To what degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


which services are outsourced 
and to whom?) 


All employment support delivery is undertaken by the 
PES. Outsourcing is restricted to supplies etc. – e.g. a 


firm is contracted to support the development of the 


new computerised PMS.  


Interview s. 


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


Receiving country. Ecorys. 


Background information: 
• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 
labour market. 


The labour market in Cyprus is considered to be 
functioning w ell w ith a relatively low  unemployment 


level compared to the EU average. Labour shortages 


combined w ith low er employment rates for w omen and 
high youth unemployment rates are challenges facing 


the Cypriot labour market. 


 
In 2009 the unemployment rate rose to 5.1% 


(compared to 3.8% in 2008). How ever, unemployment 


is a more serious problem for young people (aged 15-
24) as this group recorded an unemployment rate of 


12.9% (8.9% in 2008). The number of jobless 


contacting their local labour off ice increased from 
11,541 in 2008 to 17,505 in 2009. The total number of 


vacancies reported to the local labour off ices 


decreased by 7% in 2009 compared to 2008.  


DWP (2009). 
 


 


 
 


 


 
Annual Report 


(2009). 
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Country information Source 


In terms of volume unemployment rose from around 
12,000 in 2008 to almost 30,000 at the time of the 


case study visit in 2011.  


Interview s. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For which purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


which level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


PMS appears to have been established to collect data 
w hich can then be used to respond to requests for 


data, information and intelligence coming from 


Ministers or senior staff in the Department. The aim is 
to better inform planning, delivery and hence 


performance – e.g. informing staff allocations w ithin 


and betw een offices – rather than measuring 
performance against a set targetry framework. 


 


There w as also a broader aim around development of 
the new  computerized PMS to support on-going 


modernization of the PES – indicators have thus been 


designed to support the improvement of processes, 
upgrading procedures etc.  


 


The indicators in the existing system and planned new  
system have also been developed to facilitate ESF 


reporting requirements. 


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


DWP (2009) note that there is no headline 


performance indicator of off-flows. This suggests that 
the framew ork is focused on output and contextual 


indicators, rather than results/outcomes.  


DWP (2009). 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. annex for a list of the most important indicators.  Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


The set of indicators can be used to link inputs w ith 


outputs and results. Thus, for example, the PMS is 


used for business planning purposes to see w hat level 
of resources in terms of staff ing inputs are required for 


local off ices. The performance of those offices can 


then be assessed through indicators relating to 
numbers of individuals supported in terms of outputs. 


Indicators relating to unemployment rates, numbers of 


job placements etc. then provide data in terms of 
results and impacts. Deadw eight is not really taken 


into account as part of this, though one of the 


indicators is about how  individuals f ind a job – e.g. by 
themselves, through PES support w hich could be used 


for this. How ever the required information for such 


deadw eight calculations is not alw ays available. 


Interview s. 
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Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


No targets exist.  Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? n.a. Interview s 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


There is a DWH storing historic PES data. Data used 
for PES Performance Evaluation is extracted from this 


DWH. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


No.  Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


At the moment this has just been measured in the 


context of an ESF project, w herein 2 w aves of surveys 


w ere undertaken as part of a project on improving the 
PES. Plan is to design a questionnaire for use in 2012 


w ith budget allocated to develop a module in the 


computer system to process complaints. Latter 
requirement of responding to complaints is due to a 


responsibility given by national legislation. The plan is 


that the 2012 onw ards opinion survey will cover 
employers and individuals supported by the PES to 


f ind w ork.  


Interview s. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The PES DWH. Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Staff based at the Department and Ministry process 


the data and use monthly reports for intelligence under 


the existing computerised system. All data is stored in 
the computerised system to be accessed as required. 


 


Front line staff in the district and local labour market 
off ices are all responsible for inputting data. It is 


slightly unclear w hat the exact tools are for this but it 


seemed standard forms are used to collect information 
w hich are then inputted into the computerised system. 


Inputting of data on placements, employer contact etc. 


are all done on an on-going basis. Data regarding 
general information (being stored as comments) 


usually is being updated by collecting it verbally from 


the interested party (unemployed or employer). Other 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 


data is updated on the basis of presented evidence. 
 


The system architecture is updated by the f irm 


commissioned to support the IT side of requirements. 
The Department lead for the system and indicators is 


responsible for adding indicator requirements and any 


adjustments to the nature of the data collected. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


All staff has access.  Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Customers (job seekers and employers) are not 


tagged as such in the system.  


Interview s. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


This is done to some extent but there are limitations – 


appears to be a slightly ad-hoc tracking system in that 
the PES depends on employers or employees 


themselves to inform w hen people are taken on after 


being referred to vacancies by PES off icers. Thus the 
PES w ill never know  exactly where people go unless 


they are told. When people 'disappear' into w ork, after 


a month their unemployment benefits are terminated. 
Partly due to staff resources etcetera, it w as noted as 


being 'impossible' to follow  up each referral. 


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The case study visit indicated that the (new ) PMS is 


primarily inf luenced by the aim of supporting the 
modernisation of the PES, and providing better and 


more information w ith w hich to respond to intelligence 


requirements. Resource has had an indirect effect in 
that the reasons for delays in full implementation of the 


new  PMS are related to lack of capacity in the IT 


system. 
 


Behind this national aims / priorities relating to the 


mission of the PES are also an influence given that the 
PMS indicators have been designed in part to relate to 


the Department's aims.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Yes, on the operational level it informs decisions over 


how  individual off ices and staff need to adjust 


processes etc. through management assessment of 
the data. At the more strategic level performance and 


other statistics also inform strategy development in 


that interview ees noted that Ministers gave requests 
for specif ic data on an ad-hoc basis – e.g. data around 


migrants etc. to inform strategy and policy in this area.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Performance management is practiced at each level – 
w ithin district and local labour off ices and between the 


off ices and the central Department. There is thus 


performance management of individual staff in the 
off ices by managers and the performance of off ices is 


assessed by the central PES / Department. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


It is used at each level – w ithin district and local labour 
off ices and between the off ices and the central 


Department. There is thus performance management 


of individual staff in the off ices by managers and the 
performance of off ices is assessed by the central PES 


/ Department. 


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Currently no targets exist.  Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked for functional 
reasons, including  


Sub national PES off ices are not benchmarked.  Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


No targets exist.  Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are seven EURES advisors w orking part time on 


EURES (equivalent 30% of their time). 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 


tools  


EURES mainly deals w ith incoming requests for 


information about w orking and living in Cyprus (e.g. on 


costs of living, taxation) and about jobs (via email). 
Cyprus is a receiving country and placement activities 


of EURES are mainly focused on the retail (e.g. shop 


assistants) and tourism sectors. Most of the vacancies 
in Cyprus tend to be low  or medium skilled jobs.  


 


Foreign labour force is predominately from RO, BG, 
GR, UK and PL. EURES advisors are also referring job 


seekers to employers.  


 
In 2010, only 59 Cypriots expressed interest in 


vacancies and information events, yet there are 


currently 2,500 Cyprus based CVs registered.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


The provision of information is very important. 


Answering individual requests are however very time-


consuming, given the quantity of requests: EURES 
Cyprus has therefore developed a new  website to 


provide better information on living and w orking in 


Cyprus. The w orkload has also lead to the introduction 
of targets on allocation.  


 


Information provision is especially important because 
there are so many barriers to mobility. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 
placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 


impact. 


Barriers are multiple and include language proficiency 


and costs.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 
w ell w hat does not. 


The EA activity report is considered insufficient and 


inputs are easy to manipulate.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


No answ er in the light of the new  upcoming PES PMS.  Interview s. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 
EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


Data stemming is available from the Social Security 


Department and the Statistical off ice. There is also 
data on bilateral projects, e.g. projects w ith the Irish 


pharmaceutical industry. 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 
could be) the best indicators 


for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 
mobility? 


Indicators on information provision and associated 
w orkload would be an effective way to measure the 


impact. 


Interview s. 


Which indicators are used for 


measuring mobility (migration) 
w ithin your country? 


Mobility is measured by using the social security 


registrations of foreigners and also the number of w ork 
permits issued.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


PES activities in the f ield of geographical labour 
mobility are solely implemented in the framew ork of 


EURES.  


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


It appears that the EURES indicators are linked in to 
the planned new  PMS for the PES as a w hole but 


unclear as to w hether the systems and data collected 


are directly linked at present. The PES is gathering 
information on EU citizens registering as unemployed 


or being placed in jobs in Cyprus. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? There are no targets in place.  Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


No, as no such activities exist (i.e. other than EURES).  Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Receive information from the Department for Social 
Security in terms of Europeans w orking in Cyprus w ho 


are paying money into the social security system. 


Information is also provided from the Migration Bureau 
in terms of how  many Europeans are granted long 


term residence or a registration certif icate (the latter is 


granted by the Migration Bureau on the 4th month of 
migrants' stay in Cyprus.  


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


EURES: Individual front line staff record the time spent 


on EURES activity, the responses to email requests for 
information, placements, CV's provided to employers 


etc. Data on vacancies is also inputted by staff in 


off ices – when employers register vacancies with the 
PES they are asked w hether they also w ant to register 


as a EURES vacancy. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


No specif ic quality measures in this sense seem to be 
in place. May be that the new  client satisfaction / 


quality system planned for introduction in 2012 (see 


above) w ill cover this but not clear. 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


Tracking of individual clients and outcomes is limited 


(see above) and dependent on employers / individuals 


reporting back into the PES. 


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


Yes, on the basis of the indicators detailed above 


performance is monitored. As w ith PES performance 
monitoring more generally, the results of this are used 


to inform operational decisions around resource 


allocation betw een offices for example. Information 
gathered also informs decisions at the strategic level 


– e.g. to inform initiatives based at attracting 


employees in certain sectors where there is a 
demand such as the pharmaceutical and chemical 


industries. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 
used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Yes, as above results are used to inform operational 
decisions around resource allocation betw een offices. 


Can also inform decisions at the strategic level – e.g. 


to inform initiatives based at attracting employees in 
certain sectors where there is a demand such as the 


pharmaceutical and Tourist industries. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 
shared? By w hom? 


It appeared there w as limited formal good practice 
sharing per se. What exists is liaison betw een 


EURES off icers based in different offices which 


provides the opportunity for this and to share 
information more broadly. E.g. w hen candidates 


attend off ices looking for w ork that off ice will send on 


their CVs etc. to the other off ices / advisors in case 
there is suitable w ork elsewhere. There is also liaison 


in dealing w ith complaints – for example, w hen 


employers do not respond to CVs submitted to them 
and the individual complains.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Within the PES, information is shared cross-nationally 


through being inputted into the EURES portal 
managed by the Commission – it w as noted that this 


is becoming unw ieldy and diff icult to use. Also 


sharing through recruitment fairs w here 
representatives from other EURES centres come to 


Cyprus once per year to contribute to an event aimed 


at employers and raising vacancies. In addition there 
have been some bilateral co-operation projects for 


EURES – e.g. one w ith Sw edish colleagues that 


facilitated Sw edish students working in hotels in 
Cyprus (how ever this was on a small scale as there 


w ere only 4 or 5 individuals involved).  


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Department of Labour w ebsite; 


Employment in Cyprus 2008, Employment Observatory, Labour Department; 


Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance Annual Report 2009 (contains a chapter on Department of Labour); 
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 
Case Study visit to Cyprus 15th – 17th June 2011. 


 


List of indicators  
EURES indicators: 
• Percentage of time spent on EURES by EURES Adviser; 


• Emails received from EU citizens for vacancies in Cyprus; 
• Number of emails answ ered by EURES Advisers; 


• Number of non-replied emails in the end of the month; 


• Number of CVs from EU citizens referred to Cypriot Employers; 
• Placements of EU Citizens in Cyprus (through our services); 


• Number of Cypriot citizens interested in EURES vacancies abroad. 


 
Local offices Indicators: 
• Number of registrations/ renewals of unemployed; 


• Percentage of referrals per registration/renewal; 
• Percentage of placements per registration/renewal; 


• Percentage of follow -ups per referral. 


 
General Indicators: 
• Number of registered unemployed per age, month, gender, duration of unemployment, economic activity, 


profession, level of education and region; 
• Vacancies announced per economic activity in regional off ices (per month, per region); 


• Vacancies not resulted in placements per profession in regional off ices (per region, per month, per 


profession); 
• Monthly placements per profession, per economic activity, per category of employer, per region; 


• List of candidates per region and desired profession per month; 


• Number of active registration in the end of the month per profession; 
• Number of new  registrations per month; 


• Number of renew als per month; 


• Delayed renew als per month; 
• List of announced vacancies and pending vacancies per profession (per economic activity) per month. 


 


(Translated list of indicators of main indicators). 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Sw eden 


Name PES Arbetsformedling  


Name researcher MC/LS  


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Annual PES report in Sw edish. In 2008 there w ere big 


changes in the system. PES Sw eden noted as an 


example of good practices on measuring customer 
satisfaction (Torbjörn Wallin Performance Indicators, 


2004). 


Country visited. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The public employment service is the tool through 


w hich the labour market policies decided upon by the 


government and parliament are put into practice.  
 


This is done by: 


• Improving the match of supply and demand on 
the labour market; 


• Prioritize those furthest from the labour market; 


• Contribute to a lasting increase of number of 
employed.  


 


The goals above are translated into specif ied 
programmes and activities. The tasks correlated to 


these are also translated into quantitative targets in 


the Sw edish PES Balanced Scorecard.  
 


The main task is to put employers looking for 


manpow er in touch w ith jobseekers in the most 
eff icient way. New tasks for 2010 include having to 


increase our measures for people w hose health 


insurance is coming to an end. From December 2010 
the PES also has the national coordination 


responsibility for new ly arrived immigrants.  


 
The EU employment guidelines constitute another 


important basis for its activities. Bearing in mind the 


problem areas described above, there are three 
principal areas tow ards which labour market policy 


efforts should be directed:  


• To match - to w ork towards an effective matching 
on the labour market w ith shorter vacancies and 


faster application times; 


• To train/educate - the increase the skills and 
qualif ications of jobseekers so as to avoid a 


shortage of labour, to facilitate the changes taking 


place on the labour market and to improve the 
chances of unemployed individuals; 


• To activate - to support those groups that f ind it 


diff icult to get w ork thus preventing further 
hardship. Labour market policy efforts shall work 


in such a w ay that equality and diversity are 


promoted. 


PES benchmarking 


project 2008. 


 
Arbetsformedling, 


An Introduction to 


Arbetsförmedlingen. 
 


SEOR, 2003. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Arbetsförmedlingen is a public authority w ith off ices 


throughout the w hole country.  


 


http://www.arbetsfor


medlingen.se/Globa


lmeny/Other-



http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html

http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html

http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html
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General information PES Source*  


The head off ice is in Stockholm. The 320 local 
employment off ices are divided into 69 labour market 


areas. This sub-division is based on natural labour 


markets w here people w ork or w here companies seek 
manpow er.  


 


These labour market areas in turn are grouped into 
ten market areas and one national market area w ith 


responsibility for Customer Service. In addition to 


these, there is another national area w ith 
responsibility for culture and media.  


 


The w hole Arbetsförmedlingen organisation is 
managed by a board that the Government appoints. 


Management is headed by Director General w ho is 


supported and advised by a management group and 
a market management team (see organisation chart 


on the w ebsite and in the folder).  


languages/About-
us/Our-


organization.html 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


Arbetsförmedlingen had 10,521 employees (fulltime 
equivalent) in January 2010. 


Arbetsformedling, 
An Introduction to 


Arbetsförmedlingen. 


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


Arbetsförmedlingen is f inanced by grants from 
Parliament and the Government. In 2010, the grants 


total 79 billion SEK. 


Arbetsformedling, 
An Introduction to 


Arbetsförmedlingen. 


 
Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental 
body? (deconcentration: is this 


a part of a ministry, is it a legal 


form, a separate agency?) 


Until early in 2008 the Labour Market Administration 


(AMV) implemented labour market policy on behalf of 
the cabinet or the Ministry of Labour, respectively. 


The Sw edish PES off ices are central government 


agencies carrying out labour market policies at a local 
level. 


 


It operates as an independent authority, but w ithin 
remit of the Ministry of Labour. The PES gets policy 


instruction each year from the Ministry and decides on 


how  to implement the policy and designs the 
indicators. 


DWP international 


review  2009. 
 


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: w ho 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


As a public authority, they receive their assignment 


from the Parliament and the Government. 


Arbetsformedling, 


An Introduction to 
Arbetsförmedlingen. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? 
(Privatisation: w hich services 


are outsourced and to w hom?) 


The PES receives 8 billion SEK for purchasing 


services from private providers, various labour market 


programmes and measures, and various types of 
support for programme organizers (2010).  


 


 


Arbetsformedling, 


An Introduction to 


Arbetsförmedlingen. 
 


The contribution of 


the Public 



http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html

http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html

http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html
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Institutional context Source 


Arbetsförmedlingen has temporarily employed an 
additional 740 coaches, in 2009 Arbetsförmedlingen 


signed contracts with approximately 940 external 


coach providers. 


Employment 
Services to 


Flexicurity, 2010. 


 
 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


Sw eden is a receiving country. It has experienced 


relatively high immigration of people born abroad.  


 


Background information: 
• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 
labour market. 


The Sw edish economy is undergoing a period of 
strong grow th. Demand for labour began to increase 


in Autumn 2009 and since that time employment has 


increased rapidly and unemployment has fallen. 
How ever, some of the fall in unemployment has been 


offset by an increase in labour supply (caused by 


people re-entering the labour market).  
 


Employment rate: 72.9% (LFS, 2010); 


Unemployment rate: 8.4% (LFS, 2010). 


Labour Market 
Outlook, Spring 


2011. 


 
Eurostat. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The main purpose of the PMS w as to measure the 
effectiveness. So it has a more strategic use (to 


make decisions about the targets and w here the staff 


can be located). It can also be used as basis for 
personal assessments, which is not a formal purpose 


of the PMS but is occasionally used in this w ay 


depending on the employee and their manager.  


Interview s, Ulf 
Norman, 


International advisor 


at the PES; Ms 
Christina Storm 


Wiklander Head of 


Market Area 
Southern Norrland.  


 


Indicators Source 
What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 
results, impacts) 


The indicators are divided into tw o types: 


• The Sw edish PES follow s a wide variety of 


general indicators such as number of employed 
compared w ith the population, the number of job 


vacancies etc.; 


• Also a number of indicators are specially followed 
w ith targets that should be met w ithin the end of 


the year (w ithin the Balanced Scorecard). 


 
The focus seems to be on results and some outputs. 


There are no input indicators, except for those 


relating to the call centre. According to the 
interview ees, there are no input indicators because it 


generates too much administrative burden.  


Benchmarking 


project Sw eden, 


2008. 
 


Interview s and 


assessment of the 
researchers. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


There is some analysis of the outputs and outcomes 
relating to identif ied priority client groups.  


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


Most indicators concern outcomes or outputs. There 


is no consideration of the link betw een inputs and 


outputs. According to the analytical specialist there is 
not alw ays a clear causal relationship betw een the 


main indicators like “high confidence in PES” and the 


sub indicators.  
One of the disadvantages of the PMS is that is does 


not show  causality. It is diff icult to attribute the role of 


the PES and the PMS does not account for 
deadw eight. The view  is that if  people register w ith 


the PES then if they get a job it must depend to some 


degree on the PES. This is considered further in 
labour market research which looks at the outcomes 


for those w ho participate on labour market 


programmes compared to those w ho did not (control 
group).  


Interview s, 


especially w ith 


Bengt Härshammar, 
Analytical 


Department PES.  
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Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, targets exist for the balanced scorecard 


indicators. These targets are set at all levels.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, SMART targets are in place. Interview s. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, information from the PES is linked to social 
security records.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


There is a balanced scorecard with the indicators 


clustered under four pillars: customers, activity, co 


w orkers and economy (see annex II). 


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Surveys of both employers and job seekers are 


undertaken to assess satisfaction with the service 


provided by the PES.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


The information is recorded by different existing 
systems. There are many indicators and it differs by 


indicator. In many cases it is collected and updated 


by the local off icers. The information about placement 
is also records from HR records. The information 


about the call centre is generated automatically, they 


have the most detailed indicators. Most of the 
information is collected as continuous or recurring 


data. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


See above.  Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The data is accessible to staff at all levels w ithin the 


organisation. It is used at all levels. Head of a market 
area uses it for example for strategic and operational 


purpose. She told us she review s the information 


w eekly with the local off ices. Another interviewee 
uses it for his personal assessment. All the 


interview ees are satisf ied with the system: it is easy 


to use. One interview ee remarked that PMS has too 
much information but it is not a problem because you 


can easy select the information you w ant. At the 


beginning some had to get used to the system and 
the information w as at the beginning not alw ays 


updated but now  the system is up to date and it is 


now  anchored in the PES. 


Interview s. 
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Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 
the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad. Ecorys w eb survey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Information is collected by personal contact, for 


example w hen contracts end for seasonal work the 


client is contacted for a follow-up.  


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The PES is not often influenced by external factors, 


as it tends to be independent in the w ay it measures 
performance. For example the PES came up w ith the 


idea to use the score card approach.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


It is mostly used for the operational level (allocation 


of budget and staff). 


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


The PMS is used at all levels: mostly by senior staff, 


but individual employees can also make use of it.  


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


At the central level it is used for human and f inancial 


resources and strategy development. For example 
the unit managers use it to assess the local off ices, 


w hile the local off ices use to monitor their targets and 


employees can use it for their individual assessment. 


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The PES mission and goals are translated into 
specif ic programmes and activities for w hich targets 


are then set on an annual basis but progress towards 


these is review ed at frequent intervals.  


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 
benchmarked? 


Yes, scorecards are produced for each local off ice 
and comparisons can be undertaken.  


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


Information from the PMS is used to manage the 


performance of local off ices.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 57 EURES Advisers and about 270 


EURES Assistants in Sw eden. Cooperation w ith PES 


is assessed as good e.g. new  EURES brochures and 
information are distributed by PES. Recently w ork has 


been done to increase visibility of EURES both 


internally (w ithin the PES) and externally and 
attempts have been made to integrate more w ith 


other parts of the PES. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 
tools  


The w ork programme is set out in the Annual Activity 
Plan. One goal is to make EURES visible. One of the 


most important tools is the job fairs, also the w ebsite. 


The focus is on the matching of the employee and the 
employer. Advisers can propose activity/projects as 


long as they are in line w ith the guidelines and activity 


plan. Staff at central level provide coordination, e.g. if  
they see that some advisers are planning to do 


similar things they can encourage links to be made. 


Almost all employment advisers can provide 
information on EURES and all major off ices have a 


EURES Assistant who can provide more in-depth 


know ledge and access to the w ider network. EURES 
advisers work in a back off ice but appointments can 


be arranged if necessary.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Personal contact w ith job seekers is very important. 
For employers the job fairs are w orking well but 


contact w ith the employers could be improved 


(although employers have been found to be more 
diff icult to reach). The local PES off ices must 


encourage employers to increasingly seek labour 


force outside of Sw eden. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals by 
EURES. Describe short their 


impact.  


Placement is hindered by diff iculties in reaching 


employers; social security issues; unrealistic 


expectations of the jobseekers. Placement is 
facilitated by the shortage of labour in Sw eden.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


The EA Monthly reports are very old fashioned. It is 
not clear w hat happens with the information. The 


reports are sent to EURES advisors so the activities 


of the EURES Assistants are missing. It is not 
possible to answ er the question on placement (how  


many job seekers found a job). 


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Something like a scorecard could be a good 
alternative as it could also provide targets for the 


advisers. A survey of employers would be another 


w ay of collecting information.  


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


According to all interview ees, there is no specif ic 
measurement of the effect of the PES on 


geographical mobility. How ever, one possible 


measure w ould be monitoring of the uptake of the 
allow ance for job interviews abroad which the PES 


offers to job seekers. This is recorded but only a 


relatively small number of people have been involved.  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 


for measuring the impact of 
EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


See above.  Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


Geographical mobility is not assessed and there are 
no targets in place. On the one hand the nationality of 


the jobseekers is not recorded so it w ould be diff icult 


to collect the data. And on the other hand there is 
also no need at present to collect such data as at 


present there are shortages in the labour market so 


immigration is more important than the emigration 
issue but the need is not so high that it is assessed. 


The PES has only one measure of internal migration 


and this is recording cases where unemployment 
benefit is stopped because a job seeker refused to 


move to another region. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No, there are no indicators related to geographical 
mobility w ithin the PES PMS. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No, there are no targets in place relating to 


geographical mobility activity.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


No, except for data on take-up of the allow ance to 


support attendance at interview s abroad.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


No, at present such data is not monitored.  Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


n/a. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


An annual survey is undertaken but not explicitly in 


relation to geographical labour mobility services.  


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No follow  up surveys are undertaken to ascertain the 
results of geographical mobility services.  


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


n/a. Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


n/a. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


n/a. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


n/a. Interview s. 
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Annex I 


Used sources  
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management; 


Systems in Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616. Case Study based analysis of PES 


systems across the world and their PMS, 2009. 
 
Arbetsformedling, An Introduction to Arbetsförmedlingen, the Sw edish Public Employment Service 
http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html; 


PES benchmarking project, Management Information Systems, Sw eden, 2008; 


"The contribution of The Public Employment Services To Flexicurity" - Compendium of Good practices, 2010. 
 


Martin Lundin, Explaining Cooperation: How  Resource Interdependence, Goal Congruence, and Trust Affect 


Joint Actions in Policy Implementation Uppsala University, 2001. 
 


Torbjörn Wallin Performance Indicators for Public Employment Services Customer satisfaction A good practice 


in »Achieving customer satisfaction« (Indicator 8), 2004. 
 


Gill Whitting GHK Consulting Ltd Reform of Delivery Systems: Thematic Paper, Thematic Review  Seminar of 


the European Employment Strategy, 26 April 2006. 
 


Ulf Norman, International advisor at the PES; 


Ms Eva Lindh-Pernheim Head of Market Area North West Götaland; 
Mr Mattias Buvari Head of Market Area South Götaland; 


Ms Christina Storm Wiklander Headof Market Area Southern Norrland; 


Madeleine Deland, coordinator EURES; 
Bengt Härshammar, Analytical Department PES. 


 


List of indicators  
There are several headline performance indicators that carried targets for the PES IN Sw eden in 2008.  


These include: 


• 40 per cent of those registering themselves unemployed at their local PES should get a job w ithin 90 days: 
- four per cent of the long-term unemployed should each month either get a job or begin some form of 


education or training; 


- 85 per cent of employers w ith vacancies should receive enough applications to f ill the vacancy; 
- 90 per cent of the registered unemployed should be satisf ied w ith the service they receive from the 


PES; 


- 90 per cent of employers using the PES should be satisf ied w ith the service; 
- 80 per cent of new ly-registered unemployed should have an activity plan completed w ithin 20 days of 


registration; 


- 75 per cent of unemployed should consider that their activity plan is helping them; eight per cent of 
new  immigrants registered w ith the PES should start w ork or begin education/training each month. 


Source, DWP International overview. 2009. 


 
1. Percentage of registered unemployed leaving the PES for a job or education w ithin 90 days; 


2. Percentage of new ly arrived immigrants getting a job or starts an education; 


3. Percentage of employers w ho registered a job vacancy at the PES that have enough applicants to employ; 
4. Percentage of registered unemployed w ho are satisf ied with the PES service; 



http://www.arbetsformedlingen.se/Globalmeny/Other-languages/About-us/Our-organization.html
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List of indicators  


5. Percentage of registered employers w ho are satisfied with the PES service; 
6. Percentage of registered unemployed w ho get their job needs assessed within 20 days; 


7. Percentage of employers w ho registered a job vacancy that got an agreement w ith the PES; 


8. Percentage of registered unemployed w ho thinks they have a good action-plan; 
9. Percentage of registered unemployed having unemployment insurance that have know ledge of the 


requirements of the insurance; 


10. Percentage of the employed at the PES that are satisf ied with their opportunities for learning and 
development; 


11. Percentage of the employed at the PES that are on sick leave; 


12. Percentage of the PES budgets that shall be w ithin plan. 
Source: Benchmarking project PES Sw eden, 2008. 


 


The most important results are measured monthly (and communicated throughout the w hole organisation): 
1. Did the employer get applicants upon the publication of his vacancy; 


2. Amount of job seekers that indicate to have an action plan; 


3. Number of people w ho found a job w ithin 90 day after f inishing a subsidized vocational training; 
4. Registration of long-term unemployed; 


5. Results of special programs for disabled people; 


6. Transfers from subsidised to unsubsidised jobs; 
7. Decrease of level of subsidy w ith wage subsidies; 


8. Decrease of amount of part time w orkers; 


9. Decrease of amount of w orkers with a job for only a few  hours. 
Source: SEOR (2003). The role of national PESs in processing job vacancies. 


 


The Sw edish PES uses four indicators to measure PES success:  
1. rate of f illing vacancies;  


2. proportion of previously unemployed persons as part of total hiring;  


3. the vacancy registration rate; and  
4. the job seeker registration rate.  


 


A computerize management information system called “Leda” displays operational targets for various levels 
and organizations of the PES on an annual, quarterly and monthly basis. Access to the system is open to all 


PES employees. 


Source: Public Provision of Employment Services in Selected OECD Countries: The Job Brokerage Function, 
2004. 
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Annex II: Swedish scorecard 


OPERATIONAL IDEA
Ensuring job matching on the labour market (employers and workforce)


Customer Operations Co-workers Economy


High confidence in PES Relevant service delivery
Effective use of resources


Good working environment


Improved opportunities for job 
matching on the labour market


   Increased market share in 
respect of businesses, K4


Customer service
Satisfaction among employers, 


K2
      Response time (PES 


customer service), K5


Clear planning
  Action plan as a supporting tool,


      K3


Service priorities
Into employment, V1
Into employment and 
education, JOB, V2
Into employment and 
education, young people, V3
Into employment and 
education, newly arrived 
immigrants, V4
Into employment and 
education, 
disabled, V5
Status following work 
introduction, V10


Early identification of needs
    Satisfaction with management 


and support, V7


Unemployment insurance as 
an adaptation insurance


Application of unemployment 
insurance


Knowledge about PES’ 
mission


Knowledge about unemployment 
benefit eligibility, V6


Structured work ensuring 
good health and a good 


working environment 
     Absence from work, M1


Relevant competences


   Development and learning
Opportunities for learning and 


development, M2


Committed co-workers


  Operational dialogue
    Developing operational 


dialogues, M3


Realistic budget
     Actual expenditure, E1


Cost effectiveness
     Time with customers (PES 


customer service), E2


Orderliness


Good management


PES as a collaborator/ partner
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Summary 


ID 
Country  UK  


Name PES Jobcentre Plus (JCP)  


Name researcher LS/IA/TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


New  performance management system applies from 


April 2011. Some useful diagrams etc. taken from the 


internal PMS handbook are included as an Annex. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets Jobcentre Plus (JCP) is the operational delivery unit 


w ithin the UK government Department for Work and 


Pensions (DWP) responsible for the delivery of services 
supporting people of w orking age from w elfare into w ork, 


and helping employers to f ill their vacancies. JCP is at 


the heart of delivering the Coalition Government’s 
ambitious agenda to reform the w elfare system.  


 


Corporate documents use the follow ing headings to 
describe the activity undertaken:  


• Helping customers f ind and stay in w ork; 


• Supporting our customers; 
• Working w ith employers; 


• Working w ith local partners. 


 
Key objectives: 


• Increase the effective supply of labour by promoting 


w ork as the best form of w elfare and helping 
unemployed and economically inactive people move 


into employment; 


• Work tow ards parity of outcomes for ethnic minority 
customers; 


• Pay customers the correct benefit at the right time 


and protect the benefit system from fraud, error and 
abuse; 


• Provide high-quality and demand-led services to 


employers, w hich help f ill job vacancies quickly and 
effectively with well-prepared and motivated 


employees; 


• Help people facing the greatest barriers to 
employment to compete effectively in the labour 


market and move into and remain in w ork; 


• Improve continuously the quality, accessibility and 
delivery of services to all customers; 


• Ensure that people receiving w orking age benefits 


fulf il their responsibilities w hile providing appropriate 
help and support for those w ithout work; 


• Increase overall productivity, eff iciency and 


effectiveness in the delivery of Jobcentre Plus 
services. 


 


Targets for DWP delivery of JCP services are agreed 
w ith the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, and 


published in the annual business plan. These targets are 


designed to improve overall productivity, eff iciency and 


Website. 


 


Business Plan 
2011-2015. 


 


Interview s. 
 


Internal 


performance 
management 


handbook. 
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General information PES Source*  


effectiveness.  
 


The follow ing targets were set for 2010/11 (see below for 


description of indicators):  
• Helping people into w ork - to achieve a total points 


score of 11.47 million based on the job outcomes 


JCP achieves; 
• Helping employers to recruit - to achieve 91% in the 


delivery of services to employers according to the 


standards w e have set for our business; 
• Delivering a good service to our customers - to 


achieve 86% in the delivery of customer services 


according to the standards we have set for our 
business; 


• Providing w ork-focused support at the right time - to 


ensure that JCP w ork-focussed support is given to 
customers at the correct time in 85% of cases 


measured; 


• Timely processing of benefit claims - to process 
claims w ithin an average number of w orking days, 


Income Support (IS) – 9 days, Jobseeker’s 


Allow ance (JSA) – 11 days, Employment and 
Support Allow ance (ESA) – 14 days. 


 


The Minister for Employment agreed to remove three of 
these targets at the mid-year stage (October 2010). This 


w as done to provide a stepping stone for the introduction 


of a new  performance management framew ork from April 
2011. As a result, JCP ceased to report performance 


against the:  


• Interventions Delivery Target (IDT) from the 
beginning of July 2010; 


• Customer Service Target (CST) from the beginning 


of October 2010; and  
• Employer Engagement Target (EET) from the 


beginning of August 2010. 


 
JCP also contributes to Department for Work and 


Pensions' (DWP) w ider target to ensure that losses from 


fraud and error in paying IS and JSA amount to less than 
4.2% of overall expenditure. 


 


The new  performance management system introduced in 
April 2011 reduces the number of headline measures to 


tw o - getting people into jobs as quickly as possible 


(measured by benefit off f lows), and efficient benefit 
processing that reduces fraud and error.  
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General information PES Source*  


The f irst measure (into jobs) has tw o main elements: 
Off-flow rates - measure the percentage of customers 


leaving JSA, ESA and IS after a number of w eeks; and 


Percentage of off-flow into employment element of the 
measure - measures the proportion of people leaving 


benefit that move to recorded employment.  


 
The second measure (fraud and error) relates to JSA and 


IS claims. A random sample of Job Seekers Allow ance 


(JSA) and Income Support (IS) claims is checked for 
fraud or mistakes. It is categorised in the follow ing way: 


• mistakes made by staff (known as off icial error); 


• mistakes made by customers (know n as customer 
error); and  


• customer fraud.  


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


JCP services are delivered through a netw ork of 
telephone contact centres and off ices across Great 


Britain. There is a DWP (Ministry) Head off ice and a 


netw ork of customer facing offices. Back off ice functions 
to support these customer facing off ices (including the 


contact centres) are also spread across the UK. 


 
Work is underw ay to ensure that DWP becomes a 


smaller, leaner and more f lexible organisation. To 


support this agenda more JCP services will be delivered 
over the telephone and internet. Spending on estates is 


under review  as fewer sites are likely to be needed.  


Delivery Plan. 
 


Interview s. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


The average number of full-time equivalents delivering 
JCP services ll (excluding staff on secondment to other 


organisations, agency staff and staff on loan to JCP) 


during 2009/10 w as 78,626. 
 


Increased volumes of w ork during 2009/10 led to a staff 


increase of 16,000 full time equivalents.  


Annual Report. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


Resources 2010/11 £3,369m; 


Baseline core – the core funding allocated to support 


JCP £2,411m; 
Baseline change – including funding for the IB to ESA 


migration programme £232m; 


Economic dow nturn – additional funding to support new  
policy initiatives and increased w orkload, secured from 


HM Treasury £726m. 


 
Planned resources for 2011/12 £2,914m; 


Baseline core – £2,207m; 


Baseline change – £179m; 
Recession w orkloads £435m; 


Other non-baseline – to support policy initiatives 


including lone parent obligations £93m. 


Business Plan. 


 


Delivery Plan. 
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


JCP w as previously an Executive Agency of the DWP, it 


had been created in 2002 by the merger of the PES and 


benefits agency, Follow ing a review of the Ministry 
corporate structure in October 2011 JCP status changed 


and it reverted to being an integral part of DWP. As such 


the budget is determined and the strategy and direction 
are set by DWP w hich is accountable to DWP Ministers. 


Annual report. 


 


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


One of the w ays for JCP services to be delivered more 


eff iciently is to allow  managers to make more local 
decisions in Earned Autonomy trail blazer districts during 


2011/12.  


 
Budgets for the delivery of Jobcentre Plus services are 


determined by DWP w hich sets the strategy and direction 


w ith accountability to Ministers. There is some autonomy 
for District Managers (JCP netw ork is organised along 


District lines – these are sub-regional units) but in 


practice they deliver according to a national remit / plan.  
 


Systems of support to PES customers and benefit 


delivery are designed nationally and implemented locally. 
JCP as an Executive Agency w as historically a relatively 


centralised organisation w ith limited decentralised 


autonomy – other than some limited pilot initiatives this 
remains the case w ithin the DWP structure. How ever, 


part of the stated rationale of the new  PMS is to use the 


reduced numbers of prescriptive centralised targets to 
free up local managers to be able to make more 


decisions locally. 


Delivery Plan. 


 
Internal 


performance 


management 
handbook. 


To w hat degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 
and to w hom?) 


Under the DWP Commissioning Plan (2008) w hich built 
on the recommendations of the Freud Review  (2007) the 


expectation is that many of the PES services are 


outsourced on the basis of competitive tendering and 
payment by results. Service delivery of support initiatives 


for JCP customers, including counselling of the longer 


term unemployed and other customers farthest from the 
labour market are largely outsourced and delivered by a 


mixture of public, voluntary and private sector providers. 


The general model used is one of large prime contractors 
w ho commission sub-contractors to deliver specialist and 


geographically based services – this is the model used 


for the new  Work Programme w hich is now  the main JCP 
programme. 


Commissioning 
Plan. 


 


Interview s. 
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Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


UK is overw helmingly a receiving country, particularly for 


migrants from Eastern Europe. EURES managers noted 


that this has become a particular issue in the current 
economic context w ith less jobs being available. There is 


a perception that the UK needs to better put across the 


message that opportunities are now  limited to ensure that 
people make w ell informed decisions w hen considering 


moving to the UK only w hen they have the f irm offer of a 


job. 


Interview s. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


The economic dow nturn has created a much higher 


demand for JCP services. In 2009/10 JCP received 4 


million new  Jobseeker’s Allowance claims (around 
600,000 more than in 2008/09). In March 2010 the JSA 


claimant count w as 1.54 million, compared to 1.45 million 


in March 2009. The priority for 2011/12 is to 'get Britain 
w orking,' this includes w orking with partners to ensure 


individuals benefit from ‘Get Britain Working’ measures 


(w ork clubs, the new enterprise allowance scheme, work 
experience, service academies, and skills training) and 


providing a Rapid Response service for people affected 


by job losses.  
 


Unemployment hovered at around 5% from 2002-2008 


before rising sharply as a result of the recession to 
almost 8% betw een 2008 and 2010. Latest rate is 7.7% 


(April 2011). Historically unemployment has been 


unevenly spread across the UK, concentrated in deprived 
areas particularly in inner cities, w ith higher rates in the 


North of England and London but w ith pockets 


elsew here. Number of people claiming inactive benefits 
(e.g. Incapacity Benefit (now  Employment Support 


Allow ance) has been seen as a key challenge alongside 


unemployment in the last decade. UK is generally 
considered to have a f lexible labour market relative to a 


number of other comparable Western European states.  


 
Progress is being made in revising and simplifying the 


various existing w elfare programmes and services under 


a single Work Programme. JCP w ill also support planning 
for the introduction of the Universal Credit, the biggest 


single w elfare change in a generation, and w ill also 


continue to reassess IB claims and make improvements 
to the Work Capability Assessment.  


Annual report. 


 


Interview s. 
 


Eurostat. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


From April 2011 there is a new  performance 
management framew ork which will replace the previous 


system of process driven targets with a streamlined, 


outcome focused regime. It is intended that this w ill 
enable the public to judge performance on tw o key 


indicators: how  quickly JCP helps people move off 


benefits into w ork (the off-flow rate into employment), and 
its ability to reduce fraud and error losses by making 


accurate and timely benefit payments.  


 
The new  framework is intended to support the Coalition 


Government's desire for more streamlined performance 


measurement framew orks and the need to demonstrate 
accountability for the use of public funds. It w ill also be 


used for management purposes and monitored by 


individual business units w ithin JCP.  
 


The rationale for the new  framework is that previous 


targets and indicators relied overly on administrative data 
entered manually by staff in off ices and w ere as such 


unreliable. The number of measures w as also seen as 


excessive creating the need for additional staff merely for 
measurement (hence creating additional expense), and 


the framew ork overall w as seen as focusing too much on 


process rather than outcome measurement. Handbook 
notes that the '…change under the new  framework is to 


move aw ay from process driven targets, key 


management indicators and simply counting activities. 
Instead performance management w ill be driven by 


outcomes around continuously improving customer 


experience…’ 
 


The idea is that the measures in the new  framework and 


performance against them w ill be accessible by all staff . . 
The plan is to develop a series of management reports 


and 'MI packs' tailored to different staff levels. The key 


targets relating to JCP services are headline measures - 
getting people into jobs as quickly as possible (measured 


by benefit off f lows), and eff icient benefit processing that 


reduces fraud and error. Overall accountability is vested 
w ithin DWP. 


Delivery plan 
2011/12. 


 


Interview s. 
 


Internal 


performance 
management 


handbook. 
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Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


Performance management from April 2011 (the new  
PMS): 


The off-f low rate from benefits and off-flow rate into 


employment are the main results measures of labour 
market performance. The rate at w hich people leave 


JSA, IS and ESA is reported to support the achievement 


of the off-flow rate into employment measure off-f low 
rates from benefit to all destinations are monitored. 


 


More eff icient administration of IS and JSA is key to the 
achievement of the DWP strategic objective to reduce 


fraud and error.  


 
A range of supporting data w ill be available to help 


manage the tw o result measures. This w ill include:  


• data on business process and policy delivery; and  
• data on productivity and customer experience.  


 


The full list of indicators for supporting data is included in 
the performance management handbook. See annex one 


for the main performance measures w hich form part of 


the supporting data being collected. 


Delivery Plan. 
 


Interview s. 


 
Internal 


performance 


management 
handbook. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 
annex) 


The full list of indicators for supporting data is included in 


the performance management handbook (see Annex).  


Interview s.  


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-
output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


Causal relationships are presupposed betw een input – 


output process measures around service quality and 
productivity and outcome / results relating to the tw o 


main headline indicators. The handbook accompanying 


the new  PMS makes it explicit that the service and 
productivity measures are intended to drive the output 


measures – i.e. improving performance against the 


former w ill inf luence the latter. 


Interview s. 


 
Internal 


performance 


management 
handbook. 
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Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, a system of targets is included in the new  PMS from 


2011. The full list of targets can be seen in the 'minimum 


level' column in the Summary of Main Performance 
Measures table included in the Annex. These function as 


targets in the sense of providing a minimum acceptable 


level of performance.  
 


Targets w hich were previously in place in 2010/11: 


 
Helping people into work – this strategic target measured 


the results of the support the Department delivered to 


customers to help them find w ork through a JCP 
intervention or service, or through external specialist 


provision. Both JCP and DWP w ere accountable for 


performance against this target. The target w as 
measured by aw arding points based on the priority placed 


on getting different customer groups into w ork, reflecting 


the relative disadvantage they face in the labour market. 
For example, lone parents or customers w ho receive ESA 


attracted 12 points, people w ho started work after 


claiming JSA for less than 6 months attracted 4 points 
and people w ho changed jobs attract 1 point. 


 


Helping employers to recruit – the Employer Engagement 
Target measured how  well JCP services were delivered 


to employers by measuring: 


• outcome – w hether the employer f illed their vacancy 
and if so, w hether they did so w ithin their required 


timescale; 


• timeliness – how  quickly an employer could access 
services; 


• accessibility – the availability of online and telephone 


services; 
• accuracy and professionalism – the quality of the 


vacancy taking service and accuracy of the resulting 


vacancies. 
 


Delivering a good service to our customers – the 


Customer Service Target measured how  well JCP 
delivers services to individual customers. The target w as 


assessed against DWP’s Customer Charter service 


standards, measured as follow s:  
• treatment – how  customers were treated, specif ically 


measuring the behaviours of staff against criteria that 


customers say are important to them; 
• result – the accuracy and completeness of 


information supplied to customers; 


• time – how  quickly a customer could access services;  
• access – the availability of services to customers, 


Internal 


performance 


management 
handbook. 


 


Website. 
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Targets  Source 
particularly those most vulnerable. 


 


Providing work-focused support at the right time – this 


target w as about helping customers move into w ork by 
providing timely w ork-focused support to those entitled to 


JSA and lone parents receiving IS. The target required 


JCP to conduct timely interview s in 85% of cases overall, 
made up of 83% of IS lone parent w ork-focused reviews 


w ithin 3 months of w hen they were due and 87% of JSA 


interview s within 6 w eeks of when they were due. 
 


Timely processing of benefit claims – this target 


measured the average number of w orking days JCP took 
to process claims for IS, JSA and ESA. 


Are targets SMART? Generally yes. Cf. previous section.   


 
Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 
w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


The PMS includes a DWH. Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


The PMS as a w hole has been developed in a structured 
w ay which links the objectives of DWP for the delivery of 


JCP PES services to the headline measures and 


supporting data being collected (cf. annexed diagram and 
tables). At present staff can run certain reports to check 


on performance – the intention is that the amount of 


reports available w ill be gradually increased as the new  
system becomes fully operational.  


Interview s. 
 


Internal 


performance 
management 


handbook. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Customer satisfaction is measured through an annual 


survey of a stratif ied sample of customers. This forms 


part of the PMS and is also published as a DWP 
Research Report – the latest survey will be available 


w ithin a month on the DWP Research w ebsite. 


Measures are focussed on the customer experience and 
their view s on the services received. Findings are 


reported at national and group level against the four 


main benefit types: JSA, IS, ESA and IB and key 
demographics such as age, gender, and disability. The 


survey involves a 25 minute telephone interview  


conducted betw een January and March. The majority of 
questions ask customers to indicate how  satisfied or 


dissatisf ied they are w ith the service they received from 


JCP; only a few questions are open ended. Survey data 
is collected by an external research company on behalf 


of DWP. 


Interview s. 
 
Internal 


performance 


management 
handbook. 
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Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


About half of the required data for the new  PMS is 
collected automatically through computerised benefits 


payment systems – e.g. this feeds into the measure on 


benefit off f low rates. The idea w as to limit the data 
collection that required manual collation and input so as 


to reduce error and remove opportunities for 


manipulation. Other sources include the customer survey 
(externally administered), DWP's Labour Market System 


(LMS) w hich is the system that frontline staff use and 


enter data into as part of processing claims and liaising 
w ith customers. Data is largely stored centrally through a 


dedicated IT system. There is a separate IT system used 


for investigating fraud measures. In addition parts of the 
data collected (e.g. from the Contact Centres) is stored 


on their dedicated IT systems. Teams w ithin DWP are 


responsible for processing and analysis as required – 
e.g. if  research into a particular aspect of performance is 


underw ay or if  managers w ish to interrogate aspects of 


performance. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Most data for the PMS is collected on a continuous basis 


(e.g. that from the computerised benefits systems). Some 


specif ic data is collected on an annual recurring basis 
(e.g. customer survey). Only ad hoc element is in terms 


of the analysis of data due to particular requests (e.g. 


from DWP policy or research staff). 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The new  PMS w as designed by a dedicated project team 


w ithin JCP's Strategic Planning and Assurance 


Directorate and involved liaison and consultation w ith 
senior JCP staff. A working group was set up to oversee 


the process with regular meetings and comments on 


drafts being provided. PES PMS information as available 
at operational, tactic and strategic level.  


 


A range of performance MI is available to managers at 
different levels and in different parts of the PES. (see 


annex for a list of performance MI). This is used to 


measure the performance of individuals, off ices and 
districts depending on the measures concerned. The idea 


is that managers w ill be increasingly free to use the data 


and manage as they see f it w ith greater autonomy rather 
than w orking to a long list of centrally prescribed targets. 


Indications are that it is quite early on in the life of the 


new  PMS to assess whether it is having this effect. 
How ever, an internal evaluation is planned w hich will 


consult w ith a selection of managers and frontline staff to 


gather their view s on how the new system is w orking in 
practice. 


Interview s. 


 


Internal 
performance 


management 


handbook. 
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Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Customers are not tagged as such because there is no 
direct follow  up service available for them. 


Interview s. 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 
surveys undertaken? 


Customers are encouraged to use online self-service 
portals w here ever possible. This is to encourage self 


reliance and enable resources for face to face interviews 


to be concentrated on those customers needing the most. 
 


assistance. In this business model tracking customers 


w ould be very insufficient and add little value so it has 
been abandoned. 


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


New  performance measurement system is largely 


inf luenced by the new  Coalition Government priority of 


reducing unnecessary targets and measurement / 
collection of data across public services. Resources play 


a part in that some of the rationale for the new  


streamlined system relates to reducing expense of the 
previous system (see above for more detail). 


Interview s. 


 


Internal 
performance 


management 


handbook. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


The intention of the new  PMS is that it w ill be used at 


operational and strategic levels given the design is 


intended to facilitate performance management, 
assessment of service quality and delivery, and 


assessment of outcomes. Use is therefore designed 


for operational managers and the data w ill be 
analysed in response to requests by more senior 


DWP staff and potentially Ministers. 


Interview s. 


 


Internal 
performance 


management 


handbook. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


At a number of levels from individual through team 
level through off ice level to JCP district level. Data is 


available for team managers and above through 


specif ically tailored reports for their use. These can 
be used to assess performance on an on-going basis 


and focus resources / efforts at any problem areas 


that emerge and / or take remedial action. The w ay 
the PMS is used for performance management w ill 


vary according to the level of the manager using it – 


e.g. team managers can use it to manage the 
performance of their team members and ensure that 


the team as a w hole is performing as expected; office 


managers w ill use it at a slightly higher level and can 
benchmark performance against other off ices as can 


District Managers.  


Interview s.  


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


PMS includes measures and indicators relevant to 
the w ide range of management areas w ithin DWP – 


e.g. there are measures on cost and eff iciency 


relevant to and intended for use by f inancial elements 
of the organisation, measures on staff satisfaction, 


attendance etc. for use by HR, performance 


measures for use in quality management and 
outcome measures relevant to strategy development. 


A full list of indicators is in the guidance handbook. 


Interview s. 
 


Internal 


performance 
management 


handbook. 


 
PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Ministers provide the overall policy framew ork and 
key objectives for DWPs delivery of a PES service. 


Strategy, and other relevant staff within the Ministry 


translate this into measures for the PMS. The new  
PMS w as designed by a dedicated project team w ith 


a w orking group being set up to oversee the process. 


This involved regular meetings and comments on 
drafts being provided. A similar system w ill be used 


to further refine the system on an on-going basis as 


required. 


Interview s. 
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Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked for functional 


reasons, including  


Yes, benchmarking is used on a District and site 


(individual off ice) basis to assess performance on an 


on-going basis, Benchmarking is through application 
of certain minimum standards that Districts and 


off ices are expected to meet and by measuring and 


comparing performance against these. See summary 
of main performance measures table in the annex for 


the full list of minimum performance levels / 


measures.  


Interview s. 


 


Internal 
performance 


management 


handbook. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


Not clear from interview s or other information 
gathered w hether there is any reward system 


operating. 


N/A. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


EURES in the UK is small and resources are limited – 


i.e. in a recent re-organisation they have moved from 


16 full time equivalent (fte) staff in Great Britain 
(England, Scotland, and Wales) to 12. There are a 


further 3 advisers in Northern Ireland. The intention is 


that the service is fully integrated into the PES. In 
practice there are issues around the degree of 


visibility it achieves and hence recognition levels of 


EURES amongst many JCP managers and front line 
staff are limited. Increasing visibility and collaborative 


w orking with JCP staff outside EURES is seen as a 


strategic priority for the service in the future. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 


tools  


Main tool used is the information available on the 


Direct Gov w ebsites for Great Britain and Northern 


Ireland (e.g. 
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Employment/Understandi


ngyourworkstatus/Migrantworkers/DG_173236 


http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/index/contacts/contacts-
az.htm/european-employment-services-eures) 


 


These can be used as a reference point for staff and 
for signposting customers to relevant information re 


geographical labour mobility. As w ell as this providing 


access to information on jobs in other Member States 
people are advised to use Jobpoints in JCP off ices to 


search for vacancies (Note: Jobpoints are effectively 


a stand-up computer terminal w ith searchable 
vacancies).  


 


At the moment EURES staff are developing a w ider 
resource library and there is also a 'know ledge hob' 


on the staff intranet that can be accessed (includes 


labour market information etc.). Idea is to develop 
standard practice amongst advisors and identify any 


gaps in resources. Again these tools are dual use – 


i.e. information for staff but also information that can 
be printed off for customers or that customers can be 


signposted to. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


All seen as w orking w ell generally – no major 
problems reported and it w as noted that the 


know ledge hub is useful in enabling staff to look at 


particular economic sectors and identify w here 
'hotspots' of job opportunities / labour requirements 


are. How ever, it w as also recognised that the service 


can alw ays improve in its use of data and in the 


Interview s. 



http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Employment/Understandingyourworkstatus/Migrantworkers/DG_173236

http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Employment/Understandingyourworkstatus/Migrantworkers/DG_173236

http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/index/contacts/contacts-az.htm/european-employment-services-eures

http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/index/contacts/contacts-az.htm/european-employment-services-eures
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Information about EURES Source 


materials and tools available. The idea is to further 
develop use of data to improve the service delivered, 


and to develop a resource library by way of improving 


consistency in the use of materials by advisers and 
identify / address any gaps in information available.  


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 
placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 


impact. 


Close w orking w ith colleagues from EURES in other 


Member States and the use of Jobs Fairs w ere seen 
as the main facilitating factors assisting cross national 


placements. Also the system of account managing 


employers is likely to be looking to recruit migrant 
labour in the UK w here there are skill shortages in 


specif ic, occupations. Building relationships w ith 


them, w as seen as an important factor in ensuring 
that opportunities can be identif ied.  


 


Nothing major seen as hindering placements beyond 
the current limited opportunities in the UK due to the 


economic dow nturn. Conversely, limitations regarding 


language are seen as the main barrier to more UK 
citizens w orking abroad.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in the EA 
Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


Current reporting using the portal is generally seen as 


easy and w orking ok. How ever, it w as noted that 
there have been some issues w ith the functionality of 


the portal at times. Also, monthly reports w ere viewed 


as being of limited use in actually measuring the 
important elements of the service and in capturing 


w hat it does. It w as noted that the monthly reports 


focus on traditional process and input rather than 
output or result measures. It w as also noted that job 


entry data is not collected for use in the EURES 


report as there is no tracking of outcomes from 
contacts (also, the view  is that this w ould be diff icult 


and unnecessarily burdensome).  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


There are plans to extend measurement of activities 
beyond the data collected for the EURES portal – the 


idea behind this is to provide something more than 


the basic numbers collected at present. Some of this 
w ill be in the form of case studies highlighting liaison 


w ith employers and individuals and the outcomes that 


result. At present thinking in this area is at an early 
stage how ever, There w as a notable reluctance to 


consider outcome measures based on client tracking 


– this w as seen as overly burdensome and not 
practical. 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 
EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


EURES managers do review  relevant sources of 


information on an ad-hoc basis (see below ). There 
are no links betw een the DWP PMS and EURES 


activity – i.e. no EURES related measures are 


included in the main PMS. The only link is a loose 
one in the sense that all JCP services (including 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


EURES) are intended to help performance against 
the main 2 headline indicators in the PMS.  


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Diff icult to assess due to the serious reluctance / 


objection to considering any outcome measures 
based on tracking. A combination of qualitative self 


reporting (i.e. using case studies as is already under 


consideration) and measuring outcomes w here 
possible (i.e. in respect of specif ic time bound and 


relatively small scale recruitment projects) may be the 


only practical solution.  
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


At present there are limited performance 
management metrics for EURES in general – those 


that are present are traditional process and input 


rather than output or result measures. The targets in 
place are thus those required by the Commission 


only – e.g. those around individual customer 


contacts, group contacts, staff contacts. Note that job 
entry data is not collected for use in the EURES 


report as there is no tracking of outcomes from 


contacts (also, the view  is that this w ould be diff icult 
and unnecessarily burdensome). The only 


placements that have been able to be measured and 


identif ied in the past have related to small and 
specif ic projects – e.g. project to recruit bus drivers 


from Poland on behalf of the First Bus company. 


There are plans to extend measurement of activities 
beyond the data collected for the EURES portal – the 


idea behind this is to provide something more than 


the basic numbers collected at present. Some of this 
w ill be in the form of case studies highlighting liaison 


w ith employers and individuals and the outcomes that 


result. At present thinking in this area is at an early 
stage.  


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 
exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 


system? 


There are no indicators related to geographical 


mobility at present.  


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No targets are in place as there are no measures 


beyond the monthly reporting to the Commission. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


Yes but only on an ad-hoc basis - EURES managers 
indicated that they do review  migration data and data 


on sectoral needs in the UK (partly given that the UK 


is primarily a receiving country). This is more from an 
intelligence point of view  to inform the focus of 


services, events, specific projects etc. and is not 


done in a formalised or regular w ay at present. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 
another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Not formally but EURES managers do this informally 


as indicated above. 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


Individual advisors record the data required for 
returns to the Commission. This information is 


collated by EURES managers and submitted as 


required. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 
activities measured? 


There is little formal measurement of service quality 


or client satisfaction at present. The only service 


quality indicators are those required by the 
Commission though it is acknow ledged that these do 


not really relate to service quality as such. There w as 


some discussion about the potential for developing a 
quality assurance framework (QAF) though it appears 


that thinking in this area is in its early stages. 
 
In terms of client satisfaction in the past there has 
been some informal canvassing of employers on the 


back of events and job days etc. Equally, some 


questionnaires have been handed out to attendees at 
Jobfairs to get a sense of how  the individuals 


attending view  the event. This has all tended to be 


informal and ad-hoc how ever. The view is that 
advisors and managers attending events etc. 


generally have a sense of how  well they have gone.  
 
How ever, EURES staff are involved in developing 
new  more specif ic and formalised systems to assess 


client satisfaction and plan to trial some of them at a 


forthcoming event in Manchester. The idea is to start 
w ith the intended outcomes from the event and see 


w hether / how these can be measured (it appears 


that thinking in this area is also at a relatively early 
stage how ever). 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 
any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No – clients are generally not tracked at all. Contact 


w ould only be maintained if this w as from the client 
side. 


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) 
and frequency is the 


effectiveness of services 


related geographical mobility 
monitored? 


Given the small size of the service monitoring is 


relatively informal. There is an overall EURES 
manager w ho oversees the work of the service as a 


w hole and service managers underneath who line 


manage advisers. Beyond this the only service quality 
indicators are those required by the Commission 


though it is acknow ledged that these do not really 


relate to service quality as such. There w as some 
discussion about the potential for developing a quality 


assurance framework (QAF) though it appears that 


thinking in this area is in its early stages. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or 


data used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Not at present though there are plans to introduce 


some customer satisfaction measures, perhaps 


tailored to specif ic events in the f irst instance, along 
w ith the potential for some form of QAF around 


service quality (see above). 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied 
and shared? By w hom? 


There is some sharing of information w ith staff from 
other countries but this tends to be informal and 


connected w ith specific events or when a joint project 


is occurring between EURES in the UK and other 
Member States. There are plans to provide case 


studies highlighting liaison w ith employers and 


individuals and the outcomes that result. At present 
thinking in this area is at an early stage. 


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Only use is on an ad-hoc basis in response to 


requests for information from individuals or EURES 
staff in other Member States. The main message that 


UK EURES staff seek to get across is that the UK is a 


diff icult labour market at present and that 
opportunities (other than in limited specif ic sectoral 


areas) are more constrained than they might have 


been in the past. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Annual Report 2009/10 


Business Plan 2010/11 


Business Plan 2011-2015 
Delivery Plan 2011/12  


DWP, JCP and DirectGov w ebsites 


Internal DWP/JCP PMS guidance / handbook 


 


List of indicators (as of August 2011) 


1. Benefit off-f low rates into employment: 
- Off-flow rates - measure the percentage of customers leaving JSA, ESA and IS after a number of 


w eeks; and 


- Percentage of off-flow into employment element of the measure - measures the proportion of 
people leaving benefit that move to recorded employment. 


2. Monetary value of fraud and error (MVFE): 


- mistakes made by staff (known as off icial error); 
- mistakes made by customers (know n as customer error); and  


- customer fraud. 


 
Supporting data by Directorate:  
Supporting data – labour market: 


• Benefit recycling/churn data. 
 


Supporting data – fraud and error: 


• Volume of overpayments identif ied and auctioned; 
• Fraud referral rate and quality; 


• Group Delivery Netw ork (GDN) error reports; 


• Generalised Matching Service (GMS) - off icial error; 
• Customer compliance suite; 


• Claims clearance speed time bands (IS); 


• Social Fund applications clearance speed time bands; 
• Volume of benefit claims received, processed, and outstanding (JSA and ESA); 


• Volume of benefit claims received, processed, and outstanding (IS); 


• Volume of Social Fund applications received, processed, and outstanding; 
• Claims/Applications aw arded as a percentage of those processed; 


• Average actual clearance times; 


• Change of circumstances speed time bands (JSA); 
• Change of circumstances speed time bands (ESA); 


• Change of circumstances speed time bands (IS); 


• Change of circumstances received volume; 
• Work capability assessment (WCA) process speed time bands suite; 


• Volume of completed w ork capability assessments and outcome. 
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Differences between the old (pre April 2011) and new PMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram showing link between objectives and indicators 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Public accountability for two 
outcome measures: Jobs and 
eff icient benefits payment, reducing 


   


Performance will be managed using 
data more relevant to business 
needs 
 


Focus on understanding and 
managing the quality of 
interventions/ processes 
 


Greater use of value for money and 
productivity data 
 


More local devolution, LEAN 
working and flexibility for 


performance management 


 


New framework  


Public accountability for multiple 
targets  


 


Reliance on KMIs and internal 
targets to manage performance 
 


Reliance on volumetric/business 
process measures  


 


Limited understanding of value for 
money and productivity  
 


Top dow n performance management 


system  
 


Old framework 


 


 


Jobcentre Plus objectives  


Moving people off benefit, into employment, as quickly 
as possible 


Administering benefits efficiently and effectively to 
reduce fraud and error losses 


Outcome measures 


Benefit off-flow rates into employment 


 


Supporting data 


Cross-cutting themes   


Value for money and productivity 


E.g. Average benefit duration; benefit churn E.g. Data matching hit rates; MVFE cause types 


 


Customer experience 


Departmental objectives, including: 
Delivery of Structural Reform, including Get Britain Working 


Deliver y of in-year plans to improve the Department’s impact 
Deliver y of improved efficiency 


Delivery of improved service to the public 


 


  


The monetary value of fraud and error 
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Summary of the main performance measures  
Contact Centre Directorate 


Measure Minimum Level Notes 
Percentage Calls Answered 90% 


80% CLDM 


Service 


Average Speed of Answer 1.00 min Service  


Excludes Crisis Loan decision making 
service line for w hich a separate level is 


being w orked up. 


Cost per Customer Minute Q1 - £0.53  


Q2 - £0.51  


Q3 - £0.53 
Q4 - £0.49 


Effectiveness 
Only to include direct costs we have 


control over. Further w ork required with 
Finance. 


Customer Minutes per Agent per Day Q1 – 290 
Q2 – 289 


Q3 – 286 


Q4 – 309 


Effectiveness 
A flight plan to be developed to achieve 


290 by Q4. 


Error Checking To be developed Quality 
Steer of 85% as a level - this is the level 
for BCD and JD. 


Quality of Interventions – Primary Service 
Lines and Enquiries 


85% Quality 
CEF process being updated to support 


this new  measure, to be review ed at Q1. 


Quality of Interventions – Employer Direct 85% Quality 


First Call Resolution 
 


Q1 - 70% Quality 
Will be review ed following outcomes of 


the handover T&FG. 


Attendance Management 10.4 days Effectiveness 


Productivity – AHTs for each Service 
Line: 


 


• First Contact 16.00 mins Effectiveness 
Levels for Q1 – review s to take place for 


Q2 and onw ards. 
• ESA (New  Claims) 16.00 


• ESA (Enquiries) 5.35 


• JSA  5.00 


• IB Enquiries 4.45 


• IS Enquiries 4.45 


• Social Fund 3.20 


• Crisis Loans 16.42 


• Jobseekers Direct 3.40 


• Employer Direct 6.15 


• NINo Allocation 5.00 


• National Benefit Fraud Hotline 6.40 


• Tax Evasion Hotline 6.20 


• Maternity Allow ance 4.10 


Channel Shift  Effectiveness 
Under development. 


Staff Engagement – Quarterly Update 49% Effectiveness 
Standard cross COO stretch of 5% based 


on DWP survey 2010. 
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Jobcentre Directorate 


Note: All off-flow rate levels need to be recalibrated once Atomic Data Store MI is available 


Measure Minimum Level Notes 
JSA off-flow rate 13 w eeks No District / site 


below  55%+ 


 


Outcome 
Minimum expectation at District / site level 


55 %. Plus a stretch to achieve 58% at 
national level. 


JSA off-flow rate 26 w eeks No District / site 


below  75%. 


 


Outcome 


Minimum expectation at District / site level 
75 %. Plus a stretch to achieve 78% at 


national level. 


JSA off-flow rate 52 w eeks No District / site 
below  90%.  


Outcome 
Minimum expectation at District / site level 


90%. Plus a stretch to achieve 92.5% at 


national level.  


18 -24 off-f low rate 39 weeks No District / site 


below  92% 


Outcome 


Minimum expectation 92%. No stretch. 


ESA off-f low rate 65 w eeks No District / site 
below  68% 


Outcome 
Minimum expectation 68%. No stretch. 


IS Off Flow  rate 52 w eeks No District / site 


below  43% 


Outcome 


Minimum expectation 43%. No stretch. 


Error Reduction (internal checking) JSA 85% accuracy Quality 
 Error Reduction (internal checking) ESA 85% accuracy 


Error Reduction (internal checking) IS 85% accuracy 


Customer Compliance conversion rate – 


proportion of interventions that result in a 


positive outcome  


30% Outcome 
Levels set for Qtr 1 – Fraud and Error 


Task Force w orking up measures from  
qtr 2. Customer Compliance average MVA Rate  £63 


Productivity  Work in progress Effectiveness 
Work on-going w ith Finance to agree 
measures and levels. 


DOC+3 80% Service 
80% minimum expectation. 


Attendance Management 7.4 days Effectiveness. 


Channel Shift  Under development. 


Staff Engagement Index 54% Effectiveness 
Standard cross COO stretch of 5% based 


on DWP survey 2010. 
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Benefit Centre Directorate 


Measure Minimum Level Notes 


JSA Claims Cleared 1 – 5 days No more than 10% 
over 16 days 


Service 


JSA Claims Cleared 6 – 10 days 


JSA Claims Cleared 11 – 16 days 


JSA Claims AACT 10 days Service 


JSA CoCs AACT 3 days Service 


ESA Claims Cleared 1 – 5 days No more than 15% 


over16 days 


Service  


 ESA Claims Cleared 6 – 10 days 


ESA Claims Cleared 11 – 16 days 


ESA Claims AACT 10 days Service 


ESA CoCs AACT 3 days Service 


IS Claims Cleared 1 – 5 days No more than 10% 


over 13 days 


Service  


 IS Claims Cleared 6 – 13 days 


IS Claims AACT 8 days Service 


IS CoCs AACT 3 days Service 


Attendance Management 7.4 days Effectiveness 


Direct Payment - % of total payments that 
are not cheques 


96%  Effectiveness 


Call Back Resolution at First Attempt 95% in 3 hours Quality 
To be review ed by Handover T&FG – 
expected Qtr 1. 


Priority call back w ithin 1 hour  100% Quality 
Aspirational level. 


Channel Shift  Effectiveness 
Under development. 


Staff Engagement 45% Effectiveness 
Standard cross COO stretch of 5% based 


on DWP survey 2010. 


Productivity Measures: 
• JSA Claims 10 per day Levels for qtr1 - to be review ed for qtr 2. 


• JSA Changes 18 


• ESA Claims 4.5 


• ESA Changes 15 


• IS Claims 5.5 


• IS Changes 17 


Error Reduction: 


• Overpayment Referrals 1.14m Effectiveness 


• Checks % correct for payment 98% Quality 
Levels agreed for Q1 and w ill be reviewed 


w hen revised checking regime has 


embedded. 


• Checks % correct for quality 85% 


Social Fund Measures: 


CL AACT 2 days Service 
Work on-going to agree meaningful time 
band performance and levels.  


CCG AACT 9 days 


BL AACT 6 


FP AACT 16 


SSMG AACT 5 
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Benefit Centre Directorate 
Measure Minimum Level Notes 


Review s AACT 10 


CCG Productivity 6 Effectiveness 
Levels agreed for Q1 – to be review ed at 


the Q2 stage. 
BL Productivity 25 


FP Productivity 3.5 


SSMG Productivity 14 


Review s Productivity 5 


Call back resolution at f irst attempt 95% in 3 hours Quality 
To be review ed by Handover T&FG 
expected Qtr 1. 


Attendance Management 7.4 days Effectiveness 


Staff Engagement  45% Effectiveness 
Standard cross COO stretch of 5% based 


on DWP survey 2010. 


Social Fund Recoveries  Effectives 
Work on-going. 


Fraud Investigation Service: 


  Outcome (work on-going) 
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Summary 


ID 


Country  Czech Republic 


Name PES Czech Public Employment Service/ Ministry of Labour 


and Social Affairs 


Name researcher MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  


Mission & tasks & targets The role of the Czech PES consists of: 


• provision of employment services to jobseekers and 


employers; 


• to find suitable employment and assist employers to 


find suitable employees;  


• to provide training services to clients seeking new 


jobs and to clients already having a job but requiring 


an improvement in their knowledge and skills.  


SEOR (2003). 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


offices) 


The Employment Service Administration (ESA) is part of 


the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. This central 


office manages 77 district labour offices: 14 of these are 


so-called “authorized” labour offices and act as an 


intermediary between the Ministry and the remaining 


other district labour offices in their region.  


 


The 77 labour offices operate 167 detached workplaces 


and 8 branch offices in Prague. The network of labour 


offices corresponds to the structure of territorial self-


administration districts. Labour offices are located in 


administrative centres of the districts. Directors of district 


offices are appointed by the Ministry and they directly 


report to the ESA. 


Kalužná, D.,” 


the Czech 


Republic” 2008. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if 


possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


In June 2007 there were about 1 800 placement and 


counselling officers. 


Kalužná, D.,” 


the Czech 


Republic” 2008. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


2010 budget (in millions of Euro):  


Total: 274,44 of which 31,77 is spent on operational 


costs and 241,67 on ALMP programme costs.  


Interviews 
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Institutional context Source 


How closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


There exists a very close relation between the PES and 


the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs as the PES is 


currently a department of the Ministry. There have been 


several debates about the development of an agency 


type structure and the merger of employment services 


and benefits administration. 


DWP, 


International 


review, 2009. 


How much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


The PES governed via state employment policy. This 


policy is decided upon by the Government, in cooperation 


with other labour market actors, mainly employers and 


trade unions. In delivering the employment policy at 


regional and local levels, the state administration co-


operates with territorial self-governing units (i.e. 


governments which issue from elections at regional and 


local level), occupational organisations, associations of 


people with disabilities and employers’ associations. 


 


Budgets for active labour market programmes are 


determined at central level. The Ministry has the 


competence to allocate budgets to individual district 


labour offices. Each employment office receives a budget 


to run its operations that is based on historical data. The 


local offices however, have the discretionary freedom to 


decide upon concrete measures and the human 


resources they need to implement these.  


Kalužná, D.,” 


the Czech 


Republic” 2008. 


 


Presentation 


Czech 


Managerial 


Information 


System and 


notes. 


To what degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


which services are outsourced 


and to whom?) 


It is unclear how much is spend on contracted services. 


The Ministry has no separate budget item for monitoring 


this kind of expenses. Interviewees estimated that less 


than 7% of the PES budget is spend on contracted 


services. At the moment the PES has a monopoly on the 


market for recruitment services in the whole of the Czech 


Republic. Private agencies predominantly focus on the 


local Prague labour market and on foreigners. 


Interviews. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Sending country.  


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 


labour market.  


Employment rate: 65.5% (LFS, 2010); 


Unemployment rate: 7.3% (LFS, 2010). 


 


Employment opportunities are mainly located in industrial 


production sector.  


Eurostat. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For which purpose was the 


performance measurement 


system established and for 


which level? (check for 


accountability; management 


information) 


The performance measurement system only exists since 


2008. Yet, the system already won a prestigious global 


HP Software Award of Excellence at the international 


conference HP Software Universe in Vienna in December 


2008. 


 


The main reason for the development of the performance 


measurement system was the necessity to efficiently 


manage the PES; for example the allocation of budget 


and strategic goals. Before the introduction of the system, 


it was possible to create synoptic reports only from the 


individual systems and it quite often required much 


manual work. Moreover, for a certain part of the data it 


was practically impossible to create long-term time 


series. The new system enables the PES to answer 


medium-term perspective questions like: If we reduce the 


period of payment of unemployment benefits by one 


month are we going to save money in the state budget? 


Or does that mean that after the termination of payment 


of this benefit by the Employment Office another 


governmental agency or even several agencies will start 


paying a similar amount to the same person? 


Interviews. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The indicators used in the Czech system contain input, 


output, result and impact measures.  


 


Indicators are structured in relation to ‘quality’ on the one 


hand and ‘workload cost’ on the other. Approximately 150 


indicators have been developed out of which 24 are 


currently used for performance measurement.  


Ecorys. 


 


Presentation 


Czech 


Managerial 


Information 


System. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. Annex.   


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-


impact)? How? 


Indicators do not presuppose clear causal relationships. 


The indicators are logically ordered in the sense that they 


refer to the different stages of the placement process. 


Interviews. 
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Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantified? For who 


are targets set (central office, 


local offices, individual 


employees)? 


The system does not comprise targets.   


Are targets SMART? N.a.  


 
Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


which other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


The management Information system contains three 


main elements:  


OKPráce – information system for the employment area, 


operated at the Employment Offices;  


OKDávky – information system for the national social 


security benefits, operated also at the Employment 


Offices. The system also covers payments of child 


benefits and contributions to housing and; 


OKNouze – information system designed to assist people 


in a difficult financial situation. The system is also used 


by administrators from municipalities. 


 


These three elements form the core of the system. The 


DWH is also connected with the information system of 


the Czech Social Security Administration (Česká správa 


sociálního zabezpečení) that contains data necessary for 


payment of pensions and sick leave benefits and GINIS – 


an economic system operated at the Employment Offices 


are included. The integration of all these system in one 


single DWH is still work in progress. 


Interviews. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


The system includes a tool to present management 


information via tables and diagrams. This tool can also 


simulate the effects of changes and show these 


accordingly.  


Interviews. 


 
Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How and 


frequency? 


Customer satisfaction (neither of job seekers nor of 


employers) is not measured at the national level. Limited 


info on customer satisfaction is collected on regional 


level. 


Interviews. 
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Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The performance measurement system includes an ICT 


system (DWH) that contains administrative information 


from the PES as well as from the Czech Social Security 


Administration. 


Interviews. 


How is data collected and 


updated? 


Local labour offices and municipality offices collect data 


daily (e.g. on job seekers and vacancies) and send this to 


the central database. From these central database the 


data is automatically processed and prepared for 


management- use. There is no need to collect special 


data for regions as this kind of information is 


automatically generated.  


Interviews. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The Ministry is in charge of the performance 


measurement system. The ICT system distinguishes 


various types of users who have access to various types 


of data.  


Interviews. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to work 


abroad or willing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Job seekers are asked about their willingness to work 


abroad during the intake interview. They are however not 


marked as such in the ICT system.  


 


Employers are also asked about their willingness to hire 


foreigners and vacancies are earmarked as such in the 


ICT system.  


Interviews. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained with 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow-up 


surveys undertaken? 


No. Interviews. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In which ways and to what 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The speed and flexibility of the associated ICT system is 


influenced by the budget available for the development of 


the performance measurement system. It could be faster 


and more flexible if more money was available.  


Interviews. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 


Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 


whom? 


It is used at operational, tactical and strategic level.  


 


Most of all, the PMS system is seen as a technical means 


collect and store data originating in various systems in 


one place to identify various trends, relations and 


correlations and thus serve as a tool of effective 


communication and management for managers.  


Interviews. 


 


Presentation 


Czech 


Managerial 


Information 


System and 


notes. 


At which level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Mainly at the level of the local employment office director, 


but also in the Ministry of Labour and social affairs. The 


director of employment office can compare the results of 


his/her own office with the results of neighbouring 


employment offices. At the Ministry of Labour and Social 


Affairs, a manager can see the workload of individual 


employees at the Employment Offices and may intervene 


If deemed necessary. Finally, the system is used by the 


directors of the PES, head of units and the deputy 


minister.  


 


In which management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the findings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


It is used for human resources in local offices, quality 


management and strategy development by for example 


the deputy minister. On the basis of performance data, 


the latter may decide to concentrate policies on specific 


groups. At the ministry, performance data is also used to 


prepare contract with the PES. Finally the system is used 


for the dialogue with stakeholders like the social partners, 


when preparing legal acts or to show how money has 


been spending by the PES. 


 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The system does not (yet) contain targets. There is thus 


no target-setting mechanism.  


 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES offices 


benchmarked? 


Local offices are benchmarked for monitoring of 


performance.  


Interviews. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rewarded? 


How?  


The system does not contain targets.   
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 


General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation with PES) 


EURES is fully integrated into the PES system from its 


beginning in 2004. 14+1 EURES Advisers are 


operational in 14 regions of Czech Republic. 


Management of EURES Czech Republic is part of 


Ministry of Labour and Foreign affairs (from 1st of April 


2011 the EURES agenda was moved to a new 


Directorate General of the Labour Office of the Czech 


Republic). 


 


There exists very tight cooperation between EURES and 


other departments. EURES is now a branch of one 


central Labour Bureau of the government. EURES 


advisers are present in meetings with employers and 


job-seekers. 


Interviews. 


Most important stages and tools  Activities from the annual activity plan include: 


• Work on network. Cooperation of EURES workers 


with other PES staff and stakeholders; 


• Workshops with partners; 


• Provide information to jobseekers about networking 


in country of interest and about job fairs; 


• Direct recruitment. 


There are in general 15 advisers who organise events 


with main partners. Provision of information via the 


EURES portal and via direct meetings with EURES 


advisers on the countries they are interested in.  


EURES advisers also evaluate whether a job seeker is 


well-suited to work abroad.  


Interviews. 


Assessment of the tools: what 


works well and why and what 


needs some improvement. 


Job fairs and other types of meetings with jobseekers, 


employers and other PES counsellors, because these 


formats enable EURES advisors (and their PES 


colleagues) to make clear arrangements with job 


seekers and employers directly.  


Interviews. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 


cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 


short their impact. 


Barriers include language, lack of skills recognition, 


being ill-prepared for interviews; Facilitating factors 


include direct recruitment, and student exchange 


programmes. In particular the latter helps overcoming 


language barriers. 


Interviews. 


Opinion on the current way/form 


of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What works well what 


does not. 


The Monthly Report needs to be simplified and all 


reports need to be harmonised to reduce the workload it 


currently demands.  


Interviews. 


Alternative ways for measuring 


the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Direct measures that can be deployed at job fairs and 


face to face interviews.  
Interviews. 


What other data is available for There is no other performance data on EURES available Interviews. 
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Information about EURES Source 


measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


in the Czech Republic.  


In your opinion, what are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 


measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


This is difficult to say, because EURES mainly provides 


information. Placement is done rarely as matching CVs 


with vacancies requires too much effort for advisers, 


especially the number of staff is being reduced. 


Interviews. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 


geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


The performance of such activities is not assessed.  Interviews. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist within the PES 


performance measurement 


system? 


No such indicators are included in the system. Interviews. 


Are targets in place? Targets do not exist either. Interviews. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. which is 


not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


Yes, there is data about mobility within the country. PES 


collects also data on migrants from outside the EU as 


these require working permits. There exist various types 


of indicators on foreign workers from outside the EU who 


are registered at the PES: classification of employment, 


sex, education, country of origin, etc. Employers are 


obliged to register foreign workers from EU and EEA 


Member States at the PES. Data includes information on 


the personal characteristics and profession of the 


employee. There is no data on outflows. 


Interviews. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical office)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Three cross-border partnerships provide statistics and 


data about commuters (Germany, Poland, Slovakia). 


Interviews. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Data is predominantly provided by Czech employers and 


subsequently stored and processed in the central 


database.  


Interviews. 


How is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


No. Interviews. 


Is contact maintained with 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow-up surveys 


undertaken? 


No. Interviews. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At what organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


The effectiveness of such activities is not monitored.  Interviews. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


No, it is mainly used for monitoring inflows of foreign 


workers, not of activities in the area of geographical 


labour mobility.  


Interviews. 


Are good practices identified and 


shared? By whom? 


No. Interviews. 


Where and when is information 


on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared with cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Information on geographical mobility of non EU people 


is used for monitoring to see how many foreigners work 


in the country, where they live, whether they have 


proper permits, whether they use social benefits, where 


they come from, etc. The information is shared on the 


portal and if requested by colleagues from other 


countries. Also it is used to control illegal employment. If 


the employer has foreign employees, then PES can 


check their papers and papers of other employees.  


Interviews. 
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Annex 


Used sources  


Kalužná, D. (2008), “Main Features of the Public Employment Service in the Czech Republic”, OECD Social, 


Employment and Migration Working Papers, No. 74, OECD Publishing. (Kalužná, D.,” the Czech Republic” 


2008. 


 


"The contribution of the Public Employment Services to Flexicurity" - Compendium of Good practices, 2008. 


 


SEOR (2003). The role of national PESs in processing job vacancies. 


 


Arvo Kuddo, Employment Services and Active Labour Market Programs In Eastern European and Central Asian 


Countries, 2009. 


 


Presentation Czech Managerial Information System (MIS) a milestone of communication between PES central 


office and related organisations by Ing. Petr Hortlík, Mgr. Barbora Novotná Ministry of Labour and Social 


Affairs, Czech Republic and notes accompanied the presentation. 


 


http://portal.mpsv.cz/sz/zahr_zam/zz_zamest_eu. 


 
List of indicators  


• Number of registered job seekers per one employee; 


• Average monthly number of contacts with registered job applicants and job seekers per employee; 


• Number of applications for job mediation and applications for job retraining per employee; 


• Number of applications for unemployment benefit per employee; 


• Number of executions performed within the scope of employment; 


• Number of commenced retrainings including ESF per employee; 


• Number of job applicants and job seekers allocated to retraining upon agreements (paid only from 


resources of HREOP - NIP); 


• Average price of retraining a job applicant, job seeker (paid only from resources for active employment 


policy) - indicator to be finalised; 


• Purposefulness of retrainings; 


• Number of requests for the permission to employ a foreigner per employee; 


• Number of registrations of EU citizens and foreigners for who the permission to employ a foreigner is not 


required; 


• Number of requests and schedules to agreements to AEP tools per employee; 


• Structure of the share of individual AEP tools in the volume of financial means spent including ESF; 


• Comparison of costs of placement of one job applicant by means of individual AEP tools (paid only from 


AEP resources) - indicator to be finalised; 


• Comparison of costs of placement of one job applicant by means of individual AEP tools (paid only from 


AEP resources) - indicator to be finalised; 


• Number of requests for meeting the wage claims of employees per one employee; 


• Costs of support of a natural person by means of ESF programme - indicator to be finalised; 


• Number of requests for a state social support benefit per employee; 


• Number of performed executions in SSS; 


• Number of SSS benefits paid per employee; 


• Structure of share of paid individual kinds of SSS benefits; 


• Number of clients of LO per one employee - indicator to be finalised; 



http://portal.mpsv.cz/sz/zahr_zam/zz_zamest_eu
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List of indicators  


• Number of all performed executions; 


• Costs of influencing the unemployment rate by AEP tools; 


• Share in LO costs per one employee - indicator to be finalised; 


• Influence on unemployment rate by means of AEP tools; 


• Total share of placed job applicants; 


• Influence on unemployment rate by means of LO's activity; 


• Average length of registration of a job applicant. 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Denmark 


Name PES National Labour Market Authority 


(Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen or AMS) 


Name researcher LS, MC  


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited  
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The National Labour Market Authority - 


Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen (AMS) - helps ensure that 


Denmark has a f lexible, dynamic and eff icient labour 
market. The main challenge is to address the shortage 


of labour in the short and the long run. Also, to meet 


the challenges caused by the current recession and 
related unemployment.  


 


The National Labour Market Authority’s primary 
strategic goal is to increase the supply of labour – 


getting people to move from unemployment and social 


security benefits to a job and young people w ithout 
education to take an education. The Authority also 


helps in recruiting w orkers from abroad to sectors 


w hich have a shortage of labour. This contributes to 
ensuring a balanced labour market. Therefore the 


Authority focuses on: 


• Unemployed must get as quickly possible back to 
w ork - Long-term unemployment must be reduced; 


• Few er people on permanent public benefits; 
• Young people must be in education or job; 
• More immigrants and descendants must have a 


job; 


• Increasing the inflow  of foreign workers as 
supplement to the recruitment of Danish w orkers. 


 


The focus is on moving unemployed people into jobs 
as quickly as possible and youth into education. AMS 


is focused on the supply side and does not interfere in 


the demand side (but does collect data on this aspect). 


Website (The 


English version of 


our w ebsite is 
unfortunately not 


updated). 


 
Interview s. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Locally, there are 91 job centres w hich are locally 


governed and responsible for contact with citizens who 


are unemployed and enterprises w hich need w orkers. 
Until August 2009 the municipalities and the state 


shared the responsibility for putting employability 


enhancement measures into practice. Now  the 
municipalities and their job centres have sole 


responsibility for all contact w ith unemployed people. 


Denmark has four employment regions w hich are part 
of the Authority and w hich support the job centres and 


ensure they perform w ell. In addition, the regions 


monitor general labour market trends. At local, 
regional and national levels, the social partners are 


involved through their participation in the Employment 


Councils. There is one employment council at the 


Website. 


 


Interview s. 
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General information PES Source*  


national level, four employment councils at the 
regional level and 91 employment councils at the local 


level, one in each of the municipalities w ith a job 


centre. The contact betw een the local and national 
level goes through the four employment regions. 


 


Workindenmark.dk is the off icial Danish w ebsite for 
international recruitment and job seeking. There are 


also three w orkindenmark centres dedicated to 


delivery of international services and 33 staff (25 
EURES advisers and 8 w orking at central level to 


develop policy for international recruitment and closely 


linked w ith the PES in terms of strategy and policy). 
Only a small amount of international activity is 


integrated into job centres (and w here this is the case 


it is mainly in Aarhus and Copenhagen). Instead there 
are EURES contact people in each job centre (training 


and a handbook is provided by EURES) w ho can 


provide information on the three regional centres.  


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


143 FTE staff in 2009. Annual report 


2009. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


In 2009, operating costs w ere just under 101m DKK. 


 


The municipalities themselves make decisions about 
resourcing for job centres. 


Annual report 


2009. 


 
Interview s. 


 


Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


The Authority is part of the Ministry of Employment. Website. 


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


At the local level the municipalities are politically and 
f inancially responsible for employment measures for 


citizens and enterprises w ithin the frameworks of 


legislation and the municipalities themselves make 
decisions about resourcing for job centres. The 


Regional Employment Councils have the task of 


monitoring labour market demand in the regions (on 
the basis of a national monitoring strategy to ensure 


comparability across regions) The councils work to a 


contract w ith the Ministry of Employment.  


Interview s. 
 


DTI (2009). 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 
w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


The job centres must ensure that unemployed people 


are interview ed about their situation and that they are 


given employability enhancement opportunities. The 
job centres can outsource parts of these 


responsibilities to external service providers. The 


definition of external service providers is very wide - 


Website. 


 


Interview s. 
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Institutional context Source 


the majority is private companies but also includes 
educational institutions and unemployment insurance 


funds. The success rate of external service providers is 


thought to be similar to that of the job centres.  


 


Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country? 
Please elaborate. 


Given identif ied labour shortages, Denmark is a 
receiving country.  


Interview s. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 
 


Denmark has an ageing population and the number of 


people of w orking age is decreasing.  
 


The Danish labour market operates a f lexicurity model 


w hich has been in place for many years and links to 
the Danish w elfare model w hich is comprised of 


unemployment insurance (voluntary but covers about 


77% of labour force) and social assistance (for those 
w ithout insurance). The f lexicurity model is a 


combination of: 


1. f lexibility in the labour market combined w ith; 
2. social security; and 


3. an active labour market policy w ith rights and 


obligations for unemployed persons. 
 


The labour market is characterised by a high level of 


f lexibility and job mobility. The regulation concerning 
f lexibility is primarily regulated by collective 


agreements. Flexible w orking hours have become 


more w idespread. The dow nside of this f lexibility is 
that individual companies are less inclined to invest in 


individual training but to some extent this is remediated 


by a state supported adult education and training 
system.  


 


Latest f igures show a 79% participation rate and a 
77% employment rate (81% for 50-59 age group, 28% 


for 60-66 due to voluntary retirement scheme). 


 
EU employment and social situation survey shows an 


unemployment rate of 7.2% (vs 9.5% EU average). 


 
Denmark's ow n statistics show a 5.8% unemployment 


rate (comprised of 3.8% registered unemployed and 


2% in activation schemes). 


DWP (2009). 


 
Interview s. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The planning and monitoring tools are intended to 
have tw o purposes: one is to support the job centres in 


planning their employment measures; the other is to 


ensure accountability. 


DWP (2009). 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


Each year the minister determines headline 


indicators/objectives for job centres to report against: 
There are four main objectives set by the minister for 


2011: 


• Labour reserve - number of persons unemployed 
and receiving more than 3 months of consistent 


public support; 


• number of persons on permanent maintenance 
arrangements (in the form of f lexible jobs, 


unemployment or disability benefits); 


• number of persons under 30 and on public 
benefits; 


• number of non-w estern immigrants and their 


descendents on public benefits. 
 


In addition, the w eb portal also presents data on w ho 


has come into contact w ith the employment service, for 
how  long, the inflow s and outf lows and how much it 


costs, plus contextual information (including 


registration data, information from Statistics Denmark 
on the labour market and supply and demand in the 


labour market and information on foreign w orkers – 


discussed under geog mobility section). The portal 
does not present input data as it is up to the 


municipalities to decide how  they deliver services – 


AMS just interested in results and are not allow ed to 
influence how  services are organised at local level.  


 


AMS are currently designing a measure to count the 
number of interview s undertaken (output measure).  


 


The municipalities then set targets for the four 
national-w ide objectives as part of the annual 


employment plan process. Municipalities can also set 


out further indicators/sub-indicators.  
 


Interview s. 
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Indicators Source 


Portal also show s how much subsidy has been paid 
and comparison to average.  


 


Data collection is focused on outputs/results but the 
portal also includes w ider contextual data. There are 


plans to develop more indicators (e.g. to reflect 


number of interview s).  


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 
annex) 


See above. Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-
output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


They do not presuppose causality as AMS just focused 


on monitoring results. How ever control trials being 
used to explore w hat works. 'What goes on in 


municipalities is a black box and they have to accept 


this'. 


Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


The minister sets each year a few  overall objectives 
and targets. Job centres set their ow n targets as part of 


the annual employment plan process.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Targets based on the headline indicators are specif ic 


and measurable. They are also time-bound (as apply to 
a given year), realistic and achievable (employment 


plans are evidence based and developed in 


consultation w ith employment councils). 


Interview s. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, the PMS includes a DWH w hich includes social 
security records.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


Information is made available via the jobindsats.dk 


w eb-based portal and benchmarking tool.  


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Once a year a survey is undertaken by AMS to assess 


satisfaction (of employees but sometime also 


employers). Municipalities may also undertake there 
ow n surveys. 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The system is primarily based on data from the local 


level so is reliant on the stability of the infrastructure 


and the quality of data inputs. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Job centres are obliged to provide the data to AMS 


(details of w hat needs to be provided is w ritten into 


legislation). This is transferred from their back off ice 
systems (across all job centres there are only 2 data 


service providers so this helps to ensure consistency 


and cooperation). Staff at AMS process the data from 
job centres, add data from other sources (e.g. 


contextual data from statistical agency) and then 


present it back to the municipalities via the portal. 
Occasionally there are differences in interpretation – 


w here this happens AMS w ill adjust f igures 


accordingly. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


The w eb portal is accessible to all. Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, employers w illing to recruit foreign w orkers from 


abroad. 


Ecorys Web 


survey. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Information is collected by advisers by making contact 


w ith clients every three months to check progress. 


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 
extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 
and national priorities? 


Resources for job centres are determined by the 
municipalities.  


 


The indicators reflect national priorities (reflected in the 
contracts with the minister).  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


In Denmark, the performance of local job centres is 


monitored by the Employment regions and the local 


employment council w ith representatives from various 
stakeholders such as the social partners, municipality 


representatives and disability organisations.  


DTI (2009). 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Information from the PMS is used at local, regional and 
national levels. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


At national level they are used to inform strategy 
development and policy-making.  


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets are set as part of the annual employment 


planning process.  


Interview s.  


 


Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 
benchmarked for functional 


reasons, including  


Yes, the w eb portal allow s for benchmarking of local 
off ices. Offices have been clustered with those that 


share similar characteristics in order to allow  


meaningful comparisons.  


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


No, not by the PES as there is a high level of 
autonomy of local off ices.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


Denmark has a different structure for EURES 


compared to other countries. There are 3 regional 


centres dedicated to delivery of international services. 
EURES has 33 staff (25 are EURES advisers, the 


remaining 8 w ork at central level to develop policy for 


international recruitment). Only a small amount of 
activity is integrated into job centres (mainly in Aarhus 


and Copenhagen). How ever, there are EURES contact 


people in job centres w ho can provide information and 
for w hom training and a handbook is provided. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 


tools  


Activity consists of a range of information and 


marketing, primarily delivered through the 
w orkindenmark.dk w ebsite. Also have website 


seasonalwork.dk and support this w ith events abroad 


w ith interviews held on the day to recruit seasonal 
w orkers. Proactively work with identif ied groups of 


employers (sometimes take them to job fairs, etc.). 


Also run eures.dk w ebsite for Danish workers who 
w ant to w ork abroad. However focus is on recruiting 


foreign w orkers as are expecting widespread labour 


shortages (which already exist in some sectors).  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Felt it w as important to establish something that w ould 


be useful and understood by Danish employers – 


previously found EURES too far removed and that the 
EURES portal w as not w hat employers wanted, so 


created a new  structure.  
 
Providing self service tools is very important, but given 
the focus on tailored services targeting specif ic 


employers needs, a handheld approach must also be 


applied Work w ith colleagues in other countries to 
target the required individuals e.g. via job fairs or 


recruitment days (approach tailored tow ards the group 


they w ant to attract). Also provide website and advice 
for Danish citizens looking to w ork abroad but this is 


not the main focus.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 
hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 
impact. 


Language is a key barrier to attracting migrant w orkers 
– Danish not w idely spoken outside of Denmark so as 


a minimum require people to speak some English. 


Municipalities deliver language courses to migrants for 
free or a small Fee to facilitate integration.  
 
There are also some issues w ith recognition of 


professional skills for in-migrants, particularly in the 


healthcare sector.  
 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


Housing is also an issue as it can be diff icult to rent in 
some areas of Denmark and is expensive to buy. Also 


some people are put off as they feel that the tax rates 


are too high.  
 


EURES does not provide active support w ith f inding 


housing, schools, etc. How ever, the government has 
set up 4 service centres which allow migrants to 


complete paperw ork for different agencies all in one 


building making the process easier. 
  


For commuters there have been some clashes in social 


security systems e.g. Sweden has an employer tax so 
if  an individual w orks part-time in Denmark then the 


employer has to pay this tax.  


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


EURES monthly reporting is not derived from w hat they 
w ould normally do (i.e. is not a natural part of the 


process). Some of the required f igures are not seen as 


relevant (e.g. number of calls made is not necessarily a 
measure of performance) and sometimes responses 


are also based on guess-work (e.g. Q7 – feels that it is 


impossible to say how  many people have gained 
employment as can only count how  many candidates 


have been presented to a company). Feel that they 


cannot require the company to report back on how  
many candidates have been employed as companies 


w ould have to spend time doing this and making this 


request may damage the relationship/goodw ill w hich 
has been built up.  


 


Understand that it is important to show  what EURES 
does, justify the resources and demonstrate the 


contribution but the report should ask for less 


information and be more focused on meaningful 
measures.  


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


In Denmark the performance of EURES is measured 


according to the follow ing 7 output measures (and 
associated targets): 


1. number of jobs in job bank (f low  measure) (target = 


3,150 in 2011); 
2. number of CVs (20,000); 


3. follow -up on jobs (5,100 calls to employers); 


4. presentation of selected candidates (3,500) – 
important as nearest can get to placement 


measure; 


5. number of job adverts brought to job fairs (1,550); 
6. number of companies on list of jobs for spouses 


(have found that spouses of migrants sometimes 


struggle to f ind w ork and so provide list of 
opportunities; companies on this list tend to be 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


ones w ho understand this issue and hope that the 
list w ill help to facilitate recruitment from abroad) 


(150); 


7. number of foreign w orkers participating in job 
seeking courses (it is part of their remit to try to 


encourage migrants w ho have lost their job to stay 


in Denmark rather than return home) (1,900). 
 


These measures can all be counted and reflect the 
focus on helping Danish employers to recruit. Each 


year a strategy is developed for EURES and they 


agree targets as part of this (justif ication presented). 
These indicators have been in place since 2010. 


Output data from the current year will feed into the 


production of the next year's plan.  


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 
included in the monthly 


reports)? 


Feels that the above indicators are the most 


appropriate indicators to assess performance of 


EURES and also meet the demands of ministry.  
 


It is also possible to break the information dow n to look 


at things in more detail e.g. by type of employer/sector 
or by project level (recruitment projects contribute to 


the seven measures but may also have additional 


measures, e.g. number of meetings, and associated 
targets).  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 
for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Recognises that it is also important to understand 


movements in mobility/migration so makes use of the 
available data on this. How ever, would like more 


detailed information on sectors as feels that the current 


breakdow n is not detailed enough.  
 


Also commented that his team should be able to 


understand the demands and needs of employers 
w ithout statistics (e.g. by talking to employers), 


particularly as the economy can often shift more 


quickly and emphasis can change in w ays that 
statistics cannot detect. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


There is a strategic objective around supporting labour 
immigration to Denmark (performance measured by 


the number of foreign w orkers). Beyond that it is not 


clear how  the performance of geographical mobility 
activity is assessed.  
 
Focus on encouraging in-migration. Expect labour 


force to decline rapidly from 2015. Have list of 
professions which lack skilled w orkers (developed by 


ministry of immigration) and is used to facilitate 


permissions for those w ho have these skills. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


The tool to assess migration is not part of the PES 


PMS. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No explicit targets are in place regarding migration. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


PES is interested in how  many people come to 


Denmark and w ork.  


 
The Jobindsats w ebsite has a section on foreign 


labour force which contains data on mobility e.g. 


show s in-f low of foreign citizens who apply for 
permission to w ork (data provided by immigration 


authority but excludes other Nordic countries as an 


agreement exists, how ever citizens from other EU 
countries are captured through applications for CPR). 


This indicates the f low  of migrants.  


 
The stock of migrants is also recorded, estimated from 


tax system data in terms of an absolute number and as 


FTEs. This data includes all countries and can be 
view ed by area, time period and w hether they are 


resident in Denmark or not (i.e. commuters), also type 


of allow ance, country of origin and sector of 
employment. Plan to add further categories (gender, 


age, time to issue of CPR number). When citizens from 


other EU countries register w ith authorities in Denmark 
they are asked to provide details of qualif ications but 


this data is considered incomplete and unreliable and 


so is not presented.  
 


It w ould also be possible to present data on out-


migration (e.g. CPR system has data on f irst 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


destination of people w ho leave Denmark) but they are 
not so interested in this as the policy focus is on 


encouraging in-migrants. 


 
PES developed new  tool (it has been in place since 


early June 2011) to describe labour in-migration. The 


purpose of this is to facilitate monitoring of the labour 
market and inform labour market policy making. Tool 


has 1,100 professions and monitors the balance 


(supply and demand) of these and provides this 
information to the ministry of immigration (to inform 


development of list).  


 
The tool categorises each profession as poor (surplus 


of labour), balanced or good (w ith 3 sub-categories: 


genuine shortage of labour, mismatch of skills, 
structural shortage across every region). The tool is 


publically available (via jobindsats.dk). Assessment is 


based upon data on variables such as employment, 
unemployment, job turnover and a survey of 15k 


employers regarding employment diff iculties.  


 
The tool also draw s on data collected through new  tax 


system (companies supposed to register each month 


w ho they employ and their salary, also records 
nationality). All people w ho live or pay taxes in 


Denmark have a central registration number (CPR) this 


allow s analysis of where people live and w here they 
w ork. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


Statistics authority collects data on movement w ithin 


Denmark, based on registers. This data takes time to 
produce so is diff icult to use actively. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Relevant data mostly obtained from existing registers 


(e.g. immigration, tax registers). 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 
activities measured? 


As above. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 
any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No – do not have a process for asking the job seeker 


to report outcomes although could set up an email 
system for this. How ever, this would not capture all 


results (e.g. someone w ho uploads a CV and f inds a 


job as a result). 


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


EURES monthly reporting is not derived from w hat 


they w ould normally do (is not a natural part of the 
process). The required f igures are not necessarily 


seen as relevant (e.g. number of calls made) and 


sometimes also based on guess-work (e.g. Q7 – 
impossible to say as can only count how  many 


candidates have been presented to a company and 


cannot require the company to report back on how  
many have been employed as this w ill take up time 


and may damage the relationship w hich has been 


built up). Understand that it is important to show  what 
EURES does, justify the resources and demonstrate 


the contribution but the report should ask for less 


information/be more focused.  
 


Goal – that EURES w ill contribute to a grow ing 


number of foreign w orkers in Denmark (but recognise 
that other factors, e.g. macro-economic climate, w ill 


inf luence this too). In general they have seen 


increasing migration but a reducing number of 
commuters.  


 


Have 7 output measures (and associated targets): 
1. number of jobs in job bank (f low  measures) 


(3,150 in 2011); 


2. number of CVs (20,000); 
3. follow -up on jobs (5,100 calls to employers); 


4. presentation of selected candidates (3,500) – 


important as nearest can get to placement 
measure; 


5. number of job adverts brought to job fairs (1,550); 


6. number of companies on list of jobs for spouses 
(150); 


7. number of foreign w orkers participating in job 


seeking courses (part of work to keep those w ho 
have lost their job in Denmark) (1,900). 


 


These measures can all be counted and reflect the 
focus on helping Danish employers. Each year a 


strategy is developed for EURES and they agree 


targets as part of this (justif ication presented). Has 
been in place since 2010. Feel these are most 


appropriate indicators to assess performance and 


also meet demands of ministry.  
 


Can also look at detail e.g. types of employers or 


details at project level (e.g. outputs from project to 
f ind engineers, w hich may contribute to seven outputs 


Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


but also have additional measures e.g. number of 
meetings, projects w ould also have ow n targets).  


 


A user satisfaction survey is undertaken with people 
w ho take part in courses. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 
activity/resource allocation? 


This output data w ill feed into production of next 


years plan.  
 


Also important to understand movements in mobility 


so use the available data on this – w ould like more 
detailed information on sectors (feel it is too broad at 


the moment). High numbers of migrants w ork in 


simple services (e.g. cleaning) but w ould like to 
encourage more high-skilled.  


 


Also feel that should be able to understand demands 
and needs w ithout statistics (e.g. by talking to 


employers). The economy can shift more quickly than 


statistics can detect. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Not covered. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Statistical data is available to all via the w eb portal. Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Annual Report (2009). 


Danish Technological Institute (2009) The role of the public employment services related to f lexicurity in the 


European labour markets. 
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management. 


Systems in Public Employment Services. 


 
Interviewees: (all AMS)  
Ms Eleonore Fenne, International Relations Dept; 


Mr Anders Pederson, Statistics Dept; 
Mr Kennson Wong, Statistics Dept; 


Mr Kristian Bak, Performance Management Dept; 


Mr Enevold Dyekjær, Statistics Dept; 
Mr. Kristian Krüger Henriksen, Statistics Dept; 


Mr Niels Højensgaard, EURES Manager. 


 
List of indicators  


See main text.  
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Finland 


Name PES the Ministry of Employment and the Economy 


Name researcher MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The main services for job seekers include job 


counselling, vocational guidance and career planning, 


information service on occupations and training, labour 
market training, vocational rehabilitation and various 


support services that promote employment.  


 
Services for employers include recruitment, training, 


change security services and some in-depth, 


chargeable services. 


www.tem.fi. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Employment and Economic Development Off ices (TE 


off ices) offer services. The Employment and Economic 


Development Off ices have 76 local off ices all over 
Finland. 


http://www.mol.f i/


mol/en/02_w orking


/01_services/index
.jsp. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 
the year 


3600 in local off ices 2011.  


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 
year 


630 M €.  


 


Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental 


body? (deconcentration: is this 
a part of a ministry, is it a legal 


form, a separate agency?) 


The PES is a part of the Ministry of Employment and 


the Economy. The Ministry is responsible for the 


planning, development and implementation of the 
public employment service. The Ministry drafts 


legislation on employment services and supports and 


supervises the Employment- and Traff ic- and 
Environment Centres (ELY-Centres) and through them 


they support the employment off ices in the delivery of 


services. 


Benchmarking, 


PES Finland, 


2008/ 
http://www.tem.fi/?


l=en&s=2305. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: w ho 
designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


The PES operates w ith reasonable degree of 


autonomy at local and regional level in the framew ork 


of the allocated resources and legislation and targets. 
The regional off ices are able to set their ow n 


performance targets additional to those set at the 


national level. Now adays not used very often. 
 


The labour administration operates on three levels:  


1. The Ministry of Employment and the Economy is 
responsible for legislation, regulatory and political 


framew ork, product development and fund 


allocation in terms of management by results to the 
regional bodies -15 Employment and Economic 


Development Centres (TE-centres). The parliament 


approves the annual budget of the Ministry of 


Benchmarking, 


PES Finland, 


2008/ "The 
contribution of The 


PES, good 


practices, 2010. 
 


Interview s. 



http://www.tem.fi/

http://www.mol.fi/mol/en/02_working/01_services/index.jsp

http://www.mol.fi/mol/en/02_working/01_services/index.jsp

http://www.mol.fi/mol/en/02_working/01_services/index.jsp

http://www.mol.fi/mol/en/02_working/01_services/index.jsp

http://www.tem.fi/?l=en&s=2305

http://www.tem.fi/?l=en&s=2305
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Institutional context Source 


Employment and the Economy and its main 
business objectives and targets; 


2. TE-centres are in charge of anticipating regional 


training needs, planning and procuring and 
monitoring of LMT; 


3. Around 80 local PES off ices are responsible for 


delivering PES services for jobseekers and 
employers. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 
or private sector? 


(Privatisation: w hich services 


are outsourced and to w hom?) 


The level of outsourcing is not high. How ever, all 


labour market training have been bought from training 
and educational organisations also job search courses 


have partly bought from other private and public actors. 


 


 


Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Sending country.  Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


Employment rate: 67.6% (LFS, 2010); 


Unemployment rate: 8.4% (LFS, 2010). 


 
In November 2011 unemployment w as 6.2 % and 


employment rate w as 69.2 %. Employment has been 


improving during the w hole year 2011. The long term 
unemployment is still a serious problem 24, 5 % of 


unemployed have been w ithout work over 12 months. 


The near future of labour market is diff icult to 
anticipate, since the Finnish economy is much 


depending on the European and global economy. 


Eurostat.  


 


Interview s. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The performance management system is the main 
tool for the ministry to conduct the functioning of the 


regional off ices and also Local PES off ices. The 


ministry has negotiations w ith the 15 regions (Ely-
centres) and they have negotiation w ith the local PES 


off ices on their ow n area. 


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


In 2011 there w ere nine target indicators. The 


indicators w ere designed to improve the functioning of 
labour market, to f ill vacancies, to improve jobseekers 


integration to the labour market, to secure the supply 


of skilled labour, to reduce structural unemployment 
and to increase customer satisfaction. 


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. annex. Most relevant are indicators listed under 


“Annex 2”. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 
causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


Indicators do not explicitly presuppose a causal 
relationship.  


Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


Yes, targets are ultimately set for local PES off ices. Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, Quantitative targets are set for most indicators. Interview s. 


 
Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 
w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, it includes monthly statistical follow  up data 


available for the w hole organisation.  


Interview s. 


 
www.PES-


Benchmarking.eu. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


Yes, Prism of performance and balanced score card. www.PES-
Benchmarking.eu. 


 
 



http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/

http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/

http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/

http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/
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Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 
measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Feedback on customer satisfaction from the 
employers and job seekers is carried out annually by 


phone carried out by an independent research 


institute. It is also a functional performance target.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


Administrative data of the Employment Service (all 
data concerning jobseekers, vacancies, active 


programmes), surveys among employers, customer 


satisfaction surveys among PES clients. Data from 
the Finnish Statistical off ice.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


The data used in the PMS is register-based. It is 


collected from the PES off ices when jobseekers are 
registered or employers notif ied a vacancy. Statistical 


system is a part of ICT customer service system and 


it includes also information on services and measures 
used in the service process. 


 


The data is entered in the register at the PES off ices 
and once a month transferred to the statistical 


department of the PES. For some indicators, data is 


collected outside the system, w hich is mostly done by 
Statistic Finland.  


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Staff in the w hole organisation. The results are also 


delivered to the social partners and other partners, 
other ministries 


 


 


Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 
the system? 


No.  Interview s.  


 


Ecorys Websurvey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Generally there is no contact once support has 


f inished. 


 
There is some follow  up on how  many are still 


unemployed 3 months after the activity. Some clients 


inform the PES by themselves of their employment 
activities after support.  


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The PES is currently under a reform and the 


reorganisation of the PES does affect the PMS. The 


number of local PES off ices will be reduced from 80 
to 15. (one independent administrative off ice in each 


region) The new  service model w ill be based on three 


service lines. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Both for strategic and operational purposes, it is a 


management tool for the ministry and also for 


regional off ices. At the local level it has been used to 
follow  up performance the whole office or some unit 


but it has not been used at an advisor –level.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


See above. Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


PMS is used for strategy development (developing 
labour market policy), monitoring, and also for budget 


allocation (based on the unemployment rates in a 


region). It is also used for the ministry to asses the 
performance of the PES off ices. 


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-
setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The state budget forms the basis for the target at 
national level. The ministry asks the regions to set 


their initiative target proposals (based on national 


target level). Subsequently, the ministry w ill assess 
the regional proposals based on the national targets, 


based on the regional labour market situation and 


employment trend etc. The f inal target w ill be decided 
during the negotiation process) PES regional 


authorities negotiate on targets w ith the local PES 


off ices. The regional off ices or local PES off ices can 
reject the target. (not very common) The PES off ices 


have same indicators, but different targets in 


accordance with their local economic situation. 


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 
benchmarked? 


Yes, on the basis of contextual indicators.  Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


At the local level. If  a local off ice reaches the target 


the w hole staff will be paid certain % of the yearly 


salary (not used at the regional level). 


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 30 EURES advisors working at the local 


level. Most of them w ork part-time, how ever a number 


of advisors are full- time. There are also regional 
off ices; however there are no EURES advisors at the 


regional level. There are tw o EURES line managers 


per area. There is also some coordination in the 
ministry and some assisting personnel. All EURES 


advisors have assistants because the regions are 


large.  
 


EURES is quite separate from other parts of the PES. 


How ever the PES is trying to integrate more EURES 
activities into the local level PES. One of the main 


barriers is that most line managers have little 


experience w ith EURES. EURES is therefore 
preoccupied w ith raising awareness among PES 


staff. There is no EURES coordinator at the moment.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 
tools  


Targets groups: jobseekers and employers, 
colleagues and also other stakeholders. Channels 


include face to face meetings, emails and phone 


calls. Also lectures on EURES, participating in job 
fairs in Finland and abroad. Employers visits, 


meetings. Not all Employers are yet aw are of the 


existence of EURES services.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement 


Employer visits seem to w ork well, especially when 


such visits are organised via peers (employers 


organisations and individual employers). For 
jobseekers the w ebsite and the associated 


information material seems to w ork well, under the 


condition that that it is concrete. 
 


The w ebsite could nevertheless be improved, but 


time is lacking to do so. Aside from the w ebsite, face 
to face meetings remain important. These constitute a 


kind of validation of the information from the w ebsite. 


Also lectures are very good because they can focus 
on multiple topics simultaneously. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 
placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short their 


impact 


The main barriers include language (Finnish 


language), employer attitudes, as w ell as high/ 
unrealistic expectations of both employers and job 


seekers; for successful recruitment not only a job but 


also job for the spouses and school for children is 
necessary. 


 


 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


Among the facilitating factors is the fact that many 
employers seem to be prepared to hire employees 


from abroad. 


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not 


It is currently not possible to track how  many people 
have been placed. There is only some anecdotal 


information about some individuals.  


 
The report is primarily based on quantitative data, 


w hile EURES also collect more qualitative 


information. Some questions are too detailed (the 
number of contacts).  


 


The report also focuses more on the employers than 
the jobseekers.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


An alternative could be the measurement of the 


number of interview s per vacancy, instead of number 
of placements or number of employer contacts. There 


is no other national monitoring system.  


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


No data. Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 
for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


It is very diff icult because a migration decision may 


take sometimes years. It also seems to contradict the 
“free” movement of w orkers if  clients have to report 


back to the PES. The best source for the information 


about the placement w ould come from the employers 
but its complicated to obtain as it is burden for them 


to report back. 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No, neither on internal mobility.  Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No. Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


Data exists on EU and EEA immigrants and 
emigrants (Fins) w ith unemployment benefits.  


 


Tw ice a year surveys on “areal economy view s” are 
being held. In these surveys, employers are asked 


w hether they are willing to hire people abroad. 


 
A change of address of job seekers is mentioned in 


the PES registration, but no follow -up activity.  


 
In the vacancy registration there is information if  the 


vacancy stems from abroad, but it is only know n w ho 


f illed it if  it is f illed by a job seeker registered at PES.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 
another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


No. Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Data on unemployment benefits for foreigners and 


abroad is collected by the insurance institute. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


No. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


No. Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


No. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


No. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


No. The information on mobility w ith unemployment 
subsidy is available, but not used as it only concerns 


a very small selection of the migrants. 


Interview s. 
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Annex  


Used sources  
Annual report Ministry of Labour Finland, 2006. 


 


Benchmarking project PES Finland, 2008. w ww.PES-Benchmarking.eu. 
 


Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management. 


 
Systems in Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616. Case Study based analysis of PES 


systems across the world and their PMS, 2009. 


 
"The contribution of The Public Employment Services To Flexicurity" - Compendium of Good practices, 2010. 


 


Arnkil R, (2008) ‘Finnish Public Employment Service Reform: The Netw ork Model’, In: Di Domenico, G. & 
Spattini, S. (eds) New  European Approaches to Long Term Unemployment – What Role for Public Employment 


Services and What Market for Private Stakeholders? The Netherlands: Wolters Kluw er. Law & Business. 


 
Interview s:  


• Mr Petri Syvänen, LMP-database representant of Finland; 


• Mr Räisänen, substance orientation and know ledge of our policies+ EMCO w orking group; 
• Laura Perheentupa, EURES Manager; 


• Tina Sundqvist, Eures advisor. 


 
List of indicators  


Q4. Which indicators are regularly monitored in your management information system, e.g. average 


unemployment spell? (Please list all indicators and indicate to w hich task listed in Question Q2 it is linked): 
1. number of young unemployed w ho get new  opportunities in the form of training, retraining, w ork experience, 


a job or other employability measure w ithin 6 months of unemployment (linked Q2.1); 


2. number of unemployed over 25 years who get new  opportunities in the form of training, retraining, w ork 
experience, a job or other employability measure w ithin 12 months of unemployment (linked Q2.2); 


3. number of long-term registered unemployed w ho participate in an active measure (training, retraining, w ork 


experience or other employability measure) (linked Q2.3); 
4. number of the unemployed in the active labour market policy programmes (linked Q2.4); 


5. Outf low  in to employment w ithin 3 month after f inishing of ALM measures: 


a. after vocational training; 
b. after supported placement: subsidized placement, supported obtainment of w orking skills, public w orks 


(linked Q2.5). 


6. Outf low  in to employment w ithin 6 month after f inishing of ALM measures: 
a. after vocational training; 


b. after supported placement: subsidized placement, supported obtainment of w orking skills, public w orks 


(linked Q2.5). 
7. vacancies f illed including vacancies created by LAMP (linked Q2.6 (source: benchmarking PES Finland, 


2008). 


 
Annual performance targets for the labour administration set in the budget 2006 referred to indicators on the: 


• minimum numbers of jobs to be f illed; 


• average number of days that jobs subsequently f illed w ere open; 



http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/
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List of indicators  


• percentage of those participating in labour market training w ho had found employment tw o months after the 
training; 


• maximum percentage of those unemployed three months after vocational labour policy adult education; and 


• maximum percentage of those unemployed three months after subsidized employment (Salimen and Vitala, 
2006). 


 


(….) Performance targets for the TE-Centres and employment off ices for 2008 carried the main objective of 
improving the viability of the labour market and the availability of the w orkforce. Among these targets were 


indicators referring to the: 


• maximum period for w hich jobs are vacant; 
• minimum proportion of jobs f illed through the job-matching service; 


• minimum proportion of labour market entries w ithin three months of vocational training and employment 


subsidy (PES Monitor, 2009). 
 


Among the headline performance indicators for 2009, against w hich the different LAFOS off ices have individual 


targets, are a: 
• percentage f igure w hich the proportion of unemployment periods exceeding three months must not exceed; 


and 


• minimum percentage of job seekers achieving employment follow ing completion of some accredited training 
or subsidised w ork (Nio, 2006). 


Source: benchmarking PES Finland, 2008. 


 
Annex 2 The list of the results indicators sent by laura.perheentupa@tem.fi" This is list for the monitoring for 


budgetary system, for the central government level. Some of those have also some targets for the local offices:  


• number of employers having faced recruitment difficulties; 
• number of the unemployed among those less than 25 years of age; 


• flow to over a three month period of unemployment among those less than 25 years of age; 


• flow to over a three month period of unemployment; 
• percentage of persons in the company being employed through subsidised placement; 


• number of those having difficulty in being recruited; 


• share of those having participated in labour market training but remain unemployed three months after the 
training has ended; 


• share of those that remain unemployed three months after having had subsidised placement; 


• number of newly established companies; 
• level of use of the CV-net; 


• share of those having begun search for job via the internet (www.mol.fi). 


  
Flow to refers to an indicator based on the number of unemployment periods exceeding the duration of three 


months (either all unemployment periods or those for young people only). It is expressed as a percent of all 


started unemployment periods on the time period in question (e.g. within a year), here again separately for 
young people.  


  


E.g. in the f irst half of year 2011, total number of new  unemployment periods w as 422,668 and 127,014 
unemployment periods exceeded 3 months duration. So this indicator gets the value of 30. 1 %. For young 


people the respective f igures were 106,018 started periods and 17,536 exceeding 3 months duration and the 


indicator value is 16.5 %.  


 
 
 
 



http://www.mol.fi/
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets Pôle employ exists since 2009, resulting from the merger 


betw een the PES “ANPE” and the Unemployment 


Insurance Service “ASSEDIC”) 1. 
 


Pôle emploi’s mission concerns: 


• Reception and registration register of jobseekers; 
• Payment of jobseekers' allow ances; 


• Individual guidance of job seekers up to placement; 


• Scouting the labour market by approaching 
enterprises; 


• Recruitment aid to enterprises; 


• Labour market analysis. 
 


Since the forming of the new  service after the merger in 


2009 Pôle emploi has focused on: 
• personalisation of services (individual guidance and 


tailored support for jobseekers); 


• simplif ication of services: one-stop-shop for work 
and income, one intake for w ork and income; 


• extension of services to a w ider group of people 


(social assistance recipients, young people, older 
people) and covering also job seekers not in receipt 


of an allow ance; 


• further development of services to enterprises, 
building on the personalised approach to job 


seekers; 


• partnership w ith regions and other offering 
complementary services. 


 


The objectives for the period 2009-2011 w ere agreed 
betw een the State, Unédic and Pôle emploi in a tri-


partite agreement. The f irst step in transforming the 


organisations w as taken in 2009 w hen the objective w as 
above all to realise the merger and turn Pôle emploi into 


an operational tool w ith improved services. For 2010-


2011 the second step in the transformation is to improve 


Institutional 


Website2. 


 
Management 


Information 


Systems – a 
Questionnaire3. 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


Convention 
pluriannualle entre 


l’Etat, l’Unédic and 


Pôle emploi, Bercy, 
Jeudi 2 avril 2009.  


 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
1  Assédic - Association pour l’emploi dans l’industrie et le commerce- was an organisation responsible f or the collection and 


pay ment of  unemploy ment insurance contributions, orginally  associated to Unédic - Union nationale interprof essionnelle 
pour l’emploi dans l’industrie et le commerce. Unédic -the acrony m became a name in 2011- is managed by  the social 
partners and responsible f or the management of  the unemploy ment benef it sy stem. Law n° 2008-126 of  13.02.2008 on the 
ref orm of  the organisation of  public employ ment serv ices conf irms the management of  unemploy ment benef its by  Unédic 
(social partners agree on rules and conditions), but stipulates that Pôle emploi on behalf  of  Unédic ef f ects the pay ment of 
benef its and the collection of  contributions, the latter on a temporary  basis.  


2  http://www.pole-emploi.org/communication/p-le-emploi-l-acteur-majeur-du-retour-l-emploi-
@/communication/coarticle.jspz?id=39. 


3  http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/uploaddoc4852/43_YP_02_MIS_Questionnaire_02_FR.pdf . 



http://www.pole-emploi.org/communication/p-le-emploi-l-acteur-majeur-du-retour-l-emploi-@/communication/coarticle.jspz?id=39

http://www.pole-emploi.org/communication/p-le-emploi-l-acteur-majeur-du-retour-l-emploi-@/communication/coarticle.jspz?id=39

http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/uploaddoc4852/43_YP_02_MIS_Questionnaire_02_FR.pdf
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General information PES Source*  


the services offered by Pôle emploi in such a w ay that it 
w ould rank at the top of PES in Europe.  


A new  tipartite agreement is going to be signed on the 


beginning of 2012 for 3 years. The main objectives are: 
more personalised services; more action on the territory 


level; more managing by results and performance and 


optimisation of the organisation.  


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


The PES in France distinguishes 4 levels: 


• Central off ice (policies and strategies, management, 


performance assessment, risk management); 
• 26 regional off ices, each managed by a "Regional 


Director", to cover the 26 French regions, and 


number of territorial off ices which each cover at least 
one "department"; both are responsible for the 


mobilisation of funds at their level, in accordance 


w ith the national strategy, for establishing 
partnerships and monitoring performance. Territorial 


off ices supervise local off ices; 


• Local off ices in charge of the delivery of services; 
come; some local off ices are "multi-purpose" while 


other are "specialised". 


 
For Paris there exists an additional level (departmental) 


betw een region and territory.  


 
International employment services are implemented by 


Pôle emploi International (PEI), one of Pôle emploi's 


specialised netw ork and teams 4. It has three regional 
teams: Europe (EU but also other countries such as 


Ukraine), Asia, and the Americas, Africa, the Near and 


Middle East and Oceania. EURES is part of the Europe 
team of Pôle emploi International. How ever, a number of 


Eures advisers work in the national off ices, amongst 


colleagues that deal w ith national placement only.  
 


Some 110 people w ork for the PEI netw ork. In addition, 


there are EURS advisers w orking in off ices that 
otherw ise deal with national employment services only. 


A total of 30 staff inside local agencies devolved to the 


international or cross border activities. 
 


There are about 30,000 international vacancies annually.  


Convention 


betw een the 


government and the 
PES5. 


 


Interview s. 
 


Human resources (nr. of 
staff if  possible fte’s) Please 


Around 50,000 staff in 2009 and 2010. 2010 Annual 
report6. 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
4  Serv ices. Organised in a network managed f rom the head quarters. In terms of  operationally  in f ront of f ice with the clients: 


This network is composed by  a head of  net work: an of f ice in Paris. 
5  http://www.unedic.org/Textes/conv ention-pluriannuelle-entre-l-et-rsquoetat-l-et-rsquoun-et-eacutedic-et-p-et-ocircle-


emploi. 
6  http://www.pole-emploi.org/f ile/mmlelement/pj/75/b4/2d/c3/rapport_activ ite43266.pdf . 



http://www.unedic.org/Textes/convention-pluriannuelle-entre-l-et-rsquoetat-l-et-rsquoun-et-eacutedic-et-p-et-ocircle-emploi

http://www.unedic.org/Textes/convention-pluriannuelle-entre-l-et-rsquoetat-l-et-rsquoun-et-eacutedic-et-p-et-ocircle-emploi

http://www.pole-emploi.org/file/mmlelement/pj/75/b4/2d/c3/rapport_activite43266.pdf
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General information PES Source*  


mention the year 
 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 
year 


Operational budget (staff etc.), investments, allowances 


and outsourced services: €4,482m in 2009. 
 


The initial Budget for 2011 w as €4,735m. 


2009 Annual report. 


 
Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the 


PES to relevant 
governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a 


part of a ministry, is it a 
legal form, a separate 


agency?) 


Pôle emploi is a separate agency, w hich receives 


around €1,360m from the State. 


2009 Annual report. 


How  much autonomy is 
given to regional and local 


level in PES? 


(decentralisation: who 
designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


A number of regional and sub-regional PES Directors 
responsible for the performance of their services; each 


level must apply the upper level's strategy and respond 


to them and can be agreed w ith regional Plan. There is a 
process of Dialogue betw een national and each regional 


level on the basis of national guidelines for establishing 


these plans. 


Convention 
betw een the 


government and the 


PES. 


To w hat degree are services 


or tasks outsourced to 


voluntary or private sector? 
(Privatisation: which 


services are outsourced and 


to w hom?) 


The 2009 budget mentions outsourced and semi-


outsourced provision of services (€337m) and private 


placement operators (€105m). 
 


Activities that are outsourced ('en soustraitance'), 


include vocational training. The former AFPA staff 
focuses on vocational training plans and support for 


training that is required for placement. (interview s). 


2009 Annual report. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving 


country?  


France is generally a receiving country. At the same time 


how ever, it can be regarded as the f irst cross-border 
sending country in Europe. 


Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on 


the labour market. 


Employment rate 15 – 64: 64.0% in 2009; 


Unemployment rate (ILO definition): 9.1% in 2009. 


INSEE; 


INSEE. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


Pôle emploi is obligated by the multi-annual tri-partite 
agreement signed at its foundation by the State, Unédic 


and Pôle emploi, to monitor the implementation of this 


agreement. The agreement describes in detail the 
objectives (three levels: activities, results and to a certain 


degree immediate outcomes) to be achieved during the 


period 2009-2011. The agreement also stipulates that 
Pôle emploi needs to ensure that it disposes of an 


information system capable to furnish the tw o other 


parties w ith the statistics they need for the fulf ilment of 
their missions. 


 


Pôle emploi signs bilateral agreements w ith the state or 
Unédic for the delivery and publication of data regarding 


missions executed on their behalf, as regulated in a 


number of articles in the Labour Code and the Law  on 
the organisation of public employment services.  


 


Structures 
The tri-partite agreement foresees the establishment of a 


Coordination committee for studies and statistics 


(Comité de coordination des etudes et statistiques) in 
Pôle emploi. It is response for the coordination of studies 


and research conducted, data and statistics collected 


and published by the three parties and charged w ith 
conducting additional studies demanded by the 


monitoring committee established for the evaluation of 


the tri-partite agreement (section 3.5). 
 


In addition, the agreement requires that a tri-partite 


monitoring committee (comité de suivi) to be established 
to assure that the implementation of the agreement is 


monitored. The committee includes representatives of 


the State, Unédic and Pôle emploi. It meets at least 
tw ice a year. The committee can amend and supplement 


the list of indicators in the annex of the agreement. The 


committee also defines, plans and manages the 
additional studies it considers necessary, notably for 


evaluating the results of specif ic services for specif ic 


target groups w ork performed by or for partner 
organisations (cf. sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 of the 


agreement).  


 
 


Convention 
betw een the 


government and the 


PES.  
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Purpose Source  


 The performance dialogue already existed w ith ANPE as 
w ell as ASSEDIC before the merger already. (for 3 years 


at least). The 'tableaux de bord' existed long before that.  


 
Since the merger performance measurement has been 


intensif ied. The law  establishing Pôle Emploi also 


foresaw the establishment of an Evaluation Committee. 
 


PE has the ambition to further develop the system. 


Currently it offers in particular information on results. The 
ambition for 2012-2014 is to develop the system further 


in the direction of a system capable to support 


Management by Objectives (pilotage). 


Interview s. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure 


performance? (in terms of: 


inputs, outputs, results, 
impacts) 


The monitoring foreseen in the tri-partite agreement 
(section 5.1) specif ically mentions the need to evaluate 


the results obtained by Pôle emploi and a list of 


performance indicators is annexed to the agreement. 
This list includes indicators under the follow ing headings: 


• monitoring of the merger process; 


• results; 
• services to job seekers; 


• services to enterprises; 


• active mediation (placement) services (services 
d’intermédiation active). 


 


The PMS comprises mostly output and result indicators. 
It also includes some process indicators. 


Convention 
betw een the 


government and the 


PES.  


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


The system distinguishes strategic (results) and 


operational indicators: 'taux de reprise de l'emploi' 
versus nombres de premiers entretiens’ or targets 


related to the monthly personal interview  with each job 


seeker.  
 


Results indicators Results refer to vacancies f illed and 


exists from unemployment: 
1. Sustainable exit (at least 6 months) rate at 18 


months after registration (task1); 


2. Semi sustainable (at least 3 months) exit rate for 
disadvantaged groups (disabled, over 50, 


beneficiaries of minimum incomes, under 25 long 


term unemployed, very long term unemployed) 
(task2); 


3. First exit rate at 3, 6 and 12 months (including partial 


activities) (task 1); 
4. Number of f illed vacancies (task1); 


5. Number of f illed vacancies with PES candidates 


(task1 and 2). 
 


Convention 


betw een the 
government and the 


PES, interview s and 


Référence Fiches 
provided by PES.  
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Indicators Source 


“Operational” indicators include outputs (jobseekers 
interview s, visits to companies) and process (time lags, 


delays of vacancies fulfilment): 


1. Number of jobseekers by search process 
(accelerated, active and accompanied) (task1); 


2. Realisation of the personalized monthly monitoring 


interview  (task1); 
3. Rate of jobseekers w ithout proposition of vacancies 


since 2 months (task1); 


4. Time betw een registration in Assédic and date of the 
f irst professional interview at ANPE (task 3); 


5. Rate of registered vacancies with pre selection from 


PES (task1 and 2); 
6. Delay of vacancies fulf ilment (task1); 


7. Rate of vacancies registered for more than one 


month and w ithout proposal of candidates from PES 
(task1); 


8. Visits to companies ((task1). 


 
A full list is available upon request. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-
output; output-results; 


results-impact)? How ? 


Indicators are associated with the particular objectives 


and do not have an explicit causal relationship. For 2011 
there are 6 national objectives as w ell as a number of 


specif ic objectives for regions. The trend is to simplify 


the system and have less indicators. 
 


The indicators at operational and results levels are 


logically connected. An objectives tree (arbre de 
causalité) is in place.  


Interview s. 


 
Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For 


w hom are targets set 
(central off ice, local off ices, 


individual employees)? 


Targets to be achieved are formulated in the agreement.  


 


There are targets associated w ith each indicator. On exit 
indicators, the objective is to improve current levels. On 


other result indicators and operational indicators, there 


are “specif ic” targets in place. 


Convention. 


 


Interview s.  


Are targets SMART? Targets are measurable and w ell defined in time. For 


example: 


• 35% of the consultants in direct contact w ith clients 
w ill have received training by the End of April 2009; 


• placement by the end of 2011 170,000 jobseekers 


w ith a large distance from the labour market, as of 1 
July 2009. 


Convention.  
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Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS 


includes a Data Warehouse 


(DWH) and to w hich other 
administrations is this DWH 


linked? 


Yes, tw o types of monitoring are distinguished: 


• suivi d'activité; 


• utils de pilotagee. 
 


The f irst refers to the monitoring of basic information on 


the w ork carried out. The second refers to data that 
show  whether the agreed targets are likely to be 


reached. 


 
The system for the 'pilotage de activité' is called IOP: 


Infocentre Opérationnel. it includes: Gide, Sage and PM-


OLIMP. This system provides the consultants w ith the 
information they need for their daily w ork. 


 


GIDE - Le Gestion Informatisé de la Demand de Emploi 
Notew orthy: all job seekers that register at PE are asked 


w hether they would be interested in w orking in another 


region or abroad, as w ell as about their international 
experience, international qualif ications and language 


aptitude. 


 
SAGE - Établissements 


This system contains the information on vacancies on 


the one hand and employers (companies) on the other 
hand. Vacancies and company are linked. (The system 


w ill be changed from a regional to a national base. Now  


it is only possible to w ork w ithin a particular region. All 
regions are available to all consultants, but one needs to 


sw itch at the entry point).  


 
PM-OLIMP contains information on the [prestations]. 


Prestations are to be distinguished from measures 


(mesures). The former are individually aw arded as part 
of the personal guidance and individual plan. Measures 


include:  


• aides financières - for training and w ork; 
• formation:  


- + continuing training, w hich is outsourced; 


- + specif ic training required for a specif ic job, 
alw ays followed by hiring. 


• contrat aide. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


Yes (tableau de bord). Interview s. 
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Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client 
satisfaction measured? How  


and frequency? 


Customer satisfaction surveys have been put in place in 
previous ANPe Unédic bodies and had been renew ed 


w ith Pôle emploi. So far, one survey has been 


conducted amongst job seekers, and employers. This 
survey focused on getting to know  w ho the clients are, 


though, so not on quality. 


 
At national level customers surveys are held annually. 


Regions can conduct more surveys if  they like. The 


surveys include the clients of all three formerly 
independent agencies, hence recipients of employment 


services, benefits and trainings. 


Interview s. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The PMS relies to a large extent on PE administrative 


data. Some external data is used. PE has its ow n 
statistics directorate, which amongst other performs the 


LFS. Other sources include INSEE - the French 


statistical off ice- for e.g. data on unemployment rates 
(INSEE process and publishes data from the LFS). Next 


year (2012) it w ill be possible to combine data from the 


'déclaration de l'embauche', the data that each employer 
has to provide on every employee the company hires to 


PE, w ith data job seekers in the PE system. How ever, 


employers in other countries do of course not have this 
obligation. When asked they often object to providing 


this information. (Data from job seekers are kept for 


three year in the electronic system. The requirements for 
saving documents depend on the type of document and 


vary greatly. 


 
This is part of the larger effort to improve information on 


the outf low  from the PE register. Information is now  


available on a quarterly basis, but should become 
available monthly. This can be done through: 


• a monthly survey (costly); 


• combining data from social security and 
unemployment benefit registers (problems w ith 


interoperationability); 


• - the data from the déclaration préalable à 
l'embauche (as opposed to the déclaration unique 


mentioned above. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 
updated? 


All data in the PMS are entered into the system by the 
consultants (conseillers). All vacancies and all 


employers, in France and abroad, are checked by the 


consultants. Only after they are validated the data 
regarding vacancies and employers (both are registered 


independently) are entered into the system. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


In principle m Management and consultants 
(conseillers). 


Interview s. 
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Tagging customers Source 
Are customers willing to 


w ork abroad or w illing to 


hire foreigners especially 
tagged in the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad.  Interview s. 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the 


results of activity/support 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


All job seekers that come to Pôle Emploi are registered 


(at the 'ordinary' off ices). Their data are adjusted if  


necessary after each monthly contact. They are asked to 
f ill out a form each month and inform PE w hen they 


w ithdraw. The latter often does not happen; clients stay 


aw ay without telling PE w hy. 
 


There are telephone platforms for consultants, that act 


as call centres. To a limited extent (resources) these are 
used to follow -up on clients that leave the system. 


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


The reform of the PMS in PES is directly linked to the 


introduction of the new  tri-partite structure. Resources 


have been allocated to this purpose and the new  system 
could build on systems already existing in the 


organisation. The involvement of various organisations in 


the management of the new  organisation may have 
created a stronger demand for transparency and hence 


PMS. Also, French public administrations are 


characterised by a culture and tradition of reasoned 
policy making w hich is a conducive environment for 


MOB and hence PMS and evaluation. 


 
With the new  tripartite agreement 2012 – 2014, the new  


PMS of Pôle emploi is going to be improved. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems – 
Use 


Performance management areas Source 


Is performance 
measurement being use for 


the operational, tactical or 


strategic level? By w hom? 


Performance measurement is used at all three levels. Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


At all levels, but targets are not set at the level of 


individual staff members. Performance of staff is 


currently monitored on a more informal basis. A new  
system is being developed w hich would entail an 


analysis of strengths and w eaknesses and three-monthly 


review s. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, 


Financial resources, Quality 
management, and Strategy 


development) are the 


f indings of performance 
measurement used?  


In all areas, but in particular in strategy development, 


f inancial resources, and also HR, quality and control. 


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 
Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


The objectives and targets are set in w hat is called a 


performance dialogue (Dialogue de Performance). This 


dialogue takes place at tw o levels: 
• betw een the central and the regional level 


(compulsory); 


• betw een the regional level and the levels below  (not 
compulsory, but done in practice). 


 


The low er the level, the less binding the objectives 
become. At team level in local off ices, there may be 


targets but they w ould typically serve as guidelines and 


not reaching them w ould not be sanctioned. 
 


The Department of Strategy, Monitoring and 


International Affairs is responsible for planning the 
performance dialogue, as w ell as the monitoring 


(pilotage) of the performance. This includes the 


allocations of means, setting targets ('objectives´) and 
monitoring (suivi en termes de pilotage). 


 


The planning cycle (dialogue de performance) starts with 
the DG and his netw ork, i.e. the 26 regions (territoires). 
Every year in June the DG publishes a 10-12 page note 


w ith a draft strategic framework (feuille de route) with the 
priorities for that year. at national and at regional level 


Interview s. 
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PES mission and target setting Source 


This is discussed bilaterally w ith each regional director. 
The regional objectives may be adjusted to suit the 


specif ic situation -a strengths and w eaknesses analysis 


is performed- in a region. The outcome of each 
discussion (dialogue) is recorded in a performance 


contract between the DG and the regional director. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES 


off ices benchmarked for 
functional reasons, including  


Yes, benchmarking betw een regions takes place as part 


of the performance dialogue.  


Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation 


rew arded? How ?  


No, benchmarking is used as a starting-point for a 


discussion on performance. 


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


The French EURES netw ork is composed of 86 EURES 


advisors who are fully integrated in the PES. 


 
In most of the French regions there is a EURES adviser 


amongst the PES staff. 


 
Pôle employ is also involved in 4 EURES cross-border 


partnerships: Eureschanel-PED- SSLRP-Oberrhein. 


 
The French EURES netw ork is integrated in the netw ork 


Pole emploi International (PEI) w hich provides specific 


services for jobseekers and employers w ho want to w ork 
or to recruit abroad). 


  


Eures advisers are located in Pôle emploi local 
agencies, generally in the front off ice. The services they 


offer to clientsinclude the provision of information, advice 


and guidance, either individually or collectively.  
 


These high quality services should ultimately lead to 


transnational matching. 
 


Eures advisers also collect job vacancies among French 


employers w ho intend to recruit aboard or employers 
abroad w ho need French candidates. EURES advisers 


also give information and guidance, included legal 


advising. The advisers are in charge to disseminate the 
vacancies, they propose the possibility to make selection 


of candidates.  


 
Eures advisers also provide information, advice and 


guidance to French candidates w ho wanted to work 


abroad or to European candidates w ho wanted to w ork 
in France. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 


tools  


Collecting vacancies from employers; 


Guidance to candidates; 
Specif ic tool: Legal information giving by a legal teams 


“expaconseil” to provide to employers and candidates 


social and legal information in application in each 
country.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: 


w hat works well and w hy 
and w hat needs some 


improvement. 


The legal team is a real added value and a high quality 


personnel service given to the clients. 
 


The staff must be bigger to be able to give a response to 


all the demand. 


Interview s. 



http://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?acro=eures&lang=en&catId=56&parentCategory=56#XBorderMap#XBorderMap

http://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?acro=eures&lang=en&catId=56&parentCategory=56#XBorderMap#XBorderMap
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Information about EURES Source 


It w ill be interesting to create a specif ic IT tools for the 
legal subjects.  


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 
placement of individuals by 


EURES. Describe short 


their impact. 


Facilitating factors: 


1/The possibility to have in most of the European 
regions1 of the 86 Advisors able to provide EURES 


services; 


2/The integration of the national EURES netw ork in the 
national PES, and the capacity to exploit all the data 


base and performing and eff icient, national tools. 


 
Obstacles: 


in complement of this human netw ork we need: 


1/ an eff icient IT system ( national and European) in 
capacity to give a overview  of all the job vacancies in 


Europe; 


2/We need better a connection w ith partners involved in 
the transnational market; 


3/ Better connection w ith all the European tools and 


programs involved w ith mobility.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in the 


EA Monthly reports? What 
w orks well w hat does not. 


As the indicators are not the same as the national 


indicators, the advisers are not really sure how  to deal 


w ith it. 
 


These indicators are not linked to objectives. 


 
There is not an IT system for this indicators and data 


needs to be collected manually. 


 
MR are directly send to the commission, and there is no 


management from the national line PES line manager 


involved. 
 


The Commission does not provide information about the 


data collected in return.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for 


measuring the performance 


of EURES (describe shortly) 


We need some Common indicators in links w ith 


objectives and integrated in the national management  


Interview s. 


What other data is available 


for measuring the 


performance of EURES 
(other than that included in 


the monthly reports)? 


If the main objectives of EURES is placement w e must 


have indicators measuring: 


1/the number of vacancies collected; 
2/ the number of candidates w ho f inds job aboard true 


EURES; 


3/ the quality of the job long term/short term; 
4/ the time needed to realize the matching (how  long is 


the offer staying in the data base). 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 
could be) the best indicators 


for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 
mobility? 


How  many clients w ho are moving or recruiting aboard 
are using EURES? 


 


What is the satisfaction of those clients? 
What is the price for each kind of services? 


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility 


activities other than EURES 


assessed?  


No, Indicators only exist at output level (activities).  Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility 


activity exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


The system does not contain any information on 


geographical mobility. What is know n however is: 


• information on job seekers that are w illing to w ork in 
other regions or abroad7 (the distance people are 


w illing to travel for w ork is agreed with job seekers, 


like the salary level they seek); 
• number of partnerships, number of participants in 


events; 


• number of people placed, w hen asked to 
enterprises; 


• data from partnerships (EURES) (Cross border 


mobility). 
 


The reason w hy no indicators exist for geographical 


mobility is that so far there has been no need. 
Formulating targets in this respect might open the door 


for forced mobility, w hich would probably not be 


acceptable. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 
mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the 


performance measurement 
system)? 


In the case of international referrals of job seekers, 


employers are subsequently asked w hether their 
vacancy was f illed and w hom they hired. In 


approximately half of the cases the latter information is 


not provided by companies, on the grounds that this 
w ould inflict on the privacy of the candidate. This is seen 


as a cultural issue and e.g. encountered in Ireland and 


the UK. This info is not entered into the electronic 
system. 


 


Other info: 
• A study has been conducted on the effectiveness of 


measures to support mobility. The results w ill 


become available in a few  weeks; 
 


Interview s. 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
7  This inf ormation is obtained f or each jobseeker during intake. All data on an indiv idual jobseeker are compiled in one f ile or 


one database– DUDE (Dossier unique du demandeur d’emploi). DUDE can be accessed through a specif ic portal 
(https://www.portail-emploi.f r) by  the state and all public and priv ate organisms inv olv ed in the deliv ery  of  public 
employ ment serv ices. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


• On the framew ork of evaluations of the Leonardo 
programme info is available on the impacts of 


international experience on careers. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility 


on the basis of data 


provided by another 
organisation (e.g. statistical 


off ice)? Which indicators are 


used? 


Data are used from the LFS: There are e.g. some 
100,000 CB mobile w orkers in the Lorraine region alone. 


in total there are some 330,000 cross-border workers in 


France. The number of EURES projects has increased 
strongly in France. So has its budget. Some 15 


international events are organised annually. The main 


sectors with international mobility are hotel and 
restaurants and tourism. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


N.a. Interview s. 


How  is quality of 


service/client satisfaction 


related to geographical 
labour mobility activities 


measured? 


Through individual contacts between clients and 


consultants. 


 
Customer satisfaction surveys do not cover international 


services specifically. 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the 


results of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


Through individual contacts between clients and 
consultants. 


Interview s. 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 
(strategic, operational, etc.) 


and frequency is the 


effectiveness of services 
related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


N.a.  Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or 
data used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


N.a.  


Are good practices identif ied 
and shared? By w hom? 


N.a.  


Where and w hen is 


information on geographical 
mobility and associated 


activity used? Is it shared 


w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


N.a.  
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Annex 


Used sources 
• Calendrier des indicateurs conjoncturels publiés par la Dares de juin 2011 à septembre 2011;  


• Calendrier indicatif  des principales études récurrentes de la Dares de juin 2011 à mai 2012; 


• Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in 
Public; 


• European Commission, Commission Staff Working Paper, Assessment of the 2011 national reform 


programme and stability programme for FRANCE accompanying the document Recommendation for a 
COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION on the National Reform Programme 2011 of France and delivering a 


Council opinion on the updated Stability Programme of France, 2011-2014, Brussels, 7.6.2011; 


• French national reform programme 2011-2014, April 2011; 
• Laurent Wauquiez, Secrétaire d’Etat chargé de l’Emploi (2009), Signature de la Convention Tripartite 


Pluriannuelle entre l’Etat, l’Unedic et Pôle Emploi et point sur la mise en place de Pôle Emploi Bercy, Jeudi 


2 avril 2009; 
• Le processus Dialogues de performance; 


• OSB Consulting and Synthesis Forschung (2007). PES-performance, benchmarking and good practice. 


Yellow  Paper. Management Information Systems. A questionnaire: France. YP 02, April 2008; 
• Pôle Emploi, Dialogue de Performance et Elaboration budgetaire 2011 (1-Note d’orientation, 3-Dossier 


technique, 4-Cadre de reponse); 


• Pôle Emploi, Fiches PPR, Dossiers majeurs de la DGA, Le Dialogue de Performance, October 2010; 
• Pôle Emploi, Le Comité d’évaluation, Charte de fonctionnement; 


• Pôle Emploi, Offres d’emploi satisfaites, Nombre d’offres d’emploi satisfaites, 5.3.2010; 


• Pôle Emploi, Pat de marche, 5.2.2010; 
• Pôle Emploi, Rapport d’Activite 2009; 


• Pôle Emploi, Spreadsheet w ith information on Indicateurs 2011. File modif ied 24/06/2011; 


• Pôle Emploi, Spreadsheet w ith information on Indicateurs DDP 2012. File modif ied 24/06/2011; 
• Pôle Emploi, Tableau de Bord Mensuel Mai 2011. File modif ied 17/6/2011; 


• Pôle Emploi, Tableau de Bord Mensuel, Mai 2011; 


• Pôle Emploi Note sur la programmation des évaluations 2010 / 2011, Conseil d’administration du 17 
décembre 2010; 


• Programme de Stabilite de la France 2011-2014, Avril 2011; 


• Recommendation for a COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION on the National Reform Programme 2011 of 
France and delivering a Council opinion on the updated Stability Programme of France, 2011-2014, 


Brussels, 7.6.2011; 


• Stratégie de Lisbonne pour la croissance et l’emploi, Programme National de Reforme Francais 2008 - 
2010, Octobre 2008; 


• Tableau de Bord Hebdomadaire Données d'activité des Régions, Semaine 24 du 13/06 au 17/06. File 


created 28/06/2011.  
 


List of indicators  


See above and separate publication. 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Germany 


Name PES Bundesagentur für Arbeit (BA) 


Initials researcher TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The Bundesagentur für Arbeit (BA) provides a wide 


variety of labour market services as w ell as services 


related to (vocational) education. The main tasks of 
the BA include: 


• Mediation of jobs and training places; 


• Careers guidance; 
• Advisory services to employers; 


• Stimulation of vocational education; 


• Stimulation of lifelong learning; 
• Stimulation of the labour market integration of 


disabled persons; 


• Provision of services to maintain and create 
jobs; 


• Provision of benefits like the unemployment 


insurance benefit. 


http://www.arbeitsage


ntur.de/nn_27210/Nav


igation/zentral/Service
bereich/Ueber-


Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgab


en-Nav.html  


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Since 2005, the organisation of service delivery is 


divided betw een services provided under the Second 


Book of the German Social Code (Social Code II, 
SC II – social assistance), and the Third Book of the 


German Social Code (Social Code III, SC III – 


unemployment insurance). Persons w ho are needy 
and able to w ork at least 3 hours daily or live 


together w ith such a person are eligible for benefits 


according to SC II (the unemployment benefit 
Arbeitslosengeld II, w hich is tax-financed). They are 


serviced by the institutions of SC II. All other 


jobseekers are serviced by the institutions of SC III 
(and may be recipients of the unemployment benefit 


Arbeitslosengeld I, w hich is f inanced by 


unemployment-insurance contributions). For needy 
persons w ho are not able to w ork at least 3 hours 


daily and do not live together w ith somebody w ho is 


able to w ork at least three hours daily, responsibility 
is at municipalities and counties. 


 


Organisational setup of Social Code II: 
The Bundesagentur für Arbeit (BA) cooperates with 


municipalities and counties in joint authorities called 


‘gemeinsame Einrichtungen’. Municipalities and 
counties are responsible for housing and heating 


costs of the needy, so cooperation betw een the two 


(BA and municipalities / counties) is legally defined 
for ‘Help from one hand’.  


 


 


BA contribution. 



http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html
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General information PES Source*  


Except from this usual organisation in joint 
authorities (‘gemeinsame Einrichtungen’), 25 percent 


of the municipalities and counties w ere allow ed to 


opt out of this construction. They have to take BA 
responsibilities, too. So, in 25 Percent of the 


municipalities/counties BA is not responsible for 


payments and ALMP for the needy and their families 
(the BA keeps responsibility for jobseekers who are 


not needy according to SC III). 108 out of the 414 


counties and municipalities in Germany have opted 
to take BA duties from 2012 on. Betw een 2005 and 


2011, there w ere 69 opting counties and 


municipalities (out of 439 in 2005).  
 


Social Code III provides for a three-level 


organisation of the Bundesagentur für Arbeit: 
• The head off ice in Nuremberg; 


• 10 Regional Directorates; 


• 176 Employment Agencies’ w ith about 660 
branch off ices. 


plus some special services like: 


• The Institute for Employment Research (IAB) in 
Nuremberg; 


• The Central Placement Off ice (ZAV) for 


placement abroad and professionals in Bonn; 
• The College of the Bundesagentur für Arbeit 


(HdBA); 


• The child allow ance administration; 
• BA educational institute - internal training 


organisation; 


• BA Service House - internal service provider; 
• IT Systems House - internal IT provider. 


Human resources (nr. of staff 


if  possible fte’s) Please 
mention the year 


SC II: 64,100 fte under responsibility of BA including 


employees of the cooperating municipalities/counties 
(22,400 fte) w orking at joint authorities, excluding the 


69 opting municipalities and counties; 


SC III: 58,000 fte (including internal services and 
services for social assistance); 


Family-allow ance services: 3,600; 


All f igures for November 2011. 


BA contribution. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


SC II: Expenditure of roundabout 39.9 billion € under 


responsibility of BA (including expenditures of the 


cooperating municipalities/counties for SC II duties), 
excluding the 69 opting municipalities and counties 


(2010). 


SC III: 43.1 billion €. 


BA 


(2011)Jahresbericht 


2010, for SC II, p 32. 
 


BA (2011) 


Geschäftsbericht 
2010, p. 16 (for SC 


III).  
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Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 
to relevant governmental 


body? (deconcentration: is 


this a part of a ministry, is it a 
legal form, a separate 


agency?) 


The BA is an organisation under public law  w ith 
autonomous management (Selbstverwaltung) at 


central and local level. At central level there exist a 


supervisory board (Verwaltungsrat) and at local level 
a supervisory committee (Verwaltungsausschuss). 


These tw o types of organs are alw ays tripartite and 


basically monitor the actions of the top management 
of the head off ice (Vorstand) and local off ices. There 


is no autonomous management at the level of the 


Regional Directorates.  
 


Since 2005, the organisation of service delivery is 


divided betw een services provided under the Social 
Code II - social assistance (SA) - and the Social 


Code III - unemployment insurance (UI). With 


regards to service delivery in the framew ork of the 
SC II (as opposed to the SC III), the BA cooperates 


closely w ith local municipalities and counties in 306 


(from 2012 on) separated local joint authorities 
(‘gemeinsame EInrichtungen’). There is a 


‘supervisory committee” (Beirat) w ith specific 


competences at local level, too, but not at federal 
level. The social assistance system is partly 


managed at local level, concerning defined duties, 


e.g. the labour market program and the planning and 
use of budget, but it isn’t as autonomous as the 


insurance system is.  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 
(2010). 


 


Interview s. 
 


BA contribution. 


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


SC III: Germany’s labour-market-policy (LMP) 
system is relatively centralised in the framework. The 


Federal Parliament has the exclusive competence to 


regulate the unemployment-benefit system (by law ).  
 


The rate of unemployment-insurance contributions 


(% of w ages) is set by law  (§ 341 SC III, or 
temporarily by the Federal Government, § 352 SC 


III). According to SC III (§ 1), the business-policy 


objectives of the BA have to be in accordance with 
the employment policy of the Federal Government; 


w ith respect to the LMP implementation, the Federal 


Government is supposed to negotiate ‘frame targets’ 
(‘Rahmenziele’) w ith the BA.  


 


The BA draw s up its budget by itself, but it needs to 
be approved by the Federal Government (§ 71a SC 


IV). The use of the budget is decided on by the local 


Employment Agencies since 1999. 
 


The BA head off ice is responsible for planning and 


controlling operations and the organisational 
processes to ensure the strategic and uniform 


BA contribution.  
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Institutional context Source 


fulf ilment of the BA's mandate throughout the 
national territory. The BA's Regional Directorates are 


responsible for a successful regional labour market 


policy at the intermediate level. Regional 
Directorates control the Employment Agencies. 


These off ices engage in the BA's operational 


business at the local level. They have discretion in 
applying provisions for ALMPs.  


 


SC II: In the social assistance system, the framework 
is the same as in the UI system (SC III). The local 


joint authorities have competence to decide and 


carry out their ow n LMP, based on the local ‘labour 
market programme’. Federal law  creates measures 


and gives budget to be used by the local joint 


authorities. So, budget and strategy are both 
designed at local level, as w ell as in SC III. This is 


also the case for the local authorities w hich have 


opted out. 


To w hat degree are services 


or tasks outsourced to 


voluntary or private sector? 
(Privatisation: which services 


are outsourced and to 


w hom?) 


Services for promoting labour market integrations 


are usually carried out by third parties. Both for 


services under SC II (as far as the BA is responsible) 
and SC III are bought by regional procurement 


off ices on the basis of demand by local off ices.  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 


(2010). 


 
Büchs & Lopez 


(2007).  


 


Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Receiving. Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment. 


The situation on the German labour market has 


remarkably improved in the last few  years: The 


employment rate has increased from 66.0% in 2005 
to 71.1% in 2010 (w omen: 60.6% to 66.1%, elder 


employees of 55 – 64 years: 45.4% to 57.7%), w hile 


the unemployment rate has decreased from 11.3% 
to 7.1% (w omen: 11.0% to 6.6%, young people 


under 25: 15.6% to 9.9%). In 2010, the employment 


rate exceeded considerably the EU average, 
especially for people of 55 to 64 years, and the 


unemployment rate w as below EU average, 


especially for people under 25 years. How ever, there 
are big regional differences.  


Eurostat. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The performance measurement system (PMS) 
concerning the UI system w as introduced in 2004, 


the social assistance steering system including the 


PMS w as introduced 2006. The latter is used both 
for steering local authorities as w ell as federal 


results. Concerning the opting communities (from 


2005 to 2011), the BA has no information on their 
PMS (if  existing). From 2012 on, the opting 


communities have nearly the same PMS as the BA. 


(BA is researching customer satisfaction. If  opting 
counties/municipalities do so, BA doesn’t know . 


They don’t have to.).  


 
The purpose of the PMS is ‘to serve management by 


objectives’ at all organisational levels in order to set 


incentives according to the business-policy 
objectives, w hich are: 


1. a sustained improvement in counselling and 


integration services (boost integration f igures, 
reduce duration of unemployment); 


2. a high degree of customer satisfaction; 


3. a strong motivation of employees, recognising 
and tapping their potential; and 


4. acting effectively and cost-efficiently. 


 
The three core elements of the BA PMS are: 


 


1. Economy and effect  
Above all, effect means avoiding or reducing 


unemployment if  possible by taking action in time. 


New  employment should be long-term. Key f igures 
and indicators had to be developed to measure 


effect and economy. Considering the highly complex 


tasks of the BA, this w as extremely challenging. The 
control system is regularly refined. Taking over key 


f igures from the cost and management accounting 


for 2008 w as an important step forw ard here.  
 


2. Transparency  


Separate data on each customer, for example, used 
only to be combined to make “customer histories” 


(for instance, work history and schemes taken part 


in). In this w ay, customer care takes place over a 
long period of time and its effect is evaluated. The 


BA contribution.  
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Purpose Source  


performance levels of the individual off ices are also 
represented. Since 2005 there has also been a new  


leadership information system w hich bundles all data 


signif icant for the management onto one standard 
platform.  


 


3. Decentralised responsibility  
Clear management tasks w ere defined on every 


level: the local off ices have an operational 


responsibility, w hile the central and regional levels 
are limited to controlling, product development and 


support services. Target agreements and target 


follow -up dialogues are an essential tool. These 
processes were introduced in 2004 and have since 


been developed further. There are also 


“performance circles”, where performance and 
competences undergo a differentiated analysis and 


development possibilities for employees are 


revealed, so to speak.  
 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure 


performance? (in terms of: 


inputs, outputs, results, 
impacts) 


Mostly output and result indicators. Ecorys. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Note that the indictors (because of the objectives) 


differ signif icantly between the tw o Social Codes II 
and III. Cf. annex. 


Interview s.  


Do indicators presuppose 
causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-


impact)? How ? 


Indicators are linked to the BA business-policy 
objectives and are subject to change since they are 


updated every year/ brought in line w ith existing 


realities on the labour market. This reality check is 
intended to ensure their relevance and effectiveness, 


w hether a proper relationship betw een the policy 


objectives and the indicators exists and w hether the 
indicators reflect the input of the front-office staff. 


The indicators do not have an explicit causal 


relationship.  
 


The indicators of the social assistance system (SAS) 


in responsibility of the BA w ere introduced in 2006 
and w ere slightly changed in 2008. The BA cannot 


tell anything about the indicators of the opting 


communities (if  existing).  
In 2011, the indicators w ere completely reformed at 


federal level and they are part of the law  now. For 


definitions, see Annex ‘Rechtsgrundlagen der 
Statistik’, pp. 37 - 40. 


Interview s. 
 


BA contribution. 
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Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, targets are each year set both in the framew ork 


of SC II and SC II for Regional Directorates and local 


off ices. Targets are negotiated w ith the head off ice, 
w hich acts within the legal framew ork set by the 


Federal Parliament and w ithin the policy framew ork 


set by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social 
Affairs (BMAS).  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 


(2010). 


Are targets SMART? Targets are SMART for all indicators.  Kaltenborn, B. et al. 


(2010). 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS include a 
data w arehouse (DWH) and 


to w hich other administrations 


is this DWH linked? 


A data w arehouse exists. Social-security data is 
available because the BA has various tasks in the 


provision of (several strains of) the German social 


security system.  


PES - benchmarking 
(2008). 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


SC III: A ‘cockpit’, in w hich key management 


information is summarised, is similar to a balanced 


scorecard; key performance indicators are weighted 
and calculated in an overall performance index for 


each local agency and Regional Directorate. The 


management of the head off ice, Regional 
Directorates and local off ices all have such a cockpit 


w ith relevant data at their disposal.  


 
The management of the Regional Directorates and 


the local off ices also receives info on key operating 


indicators.  
 


SC II: In the social assistance system under 


responsibility of BA, there is a steering cockpit 
available, too. It yields the possibility for interactive 


analysis for each indicator. Opting communities may 


use a public steering cockpit 
http://www.sgb2.info/kennzahlen/statistik, but that is 


not as extensive as the BA’s.  


 
For the SAS, an overall performance index is not 


calculated. 


 
Uncoupled from the SC sphere and in addition to the 


PMS, a Regional Labour Market Monitor 


(Arbeitsmarktmonitor) makes the local employment 
risks and opportunities transparent. The nationw ide 


assessments of the different industries are broken 


dow n to the level of the regional employment 
situation, then reviewed and adjusted locally. This is 


complemented by an analysis of regional 
structures which is relevant for a short-term 
compensation of employment risks and allow s the 


Sottung & Becker 


(2008). 


 
PES benchmarking 


(2008). 


 
BA contribution. 



http://www.sgb2.info/kennzahlen/statistik
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Tools Source 


definition of strategic priorities. Effective alternatives 
for action can be discussed and planned based on 


the assessment of all stakeholders in the regional 


labour market. The analysis and its discussion by 
local stakeholders shall foster a common 


understanding of future developments. Such 


communication is prerequisite for locally targeted 
action by all stakeholders. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


CSM is part of the PMS for both the unemployment 


insurance and social assistance since 2010. Within 


the SAS carried out by BA, CS is enquired since July 
2008. BA doesn’t know  if  opting communities also 


measure CS.  


 
In both instances, enquiries take place via phone on 


a quarterly basis. CSM is undertaken by the Centre 


for Customer and Employee Attitude Survey of the 
BA (Zentrum für Kunden- und 


Mitarbeiterbefragungen, ZKM). 


 
A customer satisfaction index is made afterwards: it 


includes scores on satisfaction with contextual 


factors, BA staff, services etc. (differs between SC II 
and SC III). 


 


The number of realised interview s per year is high. 
For SC III: 35K employers, 35K job seekers, 35K 


young job seekers. For SC II: approximately 75K 


customers. See annex for manual and questionnaire. 
 


Apart from this quarterly survey, ZKM has made 


about 65 surveys concerning internal and external 
customer satisfaction in 2011. Altogether, more than 


one million interview s were carried out in 2011.  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 


(2010). 


 
BA contribution. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Administrative data of the BA itself , data resulting out 


of customer satisfaction surveys.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Data is centrally made available via the cockpit. 


Off ice-specific information related to targets is 


included and used by the controlling unit of the 
Internal Services for the monthly performance 


reporting for each organisational level.  


BA contribution. 


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


For the UI system, data is in principle available to all 
BA staff. The exact data that is visible differs per 


user (e.g. head off ice, Regional Directorate, 


Employment Agencies). 


Sottung & Becker 
(2008). 


 


BA contribution. 
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Management and support Source 


In the SAS, the steering cockpit is available for staff 
w ith certain jobs w ithin the SAS, e.g. manager, 


controller. They are especially trained for the use of 


the interactive cockpit. 
 


Results on target achievement are made available at 


least each year to all organisational units. 


 


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged 


in the system? 


Job seekers indicating that they are w illing to w ork 
abroad and vacancies for foreigners are tagged in 


the registration system as such and supported by 


case managers w ho are assisted by staff of the 
International Placement Services ZAV/ EURES.  


 


Note w ith regards to job seekers: the BA doesn’t 
focus on particular target groups in its activities, it 


distinguishes betw een job seekers that are easy to 


diff icult to integrate in the labour market (w ith 
different gradations). 


www.ba-
auslandsvermittlung.d


e  


 
Interview s. 


 


 


Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -


up surveys undertaken? 


On the one hand, there is an ‘after-sales 


management’ including a sustainability check of the 


employment of certain customers integrated recently 
and customer satisfaction surveys.  


 


On the other hand, customers are contacted 
constantly e.g. in order to check their application 


efforts or the effect of an employment and training 


measure. 


BA contribution. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 
extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 
and national priorities? 


A clear example is the judgement of the German 
Constitutional Court of December 2007 on the 


existing constructions for SC II service delivery, 


w hich required an organisational reform. Changes in 
the organisational framew ork through which SC II 


services are delivered also require modif ications in 


the w ay their performance is measured from 2012 
on.  


Interview s. 


 
 



http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being used for the 


operational, tactical or 
strategic level? By w hom? 


The management across the different organisational 


levels use performance information for different 


purposes, w hereas operative information on 
performance is especially used at regional and local 


level. 


Interview s. 


 


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 
(2010). 


At w hich level(s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practised? 


Performance management is practiced at all levels. 
The internal controlling unit provides 


recommendations for action on the basis of 


performance information. Quarterly reports include 
operational measures in w hich these 


recommendations are translated.  


Schuberth, K. (2010). 


In w hich management areas 
(human resources, f inancial 


resources, quality 


management, and strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


Steering occurs predominantly on targets. 
Resources are divided in accordance. For SC II the 


BMAS sets the budget (on the basis of the budget 


indicated by the Federal Parliament). For SC III 
f inancial resources (not the budget as a w hole) are 


an internal affair, where steering information is 


necessary for distributing resources.  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 
(2010). 


 


PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets are set annually for all organisational units 


including most special services.  


 
SC III: targets are negotiated by the head off ice with 


the 10 Regional Directorates, w hich subsequently 


negotiate targets w ith the 176 local off ices. Note that 
the head off ice as well as the Regional Directorates 


have greater authority than their negotiation partners 


at the low er level.  
 


SC II: Target indicators w ere defined by law in 2011 


(see annex). For 2012, the ministry has set target 
ranges for all local units, depending on the local 


labour market type. Most local authorities took goals 


w ithin that range, in some cases there were 
negotiations. In this process, the head off ice as well 


as the Regional Directorates don’t have great 


authority compared w ith their negotiation partners at 
the local level as long as the local units accept goals 


w ithin the given range. Negotiations take place if  the 


goals of the local joint authorities w ere outside the 
range set by BMAS. 


BA contribution. 


 


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 
(2010). 
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Benchmarking Source 
Are sub-national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Local BA off ices as well as the SC II service 


providers are benchmarked. A typif ication of the 


labour-marked regions developed by the Institute for 
Employment Research allow s better opportunities for 


comparing success and for appropriate annual target 


agreements. In order to take regional structures and 
different business conditions more into account, 


off ices with similar structures were summarised 


under “comparative types”. With this objective 
success evaluation tool the performance of Regional 


Directorates and local off ices on local labour markets 


can be compared (e.g. integration quotas, number of 
trainees placed). This reveals “price differences” for 


the same performance. Local off ices can compare 


themselves w ith each other and therefore improve. 
The analyses also serve to set target values in the 


off ices’ target agreements.  


BA contribution. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


Results on f inal target achievement are made 


available after the end of each year to all 
organisational units of the BA (and SC-II-associated 


organisations/ municipalities) and to the BMAS 


(especially in the case of SC II). Variable 
remunerative arrangements have been introduced 


for the higher-level management (especially at the 


Regional Directorates and the head off ice). Target 
achievement is also taken into account at 


appraisement talks.  


Kaltenborn, B. et al. 


(2010). 
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4 Geographical labour mobility  


4.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical-mobility 


activities assessed?  


The BA has an international placement service 
(Zentrale Auslands- und Fachvermittlung, ZAV) 


w ith 12 regional off ices and a head off ice in Bonn. 


This ZAV, of which EURES is a part, is f irmly 
integrated into the BA service delivery model and 


hence its performance is also monitored through 


the regular PMS. The ZAV is considered to be the 
service provider for special customer groups and 


contributes by its activities to the labour market 


policy objectives of the BA.  


http://www.ba-
auslandsvermittlung.de/l


ang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ue


ber-Uns/ueber-uns-
knoten.html__nnn=true  


 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical-mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


Measuring the performance of geographical-


labour-mobility activities is based on the same set 


of indicators as is done for the other BA services, 
e.g. the number of integrations into the labour 


market, number of f illed vacancies, customer 


satisfaction. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? Migration is considered by law  as a voluntary 


initiative of individuals. That is w hy there are no 


targets in place.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical-


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the 


performance measurement 


system)? 


Not likely: The ZAV offers a range of (tailored) job 


mediation services, including services for different 


professions like for managers or artists. The 
service registers the number of persons mediated 


to jobs in foreign countries, which contributes to 


the number of labour market integrations. The ZAV 
is also responsible for issuing w orking permits for 


third-country nationals. The number of permits 


issued is registered.  


Bundesagentur für 


Arbeit. (2011). 


Geschäftsbericht 2010. 
 


Does the PES monitor 


geographical mobility on the 


basis of indicators that are 
provided by another 


organisation? (e.g. statistical 


information on migrants) 


Collecting data on geographical mobility is 


considered by the BA to be in f irst instance a task 


of the German Statistical Off ice DESTATIS.  
 


Social-security data includes data on commuters. 


They are provided w ithin the Regional Labour 
Market Monitor, also referring to border Nuts-2 


regions outside Germany.  


Interview s. 


 


BA contribution. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


Data on transnational labour mobility is collected in 
the central PMS and monthly processed and 


analysed w ith regards to the qualitative and 


qualitative targets of the BA.  


Interview s. 


How  is the quality of 


service/client satisfaction 


related to geographical-


Customer satisfaction surveys among ZAV 


customers are undertaken by the Centre for 


Customer and Staff Enquiries.  


Interview s. 



http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


labour-mobility activities 
measured? 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 
any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


Yes, a customer satisfaction survey carried out 


quarterly by the ZKM. The ZKM asks for feedback 
from a random sample of 50 customers per team 


(15 teams in total). A customer satisfaction index is 


built on placement and advisory services, 
information offer, staff performance, matching 


quality of proposed candidates. 


Interview s, SC Meeting. 


 
 


4.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) 
and frequency is the 


effectiveness of services 


related geographical mobility 
monitored? 


Performance monitoring of geographical labour 


mobility activities is entirely integrated in the BA 
performance measurement system.  


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or 


data used to inform future 
activity/resource allocation? 


Performance monitoring of geographical labour 


mobility activities is entirely integrated in the BA 
performance measurement system.  


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied 


and shared? By w hom? 


Within the Regional Labour Market Monitor, good 


practice is collected and classif ied, including a 
category ‘migration’. 


BA contribution. 


Where and w hen is 


information on geographical 
mobility and associated 


activity used? Is it shared w ith 


cross-border/trans-national 
partners?  


Data on cross-border mobility of w orkers is in the 


framew ork of EURES-T exchanged w ith 
partnership countries/regions.  


Interview s. 
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5 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 133 EURES advisors in the BA. 85 of 


them w ork at the ZAV (226 employees in total) 


to support transnational mobility, w hile the other 
47 w ork in border regions in local PES off ices 


supporting commuters and employers in cross 


border regions. Each local BA off ice has a 
EURES assistant (187 assistants in total).  


 


EURES–DE is predominantly an internal 
service! EURES staff supports regular BA staff 


w hen advising job seekers w ho indicated to be 


w illing to w ork abroad and employers w illing to 
hire foreigners. EURES services (at least 


matching and placement) are not directly 


provided to customers, they are add-on 
services for local PES agencies provided for 


PES customers.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  Self-service information (www.ba-
auslandsvermittlung.de, 


www.arbeitsagentur.de, www.zav.de), f irst-level 


support and hotline (Berufsinformationszentren, 
ZAV InfoCenter), information seminars in local 


off ices. Information guides and leaflets for 


w orkers (transnational and cross border) job 
fairs, VerBIS (matching and placement tool of 


Bundesagentur für Arbeit). 


BA contribution. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement? 


All vacancies of the Jobbörse including those 
w ho are formally registered (= employer is a 


customer of BA) as w ell as those vacancies 


introduced directly by the employer using the 
Jobbörse only as a self-service tool (= 


employer is not a customer of the BA) are 


transferred to the EURES Web Service. Only 
those vacancies that are both not registered 
and published anonymously (= employer 


w ants to hide his contact data) are excluded 
from the data packet that w e send on a daily 


basis to the EURES Portal. As w ell excluded 


from the data transfer are those vacancies 
w here an employer has notif ied explicitly that 


he does not agree that his or her data is 


transferred to the EURES Web Services. 


BA contribution. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 


cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES? Describe 


Factors facilitating and/ or hindering 


geographical labour mobility include: 


• Language proficiency ; 


Interview s. 



http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/

http://www.zav.de/
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Information about EURES Source 


short their impact. • Qualif ications; 
• Geographical proximity/cross-border 


region;  


• Duration of unemployment spell/ 
employment opportunities; 


• Necessity for career development. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form 
of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 


does not? 


It is mainly considered very labour-intensive (a 
’relic from the past’). Data is also unreliable 


given the different w ays of input across the 


EU/EEA.  


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Tagging of vacancies and job seeker profiles, 


number of f illed vacancies. Customer 


satisfaction surveys are considered to be 
generally very suitable for exploring a w ide 


range of themes, including EURES, among job 


seekers and employers.  


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that included 
in the monthly reports)? 


Monthly performance data on ZAV activities, 


including EURES, w hich is generated by the 


regular PES PMS.  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of EURES 


on geographical mobility? 


EURES is mostly visible in the cooperation w ith 


other BA units: that is w hy customer 
satisfaction is ultimately the main indicators on 


EURES performance in DE. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Büchs & Lopez (2007). New Governance and decentralisation in employment policy. 


PES benchmarking (2008). Management Information Systems – Germany. Internet: http://w ww.pes-


benchmarking.eu/uploaddoc4852/41_YP_02_MIS_Questionnaire_02_DE.pdf . 
Sottung & Becker (2008). The Management Information System of the Bundesagentur für Arbeit. Presentation 


Benchmarking among Public Employment Services - Vienna, 17/18 April 2008. 


Schuberth, K. (2010). Zielsteuerung mit dem Controllingsystem der Bundesagentur für Arbeit. Presentation dbb 
akademie 2010 - Dresden 10.Juni 2010. 


Kaltenborn, B et al. (2010). Zielsteuerung in der Arbeitsverwaltung - ein europäischer Vergleich. Study 


undertaken for the German Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs.  
Bundesagentur für Arbeit. (2011). Geschäftsbericht 2010. 


Bundesagentur für Arbeit. (2011). Jahresbericht 2010. 


Bundesagentur für Arbeit. (2011). Internet: http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-
Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true. 


Bundesagentur für Arbeit. (2011). Internet: 


http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-
Nav.html. 


 
Bundesagentur – Performance indicators 2011  
(cf. Vorstandsbrief zur Planung 2011, SGB III, Planungsbrief 2011 (SGB II). 
 
Objectives and indicators differ between policies: 
• Services delivered in the framework of the unemployment insurance scheme (SC III); 
• Services delivered in the framework of the social assistance scheme (SC II). 
 
A: Services delivered in the framework of the unemployment insurance scheme (SC III): 
• Avoidance of unemployment and a sustainable reduction of the duration of factual 


unemployment: 
- Integrationsgrad Job to Job: share of registered job seeking persons still employed but 


expecting unemployment placed into new jobs; 
- Integrationsgrad gesamt: share of customers (unemployed persons, benefit recipients or 


participants of employment and training measures) placed into jobs; 
- Anzahl erfolgreich besetzter Stellen: Number of successfully filled vacancies; 
- Abgeschlossene Dauer faktischer Arbeitslosigkeit - Leistungsempfänger: length of the 


time spell in which someone is a customer (see above) and a benefit recipient, measured at 
the end of that time spell; 


- Abgeschlossene Dauer faktischer Arbeitslosigkeit – Nichtleistungsempfänger: length 
of the time spell in which someone is a customer but not a benefit recipient, measured at the 
end of that time spell; 


- Kundenzufriedenheitsindex – Arbeitnehmer: Index of customer satisfaction - employees; 
- Kundenzufriedenheitsindex – Arbeitgeber: Index of customer satisfaction - employers. 


• Successful job entries of young people (under 25): 
- Einmündungsquote SGB III: relation of the number of registered applicants for vocational 


training placed into training and the number of school leavers; 
- Anzahl erfolgreich besetzter Ausbildungsstellen: Number of successfully filled 


opportunities for vocational training; 



http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/uploaddoc4852/41_YP_02_MIS_Questionnaire_02_DE.pdf

http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/uploaddoc4852/41_YP_02_MIS_Questionnaire_02_DE.pdf

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.ba-auslandsvermittlung.de/lang_de/nn_3018/DE/Ueber-Uns/ueber-uns-knoten.html__nnn=true

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html

http://www.arbeitsagentur.de/nn_27210/Navigation/zentral/Servicebereich/Ueber-Uns/Aufgaben/Aufgaben-Nav.html
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- Kundenzufriedenheit mit der Qualität der beruflichen Beratung: Customer satisfaction 
with the vocational counselling. 


• Occupational rehabilitation: 
- Integrationsgrad Reha sechs Monate nach Hauptmaßnahme: share of registered 


persons able to work after occupational rehabilitation placed into jobs; 
- Abgeschlossene Dauer faktischer Arbeitslosigkeit Reha – Ersteingliederung: length of 


the time spell in which someone is a customer in occupational rehabilitation but not a benefit 
recipient, measured at the end of that time spell – customers who have never worked; 


- Abgeschlossene Dauer faktischer Arbeitslosigkeit Reha – Wiedereingliederung: length 
of the time spell in which someone is a customer in occupational rehabilitation but not a 
benefit recipient, measured at the end of that time spell – customers who have already 
worked. 


 
B: Services delivered in the framework of the social assistance scheme (SC II)(cf. Annex, Plannig 
Letter SC II 2011, p. 4): 
1. Ziele des SGB II (nach § 48 a SGB II): Legal objectives of SC II: 
• Verringerung der Hilfebedürftigkeit: Reduction of needy (Hilfebedürftigkeit): 


- Summe der Leistungen zum Lebensunterhalt: Sum of means for subsistence: 
a Summe der Leistungen für Unterkunft und Heizung: Sum of means for housing and 


heating (sub); 
b Bestand der erwerbsfähigen Hilfeberechtigten: Pool of employable needy persons (sub); 
c Zugangsrate der erwerbsfähigen Hilfeberechtigten: accession rate of employable needy 


(sub); 
d Abgangsrate der erwerbsfähigen Hilfeberechtigten: seperation rate of employable needy 


(sub). 
• Verbesserung der Integration in Erwerbstätigkeit: Improvement of integrations into work: 


- Integrationsquote: Total degree of integrations: 
a Quote der Eintritte in geringfügige Beschäftigung: Take-up of jobs out of social insurance 


system (sub); 
b Quote der Eintritte in öffentlich geförderte Beschäftigung: Share of publicly subsidised 


employment (sub); 
c Nachhaltigkeit der Beschäftigung: Take-up of Jobs > six months (sub); 
d Integrationsquote der Alleinerziehenden: Degree of integrations of lonely parents (sub).  


• Vermeidung von langfristigem Leistungsbezug: Avoidance of long-term dependency: 
- Bestand an Langzeit-Leistungsbeziehern: Share of customers in files contacted > 24 


months: 
a Integrationsquote der Langzeit-Leistungsbezieher: Degree of integrations of customers > 


24 months (sub), 
b Aktivierungsquote der Langzeit-Leistungsbezieher: Share of measures of customers > 


24 months (sub), 
c Zugangsrate der Langzeit-Leistungsbezieher: accession rate of customers > 24 months 


sub), 
d Abgangsrate der Langzeit-Leistungsbezieher erwerbsfähigen Hilfeberechtigten: 


separation rate of customers > 24 months (sub). 
2. Qualitätsstandards der BA 2012: Service Quality: 
• Ergebnisqualität: Quality of results: 


- Kundenzufriedenheit: Customer satisfaction index: 
a Individual questions surveys (sub). 


• Prozessqualität: Quality of service delivery: 
- Index aus Prozessqualität: Process quality index: 


a Bearbeitungsdauer: Duration of finalised decisions (sub); 
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b Erstberatung: Share of first contacts in time (sub); 
c Angebot U 25: Share of offers to young costumers < 25 years (sub); 
d Eingliederungsvereinbarungen im Bestand: Share of contracts in pool (sub);  
e Duration of finalised contradictions (sub); 
f Share of contradictions granted (sub). 
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Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The OAED is the main institutional body w hich 


implements government employment policy and 


assesses the impact of this policy on employment. 
It also w orks towards improving the qualif ications 


of the labour force and offering them support. To 


this end, the OAED operates in various f ields:  
 


Matching labour supply and demand through 


labour market intervention and job placement. 
These tasks are carried out by the employment 


off ices, which have a threefold function: 1) They 


inform the employers on f inancial incentives for the 
creation of new  job positions and mediate in the 


labour supply and demand matching process; 2) 


They register vacancies and f ind the appropriate 
registered jobseeker to f ill them. 3) They provide 


advice to jobseekers from disadvantaged groups 


w ho are having diff iculty f inding work and provide 
all registered jobseekers with information 


concerning new  developments and trends on the 


labour market, particularly w ith respect to new skill 
needs. data.  


 


The OAED is responsible for paying out benefits 
and social security allow ances such as 


unemployment benefits, special seasonal 


allow ances, children's allow ances, maternity 
allow ance and military service allow ance.  


 


The OAED also provides vocational guidance 
through its special services, offering information on 


training and employment prospects especially to 


young people aged betw een 15 and 18 and 
new comers to the labour market.  


 


The OAED subsidises employers who create jobs 
for particular groups of the population, e.g. youth, 


unskilled w orkers, women, etc., as w ell as so-


called new  self-employed (f irst-time 
entrepreneurs).  


 


The OAED also promotes the vocational 
rehabilitation of disabled persons and other 


vulnerable groups such as those recently released 


from prison and ex addicts, by adopting special 


http://www.eu-employment-


observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/


00600007.asp 



http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/00600007.asp

http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/00600007.asp

http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/00600007.asp
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General information PES Source*  


measures w hich are carried out in six employment 
off ices for special social groups.  


 


The OAED subsidises seasonal enterprises, 
enabling them to maintain turnover during slack 


periods 


Organisational setup (nr. 
of central, regional and 


local off ices) 


According to the OAED w ebsite there are 121 
Centres for the Promotion of Employment (KPA -


local off ices), 7 regional Directorates and 1 central 


off ice.  


http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/S
N_166.pg 


Human resources (nr. of 


staff if  possible fte’s) 


Please mention the year 


3.183 (data taken on the 20/12/2011). 


staff (not available in FTEs), 2011. 


Interview s. 


Financial resources 


(annual budget) Please 


mention the year 


The biggest part of the resources of OAED is 


approximately the follow ing: 63,6% comes from 


social security contributions.  
 


Government and other public resources: 16,8%, 


ESF: 14,5%, other resources: 5,1%. 


http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/S


N_163.pg 


 
 


 


Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the 
PES to relevant 


governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a 
part of a ministry, is it a 


legal form, a separate 


agency?) 


OAED is a Legal Entity subject to Public Law , 
supervised by Ministry of Labour and Social 


Security of Greece and administrated by a by a 


Governor and an Administrative Board. 


http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/S
N_163.pg 


How  much autonomy is 


given to regional and local 


level in PES? 
(decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the 


strategy etc.) 


Not available.  


To w hat degree are 


services or tasks 


outsourced to voluntary or 
private sector? 


(Privatisation: which 


services are outsourced 
and to w hom?) 


Not available.  


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving 


country? 


Sending country. Eurostat data on 


immigration and emigration. 


Background information: 
• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges 


• Employment rate: 61.4% (2007); 
• Unemployment rate: 8.3% (2007); 


• Business cycle: recession; 


• Main challenges:  


• Karamessini et al Bank 
of Greece (2006);  


• Karantinos (2006); 


• National Reform 



http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_166.pg

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_166.pg

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg
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Country information Source 


on the labour market. - Intense graduate unemployment among 
young cohorts (HE graduates aged 20-24: 


32.6%, aged 25-29: 20.9%, 2005 data) 


and w omen compared to the EU average; 
- A low  level of part-time employment 


compared to the EU average; 


- Over-education phenomenon due to 
intensif ied competition; 


- Duration of unemployment amongst the 


longest in EU15 (percentage of long-term 
unemployed: 53.6% in Greece versus 


41.8% in the EU-15); 


- Highly unstructured and regulated labour 
market; 


- Low  labour mobility, especially for w omen; 


- Low  level of regional variation in 
employment and unemployment rates; 


- Need for employment protection for the 


new  forms of employment in order to make 
them more attractive; 


- High rate of immigration w ith a resulting 


higher participation in the labour market for 
non-nationals than for nationals. It is 


thought that the immigrant population 


actually represents more than 10% of the 
total w orking population (Employment 


Observatory, Spring 2001); 


- High public sector employment w hen 
compared to the EU average; 


- Very high degree of self-employment in 


small-scale family businesses, with a 
resulting low  level of job vacancies in the 


public employment service; 


- National Employment strategy; 
- Facilitating access to employment for the 


young, w omen and older w orkers; 


- Enhancing the adaptability of employees 
and enterprises; 


- Promoting social inclusion and equal 


opportunities; 
- Combating undeclared w ork. 


programme for growth 
and jobs (2008); 


• Gladstone (2002). 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was 
the performance 


measurement system 


established and for w hich 
level? (check for 


accountability; 


management information) 


To measure the effectiveness of the offered services and to 
measure productivity. Initiative of the OAED. PMS is a tool to 


reorganise or redesign policy in order to achieve better results. 


Using the tool to set targets can increase productivity / 
eff iciency. 


Interview s. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators 
are used to measure 


performance? (in terms of: 


inputs, outputs, results, 
impacts) 


Output and intermediate result indicators. Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators 


are used for each type? (if  
there many, please put 


them in an annex) 


List of scorecard indicators that are currently in use (as of 


March 2010) and for w hich data has been collected tw ice now: 
 


A1 – number and characteristics of registered unemployment 


in local PES. Characteristics include age, sex, geographic 
region, nationality, disabled, educational level, w ork 


experience, years of work experience, duration of registration 


at OAED (PES), unemployment duration; 
A2 – reason for registration at OAED; 


A3 – number and characteristics of job seekers compared to 


total number of registered unemployed; 
B1 – number of unemployed for w hom OAED has completed a 


personal action plan (w ith the aid of a job councillor of a local 


PES); 
B2 – time betw een the completion of a personal action plan 


and placement of the unemployed person in a programme 


(ALMP, training, w ork experience/subsidised job) or new job; 
B3 – ratio of persons placed in subsidised job (by OAED) or in 


non-subsidised job (by matching a job seeker to a vacancy 


registered by an employer at OAED) including self 
employment; 


B4 –ratio of job placements by OAED by economic sector (by 


month); 
B5 – number of new  vacancies for each local PES, by month 


and by economic sector; 


B6 – ratio of services that can be realised electronically 
compared to total services; 


C1 – ratio of registered unemployed people w ho have 


benefited from active labour market programmes before being 
unemployed for six months (ratio available for each type of 


Interview s. 
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Indicators Source 


programme). 
 


A number of the new  indicators (still in development) have also 


been discussed during the interview . Not all the provisional 
indicators w ere discussed so the below  list is not complete nor 


is it definitive. 


 
Indicators for the coordination unit: 


A1 –number of internal meetings betw een central employment 


Direction , local PES and ‘peripheral’ directions; 
A2 – number of instructions and tools designed centrally for 


each local PES, by month; 


A3 – number of phone contacts per month w ith local PES, for 
technical support / w ith citizens / w ith other organisations. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships 
(input-output; output-


results; results-impact)? 


How ? 


There are links betw een outputs and (intermediate) results. Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For 


w ho are targets set 


(central off ice, local 
off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes. Targets are set at the central level for the local PES. 
They are set already for current set of indicators. For the 


indicators that are being further developed, targets will be set 


after data on the indicators has been collected once. 


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Targets for most indicators are smart. Interview s. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS 
includes a Data 


Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other 
administrations is this 


DWH linked? 


Yes. The Data Warehouse is not linked to other 
administrations. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


No. Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client 
satisfaction measured? 


How  and frequency? 


Quality of client satisfaction is not measured at the moment but 
it w ill be measured in the future. 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


Information from local PES that is collected centrally in a 
database. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Through a central database in w hich information from local 


PES is collected. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the 


data generated by the 


PMS? 


Not covered.  


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to 
w ork abroad or w illing to 


hire foreigners especially 


tagged in the system? 


No. Interview s 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the 


results of activity/support 


provided? For example, 
are any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business 


models and national 
priorities? 


Not covered as the PMS is currently being expanded. Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance 


measurement being used 


for the operational, tactical 
or strategic level? By 


w hom? 


The PMS is used mainly for performance management. 


In order to make full use of the information that the PMS 


provides, human resources are needed. These are 
scarce as the OAED currently cannot hire new  staff (staff 


that retires is not replaced) at the moment and the 


number of unemployed in Greece is grow ing (current 
total number of staff is 3,300 persons). 


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is 
performance management 


practiced? 


By the central PES management. Interview s. 


In w hich management 
areas (Human resources, 


Financial resources, 


Quality management, and 
Strategy development) 


are the f indings of 


performance 
measurement used?  


The Greek PES started last year in designing the PMS. 
A f irst set of (balanced scorecard) indicators was 


designed in March 2010. Currently, a w orking group is 


studying further indicators (to be added to current set of 
indicators). This is in its f inal stage. After completion, an 


external consultant w ill review and advise on the w ork of 


the w orking group. There w ill be indicators for all four 
directorates, which are 1) employment, 2) 
unemployment benefits and allowances 3) 
coordination unit (responsible for coordination of 
local PES) and  
4) professional vocational training. Indicators will be 


geared tow ards performance management. 


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the 
target-setting process: 


actors involved, 


frequency, etc.  


Targets are set at the central level for the local PES. 
They are set already for current set of indicators. For the 


indicators that are being further developed, targets will 


be set after data on the indicators has been collected 
once. 


 


There is an explicit link betw een the PES performance 
measurement system and the PES mission & targets. 


During the design of the indicators the PES mission and 


targets w ere kept in mind. 
 


Targets are negotiated at various organisational levels 


PES. 


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES 
off ices benchmarked for 


functional reasons, 


including  


Yes. Interview s. 
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Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation 


rew arded? How ?  


No. Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 24 EURES advisors and 17 assistants and 


one IT support person. EURES is part of the PES. 


Therefore there is a high level of cooperation. E.g. there 
is IT support and support from OAED management, and 


from the administrative and f inancial departments. The 


cooperation is also qualif ied as being good. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages 


and tools  


1. There are EU job days tw ice a year (in Athens and in 


Thessaloniki). EURES advisors from other MSs 


attend. The job days are preceded by research into 
the interests of job seekers in Greece, e.g. in terms 


of Member States they w ould like to go to w ork in; 


2. There are events organised in cooperation w ith 
University career councillors that provide information 


on job opportunities and possibilities to continue 


studying abroad to students. EURES advisors from 
other Member States also attend these events; 


3. Information days are organised by EURES advisors 


in their region. These activities are aimed at job 
seekers w ho are interested in f inding w ork in another 


Member States and at employers w ho are interested 


in hiring foreign w orkers. Information on how  to use 
the EURES portal etc. is provided by EURES 


advisors. Through advertising on local television and 


radio job seekers and employers are made aw are of 
the information days; 


4. There is bilateral cooperation w ith other EURES 


off ices. For example w ith Germany w here there is a 
shortage of doctors while in Greece there is an 


oversupply. An event is organised w here German 


employers are invited to Greece and are matched to 
job seekers (next year it w ill be for engineers instead 


of doctors). With Austria there is cooperation for the 


tourist sector. In Greece the peak for the tourist 
industry is in summer and in Austria in w inter. There 


is also bilateral cooperation w ith the Netherlands 


and Sw eden. Between Greece and Cyprus there is 
mobility due to the tw o countries having the same 


language. A training programme on social media is 


being set up together w ith the Cypriot EURES 
colleagues – EC funding has been applied for; 


5. Provision of information on living and w orking 


conditions in Greece, on social insurance, on how  to 
f ind a job and accommodation and on the labour 


market of each region in Greece (vacancies, 


unemployment levels, information on how  


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


diff icult/easy it is to f ind a job by ISCO category) is 
published on the EURES portal and updated every 


six months; 


6. OAED registered vacancies are uploaded into the 
EURES portal daily; 


7. Pilot project on video conferencing (between 


employers in other Member States and job seekers 
in Greece, through facilities at OAED and using 


Skype). EURES advisors already use Skype w hile 


communicating w ith each other. Skype can also be 
used to contact the helpdesk in Brussels; 


8. Training of EURES assistants (1 – 2 days) on the 


use of the portal, w hich is an important tool for 
EURES; 


9. Workshop w ith local PES line managers to increase 


their know ledge on EURES and the role of EURES 
advisors. This is important as many EURES advisors 


w ork in local PES and spend a lot of their time on 


other (PES) tasks. As over 500 PES personnel 
retired last year and no new  personnel can be hired 


and as there is more unemployment in Greece, there 


is a shortage of human resources in the PES. It is 
the aim of the EURES unit to increase the time spent 


on EURES by local advisors and important to inform 


the local line managers of the importance etc.; 
10. Exchange of advisors to learn from practices in other 


MSs that w ork well. 


 
EURES takes part in a forum organised by OAED that 


informs the general public on its services. 


Assessment of the tools: 
w hat works well and w hy 


and w hat needs some 


improvement 


Tools, in order of importance: 
• EURES portal; 


• Skype; 


• EURES site on the OAED w ebsite; 
• TV, radio, new spapers to inform the public on 


activities; 


• Facebook (w ill become more important); 
• Brochures, leaflets, f lyers, cd-roms; 


• Information packages for employers; 


• Evaluation forms that are handed out to all 
participants to improve EURES services; 


• Promotional material provided by the EC. 


 
Bilateral cooperation w orks well, especially when 


employers come to Greece. The aim is to extend this.  


 
Portal: the quality is reasonable but it has more potential. 


It is often too slow  and could be more user friendly. An 


attempt (by the EC) to migrate the portal to a new  
system failed. Now  the old system is being improved 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


gradually; progress is being made. 
 


EURES advisor him/herself is a tool and a vital part of 


EURES. Together, advisors form an effective network 
and have personal contacts with employers and job 


seekers. 


Which factors facilitate or 
hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals 


by EURES. Describe 
short their impact. 


Factors that hinder placement: 
• Vacancies for some types of jobs are not posted on 


the EURES portal by some MSs or delay. The UK 


for example publishes all its vacancies – both private 
and public sector jobs; 


• Lacking language skills are often a barrier; 


• Sometimes employers do not communicate clearly 
enough on the skills required for a particular vacancy 


(if  a job seeker f inds a job abroad and things do not 


w ork out this is a big problem for job seekers); 
• EURES advisors have limited time available for their 


EURES w ork. Often it is less than 20 percent of their 


time. This hampers cross-national placement of 
individuals by EURES. 


 


Factors that facilitate placement: 
• Cooperation betw een advisors in Greece and other 


MSs is a strong point. Especially the personal 


contact betw een advisors; 
• Cooperation w ith other organisations: career offices, 


social partners, embassies is another strong point 


facilitating the placement of individuals by EURES; 
• Promotion of EURES in general; 


• Contact betw een job seekers and advisor: it is 


necessary for an EURES advisor to clarify to job 
seeker w hat an employer needs / expects in order to 


w ell prepare job seeker for a job abroad / for job 


seeker to succeed; 
• The EURES Portal. 


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in 
the EA Monthly reports? 


What w orks well w hat 


does not 


EC should follow  up on reporting and provide feedback 


on quality of reports. 
 


All advisors should report and the reports should be 


made available to the EURES manager, w hich is 
currently not the case (Greek EURES manager cannot 


access the reports of Greek EURES advisors). 


 
It is unclear to the EURES manager w hat the EC does 


w ith the information provided in the EA monthly reports. 


The information could be a tool for the EURES manager 
as w ell. Now , there is separate internal reporting to the 


EURES manager so the manager has information on 


performance. The internal report is much more detailed 
than the EA monthly reports. It includes an excel f ile that 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


is f illed out by the EURES advisor and signed by the 
advisor and his/her line manager. The excel f ile includes 


information on: 


• Mails, calls, contacts (#’s and % answ ered); 
• Countries that job seekers are interested in; 


• Contacts w ith EURES advisors from abroad; 


• Professions/occupations that job seekers look for; 
• Personal characteristics of job seekers; 


• Time spent on EURES per month; 


• # of contacts with employers; 
• # of placements. 


 


Improvements w ould include: 
• More feedback from EC (including making the 


reports available to the EURES manager); 


• More detailed monthly reports. 


Alternative w ays for 


measuring the 


performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


By measuring the use of the portal by job seekers 


(counting the number of employers in the system and 


the number of job searches in the portal). This 
information is currently unavailable to the Greek EURES 


unit but w ould be useful to assess its performance. 


Statistical tools should be created to measure the 
number of searches by employers and job seekers in the 


portal and to obtain information on w hat they look for in 


terms of skills and occupations. Policy can be adjusted 
on this basis. 


Interview s. 


What other data is 


available for measuring 
the performance of 


EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 
reports)? 


Data available through the separate internal report that 


EURES advisors send to the EURES manager, including 
information on: 


• Mails, calls, contacts (#’s and % answ ered); 


• Countries that job seekers are interested in; 
• Contacts w ith EURES advisors from abroad; 


• Professions/occupations that job seekers look for; 


• Personal characteristics of job seekers; 
• Time spent on EURES per month; 


• # of contacts with employers; 


• # of placements. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are 


(or could be) the best 


indicators for measuring 
the impact of EURES on 


geographical mobility? 


By measuring the use of the portal by job seekers 


(counting the number of employers in the system and 


the number of job searches in the portal), the 
performance of EURES could be monitored in an 


alternative w ay. This information is currently unavailable 


to the Greek EURES unit but w ould be useful to assess 
its performance. Statistical tools should be created to 


measure the number of searches by employers and job 


seekers in the portal and to obtain information on w hat 
they look for in terms of skills and occupations. Policy 


can be adjusted on this basis. 


 
 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


To measure the impact that EURES has on geographical 
labour mobility there is a need to follow  up on people 


that are advised by EURES in order to track the results / 


effectiveness and to account for the budget and time 
spent on EURES activities. Outputs alone are not 


enough to account for this or to assess effectiveness, 


results indicators are needed as w ell. Indicators could 
include the number of hits/clicks in the portal by 


occupation, time spent using the portal, rate of change of 


CVs in the portal (CVs entered and updated), quality of 
CVs searched, number of CVs searched. Quantitative 


information (numbers) is needed. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility 


activities other than 


EURES assessed?  


Not yet. The Greek PES started last year in designing 
the PMS. A f irst set of (balanced scorecard) indicators 


w as designed in March 2010. Currently, a w orking group 


is studying further indicators (to be added to current set 
of indicators). This is in its f inal stage. The new  set of 


indicators does include those on geographical mobility 


activities.  
 


Domestic geographical mobility resulting from PES 


activities is not high in Greece. Domestic geographical 
mobility is mainly the result of seasonal w ork, which is 


often informal (e.g. a family business in the tourist 


industry hiring the same w orkers every year informally 
and not through a vacancy that is registered at the PES. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility 
activity exist w ithin the 


PES performance 


measurement system? 


Not yet. The Greek PES started last year in designing 


the PMS. A f irst set of (balanced scorecard) indicators 
w as designed in March 2010. Currently, a w orking group 


is studying further indicators (to be added to current set 


of indicators). This is in its f inal stage. The new  set of 
indicators does include those on geographical mobility 


activities. 


Interview s. 


Are targets in place? Performance w ill be assessed for activities concerning 
EURES, w ith the aim of measuring the effectiveness of 


the EURES netw ork. Once indicators for geographical 


mobility activities are in place, targets w ill be set. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on 


geographical mobility 
activity (i.e. w hich is not 


included in the 


performance 
measurement system)? 


No other data on geographical mobility are collected by 


the OAED. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES also 


monitor geographical 
labour mobility on the 


basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


No. Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


Data w ill be collected centrally. Interview s. 


How  is quality of 


service/client satisfaction 


Not measured. Interview s. 
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Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


related to geographical 
labour mobility activities 


measured? 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the 


results of services related 


to geographical labour 
mobility provided? For 


example, are any follow -


up surveys undertaken? 


No.  Interview s. 


 
 


5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational 
level (strategic, 


operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the 
effectiveness of services 


related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


EURES collects (some) information on geographic 
mobility. As the number of migrants to and from Greece 


is limited, it is not considered being important compared 


to other indicators. When the volume of geographically 
mobile w orkers increases, the OAED w ill attach more 


w eight to the indicator. 


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information 


or data used to inform 


future activity/resource 
allocation? 


Not explicitly addressed during interview. The 


interview ee stated that geographical mobility is currently 


a low  priority for the PES but that this could change 
w hen the volume of geographically mobile w orkers 


increases (in other w ords, could lead to more resources 


being allocated to geographical mobility). 


Interview s. 


Are good practices 


identif ied and shared? By 


w hom? 


Not covered.  


Where and w hen is 


information on 


geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? 


Is it shared w ith cross-


border/trans-national 
partners?  


EURES collects (some) information on geographic 


mobility. As the number of migrants to and from Greece 


is limited, it is not considered being important compared 
to other indicators. When the volume of geographically 


mobile w orkers increases, the OAED w ill attach more 


w eight to the indicator. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Interview s: 


• Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in 


Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616: 
- http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-


3d42ddb90dad. 


• Off icial w ebsite of national PES: 
- http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg. 


• European Employment Observatory: 


- http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/00600242.asp. 
• International Law  office: 


- http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-


3d42ddb90dad. 
• New spaper Express: 


- http://www.express.gr/news/finance/450248oz_20110401450248.php3. 


• Ministry of Finance: 
- http://www.mof-glk.gr/proypologismos/2010/books/proyp/index.html. 


• Karamessini et al. Dynamics of National Employment Models (DYNAMO). EU integration, changing gender 


roles and international migration f low s: drivers of change in the Greek employment model; 
• Bank of Greece. Economic Bulletin. Number 27, July 2006; 


• Karantinos (2006) Jobcentre Plus Rapid Response Service; 


• National Reform programme for growth and jobs, 2008, Section 6; 
• Gladstone, B. Comparative analysis of employment and skills in Greece, Italy and the UK. EISS, UK, 


August 200. 


 
 
 



http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-3d42ddb90dad

http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-3d42ddb90dad

http://www.oaed.gr/Pages/SN_163.pg

http://www.eu-employment-observatory.net/ersep/g_uk/00600242.asp

http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-3d42ddb90dad

http://www.internationallawoffice.com/newsletters/detail.aspx?g=eee0f2f3-c1a5-4a7b-9262-3d42ddb90dad

http://www.express.gr/news/finance/450248oz_20110401450248.php3

http://www.mof-glk.gr/proypologismos/2010/books/proyp/index.html
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Hungary 


Name PES NFSZ (National Employment Service- NES) 


Name researcher MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets Mission 1: Enlargement of employment, to increase the 


employment rate, arrange public w ork programs and 


make them accepted in the society; 
Mission 2: Improving the employability and adaptability 


of the jobseekers; especially of the vulnerable groups 


and those w ho get social assistance; 
Mission 3: Reinforcement of partnerships and 


strengthen the links w ith the employers. For tasks see 


annex 1. 


Management 


Information 


Systems, 
Hungary, 2011. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


A new  service structure was introduced from 1st 


January 2011. Employment and social & youth policies 


w ere split. National Employment Service (NES) 
consists of:  


• 20 County labour centres (LCs) (including capital 


Budapest) w hich are part of the County-Level 
Government Off ices (Prefecture) and 170 local 


off ices. These are directed by the Ministry of 


Public Administration and Justice and partly by 
the Ministry of the Interior (in the f ield of public 


w ork programs); 


• National Employment Off ice (NEO), directed by 
the Ministry for National Economy (Junior Minister 


for Employment Policy). 1 The functions of NEO 


are: provide technical supervision and co-
ordination for the technical services and the 


labour market administration; lay dow n the 


principles and main content requirements of the 
Labour Centres’ mandatory internal professional 


policies; determine professional requirements 


related to service delivery by the Labour Centres; 
help perform administrative and service delivery 


functions by w orking out procedures, 


methodological guidelines and professional 
recommendations; govern and coordinate the 


accomplishment of labour market programmes 


and implement labour market programmes. 
 


The 20 LCs promote the eff icient operation of the 


labour market segment w ithin their territorial 
competence, and operate the employment provision 


system, govern and oversee the activities of the Labour 


Centre’s branch off ices and carry out tasks in 
connection w ith subsidies for job creation and training. 


Interview s. 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
1  See new serv ice structure in the App. 
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General information PES Source*  


The tow n-based local offices operating as part of the 
LCs fulf il client service functions and perform 


administrative (off icial) and service tasks to be solved 


locally. 
 


From the 1st January 2012 NEO merged w ith The 


Hungarian Labour Inspectorate and the National 
Institute for Vocational Education. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 
the year 


2011: 3816 (preliminary data). Interview s. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 
year 


The Hungarian NES’s is f inanced from an independent, 


so-called Labour Market Fund (LMF) 2. It’s budget for 
2011 w as 311975,2 Million Ft, and for 2012 is 


307632,3 Million Ft. 


Interview s. 


 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
2  From 1st January  2012 LMF has a new name: National Employ ment Found. 
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 
of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 


separate agency?) 


On the basis of the Government Decree 315/2010 (XII. 


27.): The NEO is a separately functioning central 


budget agency managing its ow n f inances and a legal 
entity operating as a central authority in charge of 


implementing tasks related to employment policy and 


labour affairs. LCs are part of the County-Level 
Government Off ices (Prefecture). In addition, different 


Ministries are responsible for the provision of for the 


implementation of employment policy and related 
policies (Ministry for National Economy, Ministry of the 


Interior, Ministry of National Resources and Ministry of 


Public Administration and Justice). 


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 
designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


The Governing Board of the LMF is a part of the 


Ministry for National Economy. LMF has a 


decentralised part, w hich is delegated to the LCs, and 
LCs decide on its use in their ow n competence. Several 


active labour market tools are centralised and governed 


by the Ministry of National Economy (e.g. job creation-, 
preservation subsidies). Recently this decentralized 


part of LMF has been substituted by the resources of 


the Social Renew al Operational Programme financing 
by the European Social Found to an increasing extent.  


Interview s. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 
or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


The NES purchases training programs from various 


providers through public tenders. From 2009 onw ards, 
the NES only conclude contracts with service providers 


that comply w ith the certain quality criteria and offer 


programmes/services with appropriate guarantees. 
Exact data aren’t available about the degree of 


outsourced services, but this degree has been 


increasing in the past few years.  


Kuddo, A. 


(2009).// Seven 
years for 


development. 


 


Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Static country. Ecorys. 


Background information 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


Employment rate (among 15-64): 56.4% (LFS, 2011., 


III. quarter);  


Unemployment rate (among 15-64): 10,8% (LFS, 2011. 
III. quarter); 


Hungary is confronted with high unemployment rates 


among youngsters (among 15-24): 26,8% (LFS, 2011. 
III. quarter). 


Eurostat. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  
For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The system is predominantly intended for management 
purposes. The NES introduced a system of management 


by objectives (MBO) started in 2005. This included 


setting performance indicators that allow ed for the 
evaluation of the achievement of the priority targets. The 


PMS w as expected to improve the planning process. In 


addition, a system of monitoring of ALMPs w as set up to 
see w hich programs work and which do not. 


 


An IT system that enabled NES staff to identify the 
results on a monthly basis at local, regional and country 


level w as also introduced for monitoring and evaluation 


on a monthly basis. Through monitoring, the NES strives 
to provide extensive information to decision-makers and 


staff members in various f ields and at various levels, on 


assistance provided to the participants. Therefore, data 
related to the operation of the measures, of relevance for 


their effects, must be available continuously. 


Yearbook of 
2007, 2008; 


AFSZ (2008); 


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 
What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The performance measurement system includes output 


(mostly used) and result indicators.  


Ecorys. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. annex. Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


The performance measurement system includes a 


scorecard, but the indicators used are loosely structured 


and do not presuppose causal relationships.  


Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


A formal ‘performance contract’ is once per year agreed 


w ith the Ministry of National Economy. This contract 


contains national target values that are subsequently 
broken dow n for LCs and for their off ices. 


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Targets for most indicators are smart. Interview s. 
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Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, the system includes a DWH. Sources include NES 
administrative data. NES administrative data contains a 


jobseekers’ register, an unemployment insurance 


register, ALMPs register and a monitoring database. 
Individuals can be identif ied throughout the different 


datasets via a unique (social security) code, so the 


datasets can be linked to each other but to other 
administrative registers outside NES also. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 
management information 


available?  


Yes, the system also includes a Scoreboards. The 


Scoreboards allow  for a comparison of PES performance 
betw een counties: On the one hand, a comparison of 


counties performance to the target values. On the other 


hand, a comparison of counties to national averages.  


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 
measured? How  and 


frequency? 


A customer satisfaction survey is held among jobseekers 
and employers. Jobseekers are asked to complete the 


survey 4x per year. Employers are asked annually. NES 


staff also receives a survey once per year.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


NES administrative data from local off ices.  Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


The data is collected through integrated systems at local 


off ices and stored in a central DWH. Information on NES 
performance can be generated w ith the DWH.  


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


There are different levels of access to the data from the 


ministers, directors to the employees in the local off ices. 


Interview s. 


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, employers w illing to recruit foreign w orkers from 
abroad. 


Ecorys 
w ebsurvey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 
surveys undertaken? 


There exists a follow -up monitoring system to track each 
participant in the main active labour market tools (like 


training, public w ork, wage and contribution type 


subsides, support to become entrepreneur). These 
participants are interview ed 180 days after the f inishing of 


the programme.  


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


Yes, it is very much influenced by the NES resources , 


especially the budget of the active measures. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Mainly at operational level, the NES uses an MbAO 


system (Management by Agreed Objectives). In addition, 


the Hungarian NES maintains a system for maintaining 
quality in licensed private employment services.  


Management 


Information 


Systems; 
Hungary, 2008; 


DWP, 2009; 


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


At local, county and national level.  Management 


Information 


Systems; 
Hungary, 2008. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


The performance measurement system is not used for 


the allocation of the resources. At the local level it is used 
for monitoring, at the central level for the assessment of 


ALMPs and the monitoring of local off ices. At county 


level, it is used for the development of county 
employment plans.  


Yearbook of 


2007, 2008;  
Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets for the NES are set via a bargaining process. 


The local unit of NES proposes targets and subsequently 
bargains about this proposal w ith the NES at national and 


county level. It is not only a bottom up system, but an up-


bottom one also, as there are also national targets and 
the local level needs to take these into account. 


Interview s. 


 


Benchmarking Source 
Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


County NES performance is compared in the 


Scoreboard. 


Interview s. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


Partly. Sometimes has occurred.  Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about EURES 


(number fte’s, cooperation w ith PES) 


On average, there are betw een 26 and 30 


EURES advisors. The majority w orks 


approximately 50% on EURES. The 
cooperation w ith the PES depends very much 


on the directors of the local PES and the local 


labour market situation. In those areas w here 
unemployment is very high, EURES does not 


have priority.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  Most activities are geared tow ards the export 
of labour. Tools include the organisation of 


job fairs and contacting employers massively 


via emails.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat works well 


and w hy and what needs some 


improvement 


Jobfairs are successful because they provide 


much information. These tools also enable 


jobseekers to communicate w ith EURES 
advisors face to face.  


 


Unfortunately, the media in Hungary do not 
show  much attention to EURES activities.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder cross-


national placement of individuals by 
EURES. Describe short their impact 


Placements by EURES are hindered because 


of existing sceptics of employers’ tow ards free 
service-provision, despite the fact that 


EURES has the largest vacancy database. 


The promotion of labour mobility is also 
hampered by the fact that existing policies are 


focused on keeping professionals in the 


country.  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form of 


reporting in the EA Monthly reports? What 


w orks well w hat does not 


It is good because it is online and it is an easy 


w ay to report. Information about the 


placements how ever, doesn’t exist.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring the 


performance of EURES (describe shortly) 


Successful integrations in the labour market 


can only be retrieved via surveys at job fairs 


or the tracking of concrete individual 
recruitments.  


Interview s. 


What other data is available for measuring 


the performance of EURES (other than that 
included in the monthly reports)? 


N.a. Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or could be) the 


best indicators for measuring the impact of 
EURES on geographical mobility? 


Via customer satisfaction surveys.  Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


Not assessed.  Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity exist 


w ithin the PES performance 


measurement system? 


Such indicators do not exist.  Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No targets. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any (other) 


data on geographical mobility 
activity (i.e. w hich is not included 


in the performance measurement 


system)? 


Third country w orkers are registered via their need for 


a w ork permit. Information is generated quarterly: age, 
educations, profession, branch. In addition, employers 


are obliged to register EU employees to the NES. This 


information includes only the profession of the 
employee and the branch w ere he/she works. It also 


contains personal data, and information about the 


nationality. Besides, many crossborder projects were 
implemented by the NES in the past few  years (e.g. 


EURES-T Danubius Slovakien, EURES-T Pannonia 


Austria, Hungarian-Croatian Employment Expert 
Academy, Hungarian-Austrian Employment Expert 


Academy, West-Balkan Employment Expert 


Academy). These projects are assessed on the local 
level, w here they were arranged.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


No. Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


A separate ICT system contains the data on w ork 


permits of employees from 3rd countries and 
employer’ registrations on their EU employees.  


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


N.a. Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith clients 
to ascertain the results of services 


related to geographical labour 


mobility provided? For example, 
are any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No. The number of persons w ho got mobility subsidies 
are quite small, so they aren’t included in our 


monitoring system.  


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


No measurement of effectiveness.  Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


No. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


No.  Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Data that is collected is used to monitor stocks and 
f low s of foreign labour force in Hungary.  


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
Management Information Systems. Benchmarking project, Hungary, 2008. 


 


Hungarian PES Yearbook of 2007, 2008. 
 


Internet: http://en.afsz.hu/, from March 2011: http://en.munka.hu . 
 
Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. Research summary no 616. (DWP, International Review , 2009). 


 
Nagy, G. (2004). Data Warehouse (DWH) Monitoring in the Public Employment Service (PES) Statements and 


Comments. 


 
AFSZ (2008). Modernisation of the Public Employment Service. See also www.employmentpolicy.hu. 


 


Hungarian PES manual: AFSZ. (Public Employment Service 2004). Modernisation Manual of the Hungarian 
Public Employment Service 2004. Budapest. 


 


Tibor Bors Borbély Country report: Hungary (PES), Public and private services: Towards a quality assurance 
system 2005. 


 
Government Decree 315/2010 (XII. 27.) On the National Employment Service. 
 


Károly PIRISI, Seven years for development New  pathw ays of the Hungarian Public Employment Service. 


 
Kuddo, A. (2009). Employment Services and Active Labour Market Programs in Eastern European and Central 


Asian Countries. Washington DC: World Bank.  


 
List of indicators  


1. The number and ratio of those w ho became employed from the total number of registered jobseekers: 


1.1 The total number of registered jobseekers (*); 
1.1.1 The number of those w ho got supported employment; 


1.1.2 The number of those w ho got non-supported employment; 


1.1.3 The total number of those w ho became employed; 
1.1.4 The ratio of those w ho got supported employment (%); 


1.1.5 The ratio of those w ho got non-supported employment (%); 


1.1.6 The ratio of the total number of employed (%). 
 


1.2 The total number of registered jobseekers under 25 (*); 


1.2.1 The number of those under 25 w ho got supported employment; 
1.2.2 The number of those under 25 w ho got non-supported employment; 


1.2.3 The total number of those under 25 w ho became employed; 


1.2.4 The ratio of those under 25 w ho got supported employment (%); 
1.2.5 The ratio of those under 25 w ho got non-supported employment (%); 


1.2.6 The ratio of the total number of employed under 25 (%). 


 



http://en.afsz.hu/

http://en.munka.hu/

http://www.employmentpolicy.hu/
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List of indicators  


1.3 The total number of registered female jobseekers (*); 
1.3.1 The number of female jobseekers w ho got supported employment; 


1.3.2 The number of female jobseekers w ho got non-supported employment; 


1.3.3 The total number of female jobseekers w ho became employed; 
1.3.4 The ratio of female jobseekers w ho got supported employment (%); 


1.3.5 The ratio of female jobseekers w ho got non-supported employment (%); 


1.3.6 The ratio of the total number of employed female jobseekers (%). 
 


1.4 The total number of registered jobseekers 25 and over (*); 


1.4.1 The number of those 25+ w ho got supported employment; 
1.4.2 The number of those 25+ w ho got non-supported employment; 


1.4.3 The total number of those 25+ w ho became employed; 


1.4.4 The ratio of those 25+ w ho got supported employment (%); 
1.4.5 The ratio of those 25+ w ho got non-supported employment (%); 


1.4.6 The ratio of the total number of employed jobseekers 25 and over (%); 


1.5 The total number of registered male jobseekers (*); 
1.5.1 The number of male jobseekers w ho got supported employment; 


1.5.2 The number of male jobseekers w ho got non-supported employment; 


1.5.3 The total number of male jobseekers w ho became employed; 
1.5.4 The ratio of male jobseekers w ho got supported employment (%); 


1.5.5 The ratio of male jobseekers w ho got non-supported employment (%); 


1.5.6 The ratio of the total number of employed male jobseekers (%). 
Notice: The same indicators are calculated (to help analyses) for four more target groups: the disabled, the 


long-term jobseekers, the jobseekers over 50 and for the jobseekers w ho get social benefit. 


 
2. The number and ratio of those w ho enter labour market training programmes from the total number of 


registered jobseekers (*); 


2.1 The total number of those w ho entered the labour market training programmes; 
2.2 The ratio of those w ho entered the labour market training programmes (%); 


2.3 The number of jobseekers under 25 w ho entered l.m. training programmes; 


2.4 The ratio of jobseekers under 25 w ho entered l.m. training programmes (%); 
2.5 The number of female jobseekers w ho entered l.m. training programmes; 


2.6 The ratio of female jobseekers w ho entered l.m. training programmes (%); 


2.7 The number of jobseekers 25 and over w ho entered l.m. training programmes; 
2.8 The ratio of jobseekers 25+ w ho entered l.m. training programmes (%); 


2.9 The number of male jobseekers w ho entered l.m. training programmes; 


2.10 The ratio of male jobseekers w ho entered l.m. training programmes (%). 
Notice: to help analyses indicators are also calculated for the disabled, the long-term jobseekers, for the 


jobseekers over 50 and for the jobseekers w ho get social benefit. 


* The total number of registered jobseekers in any given period: the total number of those w ho were registered 
jobseekers at any point of time w ithin the given period. One person is counted only once even in cases w hen 


the person entered the registration tw ice or more times. The total numbers of the different groups of jobseekers 


are estimates in the planning phase. The same figures are used to compute the ratios at indicators #1 and #2. 
 


3. The number of vacancies reported in the period and changes to the previous year; 


3.1 Vacancies with support in the current period; 
3.1.1 Public w ork vacancies in the current period; 


3.2 Change in the no. of supported vacancies compared to previous year (%); 


3.3 Vacancies without support in the current period; 
3.4 Change in the no. of non-supported vacancies to previous year (%); 
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List of indicators  


3.5 The total number of vacancies in the current period; 
3.6 Change in the no. of all vacancies compared to previous year (%). 


 


4. The lifetime of vacancies (in days) A1: 1; 
4.1 The average lifetime of supported vacancies; 


4.2 The average lifetime of non-supported vacancies 


4.3 The average lifetime of all vacancies. 
 


5. Activating indicators: The number and ratio of those w ho became employed by supporting or w ho entered 


labour market training programmes; 
5.1 The average number of registered jobseekers (A); 


5.2 The average number of those w ho got supported employment(B); 


5.3 The average number of those w ho got non-supported employment via mediation (C); 
5.4. The average number of those w ho entered the labour market training programmes (D); 


5.5. The total number of the activated persons (B+C+D); 


5.6. Ratio of activated persons to the average number of registered jobseekers; 
The same indicators are calculated for long-term jobseekers and for the jobseekers w ho get social benefit.  


 


6. The number and ratio of ALMP participants w ho are not registered jobseekers three month; 
after f inishing the programmes (public w ork excluded) A1: 5,9, A2:6; 


6.1 The number of those w ho f inished ALMPs three months earlier; 


6.2 The number of those w ho were not registered after three months; 
6.3 The ratio of those w ho were not registered (%). 


 


7. The indicators of prevention for those under 25 w ho entered the register 6 months earlier; 
and for those 25+ w ho entered the register 12 months earlier; 


7.1 The inflow  of those under 25, six months earlier; 


7.2 The number of those from the inflow  who got service(s) during the 6 months; 
7.3 The no. of those from the inflow  who haven’t got services during the 6 months; 


7.4 The ratio of those w ho got service(s), %; 


7.5 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got services, %; 
7.6 Outf low  from the register before the end of the 6th month; 


7.7 Remain registered at the end of the 6th month; 


7.8 The ratio of outf low , %; 
7.9 The ratio of those w ho remained registered, %; 


7.10 Got service(s) from the outf low (persons); 


7.11 Got service(s) from the outf low, %; 
7.12 Got service(s) from those who remained registered (persons); 


7.13 Got service(s) from those who remained registered, %; 


7.14 Haven’t got services from those w ho remained registered (persons); 
7.15 Haven’t got services from those w ho remained registered, %; 


7.16 The ratio of those w ho got service(s) from those registered at the end, compared to the total inf low , %; 


7.17 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got services from those registered at the end, compared to the total 
inf low ,%; 


7.21 The inflow  of 25+, tw elve months earlier; 


7.22 The number of those from the inflow  who got service(s) during the f irst 12 months; 
7.23 The no. of those from the inflow  who haven’t got services during the 12 months; 


7.24 Got service(s) from the inflow , %; 


7.25 Haven’t got services from the inflow , %; 
7.26 Outf low  (deregistered at the end of the 12th month), persons; 
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List of indicators  


7.27 Remained registered at the end of 12th month, persons; 
7.28 Rate of outf low , %; 


7.29 Ratio of those w ho remained registered, %; 


7.30 Got service(s) from the outf low, persons; 
7.31 Got service(s) from the outf low, %; 


7.32 Got service(s) from those who remained registered, persons; 


7.33 Got service(s) from those who remained registered, %; 
7.34 Haven’t got services from those w ho remained registered, persons; 


7.35 Haven’t got services from those w ho remained registered, %; 


7.36 The ratio of those w ho got service(s) and remained registered compared to the total inf low , %; 
7.37 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got service(s) and remained registered compared to the total; inf low , %. 


 


8. The indicators of new  start (a) for those under 25 w ho entered the register 6 months earlier and for those 25+ 
w ho entered the register 12 months earlier; 


8.1 The inflow  of those under 25, six months earlier; 


8.2 The number of those from the inflow  who got ALMP(s) during the 6 months; 
8.3 The no. of those from the inflow  who haven’t got ALMPs during the 6 months; 


8.4 The ratio of those w ho got ALMP(s), %; 


8.5 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got ALMPs, %; 
8.6 Outf low  from the register before the end of the 6th month; 


8.7 Remain registered at the end of the 6th month; 


8.8 The ratio of outf low , %; 
8.9 The ratio of those w ho remained registered, %; 


8.10 Got ALMP(s) from the outf low  (persons); 


8.11 Got ALMP(s) from the outf low , %; 
8.12 Got ALMP(s) from those w ho remained registered (persons); 


8.13 Got ALMP(s) from those w ho remained registered, %; 


8.14 Haven’t got ALMPs from those w ho remained registered (persons); 
8.15 Haven’t got ALMPs from those w ho remained registered, %; 


8.16 The ratio of those w ho got ALMP(s) from those registered at the end, compared to the total inf low , %; 


8.17 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got ALMPs from those registered at the end, compared to the total inf low ,%; 
8.21 The inflow  of 25+, tw elve months earlier; 


8.22 The number of those from the inflow  who got ALMP(s) during the f irst 12 months; 


8.23 The no. of those from the inflow  who haven’t got ALMPs during the 12 months; 
8.24 Got ALMP(s) from the inflow , %; 


8.25 Haven’t got ALMPs from the inflow , %; 


8.26 Outf low  (deregistered at the end of the 12th month), persons; 
8.27 Remained registered at the end of 12th month, persons; 


8.28 Rate of outf low , %; 


8.29 Ratio of those w ho remained registered, %; 
8.30 Got ALMP(s) from the outf low , persons; 


8.31 Got ALMP(s) from the outf low , %; 


8.32 Got ALMP(s) from those w ho remained registered, persons; 
8.33 Got ALMP(s) from those w ho remained registered, %; 


8.34 Haven’t got ALMPs from those w ho remained registered, persons; 


8.35 Haven’t got ALMPs from those w ho remained registered, %; 
8.36 The ratio of those w ho got ALMP(s) and remained registered compared to the total inf low , %; 


8.37 The ratio of those w ho haven’t got ALMPs and remained registered compared to the total inf low , %. 


Source: Management Information Systems. Benchmarking project, Hungary, 2008.  


Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. 
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Ireland  


Name PES FÁS (Foras Aiseanna Saothair – Training and 


Employment Authority)  


Name researcher LS  


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Most recently available annual report is 2009.  


Country visited.  
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The follow ing mission and goals w ere set out for the 


training and employment authority but by the end of the 


year (2011/12) this organisation w ill no longer exist and 
no statements have yet been made w hich set out the 


specif ic aims of its successor bodies, therefore the 


follow ing information should be view ed as historic.  
 


Primary mandate is to help people to develop their own 


skills and potential in order to secure employment. 
Primary target groups, as mandated by Government, 


are people w ith low  skills or education levels, people 


on the Live Register for longer periods of time, people 
up to age 34 years, w ith a particular emphasis on 


young people under 25, and those people w ho have 


lost jobs in sectors most impacted by the economic 
dow nturn. 


 


Activity falls into 4 categories: training for employment, 
training in employment, integration supports and 


employment schemes. 


 
Mission: promoting a more competitive and inclusive 


know ledge-based economy, in collaboration w ith its 


stakeholders, by enhancing the skills and capabilities 
of individuals and enterprises. 


 


Commitment to the achievement of 8 High Priority 
Goals that reflect and support the need to sustain 


economic competitiveness, increase productivity levels 


through up-skilling the w orkforce, and improve social 
inclusion and labour market equality for a range of 


disadvantaged individuals. 


 
Goal 1: Entry to the Labour Market - to provide a range 


of proactive job-related services, supports and 


programmes, to assist individuals enter/re-enter the 
active labour market; 


Goal 2: Workforce Development -to promote w orkforce 


development by upgrading the competencies and 
qualif ications of the w orkforce; and by providing and 


facilitating targeted training programmes and services 


to employers and employees, including the continuous 
development and up-dating of the apprenticeship 


programme; 


 


Website 
Statement of 


Strategy 2006-
2009 


http://www.fas.ie/e


n/pubdocs/strateg
y/SOS_ENG.pdf. 


 


No subsequent 
strategy document 


has been 


produced given 
changes w hich are 


in progress. 


 
Annual Report 


2009. 


 
Interview s. 



http://www.fas.ie/en/pubdocs/strategy/SOS_ENG.pdf

http://www.fas.ie/en/pubdocs/strategy/SOS_ENG.pdf

http://www.fas.ie/en/pubdocs/strategy/SOS_ENG.pdf
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General information PES Source*  


Goal 3: - Labour Market Policy - to inform and influence 
labour market policy so that it supports Ireland's 


economic and social development; 


Goal 4: National Human Resource and Skills 
Development Strategy - to advocate the need for, and 


contribute to the development of, a co-ordinated 


National Human Resource and Skills Development 
Strategy for Ireland and ensure FÁS plays its part in 


delivering the Strategy; 


Goal 5: Service Excellence - to promote customer 
service excellence to our clients, as the central focus of 


all our programmes and services; 


Goal 6: Social Inclusion, Equality and Diversity - to 
promote the removal of barriers and provide supports 


w hich ensure access to programmes, services and 


employment for individuals and groups experiencing 
exclusion, discrimination and labour market 


disadvantage; 


Goal 7: Organisational Excellence - to achieve 
excellence in our staff and w ork practices in order to 


deliver the optimum return on resources for the 


Government and taxpayers; strengthening the 
partnership ethos as a means of attaining all the High 


Priority Goals; 


Goal 8: Communications and Marketing - to improve 
communications and relationships w ith all our 


stakeholders and to communicate proactively with our 


customers, so that they can make informed choices 
regarding our range of programmes and services.  


 


These goals are further ‘f leshed-out’ through the 
development and implementation of annual Business 


Plans for each Division and Unit. Each Business Plan 


contains a detailed set of Objectives, Actions and Key 
Performance Indicators. 


 


In 2009, FÁS trained 94,500 persons, over double the 
number compared to 2008. Unclear w hat targets are in 


place.  


Organisational setup (nr. of 
central, regional and local 


off ices) 


Plans to restructure and remandate FÁS into a new  
skills entity (under remit of Dept of Education and 


Skills; w hich will provide training services) and 


integrate employment services and employment 
programmes into DSP (Dept of Social Protection) 


during 2011-12. This w as prompted by a government 


decision to bring together the employment service, the 
entitlement service (benefits service) and also 


community w elfare services under the remit of one 


department in order to provide a one-stop-shop service 
for clients.  


http://www.fas.ie/e
n/About+Us/Home


/default.htm. 
 
FÁS Action Plan 


(submitted as part 
of the Public 


Service 


Agreement 2010-
14). 


 



http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/Home/default.htm

http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/Home/default.htm

http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/Home/default.htm
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General information PES Source*  


Currently operates throughout Ireland, divided into 8 
regions (recently changed to 4 employment regions). 


Has a regional netw ork of 66 off ices and 20 training 


centres. May be some changes as a result of the 
restructure – not yet clear w hat one-stop-shop concept 


w ill mean (could mean use of a unif ied branding but no 


change in number of centres or some 
merger/rationalization of local off ices given that 


benefits service also have local off ices).  


Interview s. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  
possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


2,300 staff in 2005 (cannot f ind this information for 
subsequent years). 


Statement of 
Strategy 2006-


2009. 


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


Total FÁS expenditure in 2009 amounted to €1,056m, 
a reduction of 4.2% on 2008. One interview ee 


mentioned that FÁS w as lucky to have had a very high 


budget but w ould now  have to face signif icant cuts like 
everyone else. 


Interview s. 


 


Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental 


body? (deconcentration: is this 
a part of a ministry, is it a legal 


form, a separate agency?) 


At present FÁS is directly accountable to the 


Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment in 


respect of performance. The Department is 
represented on the Board of FÁS.  


 


FÁS w as an independent body w hich had influence. 
This is expected to change w ith the restructure 


meaning that the employment service is now  not in a 


position to set its ow n aims and objectives and w ill 
instead have them handed dow n from government.  


 


Established in 1988 under the Labour Services Act 
1987. The principal functions of FÁS as laid dow n by 


the Act are:- 


• Training and re-training; 
• Designated Apprenticeships; 


• Recruitment Service; 


• Employment Programmes; 
• Placement and Guidance Service; 


• Assistance to Community Groups; 


• Advice for people returning to Ireland and those 
seeking employment elsew here in the EU. 


 


FÁS is also mandated to collate and publish 
information relating to the labour market. 


 


FÁS also provides research and analytical support to 
Expert Group on Future Skills Needs w hich advises the 


Irish Government on current and future skills needs of 


the economy and on other labour market issues that 
impact on Ireland’s enterprise and employment grow th. 


http://www.fas.ie/e


n/About+Us/New s/


5th+July+2010.ht
m. 


 


Interview s. 



http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/News/5th+July+2010.htm

http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/News/5th+July+2010.htm

http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/News/5th+July+2010.htm

http://www.fas.ie/en/About+Us/News/5th+July+2010.htm
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Institutional context Source 


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: w ho 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


Strategy developed at national level although the 
business planning system means that regions and local 


off ices can tailor their approach to local labour market 


conditions. 


 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary 
or private sector? 


(Privatisation: w hich services 


are outsourced and to w hom?) 


Services are generally delivered by FÁS although 


some (usually more specialist) training provision is 
provided by contractors. 


 


 


Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country? Historically Ireland has been a sending country 
although during the period in w hich the economy w as 


grow ing rapidly there w as also a requirement to import 


labour: receiving country.  


Interview s, Ecorys. 


Background information: 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• the main challenges on the 


labour market. 


Labour market headlines: 


The unemployment rate is forecast to average 13.4% 


in 2010 before falling modestly to 13.1% in 2011, 
although the level of long-term unemployment is 


expected to continue to increase; 


Average employment is estimated to have fallen by 
87,000 this year. A further smaller fall of 22,000 is 


expected for 2011; 


Vacancies notif ied to FÁS are up 16% year-to-date, 
but still remain low  by pre-recession standards. 


Equally, redundancies have dropped from last year but 


are still relatively high compared w ith 2008 and earlier 
years; 


Follow ing a period of signif icant growth (in which FÁS 


w as successful in driving dow n long-term 
unemployment) the economic crisis hit Ireland hard 


resulting in a return to high unemployment levels.  


Website. 


 


Interview s. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


Rationale: organisations providing services directly to 
customers need to know  how well they are doing. 


Through the use of appropriate Performance 


Measurement Indicators, an organisation can answer 
this and provide information to benchmark itself 


against national and international best practice. 


 
Focus placed on quality of service as recognise that 


they are a client facing organisation.  


Statement of 
Strategy 2006-


2009. 


 
Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The indicators used to measure performance are: 


• Annual budget, budget year- to- date spend 
against targets. This is broken dow n by 


programme, overhead and staff costs. The 


analysis is provided through SAP; 
• Number of jobseekers registered this month and 


year to date; 


• Analysis of jobseekers registered with reference to 
unemployment status, type of social w elfare 


payment (if  applicable), age, location, FÁS 


off ice/region; 
• Detailed data on clients w ho are referred to FÁS 


for assistance under the National Employment 


Action Plan. Such clients are referred when they 
are approaching three months on the Live 


Register. Data includes: number of clients referred 


for interview , number w ho attended for interview, 
number w ho dropped out of the process/declined 


an intervention, number placed in 


employment/training/education, etc.; 
• Number of registrants placed in employment is 


obtained through externally conducted follow-up 


surveys. 
 


Management Information Systems capture: 


• Number of job vacancies notif ied- this w eek, 
month, year-to-date, by office/region; 


• Number of vacancies f illed is obtained through 


regular surveys; 
• Number of registrants placed in training, number of 


clients w ho completed training and number of 


clients placed in employment follow ing training (the 
latter is also obtained through follow -up surveys); 


PES 


Benchmarking 
Project – MIS 


Questionnaire 


(2008). 
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Indicators Source 


• Number of marginalised or socially excluded 
clients w ho registered, placed in employment or on 


a FÁS programme. 
 
Also monitor inf low s and outf lows – inflows estimated 


through new  registrations and also DSP data on 
w elfare entitlements. Outf low s are based on FAS exit 


data including participation in w ork schemes, etc.  


 
There are a good range of indicators but no clear 


framew ork (i.e. information is available on inputs, 


outputs and results but not part of an integrated 
system). 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 
many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Further analysis can be undertaken by geography 


(regional, local) and also by demographics (at 
registration advisers collect information on a range of 


social inclusion indicators e.g. disability, 


gypsy/travellers, etc.).  


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


No assumed causal relationship. Interview s. 


 


Targets  Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Previously targets w ere proposed by FÁS as part of 


their business planning process. At present targets are 


being provided by the Ministry on a project by project 
basis.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, targets are specif ic and include a time element.  Interview s. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


No. At present the PES had a different system to the 
social security administration although these are likely 


to be linked w hen the PES is integrated into the DSP.  


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


No.  Interview s. 
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Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Quality/satisfaction is measured through follow -up 


surveys.  


 
The National Contact Centre in Edenderry conducts 


regular monthly telephone surveys of companies that 


notif ied FÁS of vacancies two months previously. The 
companies are selected randomly and are asked to 


rate their satisfaction with the service provided, their 


success in f illing the vacancy and other questions. 
Reports are produced tw ice yearly.  


 


In 2009 tw o follow-up participant surveys were 
undertaken. The f irst is a sample survey of 


participants on FÁS training or employment 


programmes and the second is a survey of 
participants on FÁS Specialist Training Programmes 


for people w ith disabilities. The f indings relate to 


employment outcomes, the perceived usefulness of 
the programme, certif ication, and satisfaction with the 


programmes. 


Website. 


 


Interview s. 


 
Management and support Source 


What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


The client record database is the main source of data 


for the PMS.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Data provided through client record database. Also 


through follow  up surveys which are undertaken at 


intervals by research and planning team.  
 


Information collected via client record database and 


analysis produced centrally. 
 


Continuous collection of information through client 


database. Surveys undertaken periodically but on a 
recurring basis. 


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


All staff have access to the client record database.  Interview s. 


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad; 
Yes, employers w illing to recruit foreign w orkers from 


abroad. 


Ecorys Web 
survey. 
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Tracking customers Source 
Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 
For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Follow -up surveys are undertaken with a sample of 


clients – these explore the achievement of 


employment outcomes (both w hether they are in 
employment at the time of the survey and whether they 


have been in employment at any time since they 


f inished the programme) and w hether FÁS support 
helped them to secure this employment.  


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


Data is captured by a combination of existing client 


database/records system and follow -up surveys. Use 


of surveys reflects the organisational focus on 
maintaining a high quality of service.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Previously performance information w as used at the 


strategic and operational levels. A new  board has 


recently been put in place but have not yet set out any 
plans.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


Mainly at national and management levels. Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


Findings are particularly important in relation to quality 


management. 


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets are set at all levels as part of the business 


planning process (although it is not clear if  this w ill 
continue once organisational restructuring is 


completed).  


Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


It is possible to benchmark at local and regional level.  Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


This information is used as part of the performance 
management process.  


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


EURES in Ireland is based on a traditional structure 


w ith a coordinating off ice at PES headquarters and 15 


advisers placed strategically in local off ices throughout 
the country (usually the main off ice in the region). 


Annual planning meeting forms the basis of a proposal 


to the Irish government for funding (from the FAS 
budget). In high unemployment areas advisers work 


closely w ith the PES to encourage people to take up 


jobs abroad. There is good cooperation w ith PES at 
local level but feel that at national level there is a lack 


of appreciation of EURES services. 


Interview s. 


Most important stages and 
tools  


The team w orks actively with employers with skills 
shortages and employers elsew here in Europe w hich 


are looking for Irish w orkers. Job fairs are run/attended 


on an ad hoc basis. Advisers are active with employers 
and employers groups in their area and also w ork with 


migrants/provide advice to foreign w orkers already in 


Ireland. Ireland has a proactive programme to help the 
integration of foreign w orkers which provides a platform 


for w ork with a range of agencies (there are no 


indicators attached to this programme yet but there are 
plans to develop some). Advisers also encourage use 


of the EURES w ebsite and also their ow n website. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Advisers are f lexible and respond to the needs of the 
area (w hich determines w hether the focus is on job 


seekers/outward migration or employers/inw ard 


migration). As a result they have been successful at 
responding quickly to the economic situation and 


encouraging migrants to come to Ireland to address 


skills shortages. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or 


hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals by 
EURES. Describe short their 


impact. 


Language is a barrier but is becoming less of a 


problem. 


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current 
w ay/form of reporting in the EA 


Monthly reports? What w orks 


w ell w hat does not. 


Monthly reports go direct to the EC and so are only 
seen by the EURES manager after they have been 


submitted. Information collected is very general, 


somew hat meaningless and open to abuse as there is 
no w ay to check some of the outputs. There is also no 


quality control. 


Interview s. 


Alternative w ays for measuring 
the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


The EURES Manager commented on the 'total 
absence of meaningful performance indicators' for 


EURES at the national level w hich implies that EURES 


is not considered to be core activity.  


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


At every event evaluation/ feedback forms are 
distributed. Companies are asked if the event helped to 


solve their recruitment problems. Do not collect data on 


placement outcomes as it is diff icult to get this 
information. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 
EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


FAS operates a business planning system w hich 


includes performance indicators and cascades down to 
the individual adviser level. For EURES, advisers base 


their business plans on local intelligence and focus on 


activities/outputs (e.g. host x events in Germany w ith y 
attendees and z exhibitors). At the national level the 


expected results become KPIs. This forms the basis of 


the funding request and is used to performance 
manage advisers. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators 
for measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


The EC needs to set meaningful performance 


indicators to be monitored at national and EC level in 
order to give EURES value (i.e. indicators to show  the 


advantages of having a mobile w orkforce).  


 
Headcount measures can lead to double-counting so 


should be avoided. Survey approaches are better as a 


sample can be taken and f indings reported as a % of 
the relevant population.  


 


Need to collect data to measure impact of EURES on 
geographical mobility –qualitative measures may be 


best w hich could then be converted to a quantitative 


measure, e.g. surveys to record whether vacancies 
have been f illed by PES activity could be aggregated to 


estimate the % of vacancies f illed by the PES overall.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No. Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No.  Interview s. 


Are targets in place? The EURES funding agreement sets out a series of 


output targets but there is no consideration of results. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


No further data on geographical mobility activity is 


collected by the PES. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Not actively – are aw are of data on migration produced 
by central statistical off ice but are not monitoring this. 


Use reports on Ireland's labour market and can ask 


colleagues in FAS for more information if  needed. 
Know  how many people enter and leave Ireland 


through w elfare records (also nationality, age, gender, 


education/ occupation and employment status).  
 


For cross-border commuting there are some estimates 


from surveys but w ork is underway to improve these 
estimates (the cross-border partnership has 


commissioned a study to estimate f low s). 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


See above.  Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 
geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Feedback forms are handed out at EURES events as 


part of the evaluation process (and this feedback is 
used to inform future events). 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 
provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


It is possible that EURES clients w ill be picked up in a 
PES client survey but they w ill not be specif ically 


tagged as such. It is felt that information on job 


outcomes w ould be too time consuming to collect from 
individuals and/or employers, also there is concern 


that employers w ould become annoyed by repeated 


requests for this information. 


Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


Effectiveness/results are not systematically 


monitored.  


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Planned activity is set out in the funding request 


document and if this is not undertaken then funding 


can be adjusted. The activity set out in the funding 
request is the sum of the activity contained in the 


business plans prepared by each individual EURES 


advisor. Planned activity is based on local 
intelligence. The expected activity/results become 


KPIs.  


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 
shared? By w hom? 


The EURES team has an annual business planning 
day w hich can be used to share experiences and plan 


future activity.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Data on migration is not used explicitly for planning 
activity as this is mostly based on local intelligence. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
http://www.fas.ie/NR/rdonlyres/D6D274E3-3336-4DEB-AB0C-


C621FE3E7471/0/EURESIrelandNew sletter_Issue1.pdf - Irish EURES netw ork produced f irst newsletter in 


January 2011. 
 


Interview s:  


Kevin Quinn – Manager International Employment Services; 
Ann Gilton – Manager Employment Services Policy Unit; 


Roshin Sen – Senior Researcher, Research and Planning Department; 


Shay Conw ay – Senior Researcher, Research and Planning Department. 


 


List of indicators  


The indicators used to measure performance are: 
• Annual budget, budget year- to- date spend against targets. This is broken dow n by programme, overhead 


and staff costs. The analysis is provided through SAP; 


• Number of jobseekers registered this month and year to date; 
• Analysis of jobseekers registered with reference to unemployment status, type of social w elfare payment (if  


applicable), age, location, FÁS off ice/region; 


• Detailed data on clients w ho are referred to FÁS for assistance under the National Employment Action Plan. 
Such clients are referred when they are approaching three months on the Live Register. Data includes: 


number of clients referred for interview, number w ho attended for interview, number w ho dropped out of the 


process/declined an intervention, number placed in employment/training/education, etc.; 
• Number of registrants placed in employment is obtained through externally conducted follow-up surveys. 


 


Management Information Systems capture: 
• Number of job vacancies notif ied- this w eek, month, year-to-date, by off ice/region; 


• Number of vacancies f illed is obtained through regular surveys; 


• Number of registrants placed in training, number of clients w ho completed training and number of clients 
placed in employment follow ing training (the latter is also obtained through follow -up surveys); 


• Number of marginalised or socially excluded clients w ho registered, placed in employment or on a FÁS 


programme. 
 
Also monitor inf low s and outf lows – inflows estimated through new  registrations and also DSP data on w elfare 


entitlements. Outf low s are based on FAS exit data including participation in w ork schemes, etc.  


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.fas.ie/NR/rdonlyres/D6D274E3-3336-4DEB-AB0C-C621FE3E7471/0/EURESIrelandNewsletter_Issue1.pdf

http://www.fas.ie/NR/rdonlyres/D6D274E3-3336-4DEB-AB0C-C621FE3E7471/0/EURESIrelandNewsletter_Issue1.pdf
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Italy 


Name PES Centri Servizi Per l’impiego (CSPI) & regional/ 


provincial PES 


Name researcher MC 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Disclaimer: PES PMS in Italy differ signif icantly 


betw een regions. In addition, all PES PMS are already 
for a few  years subject of intense reforms. The current 


report describes therefore the situation as it existed 


approximately in 2010. In addition, much information 
collected concerns the Region of Piedmont. The 


report therefore resembles to a large extent the 


situation in Piedmont rather than Italy as a w hole.  
 


Country visited. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets PES objectives are a result of complex negotiation 


betw een different levels of government: The central, 


regional and provincial. At the Provincial level, 
objectives are expressed in the so called PES Master 


plan. In order to accomplish at best their role in the 


labour market, and reflect the Regional Regulation 
(usually 6 years targets linked w ith the ESF EU 


Programming Period – as they are the main source of 


funding for PES for those groups not covered by the 
National funds). At Regional level, objectives are 


negotiated w ith the central Government on the basis of 


the national regulation (typically providing funds and 
loose objectives for specif ic socially excluded groups 


such as aged or migrants). 


 
PES should provide basically 7 kind of services: 


information, administrative tasks (less than 40% of 


activity w ithin 2006), matching labour demand w ith 
supply, job placement for disadvantaged people, 


people counselling, f irms counselling, security 


inspection. In particular, PES activities are designed to 
reduce unemployment duration and improve the 


information f low  between demand and supply in the 


labour market. These functions can be summarized 
w ith the follow ing general tasks: a) collecting 


information on labour supply and labour demand in the 


local labour market; b) identifying priority target groups 
(long term unemployed, unskilled, w omen, disabled, 


immigrant citizens); c) providing individual services and 


placement programmes; d) supporting job search and 
participation in professional training courses, easing 


the access to the labour market; e) providing 


counselling to companies, information and support on 
existing specif ic incentives (collective dismissals 


policies, tax reductions, assistance on outplacements, 


etc.); f) promoting self-employment (job creation 
schemes). 


SEOR, 2003. 


 


Naticchioni 2008 
and 2010. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 
off ices) 


The system of the PESs is decentralized to the regions 


(Regioni – NUTS2). The regions are themselves 
involved in the strategic planning of services, while the 


everyday running of the PESs w as in turn 


decentralized to the provinces (Province– NUTS3). 


Naticchioni 2008 


and 2010. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 


the year 


SPIs in Italy are 539 (2008): 111 in North West, 115 


North East, 91 Centre, 222 South. Overall personnel of 


about 10,000 units (2003/2008) 51% of w hich is 


SEOR, 2003; 


ISFOL, 2008. 
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General information PES Source*  


employed in the South, 19% Centre, 16% North West, 
14% North East. Employment is generally stable (only 


18% recruited new  personnel, whilst 28% reduced staff 


through 2007/2008). On top of directly employed 
personnel there is supporting personnel at Regional 


and Provincial levels. Most recent reports (2008) 


suggest about 4,000 (376 in Regions, 173 in Regional 
Agencies and 3,587 Provincial level). Main contractual 


typologies: 


1. Regions 83 full-time, 8% part-time, 7% consultant;  
2. Agencies 52% full-time, 11% part-time 36% 


consultant; 


3. Provinces 60% full-time, 16% part-time, 12% 
consultant. Sources suggest that SPI are mostly 


understaffed and/or staff lacks of specif ic 


professional skills. 


Financial resources (annual 


budget) Please mention the 


year 


Unknow n.  


 


Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES 
to relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 
separate agency?) 


PESs are independent bodies. Yet their organisation 
and responsibilities reflects Italy’s decentralised 


governance structure: The central Government 


(Ministry of Labour) provides general Directives that are 
translated into Regional Law s. Governing the labour 


market is an area under strategic Regional 


responsibility, but labour market operations (policy 
implementation) are a competence of the Provinces. 


ISFOL, 2008. 


How  much autonomy is given 


to regional and local level in 
PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 


etc.) 


As a result of the governance structure illustrated 


above, the PES’ autonomy and organisation differs 
betw een Regions: in some (i.e. Piedmont) PESs are 


under strong regional coordination and overview, with a 


monitoring system at the regional level (Regional 
Observatory). In other regions (i.e. Sicily) PESs have 


some autonomy at Province level, but coupled by 


quasi-private structures funded by public resources. In 
other regions then (i.e. Lombardy) PESs are mostly 


market-driven; therefore private organisation can act as 


public-funded PES but must be accredited by the 
Regional Government. A general complexity is due to 


the separation of Education/Training and 


Labour/Placement services, with organisational 
complications in linking training and placement services 


amongst PES and Training Agencies. 


ISFOL, 2008. 


To w hat degree are services or 
tasks outsourced to voluntary 


or private sector? (Privatisation: 


w hich services are outsourced 


A national framew ork (Law 30/2003 / D.Lgs. 276/2003) 
requires several PES functions to be provided by 


private operators (particularly when it comes to 


professional training activities), w hich must be off icially 


ISFOL, 2008. 
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Institutional context Source 


and to w hom?) accredited by Regional Governments. In a recent 
survey (ISFOL 2008) only tw o regions (Lombardy and 


Tuscany) fully implemented these requirements, w hilst 


the majority of Regions introduced an “hybrid” model in 
w hich public-owned PES remain in charge of basic 


institutional services (i.e. upgrading and maintaining 


unemployment lists, as w ell as providing basic 
informational/acceptance services) and private 


(although public-funded) agencies were in charge of 


more “advanced” or “innovative” services (i.e. engaging 
w ith SMES and businesses, providing professional 


training, placement services, etc.). In 2008 68% of 


Provinces declared to have stipulated joint initiatives 
w ith other public/private bodies. Also Apulia and 


Sardinia are reported as Regions w here a greater 


integration amongst several public/private actors has 
been increasingly promoted at a structural and 


programmatic level. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country?  Receiving country. Ecorys. 


Background information: 
• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 
labour market. 


Employment rate: 57% (LFS, 2010); 
Unemployment rate: 8.4% (LFS, 2010). 


 


A recent Report on Black Job Market in Italy highlights 
a structural problem for PES and employment in Italy: 


the informal economy. 10% of employed population is 


reported to w ork in the black market (about 2,5 millions 
of individuals). Rates differ between Regions, w ith 


higher scores in Southern Italy (20% of jobs in the 


black market reached in Calabria). This is an issue for 
PES as matching demand and supply, particularly for 


low -skilled manpow er and services, apparently takes 


place outside the scope of formal labour market 
institutions. 


Eurostat. 
 


ISTAT, 2010. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


Monitoring performance has become an increasingly 
important aspect of social innovation in the Italian 


public sector, including the PES, since the 1990s (from 


the so-called “Bassanini” reforms onwards). At national 
level, no specif ic requirements have been set for PES, 


w hich is (also) a consequence of the decentralised 


labour market governance. Some Regions have 
therefore independently promoted a more advanced 


systems (i.e. Piedmont), also because of ESF support. 


The Regions Piedmont, Lombardy and, to a certain 
extent, Tuscany and Umbria, for example, promoted 


the introduction of a performance measurement system 


and Service Level Agreements to ensure a high 
standard of services provided and performance 


monitoring, even though a list of performance indicators 


doesn’t seem to exist. 
 


More recently a national law  (D.Lgs. 150/2009, 


Deliberation 89/2010) has been introduced in order to 
facilitate performance measurement in the public 


sector. Some “experiments” have subsequently been 


undertaken in Piedmont in 2009, w hich revealed some 
relevant performance data (i.e. individuals placed, 


number of requests from employers, time of response 


to such requests, effectiveness in the response, 
number of internship activated and duration). Figures 


on these indicators are now  available in the information 


system used in the Piedmonts’ PES. Nonetheless such 
systems are still far from being in place in all PES. 


Interview s. 
 


Ministry of 


Finance (2009). 
 


Piedmont Region 


(2010). 
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Indicators Source 
What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 
results, impacts) 


Given the decentralised and diversif ied governance 


structure of the PES it is diff icult to clearly provide a 


general assessment of available indicators. At the 
same time performance in Italy is generally linked to 


f inancial allocations (inputs) and the “absorption of 


resources” is a prominent indicator.  
 


The system in Piedmont includes also result indicators. 


Some indicators could be headed as ‘process 
indicators’. 


 


The ISFOL report includes input and output indicators. 


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 


used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 
annex) 


The system in Piedmont includes (not exhaustive): 


• individuals placed; 


• number of requests from employers; 
• time of response to such requests; 


• effectiveness in the response; 


• the number of internships activated and duration.  
 


The ISFOL report includes indicators on resources 


(HR, f inancial and ICT), netw orks of cooperation and 
on services delivered. Precise indicators vary between 


questionnaires to employment centres, regions and 


provinces.  


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


Practices vary amongst Regions, but mostly indicators 


are input/process based. Some attempts for a greater 


standardisation amongst practices have been promoted 
by the Central Government since the ‘90s.  


Interview s. 


 


Targets Source 
Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 
local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Even though practices differ signif icantly between the 


Regions, targets are mostly non-existent. Targets are 


mainly set in the framew ork of ESF co-funded projects. 
Yet, ESF provides f inancial support for a majority of 


active labour market policies.  


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? The Deliberation 89/2010 provides a clear indication 
tow ards the formulation of SMART indicators, although 


not specif ically referred to PES and the labour market, 


but more generally for Public Bodies). This Deliberation 
is a precise and practical guide for the implementation 


of performance monitoring systems within Public 


Administration, nonetheless still largely lacking 
implementation, as w ell as concrete examples of 


performance indicators (as it is not policy specif ic). 


Cf. Deliberation 
89/2010. 
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Tools Source 
Does the PES PMS includes a 


Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 
this DWH linked? 


PES in general, particularly those in South of Italy, lack 


up-to-date ICT systems and an associated strategies 


for data collection. Measurement systems vary 
amongst Regions. Some advanced PES already 


undertook basic assessments of different data sources 


(very initial steps tow ards Data Warehouses) on an ad 
hoc basis (e.g. Piedmont, Lombardy, Tuscany, 


Umbria). Sources from various levels of governance 


have been integrated (Region and Provinces), and in 
some cases an initial benchmark of local PES off ices 


took place (i.e. Piedmont). These initiatives seem not to 


have been much follow ed up. Some attempts for a 
greater standardisation amongst practices have been 


promoted by the Central Government, especially w ith 


the Deliberation 89/2010. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


A similar problem exists as in the case of data 


w arehouses. Sophisticated tools for the presentation of 


management tools are therefore unavailable in the 
various PES in Italy.  


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


Yes, for the cliclavoro w ebsite.  Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


PES generally have (limited) internal information 
systems recording some basic labour market data (i.e. 


those unemployed, short- long-term), and in some 


cases the type of services provided (i.e. individual 
placed, training activities, hour of trainings, internships 


activated). The latter type is usually scarce as data 


collection on services provided by third parties is 
usually scarcely done by the different PES.  


ISFOL, 2008. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Data on vacancies are collected in all regions (80% of 


PES) across Italy, w hilst data on interview s and 
individual contacts is reported in 75% of PES. Data on 


internships are not available at all in 12% of PES in 


Southern Regions, and no collection of placement-
related information is reported in 2008 in 10% of PES 


across the peninsula. 


ISFOL, 2008. 


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


Some regions (i.e. Umbria) have a consolidated praxis 
in social accountability combined w ith a high level of 


transparency and accessibility of reports. In other 


regions this might not be the case. 


Social Accounting 
Report, Umbria. 
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Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 
abroad or w illing to hire 


foreigners especially tagged 


in the system? 


No. Ecorys 
w ebsurvey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -
up surveys undertaken? 


This also depends on the Region. It is clear that the PES 
in Turin has since 2003 an embedded process in w hich 


surveys are undertaken as a follow -up mechanism.  


Interview s. 
 


www.provincia.tori


no.it. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  
In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 
resources, business models 


and national priorities? 


In most resources, PES seem to be confronted with a 


lack of f inancial and human resources that hampers the 


development of a performance measurement system at 
all.  


Interview s. 


 


ISFOL 2008. 


 
 



http://www.provincia.torino.it/

http://www.provincia.torino.it/
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


The use of PMS data has been solely analysed for the 


Piedmont Region. Here, some preliminary experiences 


in the province of Turin (2006) have been collected. 
PES performance has been measured in the Province 


for 13 PES, but did not have any follow -up, due to lack 


of agreement and costs of implementation. Information 
w as neither used for strategic purposes nor for 


operational/management purposed.  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Even though data on performance w as collected at 
Provincial level, it w as not used for management 


purposes.  


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 
(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 
development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 


used?  


Unknow n.   


 


PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 


involved, frequency, etc.  


With regard to the ESF co-funded measures, regions 


define targets by regulations and Provinces allocate 


resources to measures for the specif ic target groups. 
This process is repeated every three years, following 


the six-year cycle of the ESF programming period. 


Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Not structurally, hence no. Interview s. 


 


Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 
How ?  


Unknow n.  
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are about 75 EURES Advisors in Italy and about 


200 EURES assistants.  


GHK (2010).  


Most important stages and tools  Priorities include the mobility of youth, building 


synergies with Erasmus and Leonardo, and assessing 


the cross-border partnerships - the monitoring system 
w ill be realised in September-October.  


 


The purpose is to move from EURES advisors with a 
mere information dissemination role to a system of 


mobility/placement. E.g. Job fairs and exchanges on 


the basis of specif ic job profiles.  
 


Italy already w orks with Norway, Sweden and Estonia 


to increase mobility.  
 


E.g. w e have been “exporting” physicians for years to 


Sw eden. We do the same w ith engineers in Norw ay, 
they are very much in demand. We are now  defining 


the profiles required in Estonia, w e will have a Job fair 


in September. 
 


Italy cooperates in the follow ing cross-border 


partnerships:  
• Euradria: betw een Friuli-Venezia Giulia Region 


and Slovenia (but Croatia w as not accepted) – EU 


funded; 
• Trans-tirolean: Bolzano Province, Austria, 


Sw itzerland – independent; 


• A partnership w ith France that is currently closed, 
but activities w ere maintained thanks to the 


support of social partners to follow  up social 


security and assistance issues. 


Interview s.  


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


We are starting using Facebook to spread info 


(dedicated channel Clic Lavoro.it), w e started a 


discussion Group on Tw itter and Linked In.  
 


In our w ebsite we do not only publish EURES 


vacancies, but also other vacancies through a search 
engine w hich links to main off icial job w ebsites. In Italy, 


w e are linked w ith authorised job vacancy portals. 


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 
cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 


short their impact. 


Unknow n.  
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Information about EURES Source 


Opinion on the current w ay/form 
of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 


does not. 


Regarding EURES, So far w e have used only the 
reporting template of the European Commission (Excel 


tables of EURES Advisors) to produce a quarterly 


report. Now  w e want to make a more detailed 
assessment on results. We have scheduled an 


assessment of activities on the f ield. We are also trying 


to integrate everything on the Clic Lavoro portal (w hich 
has a link to EURES). 


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


EURES Advisors: there is no opportunity to adopt 


incentive systems because advisors are employed by 
specif ic bodies. How ever we do performance 


assessment on behalf of the EU - w e were funded to 


build the assessment system. 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that 
included in the monthly 


reports)? 


We take in consideration several information sources 


to steer EURES advisors. How ever we found some 


discrepancies with the Eurostat data. E.g. our data on 
mobility is often low er than Eurostat one (w e do not 


report vacancies that are answered by private citizens 


directly).  
 


We started a discussion w ith international temporary 


w ork agencies to see how  they organise international 
labour mobility. 


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Unknow n.  
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


No. A pilot study in Piedmont assessed the movement 
to the Region of w orkers coming from outside on the 


basis of mandatory administrative data on employees 


of local enterprises to the PES. 


Piedmont Region 
(2010). 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


N.a. Interview s. 


Are targets in place? N.a. Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 
not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


No. Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 
geographical labour mobility on 


the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 
statistical off ice)? Which 


indicators are used? 


Organisations include the Chamber of Commerce or 
ISTAT (national institute statistics) but not no structural 


data. No specif ic indicators are used, instead on the 


basis of existing studies based on available external 
sources). 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 
collected and processed?  


In the Prefecture of Turin (local off ice of ministry of 
interior), collecting ISTAT, Chamber of Commerce and 


other sources (particularly data on migrants). Such 


analysis is rare.  


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 


satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 
activities measured? 


Not specif ic for these types of measures.  Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of services related to 


geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 
any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


No.  Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


None. Studies have been undertaken for purely 


informational reasons.  


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


No. Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Good practices have been integrated in studies but 


not systematically embedded in the system. 


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Formal exchange w ithin a netw ork started about two 
years ago (Veneto, Emilia Romagna, etc.). Mostly 


started on a basis of individual professional interest 


that has become increasingly structurally embedded. 
The netw ork provides quarterly information about 


regional labour markets performances in a selected 


number of associated Regions and Provinces (of the 
north and centre parts of Italy). 


 


Multiregional Group for Labour Market Analysis: 
• Bolzano Province: Labour Market Observatory; 


• Trento Province: Agency of Labour; 


• Emilia Romagna Region: Labour Service; 
• Friuli Venetia-Giulia Region: Agency of Labour; 


• Liguria Region: Labour Market Observatory; 


• Lombardy Region: Agency of Education, training 
and Labour; 


• Marche Region: Labour Market Observatory; 


• Piedmont Region: Agenzia Piemonte Lavoro e 
Osservatorio del Mercato del Lavoro; 


• Umbria Region: Labour Market Observatory; 


• Veneto Region: Labour/Research Observatory. 


SECO (2011). 
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Annex 


Used sources  
• SECO (2011) Regional labour markets: the quarterly dynamics, Upgrade to 2nd quarter 2011; 


• Piedmont Region (2010) VII Report on Employment Centres; 


• Ministry of Finance (2009) An analysis of performance indicators of preliminary notes 2008 – 2009; 
• ISFOL (2008) Procedures for measuring the state of unemployment and activation of the unemployed in the 


Employment Centres; 


• ISFOL (2004) Users and Employment Centres; 
• Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management; 


• Systems in Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616. (DWP, International review  2009); 


• Quality Employment Services Area, National Operational Programme – Qualif ication of Employment 
Services and support to regional governance, Italian Labour Market Analysis Benchmarking PES WG 


Vienna, 24th March 2010 (Quality Employment, 2010); 


• SEOR (2003). The role of national PESs in processing job vacancies; 
• Toppan, R. (2007).Guidelines for quality assurance in public and private employment services; 


• Mosley, Schütz, Breyer (2001), Management by Objectives in European PES; 


• Paolo Naticchioni and Silvia Loriga Short and long term evaluations of Public Employment Services in Italy, 
2010; 


• P. Naticchioni and Silvia Loriga, Short and long term evaluations of Public Employment Services in Italy, 


2008; 
• GHK (2010). Ex-post evaluation of the EURES programme covering the period 2006-2008.  


 


List of indicators  
ISFOL indicators: 


Employment centres fiche, comprising 60 questions subdivided in the following sections: 
• computer equipment; 
• netw orks; 


• management of information assets; 


• services; 
• participation in projects and experimentations; 


• target group-specif ic services; 


• local netw orks and formalised interactions;  
• staff and professional profiles. 


  


Questionnaires to Regions, comprising 155 questions subdivided in 8 sections:  
• key features of regional programming; 


• organisational and institutional arrangements of the ‘regional system for w ork’; 


• netw orks o relationships built w ith actors who are external to the system of provincial employment services;  
• interventions in favour of specific target groups; 


• actions supporting the implementation of active and passive labour market policies;  


• implementation of provisions related to compulsory education;  
• human resources; 


• f inancial resources. 


 
Questionnaires for provinces are subdivided in 10 thematic sections  
• organisation and programming; 


• application of procedures foreseen by the Law Decree 181/2000 and subsequent modif ications; 
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List of indicators  


• delivered services and their geographical distribution; 
• implementation of provisions related to compulsory education; 


• actions for the placement of the disabled; 


• institutional cooperation and netw orking with actors who are external to the system of provincial 
employment services; 


• target group-specif ic services; 


• actions supporting the implementation of active and passive labour market policies; 
• human resources; 


• IT resources; 


• f inancial resources; 
• internships promoted in the year 2006/07. 
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List of concepts used 


Cost-effectiveness: refers here to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services in 
relation to the vacancies filled. The purpose of this analysis is not to undertake a comparative 
assessment of wages of EURES staff or similar items, but rather an assessment of the sums of 
financial means spent in the light of the employment results achieved. 
 
Filled job vacancy: The employer found a suitable candidate for a specific post. (cf. PES 
Benchmarking, 2009). 
 
Flagging: is defined here as a method to identify (potential) EURES customers amongst PES 
clients by applying a tag to this particular group of customers in the PES customer database. This 
method allows for focused customer satisfaction surveys on EURES among PES clients and for 
focused follow-up/ tracking of EURES customers from PES databases (if this kind of activity is 
undertaken by the PES). 
 
Hard-to-fill vacancies: refers to a job vacancy for which employers, despite taking active steps, 
have not been able to find a suitable candidate from outside the enterprise for a specific post within 
a particular term that may differ between countries.  
 
Indicators:  
• Input measures relate to the presentation of resource information (e.g. budgets, staffing) 


alongside achieved performance, so as to enable a comparison of the relationship between 
resources and performance; 


• Output measures count the volume and quality of activity and interventions undertaken by the 
PES/ EURES network; 


• Result indicators measure those effects that result directly from the activities of the PES/ 
EURES network; 


• Impacts incorporate assessments of the overall and often long-term desired outcomes of PES 
activity/ EURES network; 


• Contextual Indicators – related to impacts, the framework should also provide information on the 
labour market situation in a given country in order to give perspective on the challenges faced 
and also the progress towards the Europe 2020 objectives. Such contextual indicators are 
essential to inform comparisons between countries; 


• Satisfaction indicators – defined as the % of beneficiaries rating the service at particular levels 
for its quality and usefulness; 


• Cost-effectiveness indicators – defined as unit cost measures (e.g. cost per beneficiary, result 
and impact) - allow consideration of value for money and comparison of different types of 
activity and delivery/implementation methods. Cost-effectiveness of new EURES activities 
delivered at national level refer to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services 
in relation to the vacancies filled. 


 
Information service: concerns information provision to jobseekers and job changers on living and 
working conditions in EURES countries as well as the provision of relevant information to 
employers who wish to recruit from other countries. 
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Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary between the supply and 
demand on the labour market with the objective of a recruitment taking place, i.e. where recruitment 
is the filling of a job vacancy (cf. European Commission, 2012 (in line with ECJ C-55/96 par 21). 
 
Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on the labour market 
realises a recruitment. These include (not exhaustive): 
• Counselling: Assisting jobseekers in their search for employment; 
• Matching: Identification of suitable candidates for a job vacancy. Promising candidates receive a 


job referral and are interviewed by a their potential employer; 
• Provision of information on jobs, the labour market, etcetera to jobseekers, job changers and 


employers; 
• Organising recruitment events for specific sectors or target groups.  
 
Project-based monitoring: is a project-based approach to measure results of specific EURES 
activities. Such activities include job fairs and (sector) recruitment events. 
 
Recruitment: is understood here as the filling of a vacancy in compliance with provisions laid down 
in labour law (Cf. European Commission, 2012). 
 
Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand and supply 
together which can be targeted or universal: 
• Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of jobseekers, job 


changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such as targeted job fairs or similar 
recruitment events; 


• Universal recruitment event: Universally accessible placement services provided face-to-face, 
including projects like the European Job Days. 


 
Satisfaction: refers to respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question “How are 
you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 
• Very satisfied; 
• Satisfied; 
• Unsatisfied; 
• Very unsatisfied. 
(cf. PES- Benchmarking, 2009). 
 
Tracking: refers to a particular method to retrieve information on results of PES activities. Tracking 
can be undertaken by contacting customers directly, usually by phone, and ask them about the 
result of a particular service, for example whether they are employed. Alternatively, information on 
results can be retrieved by tracking individuals in various administrative datasets.  
 
Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become vacant, post: 
• for which the employer is taking active steps to find a suitable candidate from outside the 


enterprise concerned and is prepared to take more steps; and 
• which the employer intends to fill either immediately or in the near future. 
(cf. EUROSTAT, 2012). 
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1 Aims and approach 


A new EURES 
The Commission is about to transform the EURES network into an economic instrument to provide 
a more direct contribution to employment and economic growth in the EU. A modified legislative 
basis for EURES will be presented in autumn 2012. 
 
As stated in the COM Decision (2003/8/EC of 23/12/2002) EURES activities should ultimately lead 
to “the clearing of vacancies and applications for employment within the Union and the resultant 
placing of workers in employment”.1 Whereas this objective used to be primarily achieved through 
enhancing transparency on European labour markets, the new EURES network puts much more 
emphasises on transnational placements of jobseekers and job changers directly.  
 
Study objectives  
This study was designed to develop a proposal for a performance measurement system (PMS) for 
the new EURES, as well as other EU activities to foster intra-EU geographical labour mobility. EU 
Public Employment Services (PES) play a key role in the management and implementation of 
EURES. For this reason, any monitoring system for EURES should take into account and be 
aligned with existing performance measurement systems in those PES. The study took therefore as 
a starting-point a comparative analysis of PES performance measurement systems. 
 
This study answers three questions: 
1. Which performance measurement systems and indicators do PES use (if any) to monitor and 


evaluate the relevance, efficiency and effectiveness of labour market measures in support of 
transitions and labour mobility? 


2. How do PES make use of the existing performance measurement systems and indicators to 
monitor transitions in the labour market? 


3. Which qualitative and quantitative indicators and data collection methods are the most 
appropriate (to measure transnational and cross border mobility support provided by PES)? 
Which could be easily integrated into existing PES tools to measure performance, outputs, 
outcomes and impact of those intra-EEA geographical job mobility activities? 


 
Research methodology 
To answer these questions, the research team undertook the following activities: 
• Desk research: on existing PES and their PMS in the EU27/EEA, as well as on PMS in general 


and on geographical labour mobility and ways to measure this phenomenon; 
• Interviews with EU level stakeholders: representatives of the European Commission, Eurostat, 


and Ingeus, representing the private employment service; 
• Twenty-two country visits: countries were selected based on type of labour market regime, type 


of PES (notably degree of centralisation), participation in a previous EU PES benchmarking 
project, and the situation regarding geographical labour mobility; 


• Web survey amongst PES: testing the recommendations proposed by the research team. 
 
The study was conducted between December 2010 and February 2012. A steering group that 
comprised representatives of the EC and of ten PES was established to monitor progress of the 


                                                                                                                                                               
1  Cf. REGULATION (EU) No 492/2011 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 5 April 2011 on 


freedom of movement for workers within the Union (codification). Art 11.1, 2d paragraph. 
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study. The outcomes of this study do not necessarily reflect the opinions of all members of the 
steering group.
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2 Performance measurement in PES 


Performance measurement systems 
Almost all PES in EU/EEA countries currently use a performance measurement system to monitor 
the performance of their organisation. Even though these systems have several features in 
common, they diverge significantly at the same time.  
 
Management 
The introduction of performance measurement systems was primarily driven by the adoption of 
management by objectives principles in the PES. Widespread application of performance 
management is mirrored by the fact that roughly 75% of the PES agree on targets with external 
parties, such as Ministries, and/or internally with regional and local offices. In addition, 
benchmarking of local offices is commonly practiced.  
 
Performance indicators 
Performance measurement systems across PES include different sets of indicators. The majority of 
PES measure outputs and results of their activities. Inputs and impacts are far less commonly 
measured among PES. Customer satisfaction is measured in virtually all PES, albeit not for every 
service provided. Indicators for performance measurement of geographical labour mobility activities 
are seldom included in PES PMS.  
 
Tools 
A clear majority of PES use data warehouses for the compilation of data collected by the PES and 
to a more or lesser extent by other public organisations. This data subsequently feeds into the 
performance monitoring system of the PES. 
 
In addition, many PES also use a specific tool for the presentation of management information. 
Especially in those PES where performance information is extensively used for management 
purposes, information is presented in an organised way to the management with a Balanced 
Scorecard for example.  
 
Data sources 
Administrative data constitutes a primary source of PES PMS. Such data is collected by PES and 
includes mainly customer information retrieved during intake interviews and follow-up contacts. 
Administrative data also stems from other public organisations like the social security or tax 
administration where employees are usually registered.  
 
The tracking of PES customers in the various administrative datasets would ideally offer an 
opportunity to retrieve information on results of PES services. Tracking has been extensively 
explored in this study. It is only structurally undertaken in a few PES in EU/EEA countries because 
of the high associated costs and practical problems.  
 
Outcomes of beneficiary surveys, in particular customer satisfaction surveys are much more used 
by PES for the collection of information on performance.  
 
These existing data sources have strongly been taken into account in this study for the 
development of the monitoring framework for the new EURES.  
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Monitoring geographical labour mobility and related activities 
PES generally do not collect data on geographical labour mobility. They have only to limited extent 
knowledge of inbound and outbound mobility flows and stocks. Data that is available at both EU 
and Member State level provides useful contextual and trend-based information on labour mobility. 
It is however not very useful for providing a measure of the performance of EURES. 
 
The main service provided by the PES in the area of geographical labour mobility is EURES. The 
performance of EURES is predominantly monitored through the EURES Advisors Monthly Report 
(EAMR). The focus of this monitoring is on recording outputs such as the number of advice 
sessions delivered. Subsequent results and impacts of EURES activities are hardly assessed. In 
practice however, their reliability is limited because the quality of the responses varies significantly 
across PES and time.  
 
Only few PES addressed this issue by introducing additional monitoring mechanisms to registering 
additional information on EURES activities separately from the EAMR. Project-based monitoring of 
particular placement projects organised by the PES for EURES is however a common practice 
among PES.  
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3 Managing divergence  


Creating a typology 
In order to render the wealth of information collected in the framework of this study more accessible 
and to provide a basis for the recommendations for monitoring of the new EURES a typology of the 
PES performance measurement systems has been developed. The typology provides a 
classification of their PMS in terms of: 
• Their level of advancement; 
• The ‘goodness of fit’ of these systems for performance monitoring of geographical labour 


mobility activities like the new EURES services implemented by the PES.  
 
Five different types have been identified: 
 
Table 3.1 Typology of PES PMS and ‘goodness of fit’ for monitoring geographical mobility activities 


Category Definition PES 


Starters At early stages of introducing PMS and much to do 


before geographical mobility activities can be 


monitored 


CY, IT, EL 


Fit, although… Average capacity for monitoring geographical 


mobility activities despite early stage of PMS 


LU, PL  


Imminent Good to highly developed PMS and an average to 


good capacity for monitoring geographical mobility 


activities 


Actiris, BG, DK, EE, IE, HU, NO 


Advanced, but Well developed PMS coupled with only limited 


capacity for monitoring geographical mobility 


activities 


CZ, ES, FI, SE, UK 


Forerunners Highly developed PMS coupled with a well 


developed capacity for monitoring geographical 


mobility activities 


AT, LeForem, VDAB, DE, FR, NL, 


SI 


The typology ranks PES performance measurement systems on the basis of their level of development and on their suitability 
for monitoring geographical labour mobility activities. The level of development reflects the scoring of PES PMS on the 
availability of indicators, application of performance management, availability of tools and CSM. Suitability refers to their scoring 
on the use of flagging of potential EURES customers, access to information on geographical labour mobility, and on the degree 
to which monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities occurs. Scores for both dimensions can be low, intermediate or 
high (on a scale 1-3). 


 
Implications 
The typology organises the variety of PMS and the provisions for measuring performance currently 
existing among PES. It also illustrates that the establishment of a structured and coherent 
monitoring framework for the new EURES requires investments that differ significantly between the 
PES. As much as possible the toolbox for such a new framework takes this diversity into account in 
order to minimise the investment costs, also by building upon existing mechanisms for measuring 
performance. 
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4 Recommendations for monitoring 
performance of the new EURES 


Scope 
The new EURES comprises horizontal services delivered by the European Commission and 
national service delivered by PES. The two main horizontal services are the European Job Mobility 
Portal and the preparatory action Your First EURES Job. National EURES services include 
placement services like universal and targeted recruitment projects and information services 
provided online or face-to-face. National services are expected to remain largely similar to those 
currently provided. 
 
Since the Commission itself already largely established a monitoring framework for horizontal 
services, this study mainly proposes recommendations for monitoring performance of the national 
EURES services. These recommendations concern the indicators to be used as well as the way the 
data should be collected. 
 
The monitoring framework aims to exceed the current form of monitoring through the EAMR, while 
at the same time: 
• Keeping the burden for PES to collect data at a minimum;  
• Making maximum use of existing sources.  
 
When developing the indicators, ESF requirements have also been taken into account, since 
national EURES activities will be funded by the ESF. This concerns primarily the need to record 
characteristics of EURES customers.  
 
A new indicator framework 
In order to properly assess the achievements of the new EURES network against its objectives, 
monitoring should include result indicators, in addition to the output indicators that are currently 
used for monitoring EURES. Based on an intervention logic constructed for the new EURES the 
following two key results indicators are recommended: the number of individuals who secured a job 
in another country as a result of a EURES activity and the number of employers able to fill their 
vacancies as a result of a EURES activity. 
 
The indicators proposed with this study are subdivided in a set of core result indicators and a set of 
supplementary indicators that include both output and result indicators. Whereas the former set is 
suggested as mandatory, indicators for performance monitoring of EURES service delivery by all 
PES, the latter set is intended as being optional. Individual PES can decide on the application of 
supplementary indicators taking into account their current system and the data and resources 
available to them. 
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Table 4.1 Overview proposed indicators 


List of indicators Relevant activities 


Core result- indicators Placement services Information services 


1. Number of vacancies filled as a result of a EURES 


activity 


Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


2. Number of placements as a result of a EURES 


activity 


Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


3. Satisfaction Targeted recruitment 


projects 


Information provision via 


online self-service and 


personal counselling. 


4. Cost-effectiveness (evaluation) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


Supplementary indicators - output   


5. Number of recruitment projects Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


7. Number of employers participating Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


8. Number of vacancies presented Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


9. Number of individual customer contacts  Information provision via 


personal counselling  


10. Number of unique hits  Information provision via 


online self-services 


Supplementary indicators – result   


11. Number of interviews secured Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


12. Share of hard-to-fill vacancies presented Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


13. Share of placements Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


14. Share of vacancies filled Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


15. Share of ESF target groups among participants Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


 
The toolbox including the indicators and associated data collection methods is attached to this 
executive summary.  
 
Data collection 
Monitoring starts with the systematic collection of basic information on EURES customers. This is 
always followed by keeping track of the outputs delivered. A next step consists of the monitoring of 
results at the moment EURES services are delivered. Finally, follow-up monitoring will provide more 
extensive information on results.  
 
Data collection differs per indicator and may involve a combination of several methods. Data for the 
core result indicators is mainly retrieved through project-based monitoring, notably onsite 
monitoring by EURES staff at recruitment events and customer satisfaction surveys amongst the 
users of on-line and other information services as well as participants of recruitment events.  
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Data for both core and supplementary indicators also requires an analysis of existing data. Such 
data includes registration data of events, for example to identify the number of employers 
participating and the number of vacancies they presented at a recruitment event. For other 
indicators (cost-effectiveness, number of recruitment events) an analysis of meta-data on EURES 
activities is required. Scoring of outputs is needed in order to retrieve the number of unique hits and 
the number of individual customer contacts. This scoring can be done more or less computerised. 
Scoring data needs subsequently to be analysed. The calculation of shares finally requires an 
analysis of the data obtained via project-based monitoring. Shares can subsequently be calculated 
per recruitment event.  
 
Challenges  
A first challenge is the scarcity of user information of online services. Since online users are likely to 
disappear after each session, the results of the online activities can easily escape from 
performance monitoring as well. This may also happen with results from other types of activities, for 
example when placements and filled vacancies are insufficiently registered.  
 
Results of online (information) services should therefore be predominantly explored in terms of 
customer satisfaction, i.e. whether the information provided was useful (linked to a limited number 
of concrete information objectives of the site in terms of what customers should or could learn from 
it) and of sufficient quality. Most PES generally have extensive experience with the measurement of 
customer satisfaction. 
 
There exists a risk that the resulting sample of customers is biased in one way or the other. Ex-post 
comparison of sample characteristics with information from other sources can be used to reduce 
this problem. 
 
Another challenge is likely to arise from benchmarking exercises. Whereas benchmarking within the 
PES organisation is almost everywhere a common practice, benchmarking and ranking of 
performance of PES at a European level is not very common and would give rise to sensitive 
issues. While benchmarking is very helpful for explaining different results among PES, ranking 
should be avoided. This requires the establishment of a forum in which discussion of benchmarking 
findings can take place, for example during meetings between EURES managers or EURES 
advisors. 
 
A third challenge concerns double counting as EURES customer may make use of several EURES 
services creating the possibility that if a placement is achieved, the result cannot be 
straightforwardly linked to a particular service. The placement can therefore be counted multiple 
times in a monitoring exercise.  
 
One way to address this challenge is to ask customers in, for example, customer-satisfaction 
surveys which EURES service they used and which one contributed most to the placement. In 
addition, evaluations allow for the development of knowledge on the occurrence of double counting 
by researching the ‘typical’ pathways travelled by EURES clients and deducting ratios from this that 
can be applied to the aggregated findings from monitoring outcomes. 
 
Double counting may also occur because of the involvement of multiple PES in transnational 
placements and recruitments. This may lead to individual EURES customers being counted twice or 
more within the EURES network and complicates determining the causal relationship between 
placement/recruitment on the one hand and EURES on the other hand.  
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The toolbox requires PES from sending countries to register the number of placements and PES 
from receiving countries to register the number of filled vacancies. These PES are the best placed 
to contact job seekers, job changers and employers to acquire information on the results achieved 
and to identify a straightforward link between the results achieved and the particular EURES 
activity.  
 
Recommendations 
A toolbox containing sets of core and supplementary indicators and associated data collection 
methods has been proposed for result-based monitoring of the new EURES network. The following 
issues are imperative to prevent the challenges listed above from becoming reality.  
 
Monitoring performance will have to rely to a great extent on customer satisfaction surveys to 
include as many as possible online users to prevent results from escaping. In addition, particular 
questions on the different EURES services used in customer satisfaction surveys allows for to the 
identification of types of services used and their (potential) contribution to employment results.  
 
A clear division of tasks between PES in project-based monitoring prevents the double counting of 
EURES customers by different PES involved. Sending countries would register the number of 
placements and receiving countries the number of vacancies filled. These PES are best placed to 
retrieve information on each type of EURES customer who participated in a recruitment event. 
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5 Toolbox 


This toolbox contains the set of indicators and associated data collection methods to measure 
outputs and results of the new EURES network. The indicators are subdivided in a set of core result 
indicators and a set of supplementary indicators that includes both output and result indicators. 
Whereas the former set is to be considered mandatory for performance monitoring of EURES 
service delivery by all PES, the latter set is intended as optional. This new monitoring system is 
based on practices already widely in use among PES. 
 
 
Overview indicators 


List of indicators Relevant activities 


Core result- indicators Placement services Information services 


1. Number of vacancies filled (receiving country) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


2. Number of placements (sending country) Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


3. Satisfaction Targeted recruitment 


projects 


Information provision via 


online self-service and 


personal counselling 


4.  Cost-effectiveness (evaluation) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


Supplementary indicators - output   


5. Number of recruitment projects Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


7. Number of employers participating Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


8. Number of vacancies presented Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


9. Number of individual customer contacts  Information provision via 


personal counselling  


10. Number of unique hits  Information provision via 


online self-services 


Supplementary indicators – result   


11. Number of interviews secured Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


12. Share of hard-to-fill vacancies Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


13. Share of placements Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


14. Share of vacancies filled Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


15. Share of ESF target groups among participants Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 
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Core-result indicators  


Indicator 1. Number of vacancies filled (receiving countries). 


Purpose of indicator Indicator for measuring the number of vacancies filled resulting of: 


• targeted recruitment events; 


• universal recruitment events. 
List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become vacant, 


post. 


 


Filled vacancy: The employer hired a candidate suitable for the specific job offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer hired a candidate suitable for the specific job 


offer: 


• who was presented by EURES; 


• as a result of a specific recruitment project. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data; 


Administrative data on PES customers. 


Data collection methods PES EURES members from receiving countries: 


• Analysis of registration data; 


• Onsite monitoring by EURES staff; 


• Survey; 


• Tracking. 
Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and 


EURES staff to interview participants; 


Appropriate registration required; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical conditions are unavailable; 


Limited response ex-post surveys; 


Limited possibilities for tracking.  


Aggregate level insights Number of placements per year: 


• Count number of placements per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Core-result indicators  


Indicator 2. Number of placements (sending countries). 


Purpose of indicator Indicator for measuring the number of placements resulting of targeted recruitment 


events. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary between 


the supply and demand on the labour market with the objective of a recruitment 


taking place, i.e. where recruitment is the filling of a job vacancy. 


 


Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on the 


labour market realises a recruitment. 


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of jobseekers, 


job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such as targeted job 


fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count transitions into employment of jobseekers/ job changers: 


• as a result of a EURES recruitment project; 


• confirmed with a labour contract. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante or on-site; 


• As jobseeker or job changer.  


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data (onsite, ex post); 


Administrative data on PES customers. 


Data collection methods PES EURES members from Sending countries: 


• Analysis of registration data; 


• Onsite monitoring by EURES staff; 


• Survey; 


• Tracking. 
Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and 


EURES staff to interview participants; 


Appropriate registration required; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical conditions are unavailable; 


Limited response ex-post surveys; 


Limited possibilities for tracking.  


Aggregate level insights Number of placements per year: 


• Count number of placements per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Core-result indicators  


Indicator 3a. Satisfaction with EURES information provision: 


• Of jobseekers/ Job changers; 
• Of employers. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the satisfaction of either jobseekers/ job changers or employers of 


EURES information provided to them via all channels. Satisfaction counts here as a 


proxy for the usefulness of information provided by the EURES network.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Satisfaction = Respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question 


“How are you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 


• Very satisfied; 


• Satisfied; 


• Unsatisfied; 


• Very unsatisfied. 


 


Note that satisfaction with the exact EURES service may differ between the types of 


information services provided: 


• Satisfaction with individual webpages; 


• Satisfaction with overall website; 


• Satisfaction with information provided face-to-face; 


• Satisfaction with EURES information provision in general. 
Definition of indicator • Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Users of online self-service information services: 


Self-registered jobseekers/ job changers; 


Self-registered employers. 


 


OR: 


Unique visitors of specific webpages. 


 


Users of live information provision: 


Individuals receiving information face-to-face (personal counselling). 


 


All (potential) EURES customers known to PES. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods Online self-services: 


• Question on satisfaction on bottom individual webpage (cf. current Job Mobility 


Portal); 


• Pop-up survey per unique hit; 


• Survey among self-registered users. 


 


Live customer contacts: 


• Brief question at the end of each conversation (e.g. are you satisfied with the 


information provided?). 


• Incorporation of satisfaction question on EURES in general PES customer 


satisfaction surveys, for which potential EURES customers are oversampled. 


Timeline Specific webpages: continuous survey/ Monthly analysis; 


Pop-up survey per unique hit: every other month; 


Survey among self-registered users: annually; 
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Core-result indicators  


Live customer contacts: continuously/ monthly analysis. 


 


Incorporated in every general PES customer satisfaction survey. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Online surveys are less costly than other types of surveys.  


Risks Bias/ Representativeness of sample; 


Limited response surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual overview satisfaction with online information services: 


• Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question; 


• During month Mi; 


• Over the period of one year Yj. 
 
 
Core-result indicators  


Indicator 3b. Satisfaction with EURES Recruitment events: 
• Of jobseekers/ Job changers; 


• Of employers. 
Purpose of indicator To measure the satisfaction of either jobseekers/ job changers or employers of 


EURES placement services provided to them in the form of a universal or targeted 


recruitment project.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Satisfaction = Respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question 


“How are you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 


• Very satisfied; 


• Satisfied; 


• Unsatisfied; 


• Very unsatisfied. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator • Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante; 


• Registered on-site. 


 


Who are either jobseekers/ job changers or employers. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods On-site customer satisfaction survey; 


Ex-post survey including questions on customer satisfaction. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Increase sample as much as possible in order to ensure sufficient response.  


Risks Limited response ex-post surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual overview satisfaction with recruitment events: 
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Core-result indicators  


• Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question; 


• Per project. 


• Over the period of one year Yj. 


 
 
Core-result indicators  


Indicator 4. Cost-effectiveness. 


Purpose of indicator To measure cost-effectiveness of placement services.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Cost-effectiveness: refers here to the financial resources spent on EURES 


placement services in relation to the vacancies filled. The purpose of this analysis is 


not to undertake a comparative assessment of wages of EURES staff or similar 


items, but rather an assessment of the sums of financial means spent in the light of 


the employment results achieved. 


Definition of indicator Count number of vacancies filled; 


During year Yj; 


Relate this number to financial resources spent on placement services; 


During year Yj. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Number of vacancies filled (Q1); 


Financial resources spent on placement services. 


Data sources Management data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis undertaken in evaluation. 


Timeline Annual. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Data on vacancies filled is potentially more complete than data on placements 


achieved as all types of recruitment events are taken into account. 


Risks Incomplete data on vacancies filled.  


Aggregate level insights Not applicable - Indicator already at aggregate level. 
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Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Indicator 5. Number of Recruitment events. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of recruitment events organised by the EURES network 


during year Yj. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count recruitment events per year. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Recruitment events organised by the EURES network. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count the events; 


• Organised by EURES members; 


• During year Yj. 
Data sources Activity plans EURES members/ Annual reports. 


Data collection methods • Count number of recruitment events; 


• During year Yj. 
Timeline Annual. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition.  


Risks Provide each project organised by multiple EURES members with a unique tag to 


establish a clear difference between organising and participating in an event of 


EURES staff, other wise double counting. 


Aggregate level insights Not applicable - Indicator already at aggregate level. 


 
 
Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Indicator 6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of jobseekers/job changers participating in targeted 


recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count number of jobseekers/ job changers participating in a specific recruitment 


project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (on-site scoring). 


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  
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Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient.  


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 


 
 
Supplementary 
indicators - output 


 


Indicator 7. Number of employers participating. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of employers participating in both targeted and universal 


recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count number of employers participating in a recruitment project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Count individuals; 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (onsite scoring). 


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Count individuals: 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 
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Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Indicator 8. Number of vacancies presented. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of available vacancies at both targeted and universal 


recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become vacant, 


post. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer looks for candidates suitable for a specific job 


offer during a targeted and universal recruitment project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers who participated in a recruitment project. 
Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (onsite scoring).  


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per event. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient. 


Aggregate level insights 


 


Annual data: 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers who participated in a recruitment project. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


output 


 


Indicator 9. Number of individual customer contacts - personal counselling. 


Purpose of indicator To retrieve output information on the number of individual customer contacts 


realised via personal counselling during one month.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Individual contacts= meetings with jobseekers/ job changers or employers in 


which personal counselling takes place. Meetings with multiple customers 


count as one. These contacts also include the number of contacts by phone 


and email. 


Definition of indicator • Count individual customer contacts with jobseekers/ job changers or 


employers on issues with EURES-relevance; 


• through personal counselling and call centres; 


• during month Mi. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Information providers: 


• EURES staff providing personal counselling.  
Data sources Information providers: 


• EURES staff providing personal counselling.  


Data collection methods Scoring. 


Timeline Monthly. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available. Is already included in current EAMR. 


Practical considerations Data on personal counselling is currently being registered for the EAMR.  


Risks Resistance of EURES members to the current EAMR. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


• Count individual customer contacts with jobseekers/ job changers or 


employers on issues with EURES-relevance; 


• through personal counselling; 


• During year Yj.  


 
 
Supplementary indicators - 
output 


 


Indicator 10. Number of unique hits. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of anonymous users of EURES online self-service 


tools. 


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Unique hits: anonymous users of online self-service tools after a minimum 


dwell time. 


Definition of indicator • Count the number of anonymous users of online self-service tools; 


• during month Mi. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Anonymous users of online self-service tools. 


Data sources ICT. 


Data collection methods Computerised data analysis. 


Timeline Per month. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Appropriate ICT infrastructure is required.  


Risks Appropriate ICT infrastructure unavailable.  


Aggregate level insights Annual data. 


Number of unique hits per year: 
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• Count the number of anonymous users of online self-service tools; 


• during year Yj. 
 
 
Supplementary indicators - 


result 


 


Indicator 11. Number of interviews secured. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of job interviews secured as a result of a targeted 


recruitment event.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Job interview: Meeting between jobseeker/ job changer and employer to 


explore whether candidate and vacancy are suitable for each other. 


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of 


jobseekers, job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects 


such as targeted job fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count the number of jobseekers/ job changers of a targeted recruitment event 


organised by EURES who indicate to have had a job interview or who have 


prospect of an interview.  


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante or on-site; 


• As jobseeker or job changer.  


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods On-site interviews EURES staff; 


Ex-post survey among registered jobseekers/ job changers who participated in 


a targeted recruitment project. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time 


and EURES staff to interview participants; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants. 


Risks Practical issues are currently not always guaranteed; 


Limited response ex-post surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Number of interviews secured per year: 


• Count number of interviews secured per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


result 


 


Indicator 12. Share of hard-to fill vacancies. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of hard-to-fill vacancies among the number of 


vacancies filled:  


• As a result of a specific targeted and universal recruitment event.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become 


vacant, post. 
 


Filled vacancy: The employer found a candidate suitable for the specific job 


offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 
 


Hard-to-fill vacancies: refers to a job vacancy for which employers, despite 


taking active steps, have not been able to find a suitable candidate from 


outside the enterprise for a specific post within a particular term that may differ 


between countries. 
 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer found a candidate: 


• Who was presented by EURES; 


• As a result of/ In the event of a specific targeted or universal recruitment 


project; 


• Identify this vacancy as hard-to-fill on the basis of the definition used in the 


country to which the vacancy applies. 
 


Divide this number by the number of vacancies filled (Q1). 
 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data.  


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Potentially endangering fragile relationships with employers or cause fatigue 


among them. 


Risks Limited comparability as national definitions differ.  


Aggregate level insights Average number of hard-to-fill vacancies filled per project per year: 


• Calculate number of hard-to-fill vacancies filled per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


result 


 


Indicator 13. Share of placements. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of placements among the number of jobseekers/ job 


changers participating in a specific targeted recruitment project.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary 


between the supply and demand on the labour market with the objective of a 


recruitment taking place, i.e. where recruitment is the filling of a job vacancy. 


 


Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on 


the labour market realises a recruitment.  


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of 


jobseekers, job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects 


such as targeted job fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count the transitions into employment of jobseekers/ job changers: 


• As a result of a specific targeted bilateral or multilateral EURES 


recruitment project; 


• Confirmed with a labour contract. 


 


Divide this number by the number of jobseekers/ job changers participating in 


the specific targeted bilateral or multilateral EURES recruitment project (Q6). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante; 


• Registered on-site. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data (onsite, ex post). 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time 


and EURES staff to interview participants; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical issues are currently not always guaranteed.  


Aggregate level insights Average share of placements per project per year: 


• Calculate shares of placements per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


result 


 


Indicator 14. Share of vacancies filled. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of vacancies filled among the number of vacancies 


presented at a specific targeted or universal recruitment project. 


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become 


vacant, post. 


 


Filled vacancy: The employer found a candidate suitable for the specific job 


offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer found a candidate: 


• Who was presented by EURES; 


• As a result of/ In the event of a specific targeted or universal recruitment 


project. 


 


Divide this number by the number of vacancies presented at a specific 


targeted or universal recruitment project (Q8). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at targeted or universal recruitment project. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper registration of vacancies filled required.  


Risks Vacancies filled insufficiently registered.  


Aggregate level insights Average share of vacancies filled per project per year: 


• Calculate shares of vacancies filled per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators - 
result 


 


Indicator 15. Share of ESF target groups among participants in recruitment 
events: 
• Jobseekers/ job changers; 


• Employers. 
Purpose of indicator To measure whether ESF groups have been reached via the organisation of 


recruitment events.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


ESF target groups= Jobseekers and job changers belonging to 


disadvantageous groups targeted by ESF (with regard to age, gender, 


employment status, educational level, physical status, migrant background, 


etcetera). 


 


Employers representing a micro or SME enterprise. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count jobseekers/ job changers belonging to disadvantageous groups 


targeted by ESF participating in a targeted recruitment event. 


 


Divide this number by the number of jobseekers/ job changers participating in 


a targeted event (Q6). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


 


Count Employers representing a micro or SME enterprise. 


 


Divide this number by the number of employers participating in a targeted or 


universal event (Q7). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


Organised by EURES. 


 


Count individuals: 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  
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Supplementary indicators - 
result 


 


Practical considerations Future registration forms may have to be adapted to capture ESF 


requirements. 


Risks Lack of data availability. 


Aggregate level insights Average share of ESF target groups reached per project per year: 


1. Calculate shares of ESF target groups reached per project; 


2. During year Yj; 


3. Add this number; 


4. Divide by number of events. 
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Country  Luxembourg 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The PES provides 11 “services”: 


• Placement; 


• Unemployment benefits; 
• Employment “maintenance” (part-time 


unemployment benefits, incentives for employers, 


geographical mobility support for jobseekers, 
business creation support); 


• Foreign w orkforce (work permits); 


• Youth employment; 
• Careers service (“professional orientation”) (high 


school students etc.); 


• Women employment; 
• Disabled employment; 


• Part-disabled employment (“reduced ability to 


w ork”); 
• Labour medicine; 


• Participation to EURES. 


 
How ever, some of these services are in reality just 


payment of different benefits and allow ances or in 


charge of administrative tasks. Also, the “Placement” 
service also encompasses the “Social” service.  


 


The main mission of the placement service is that of 
“compensating betw een the offer and demand”.  


 


The main target seems to be the number of referrals 
(jobseekers presented to a vacancy), but the OECD 


report notes that there are up to 40 referrals for each 


recruitment through that route, w hile three-quarters of 
the jobseekers hired w here hired through another 


channel, and therefore recommends that this target 


should be abandoned to placement of jobseekers 
rather than referrals. 


Annual report 2009, 


2010. 


 
See also: 


http://www.adem.public.


lu/adem/organisation/in
dex.html. 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 


OECD PES Audit 2007. 


Organisational setup (nr. 


of central, regional and 
local off ices) 


Because of the f inancial crisis, ADEM increased its 


number of off ices. New local off ices have been 
introduced in Esch/Belval, Wasserbillig. 


Interview s. 


Human resources (nr. of 


staff if  possible fte’s) 
Please mention the year 


2009: 


• 93 agents in placement and foreign w orkforce 
services, additional (?) 3.25 FTE jobs in social 


service; 


• 14 counsellors are expected to be hired in the 
coming 2 years. 


Annual Report 2009, 


2010. 
 


Interview s. 


Financial resources 


(annual budget) Please 


2010: Funding involves various sources (State budget, 


UI fund): 


Interview s. 



http://www.adem.public.lu/adem/organisation/index.html

http://www.adem.public.lu/adem/organisation/index.html

http://www.adem.public.lu/adem/organisation/index.html
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General information PES Source*  


mention the year • Budget for administration: 40 mio Euro; 
• Budget for ALMPs: 400 mio Euro.  


 


Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the 


PES to relevant 


governmental body? 
(deconcentration: is this a 


part of a ministry, is it a 


legal form, a separate 
agency?) 


The ADEM is directly dependant of the Ministry of 


Labour and Employment, and its staff are civil 


servants. 


OECD, PES Audit, 


2007. 


How  much autonomy is 


given to regional and local 
level in PES? 


(decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the 
strategy etc.) 


Beside the civil servants which form the core of the 


service, the ADEM employs “consultants” who have 
expert know ledge of specific sectors and provide 


placement services and netw ork with businesses. 


OECD, PES Audit, 


2007. 


To w hat degree are 


services or tasks 
outsourced to voluntary or 


private sector? 


(Privatisation: which 
services are outsourced 


and to w hom?) 


Services like trainings for jobseekers are often not 


provided by ADEM as these belong to the competence 
of other government organisations. Yet, the provision 


of most services remain in the public sector. 


Privatisation is thus very limited (the Luxembourgish 
market for private provision of such services would be 


also very small). Private actors are nevertheless 


involved in service provision, e.g. Adecco is involved in 
the organisation of job fairs in Lux.  


Interview s. 


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving 


country? Please 


elaborate. 


Luxembourg is clearly a receiving country: every day 


150.000 cross-border workers enter the country.  


Interview s. 


Background information 


• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 
• Business circle; 


• the main challenges 


on the labour market 
(problems and 


groups); 


• the Main emphasis of 
the national 


employment Strategy. 


• unemployment: 6.3% in December 2009, up from 


5.0% in December 2008; 


• Seasonal variations: unemployment up in the 
second semester and January. 


 


Annual Report 2009.  


 


See also rapport 2010. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was 
the performance 


measurement system 


established and for w hich 
level? (check for 


accountability; 


management information) 


The ADEM doesn’t have a performance measurement 
system w ith indicators and target-setting and a 


management that steers the organisation tow ards 


target realisation. The ADEM nevertheless has a 
‘Tableau d’ board’ that includes main labour market 


information. 


 
Research on the effectiveness of ADEM interventions 


is predominantly undertaken by CEPS/INSTEAD. 


Such evaluations are undertaken on an ad-hoc basis. 
For example, the Ministry of Labour requested CEPS 


in 2006 to evaluate the effectiveness of ALMPs. CEPS 


is currently evaluating the trainings for unemployed 
that are offered by ADEM.  


 


A performance measurement system is currently being 
introduced as the ADEM is on the brink of being 


reformed. This is considered necessary in order to 


bring the ADEM in line w ith current standards, to build 
a modern professional organisation, to be able to 


anticipate on existing challenges in a better w ay, and 


to answ er questions from the EC (for example).  


Interview s. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators 
are used to measure 


performance? (in terms of: 


inputs, outputs, results, 
impacts) 


The ‘Tableau d’ board’ includes does not include 
performance indicators but: 


• Level of employment; 


• Level of unemployment; 
• Jobseekers residing in Lux; 


• Participants in labour market programmes. 


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators 
are used for each type? (if  


there many, please put 


them in an annex) 


N.a.  


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships 


(input-output; output-
results; results-impact)? 


How ? 


N.a.  
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Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For 


w ho are targets set 


(central off ice, local 
off ices, individual 


employees)? 


The current system doesn’t include a target system. 
The future system w ill. 


Interview s. 


Are targets SMART? N.a.  


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS 
includes a Data 


Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other 
administrations is this 


DWH linked? 


Despite the lack of a performance measurement 
system, ADEM has access to data on employees 


delivered by employers from the IGSS (Social Security 


Inspectorate).  
 


The reformed ADEM w ill participate in a new  labour 


market observatory that is expected to have a DWH. 
Information for this DWH w ill be provided and used by 


ADEM, but also by the IGSS, STATEC and research 


institutions like CEPS/Instead. 


Interview s. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


Except for the ‘Tableau d’ board’, there is no overview 


of management information.  


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client 


satisfaction measured? 


How  and frequency? 


Customer satisfaction is not regularly measured. 


Recently, ADEM and STATEC are discussing the 


option of including questions about how  customers 
think about ADEM in the LFS.  


Interview . 


 


Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Currently ADEM has administrative data from its local 


off ices and from the IGSS at its disposal. CEPS also 


makes use of the individual action plans that are 
produced by the Jobseekers and their case-managers.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


N.a.  


Who has access to the 


data generated by the 


PMS? 


N.a.  


 


Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to 
w ork abroad or w illing to 


hire foreigners especially 


tagged in the system? 


Job seekers are being asked about their w illingness to 
w ork abroad. This is rather self-evident given the small 


size of the country. It is also legally obliged.  


Interview s. 
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Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the 


results of activity/support 


provided? For example, 
are any follow -up surveys 


undertaken? 


Employers are often contacted informally to ask how  
(former) job seekers are performing, after they have 


been placed.  


Interview s. 


 
Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 


extent is the PES PMS 
influenced by the PES 


resources, business 


models and national 
priorities? 


N.a.   
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance 


measurement being use 


for the operational, tactical 
or strategic level? By 


w hom? 


N.a.  


At w hich level (s) of the 
organisation is 


performance management 


practiced? 


N.a.  


In w hich management 


areas (Human resources, 


Financial resources, 
Quality management, and 


Strategy development) 


are the f indings of 
performance 


measurement used?  


N.a.  


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the 


target-setting process: 
actors involved, 


frequency, etc.  


Targets are not applied in the ADEM.  Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES 


off ices benchmarked for 
functional reasons, 


including  


The ADEM is too small to benchmark local off ices.  


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation 


rew arded? How ?  


Targets are not applied in the ADEM. Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


1 EURES Manager, 1,8 fte EURES Assistant 


Manager, 1 Assistant, 6 EURES Advisors. Advisors 


are present in Luxembourg, Esch, Diekirch and Wiltz.  
 


The largest share of EURES activities concern 


EURES-T in Luxembourg. 
 


EURES Advisors are always also ‘regular PES 


counsellors’. 


Interview . 


Most important stages 


and tools  


Jobfairs (1 in Lux, organised by EURESLUX, around 


10 in other countries visited by EURESLUX). 


 
Annual skills survey. 


 


Publication s “Les cahiers transfrontaliers” which 
provides labour market information mainly intended for 


employers.  


Interview . 


Assessment of the tools: 
w hat works well and w hy 


and w hat needs some 


improvement. 


The Lux job fairs are based on a preselection of 
employers. They are organised per sector. In 2010, it 


exclusively concerned HORECA, and in 2012 it 


concerns HORECA and the Tourism sector. These are 
the sectors with a large turnover. Also, Luxembourgish 


employees w orking in these sectors have the highest 


chance of also going abroad. The 2010 Job fair w as 
organised w ith Pole Emploi.  


 


After every job fair a survey is undertaken of which the 
results are laid dow n in mission reports for EURES 


staff.  


 
The skills survey concerns a survey among employers 


(done in cooperation w ith the employer federation 


FEDIL) to determine w hich skills are in demand. Every 
year a different sector is in focus (Industry, 


Construction, ICT). 


Interview . 


Which factors facilitate or 
hinder cross-national 


placement of individuals 


by EURES. Describe 
short their impact. 


Because of the high w age level and high living 
standards in Luxembourg, there seems to be almost 


no outf low  of workers from Luxembourg. Whereas 


these factors attract workers, they also prevent Lux 
w orkers from leaving the country. Facilitating factors 


include: 


• Salary differences; 
• Living standard; 


• Social benefits in kind. 


 


Interview . 
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Information about EURES Source 


Factors hindering include: 
• Language (yet, this depends per sector and 


company); 


• Salaries & living standards; 
• House ow nership. 


Opinion on the current 


w ay/form of reporting in 
the EA Monthly reports? 


What w orks well w hat 


does not. 


All activities undertaken by Adem are de facto cross-


border/ international. It is therefore very difficult to 
separate ADEM activities from EURES activities.  


 


In addition, all time spend completing the EURES MR 
forms cannot be spend on other activities: given the 


effort required, this is sometimes a pity.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for 
measuring the 


performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


N.a.  


What other data is 


available for measuring 


the performance of 
EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


N.a.   


In your opinion, w hat are 


(or could be) the best 


indicators for measuring 
the impact of EURES on 


geographical mobility? 


Customer satisfaction surveys among participants in 


job fairs.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility 


activities other than 


EURES assessed?  


While all ADEM services are in principle cross-border, 
the lack of a PES PMS prevent performance 


monitoring.  


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility 


activity exist w ithin the 
PES performance 


measurement system? 


N.a.   


Are targets in place?   


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on 


geographical mobility 
activity (i.e. w hich is not 


included in the 


performance 
measurement system)? 


ADEM database includes data on unemployed cross-


border w orkers who had a previous job in Lux, but w ho 


took their unemployment benefit outside Lux.  
 


From 2014 onw ards, the ADEM database w ill also 


include jobseekers from across the Greater Region as 
they are allow ed to register themselves for 3 months at 


the ADEM as unemployed (now  they need to register 


at their ow n PES and take their UI rights w ith them).  


 


Does the PES also 


monitor geographical 


labour mobility on the 
basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


The EURES “Cahiers transfrontaliers” include data on 


geographical mobility. 


 
CEPS/ Instead did a survey on w age differences 


betw een Luxembourgish workers and cross-border 


w orkers from surround areas. Here social security data 
w as used. 


 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Cf. CEPS/INSTEAD.   


How  is quality of 


service/client satisfaction 


related to geographical 
labour mobility activities 


measured? 


Not measured.  


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the 


results of services related 


to geographical labour 
mobility provided? For 


example, are any follow -


up surveys undertaken? 


Current research by CEPS includes collating data on 
cross-border workers for the construction of 


longitudinal time-series. From 2007 until today it is 


possible to track w orkers on the basis of their social-
security data. But as soon as these w orkers leave 


Luxembourg, they are lost.  
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational 


level (strategic, 
operational, etc.) and 


frequency is the 


effectiveness of services 
related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


The Ministry of Labour requests studies.  Interview s. 


Is monitoring information 
or data used to inform 


future activity/resource 


allocation? 


Yes / w ith studies and reports made by CEPS.  


Are good practices 


identif ied and shared? By 


w hom? 


Yes of course.  


Where and w hen is 


information on 


geographical mobility and 
associated activity used? 


Is it shared w ith cross-


border/trans-national 
partners?  


Sharing of information w ith partners (e.g. LeForem, 


Pole Emploi and the BA) is common practice in the 


Greater Region.  
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Annex 


Used sources  
EURES Luxembourg (2011). Les cahiers transfrontaliers d’ EURES.  


 


Annual report 2009: Ministère du Travail et de l'Emploi, Les Activités de l'Administration de l'Emploi en 2009, 
http://www.adem.public.lu/publications/rapports/rapport_annuel_2009.pdf. 


 


Annual Report 2010 : Ministère du Travail et de l'Emploi, Les Activités de l'Administration de l'Emploi en 2010, 
http://www.adem.public.lu/publications/rapports/rapport_annuel_2010.pdf. 


 


Grubb, D. (2007), « Audit du service public de l'emploi au Luxembourg », OECD Social, Employment and 
Migration Working Papers, No. 59, Éditions OCDE. http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/20/1/39424034.pdf. 


 


List of indicators  
The ‘Tableau d’ board’ includes does not include performance indicators but: 


• Level of employment; 


• Level of unemployment; 
• Jobseekers residing in Lux; 


• Participants in labour market programmes. 


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.adem.public.lu/publications/rapports/rapport_annuel_2009.pdf

http://www.adem.public.lu/publications/rapports/rapport_annuel_2010.pdf

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/20/1/39424034.pdf
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PES performance measurement systems and geographical labour mobility 


 


1 Introduction 


This report presents the findings of the study ‘Evaluation of Public Employment Services 
performance measurement systems and corresponding recommendations on geographical mobility 
indicators’ which has been undertaken by Ecorys over the period January 2011 to January 2012.  
 
 


1.1 Objectives of the study 


The objectives of the study, as set out in the terms of reference, are to: 
• Make a comparative analysis of Public Employment Service (PES) measurement systems and 


performance indicators (qualitative and quantitative) to monitor transitions in the labour market 
as well as an assessment of their effectiveness in support of labour mobility; 


• Map, compile and where applicable propose suitable qualitative and quantitative indicators to 
enable PES services to monitor and evaluate, in particular, geographical labour mobility 
activities.  


 
Achieving these objectives should contribute to a final objective which is to provide 
recommendations on potential measurement indicators, methodologies and tools to improve the 
monitoring of PES geographical labour mobility activity (including job matching, job placement and 
recruitment activities) which should be capable of being easily integrated into existing PES 
performance measurement systems (PMS) and minimise the burden of additional data collection.  
 
Following on from the stated objectives, the terms of reference set out three evaluation questions 
for the study to address:  
 
EQ1: Which performance measurement systems and indicators do PES use (if any) to monitor and 
evaluate the relevance, efficiency and effectiveness of labour market measures in support of 
transitions and labour mobility? 
 
EQ2: How do PES make use of the existing performance measurement systems and indicators to 
monitor transitions in the labour market?  
 
EQ3: Which qualitative and quantitative indicators and data collection methods are the most 
appropriate (to measure transnational and cross border mobility support provided by PES)? Which 
could be easily integrated into existing PES managing tools to measure performance, outputs, 
outcomes and impact of those intra-EEA geographical job mobility activities?  
 
 


1.2 Approach 


A mixed methods approach has been used to address the study objectives. Information about the 
activities undertaken is provided below.  
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1.2.1 Desk research  
The goal of the desk research was to gain a global overview of existing PES PMS and issues 
related to geographical labour mobility in EU/EEA countries. The desk research focused on all 32 
PES which fall within the scope of the study, including the three PES in Belgium. 
 
A literature review was undertaken to find out more about each PES, including the country context, 
activities undertaken and approach to performance measurement. Sources of information included 
PES annual reports, other PES documentation, benchmarking reports and studies. The information 
collected through desk research was used to start filling in common mapping grids for each PES. 
The grids were intended to store and organise information to be analysed at a later stage.  
 
The desk research generated a significant amount of general information about the PES and their 
institutional setting which was used to inform the preparation for country visits, although information 
on the design, purpose and use of PES PMS was more limited and very little information on 
geographical mobility (indicators) was revealed. The availability of information varied by country, 
ranging from Iceland for which almost no information on PMS was available to the systems in 
Hungary which were well documented in English.  
 
In addition, a review of wider literature on performance measurement and geographical labour 
mobility was undertaken in order to highlight the issues involved in measuring PES performance 
across the EU/EEA countries with particular reference to activity to encourage trans-national 
mobility of labour, drawing on relevant policy papers, research and academic literature. The 
documents which were reviewed obtained through intensive internet and library catalogue searches 
and were also collected during the country visits. A list of the literature reviewed is included in 
annex 4 to this report. 
 
 


1.2.2 EU-Level Stakeholder Interviews  
EU-level interviews were undertaken to explore the design and use of PES PMS, and the extent to 
which these are influenced by factors such as resources (input) and national policy priorities 
(context). The EU perspective also provided information on the comparability of resulting data and 
the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches, including identification of good and bad 
practices. Interviews were undertaken with Commission officials, Eurostat officials and with a 
representative from the private employment service Ingeus. 
 
 


1.2.3 Country visits  
Country visits were undertaken to address gaps and add detail to the information compiled through 
desk research, particularly on the design, use and opinions of PES PMS as well as the monitoring 
of geographical labour mobility.  
 
Selection of countries 
Countries were selected to cover the different types of existing PMS in use among the PES. 
Selection also took account of a variety of contextual factors (such as the institutional setup of the 
PES, the policy approach and labour market characteristics). Finally, the geographical location was 
also considered since it is known that geographical labour mobility is more relevant to some 
countries than others. In summary, the main selection criteria were: 
• Type of labour market regime (Nordic, CEEC, Mediterranean, Continental, Anglo-Saxon); 
• Type of PES (centralised versus decentralised); 
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• Participation in the PES benchmarking project;1 
• Performance measurement systems that have been identified as good practices in previous 


research and on the basis of our desk research; 
• Reasons related to geographical mobility, such as the current level of in-migration and out-


migration.2 
 
After consultation with the Steering Group, a total of 24 PES were selected. Visits largely took place 
between the beginning of June and the end of August 2011.  
 
Selection of interviewees 
For each PES, a primary contact person was identified on the basis of recommendations from the 
Steering Group. Such contact persons were initially approached by the Commission and 
subsequently by Ecorys via email and telephone. The actual selection of the most appropriate 
interlocutors was made by these primary contact persons, covering as far as possible the following 
types of interviewees: 
• PES and/ or Ministry of Labour officials with knowledge of technical details of PMS;  
• PES and/ or Ministry of Labour officials with knowledge of the practical use of PMS for policy 


and/ or management (general but also HR, financial, and quality management in PES) 
purposes; 


• EURES managers; 
• Interviewees who were able to answer questions on data and indicators on geographical labour 


mobility and eventual monitoring and evaluation of existing activities aimed at the promotion of 
mobility; 


• Front desk officials (PES consultants) and cross-border partnership coordinators if geographical 
mobility was a significant phenomenon in the country.  


 
A table showing the countries visited and the interviewees who took part in discussions is provided 
in annex 5.  
 
 


1.2.4 Web Survey  
A web-based survey was designed to explore the views of PES representatives on several concrete 
options for future monitoring of the EURES network, which had emerged at the interim reporting 
stage (and following discussion by EURES managers at their meeting in Poland on 8th November 
2011). The invitation to participate in the survey was distributed by the European Commission on 
5th December 2011. The survey was available for completion until 24th December 2011 (following 
extension of the original deadline of 16th December 2011) and a total of 35 responses were 
received. 29 different PES completed the survey. 
 
This stage also provided an opportunity to ask PES representatives to validate the country grids 
which had been compiled as a result of the visits and desk research. The request for validation was 
sent out on 5th December 2011 and a total of 18 validated reports were returned.  
 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
1  The PES-benchmarking project is a platform of 23 PES to stimulate mutual learning. Cf. www.pes-benchmarking.eu. 
2  Level of in- and out migration considered those countries which attract a relatively high proportion of mobile workers or 


those which have a relatively high proportion of workers who leave to take up employment in other countries.  



http://www.pes-benchmarking.eu/
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1.3 Structure of the report  


In response to evaluation questions EQ1 and EQ2, chapter 2 sets out our key findings from the 
investigation of PES PMS in EU/EEA countries. These two evaluation questions were also taken 
into account to develop the typology on PES performance monitoring systems and their ‘goodness 
of fit’ for performance monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities. Chapter 3 presents a 
review of existing data which could be used to measure geographical labour mobility while chapter 
4 provides information on the current EURES programme. Chapter 5 looks at the features of the 
proposed new EURES programme. Chapter 6 furthermore addresses evaluation question EQ3 and 
presents recommendations for performance measurement of EURES from 2014 onwards. A 
toolbox of indicators and data collection methods is provided as Annex 3.  
 
Finally, a glossary of the concepts used in this report is included in Annex 1.  
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2 Key findings on PES performance 
measurement systems 


2.1 Contextual issues 


The precise way performance of public employment services (PES) is measured depends on the 
type of services provided, the channels through which these services are provided and the 
underlying organisational and managerial infrastructure of the PES. These factors are discussed in 
the sections 2.1.1.– 2.1.4 below. 
 
We have paid much attention to these contextual issues when reviewing PES performance 
measurement systems. Both the literature review and the country visits yielded much material on 
the mission and tasks of PES, the (channels for) service delivery and the organisational setup.  
 
In fact, while publicly available information on PES performance measurement systems per se was 
often hard to find for many PES, the contextual issues are generally well-documented. For the 
creation of the inventory of these issues, Ecorys relied on a few particular sources, including the 
survey on PES business models (2011) as well as a 2010 survey on the channels through which 
PES deliver their services. In those instances were information was lacking, first-hand information 
gathered during the country visits was used to fill knowledge gaps.  
 
The tables included in Annex 2 provide a precise overview of the contextual issues.  
 
 


2.1.1 PES organisational principles 
Measuring performance is crucial for managing an organisation on the basis of modern 
Management-by-Objectives (MBO) principles, for example to keep control over local level 
expenditures and to ensure that national level expertise is used to improve operations at local 
level.3 The organisational setup therefore has a major impact on the design and use of 
performance measurement systems in practice. PES are nowadays to various extents 
decentralised, deconcentrated and privatised. Decentralisation refers to the transfer of 
competencies to lower levels of governance, deconcentration refers to the (looser) link between the 
implementing agency and the responsible Ministry, and privatisation refers to the extent service 
provision is outsourced to private parties.  
 
During the 1980s, governments in various EU/EEA countries began to experiment with reforming 
the PES (and other public institutions) and organised them in various different ways. In line with the 
typology recently developed by Ismeri, three broad groups of the business structures of PES can be 
identified:4 
1. Government involvement: a PES can either be part of a Ministry (usually the Ministry of Labour) 


or part of the local authorities or autonomous public bodies; 
2. Dispersal of administration: either the objectives and targets of the regional/local PES are set by 


the “head” office or the regional/local office is free to decide on its priorities and sets its goals on 
its own; 


                                                                                                                                                               
3  Cf. OECD, 2005. Employment Outlook. Ch.5: Public Employment Services: Managing Performance. 
4  Ismeri Europa. European Job Mobility Laboratory (2011). PES Business Models. 
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3. Synthesis of the managerial board: in some PES social partners participate in the board in 
addition to the board members appointed by the government. In some other PES, social 
partners have an advisory role and in yet other PES they are not involved in the management at 
all.  


 
Using these characteristics, two dominant business models appear to emerge. One the one hand, 
there are countries in which the PES is part of the government and the objectives are dictated from 
a central office. In this model the social partners are not involved in the management of the PES at 
any level. This is the case for Ireland, the United Kingdom, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Luxemburg, 
Cyprus and Czech Republic. On the other hand, there are countries in which the PES is an 
autonomous public body, which follows the employment policy of the country but sets its goals and 
priorities independently. Social partners are in this model involved in the management of the 
(various levels of) organisation. This is the case in Austria, all three PES of Belgium (Actiris, 
LeForem, VDAB), Germany, Greece, Malta, Portugal and Slovenia. Hybrid business structures that 
mix the characteristics described above exist in the remaining PES (EE, ES, LV, NL, IT, DK, PL, 
BG, HU, LT and FR). 
 
Many PES became independent organisations, i.e. separated from Ministries, during the past 
decades. For example the Austrian AMS was split from the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and 
Consumer Protection in 1994. A reverse development can also be witnessed. The UK’s Jobcentre 
Plus is since October 2011 no longer an autonomous executive agency, but became an internal 
unit within the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP). The Jobcentre Plus essentially then 
became a brand for the Ministry’s service delivery. It no longer has a separate head office; all 
corporate management functions now sit within DWP head quarters. 
 
All PES outsource service delivery, albeit to different extents. Specialised training for particular 
groups of PES customers is mostly outsourced to third parties from either the private or voluntary 
sector. The PES themselves provide training of a rather general nature, like job interview training. 
In very general terms, the PES from the new EU Member States outsource less services than the 
PES from other countries.  
 
 


2.1.2 Services provided by PES 
PES are in the first instance responsible for the implementation of labour market policies. In doing 
so they are concerned with the management of transitions on the labour market. 5 Transitions on 
the labour market are expected to become increasingly diverse and may require a radical overhaul 
of the objectives and services of existing PES across the EU/EEA.6 Yet, the current management of 
labour market transitions already exceeds the traditional functions performed by PES, which 
included service provision to fulfil a job placement or mediation task, i.e. to match labour supply and 
demand. 
 
Placement services encompass all activities through which an intermediary on the labour market 
realises a recruitment.7 These include: 


                                                                                                                                                               
5  Cf. European Commission (2009). Making Transitions Pay. Commission Discussion Note. But see also the contributions 


on this topic produced in the framework of the European Job Mobility Partnership: 
http://www.mobilitypartnership.eu/WebApp/Home.aspx. 


6  Ibid.  
7  This definition is based on a proposition from the Commission. All recruitments are by definition in compliance with labour 


law.  



http://www.mobilitypartnership.eu/WebApp/Home.aspx
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1. Counselling: Assisting jobseekers in their search for employment; 
2. Matching: Identification of suitable candidates for a job vacancy. Promising candidates receive a 


job referral and are interviewed by their potential employer; 
3. Provision of information on jobs, the labour market, etc. to jobseekers, job changers and 


employers; 
4. Organising recruitment events for specific sectors or target groups.  
 
Most of the PES currently deliver more than placement services. According to the 2011 PES 
business models study8, 14 out of 26 PES do not solely provide placement services, but are also 
responsible for the administration of the unemployment insurance scheme.9 Sometimes this 
involves incapacity benefit programmes, family allowances or even pension schemes. In addition, 
most PES reformed their network of local offices in the last decade in accordance with ‘one-stop 
shop’ principles. PES are sometimes also responsible for issuing work permits to third country 
nationals (for example in CY, HU, PL, SI, and NL). 
 
When delivering services, customer orientation has become an important issue.10 The needs of 
customers are taken as the starting point for the development of customised services. PES offer 
specific services for different target groups. All PES provide employment services to employers and 
to job seekers. They also offer employment services to job changers, with the exception of Greece, 
Spain, Luxembourg, Lithuania, and Slovakia. In those cases where the PES is also responsible for 
the provision of benefits, it also offers employment services to economically inactive groups.  
 
PES often tailor their services to the needs of various subgroups among the target groups, for 
example women or jobseekers with a migrant background.  
 
 


2.1.3 Channels for service delivery 
PES strive to modernise their service delivery through the use of multiple channels.11 All PES 
currently offer their services through different channels. Each channel brings along practical 
implications for the way PES performance is measured.12 These channels include:  
• Face-to-face interactions between counsellors and customers; 
• Call centres offering services via telephone; 
• Online services via the PES website; 
• Service provision via email or SMS.  
 
The usage of certain channels can make performance measurement easier. In call centres in the 
Austrian PES for example, some key aspects of performance are continuously registered. These 
include the duration of phone conversations with PES customers, whether all questions could be 
answered, how many calls remain unanswered, etc. 
 
All PES nowadays operate under conditions of austerity. When facing budget-cuts, PES need to 
reorganise their service delivery. At the same time, their caseload is likely to increase as a result of 
increasing unemployment in current times of financial and economic crisis. A common reaction of 
PES consists of progressively narrowing down the service delivery of staff of local PES offices to 
expert services like counselling and guidance (assessment of service needs, interviewing, 


                                                                                                                                                               
8  Ismeri Europa. European Job Mobility Laboratory (2011). PES Business Models. 
9  Ibid. 
10  Cf. PES Mission Statement 2006. 
11  Ibid. 
12  AMS Austria. EU-Benchmarking group (2010).Questionnaire concerning a Multi Channel Strategy within PES, April 2010 


(An Overview of answers by PES).  
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preparing and updating individual action plans, follow ups). Activities like collecting and delivering 
information, sending applications etcetera are currently partially diverted to call centres or to self-
service terminals where jobseekers basically search for a job by themselves.  
 
In future service provision is supposed to become as automated as possible with the use of the 
web-platforms and other more interactive internet tools that allow jobseekers to follow up his/her 
service process. Such a reallocation of PES resources should enable a greater focus on the 
individual needs of (particular groups of) jobseekers.  
 
Not all channels are currently operational in the PES. All PES are now able to interact with 
customers face-to-face, but most of them make use of call centres and web-services. Cyprus, 
Hungary, Latvia, Norway and Slovakia are the only countries which do not provide any services via 
a call centre. Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Poland and Slovakia furthermore 
make very little use of online services. Services are provided via channels like post, fax and 
regional media in Belgium (VDAB), Bulgaria, Germany, Estonia, France, Hungary, Italy and the 
Netherlands.  
 
In general, most PES deliver services through all channels, but are still testing and integrating part 
of them into the standard operational procedures. PES staff may therefore ask customers to 
confirm their information and requests at a personal meeting. In the case of Estonia, the use of 
channels other than a personal meeting is prohibited by a Regulatory Act. Only employers are not 
steered to any channel at the moment by any PES. They are free to choose their preferred 
communication channel. Yet in Finland, some effort is being put into encouraging the employers to 
use the internet more often.  
 
 


2.2 On the design of performance measurement systems 


2.2.1 Indicators 
Every set of indicators in performance measurement systems is linked to a particular set of 
objectives the PES aims to achieve. Management by objectives presupposes at minimum a set of 
objectives on the basis of which the organisation should be managed. Indicators are subsequently 
indispensable for measuring the realisation of these objectives. In addition, indicators may refer to 
different types of objectives. Aside from the fact that indicators refer to labour market policy 
objectives, they may also refer to objectives of a more operational kind.  
 
In practice, indicators included in the performance measurement systems exist rather 
independently of the applicable objectives of a PES. Some PES performance measurement 
systems contain large catalogues of indicators, of which only a selection is used for measuring 
performance. These catalogues may include indicators that have been used in the past when the 
PES aimed at different objectives under different circumstances. These became obsolete, as 
indicators are often on an annual basis assessed on their relevance for measuring PES 
performance.  
 
All PES performance measurement systems analysed in this study (obviously) include sets of 
indicators. These may include several indicators for different objectives that co-exist or several 
indicators for different objectives that are aggregated into a single indicator. Indicators moreover, 
can be of a qualitative or quantitative nature. Also the number of indicators included in the 
performance measurement systems differs radically between the PES and may sum up to around 
700 in the Belgium VDAB.  
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Indicators may refer to inputs, outputs, results and impacts: 
• Input measures relate to the presentation of resource information (e.g. budgets, staffing) 


alongside achieved performance, so as to enable a comparison of the relationship between 
resources and performance; 


• Output measures count the volume and quality of activities and interventions undertaken by the 
PES; 


• Result indicators measure those effects that result directly from the activities of the PES 
(resulting from the outputs produced); 


• Impacts incorporate assessments of the overall and often long-term desired outcomes of PES 
activity. 


 
Examples of indicators vary from the proportion of the budget devoted to labour market inclusion of 
priority groups (inputs - CZ), via the number of monthly personal monitoring interviews realised 
(output - FR), and the number of newly registered job seekers finding a job within 90 days (results - 
SE), to the degree labour market policy objectives are realised(impacts - AT). 
 
Only relatively few PES performance measurement systems include input indicators (Actiris, 
LeForem, BG, CZ, IE, IT, LI, PL, SK).13 All systems however, include indicators on outputs. Result 
indicators are likewise omnipresent, except in Cyprus, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Poland and 
Portugal. Finally, impact indicators are included in only a few PES performance measurement 
systems (AT, CZ, ES). PES thus predominantly rely on output and result indicators when 
measuring performance.  
 
A balanced monitoring system generally contains input, output, result as well as impact indicators. 
Input and output indicators do not provide any insights in whether labour market transitions are 
achieved. Result indicators however, potentially offer more information to PES on the employment 
results of their activities. Some PES even assess long-term impacts of their activities. However, the 
analysis required to assess contributions and effects is much more extensive for result and impact 
indicators. It is particularly difficult to trace the extent to which results and impacts can be attributed 
to the services provided by PES, as there are multiple possible other causes for transitions in 
employment.  
 
 


2.2.2 Customer satisfaction measurement (CSM) 
The devolution of PES organisations and the introduction of management by objective principles 
have been based on the conviction that services should be offered more in line with the needs of 
customers, i.e. job seekers, job changers, and employers. Customer satisfaction has thus become 
increasingly important for PES and its measurement has become firmly integrated in most of their 
performance measurement systems. In those PES where customer satisfaction currently is not 
measured, establishing a new CSM approach is an important issue on the agenda of PES (EL, LU).  
 
The exact way of measuring customer satisfaction differs. While most of the PES measure 
customer satisfaction for the complete range of services offered, some PES measure customer 
satisfaction only in relation to certain channels. In Italy for example, customer satisfaction is only 
measured among users of the website www.cliclavoro.it and in Poland only among visitors of job 
fairs. In most countries moreover, measuring customer satisfaction is done by the PES itself, 
whereas in a few countries it is outsourced to external agencies (for example in NL and SI). In the 
Czech Republic, customer satisfaction is measured only by the regional PES. 


                                                                                                                                                               
13  The desk research did not yield any information on this issue for Iceland.  
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Customer satisfaction is extensively monitored in certain countries.14 The Austrian AMS for 
example has measured customer satisfaction since 1994 and has set up an extensive client 
monitoring system since then. A representative customer satisfaction survey is held four times a 
year through which 120-240 jobseekers and 100-160 companies per regional office are questioned. 
On average, around 20,000 jobseekers and 15,000 companies are being questioned in total in the 
surveys. In Norway finally, some local offices have additional surveys that they distribute to 
customers at their own discretion.  
 
 


2.2.3 Performance measurement tools 
PES performance measurement systems contain various types of tools to collect, process and 
present information on performance, such as data warehouses or Balanced Scorecards. The usage 
of these tools in PES across the EU/EEA will be explained in this section.  
 
Data warehouses 
In order to handle the large and complex sets of information, PES performance measurement 
systems are nowadays based on sophisticated ICT systems. Information on performance is often 
stored in databases that are called data warehouses. Data warehouses integrate different types of 
data, for example from different indicators and/or from different sources, and can extract data 
immediately for users. 
 
Information on performance can be generated with the help of computer programmes like Cognos 
and ProClarity that allow for extensive immediate data-analysis or ‘online analytical processing” 
(OLAP) and subsequent reporting. With virtually “one click on the button” one can generate an 
overview of –for example- the time it takes to finalise an individual action plan for jobseekers after 
their first registration per PES office. Such an overview can also include the specific cluster to which 
local offices belong and their overall progress towards target-achievement.15 
 
Data warehouses are currently existent in almost all PES, with the exception of the PES in Cyprus, 
Ireland, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland and Slovakia.16 
 
Figure 2.1 Existence of data warehouses 


 
IT: Only Northern regions. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. PES Benchmarking (2008). Management information systems.  


 
Data warehouses can combine PES data with information from different governmental sources 
such as the social security administration, the tax administration or the pension administration.  
 


                                                                                                                                                               
14  Customer satisfaction is also one of the common indicators in the PES benchmarking project.  
15  Example taken from the system in SI.  
16  Information on data warehouses not available for IS, LI, MT, PT and RO.  
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Data warehouses that include information from different other governmental sources are not 
available in all PES, but predominantly in those PES with very advanced ICT infrastructures. This is 
clearly the case in Austria, Czech Republic, Germany, Sweden, and Slovenia.  
 
In France, internal data sources are rather fragmented. The data warehouse contains data from 
several systems that are operated separately by the PES. These separate systems concern 
jobseekers, vacancies, information on measures as well as information on operational performance.  
 
Measuring performance in an ICT environment has the advantage that large volumes of data can 
be fairly easily used for analysis and reporting. It also has the advantage that the database is 
dynamic: it is continuously and automatically updated with new information, for example, when a 
new vacancy is registered online, or manually by a counsellor who registers a job seeker.  
 
ICT-based PES performance measurement systems are thus seamlessly compatible with the 
strategy of most PES to offer an increased share of their services via internet or via self-service 
portals. The integration of performance measurement systems with PES service delivery via ICT 
applications allows in principle for enhanced monitoring of services against lower costs. In order to 
retrieve information on the effectiveness of services, Jobcentre Plus (JCP, UK) used to ‘track’ 
customers via phone. This involved high costs and had little effect as customers were often hard to 
reach. The JCP currently counts only digital interactions at the JCP-website.  
 
PES also increasingly offer stand-alone self-service computer terminals in their local PES offices in 
order to enable customers to look for employment opportunities autonomously. Some of these are 
connected to PES DWH, while others are not. The Ecorys web survey revealed that the monitoring 
of the use and users of these terminals is generally not possible and falls therefore outside the 
scope of performance measurement systems, except for Czech Republic, Denmark and Malta 
where respondents indicated that monitoring is possible. 
 
Management information tools 
Whereas data warehouses already allow for reporting, many PES performance measurement 
systems also contain a specific tool for the presentation of management information. Especially in 
those PES where performance information is extensively used for management purposes, 
information on performance is presented in a clear orderly way to the management. A format that is 
often used by the PES to display management information is the Balanced Scorecard (in short: 
BSC or ‘scorecard’). The actual lay-out of these BSCs may differ, for instance they resemble a 
‘cockpit’ or ‘dashboard’. 
 
The Balanced Scorecard can be used as a full strategic and planning instrument. It therefore 
contains various types of information, ranging from information on the achievement of labour 
market policy objectives to operational information on human resources and financial resources.  
 
Balanced scorecards or similar presentation tools are available in all PES, except for the PES in 
Actiris, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece, Spain, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Poland and Slovakia.17 


                                                                                                                                                               
17  Information unavailable for IS, LI, MT, PT, and RO. 
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Figure 2.2 Existence of management information tools (e.g. Balanced Scorecard) 


 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews. PES Benchmarking (2008). Management information systems. 


 
In Sweden, Germany and Austria for example, the BSC contains different types of information. In 
Austria it includes information on service delivery, but also information on management as well as 
on customer satisfaction and staff satisfaction. The German ‘cockpit’ moreover, allows in a similar 
vein for controlling on the effectiveness of service delivery, the efficiency of operations and quality-
improvement of operations. The Swedish scorecard contains information on four main fields: 
customers, operations, staff and the economy. Each field has two to eight indicators indicating the 
progress towards the targets. In Austria, progress towards targets constitutes only a part of the 
BSC. There, the scorecard feeds into a larger management assessment process and forms the 
basis for benchmarking the local offices. 
 


The Balanced Scorecard in Sweden 


The Balanced Scorecard of the Swedish AMS provides a clear overview of organisational performance in 


the areas of customers, operations, co-workers and economy. Each area presents objectives and relevant 


indicators. The development of performance is visually displayed with different shapes and colours. 


 
Figure 2.3 The Swedish Balanced Scorecard 
 OPERATIONAL IDEA


Ensuring job matching on the labour market (employers and workforce)


Customer Operations Co-workers Economy


High confidence in PES Relevant service delivery
Effective use of resources


Good working environment


Improved opportunities for job 
matching on the labour market


   Increased market share in 
respect of businesses, K4


Customer service
Satisfaction among employers, 


K2
      Response time (PES 


customer service), K5


Clear planning
  Action plan as a supporting tool,


      K3


Service priorities
Into employment, V1
Into employment and 
education, JOB, V2
Into employment and 
education, young people, V3
Into employment and 
education, newly arrived 
immigrants, V4
Into employment and 
education, 
disabled, V5
Status following work 
introduction, V10


Early identification of needs
    Satisfaction with management 


and support, V7


Unemployment insurance as 
an adaptation insurance


Application of unemployment 
insurance


Knowledge about PES’ 
mission


Knowledge about unemployment 
benefit eligibility, V6


Structured work ensuring 
good health and a good 


working environment 
     Absence from work, M1


Relevant competences


   Development and learning
Opportunities for learning and 


development, M2


Committed co-workers


  Operational dialogue
    Developing operational 


dialogues, M3


Realistic budget
     Actual expenditure, E1


Cost effectiveness
     Time with customers (PES 


customer service), E2


Orderliness


Good management


PES as a collaborator/ partner
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2.2.4 Tracking customers  
Tracking refers to a particular method to retrieve information on results of PES activities. Tracking 
can be undertaken by contacting customers directly, usually by phone, and can ask them about the 
result of a particular service, for example whether they are employed. Some PES select customers 
randomly out of a small sample and subsequently contact them, in Ireland for example. Also 
informal contacts with employers allow some PES to retrieve information on the success of a 
placement activity, for example in Luxembourg. 
 
Alternatively, information on results can be retrieved by tracking individuals in various administrative 
datasets, for example whether a former benefit-recipient is registered as an employee at the social 
security administration at a later stage.  
 
Tracking is not the same as monitoring whether job seekers comply with eligibility criteria, for 
example whether they are ‘actively searching for a job’. Instead, tracking is usually practiced after a 
transition into employment has supposedly taken place, or at least after the provision of a service 
has finished.  
 
An important driver for tracking consists of the fact that it is often unclear what happened with a 
particular job seeker or vacancy once a service was provided. Both jobseekers and employers are 
not always willing to provide feedback after a PES intervention finished. 
 
Customer tracking is only structurally practiced in the VDAB, Germany, Norway and Hungary. In 
other PES (AT, Actiris, CY, ES, FI, FR, IE, LU, SI, SE) tracking is undertaken incidentally for 
internal reasons, for example to randomly check the results of a specific service delivery among a 
small sample.  
 
Yet, many PES (LeForem, BG, CZ, DK, EE, EL, IT, NL, UK) do not to track their customers at all. 
The tendency to reduce follow-up activity with clients results from the associated high costs and the 
increasing reliance on self-service methods of service provision. 
 
Figure 2.4 Tracking PES customers  


Tracking clients  Countries  


Yes, structurally VDAB, DE, NO, HU 


Yes, incidentally AT, Actiris, CY, ES, FI, FR, IE, LU, SI, SE 


No tracking not undertaken  LeForem, BG, CZ, DK, EE, EL, IT, NL, UK 
Unknown for PL. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 
Frequency of reporting 
Where the performance measurement system is still to be fully developed, reporting takes place on 
an ad hoc basis, for example upon request of the Minister. In Greece performance reports are 
created twice per year and in Italy once per year by the Institute of Vocational Education (ISFOL). 
 
Reporting does not always take place on the basis of the complete set of indicators that exist in the 
performance measurement system. In Finland one set of indicators is used for reporting on a 
monthly basis while another set of indicators is used for reporting three times a year. In Estonia, bi-
annual reports are based on the majority of indicators, but not on all of them. In most of the other 
PES, reporting on performance takes place on a monthly basis or more often.  
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Reporting usually feeds into dialogues between the management of the PES at central, regional 
and local level. These dialogues involve different other actors, especially when the PES is 
characterised through a tripartite management structure (sometimes even at the various levels like 
in Austria). These management dialogues provide opportunities for adjusting the approaches of 
individual PES offices and for the exchange of good practices.  
 
For those countries for which information was available, our study results show that benchmarking 
is a common practice in PES.18  
 
 


2.2.5 Accessibility of data 
Data on performance is visible to all staff in many PES, albeit often with some limitations related to 
privacy issues for example. In Ireland all staff members have access to the information which is 
used internally and reported externally to demonstrate accountability. In Slovenia all colleagues can 
even monitor each other’s performance. In Estonia however the individual results of the individual 
advisers are communicated only to their regional manager. Also in Sweden some information in the 
database is protected for those that do not need it. In some PES (LeForem, BG, UK) performance 
information is accessible to the management only.  
 
Figure 2.5 Data accessibility 


 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Unknown for Actiris, EL, IT and PL. 


 
In some countries (e.g. CZ, DK, FI) parts of the information of the system can be also seen by 
persons or organisations outside the PES. The PES in the Czech Republic distinguishes between 
data that can be shown to the general public and data that cannot be publicly shared. However, 
much of the information generated by the performance measurement system is ultimately visible to 
the general public through the annual reports of the PES.  
 
 


2.3 Performance management 


2.3.1 Targets 
In many PES performance measurement systems, the objectives refer to sets of quantified targets 
that are linked to indicators for measuring performance. Targets are set for all indicators included in 
the system in most PES, for some indicators in Greece, or are non-existent in the system (CY, CZ, 
LT, LU, PL). In Cyprus and the Czech Republic targets were not yet set at the time of our analysis. 
The performance measurement system in these countries is still under construction. 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
18  It remains unclear for some PES.  
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Figure 2.6 Inclusion of (SMART) targets 


 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Unknown for BG. 


 
Target-setting procedures differ between the PES.19 A common target-setting method involves 
negotiations between different actors. It may take place on a top-down or bottom-up basis or 
through a combination of both approaches. In a top down process, the managing unit proposes 
targets that are directed towards lower levels of the organisation. These lower organisational levels 
may react to the proposals in a subsequent bottom-up process.  
 
Targets are annually set in the performance dialogue (France) or Sectoral Conference on 
Employment and Labour Affairs (Spain). In Slovenia moreover, annual objectives and targets for 
the ESS as a whole are defined by the central ESS Management, but in close cooperation with the 
regional offices. Regional offices subsequently define their own targets and activities in their 
regional business plans. When doing so, they should take regional priorities and national 
operational objectives and targets into account.  
 
The results of our research show that similar negotiation procedures take place almost everywhere 
as the vast majority of PES indicated that the target-setting procedure involve both a negotiation 
process with the Ministry and an internal negotiation process with different levels in the 
organisation.  
 
In those PES performance measurement systems that include targets, targets are usually set for 
one year. In Actiris, VDAB, LeForem and Estonia, however, targets are set for a three year period. 
 
 


2.3.2 Benchmarking 
Benchmarking is a commonly used approach to compare the performance of local PES offices. 
Benchmarking refers to the process of identifying clusters of similar regions on the basis of mainly 
exogenous variables/ contextual factors. These factors include, for example, the share of 
inhabitants of working-age (15-64) years or the (un-)employment rate. Benchmarking in the PES is 
undertaken in order to enable top management to set the right targets for local PES offices that 


                                                                                                                                                               
19  Cf. also Team Dr. Kaltenborn and Ramboll Management (2011).  
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operate under different conditions in different labour markets and subsequently to monitor their 
performance. In addition, benchmarking is also used to explain differences in 
performance/outcomes of local PES offices.  
 
According to interlocutors in Austria, benchmarking proves to be very fruitful in creating a ‘learning 
organisation’. Ranking employment offices on a continuous basis leads to more innovation as it 
provokes the exchange of good practice. 
 
For those countries for which information was available, our study results show that benchmarking 
is practiced in every PES in one or other form. 
 
 


2.3.3 Rewarding target achievement 
It is well documented that performance management (targets) can create perverse incentives and 
hence provoke undesirable behaviour of PES staff members such as ‘creaming’ and ‘parking’.20 
Some PES explicitly indicated that they reward target achievement (AT, DE, EE, FI). Rewarding 
target achievement can occur at the level of individual PES staff members in the context of a 
performance pay system, as is the case in Estonia for example. In Austria however, rewarding 
target achievement is a more collective concern.  
 


Applying performance measurement data in Austria 


The performance measurement system of the Austrian AMS resembles a cycle that starts with the 


definition of annual objectives and targets. These objectives and targets of the AMS are annually set via a 


process that includes the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Consumer Protection, social partners and 


the AMS itself.  


 


These actors vote at federal and provincial level on labour market policy objectives and their associated 


targets, which are furthermore negotiated by the federal management and the provincial directorates and 


ultimately disclosed by the managing Council of the AMS.  


 


The regional distribution of the budget further takes place on the basis of the objectives and targets set for 


a particular region and to a lesser extent of local labour market needs.  


 


The precise mix of labour market measures to be implemented and the associated planning is a 


competence of the provincial offices. The regional offices, together with external service providers, play a 


central role in this process. 


 


The PMS is primarily intended to measure progress achieved towards these labour market policy 


objectives. The BSC moreover, displays information directly relevant for the management, such as the 


main figures of job mediation and advisory services (for both employers and job seekers) as well as data 


on management and support processes like customer- and employee satisfaction. 


 


Performance measurement data is used at all levels. Management instruments like the BSC are used by 


the central management and the management of the provincial offices for strategic purposes. The 


effectiveness of these strategies is furthermore measured through a feedback-loop process. Regional PES 


managers meet once per month to discuss the progress towards objectives as indicated on the BSC. Such 


meetings enable the exchange of good practices and facilitate partnerships between PES offices.  


 


                                                                                                                                                               
20  Creaming and parking refers to those cases in which easy to place PES customers are prioritised over those requiring 


more help and who are arguably a more appropriate focus for PES attention. See for an extensive overview: DWP (2009). 
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The performance of the local PES offices is rewarded if high scores on the BSC are realised. This involves 


a formal ceremony and financial rewards for all employees of the top-performing AMS office. 


 
 


2.4 Conclusions and implications for measuring performance of the new EURES 


PES are key labour market institutions managing labour market transitions. PES ensure that labour 
market transitions pay off by supporting meaningful transitions and secure those transitions from 
the occurrence of social risks such as long-term unemployment or a loss of competencies. The 
transition from unemployment to employment is clearly the most widespread transition managed by 
PES. 
 
All PES in EU/EAA countries provide a comparable range of services to support these transitions. 
Both the type of services and the channels for service delivery are quite similar. Outsourcing of 
service delivery is also a shared feature of the PES.  
 
Almost all PES in EU/EEA countries use a performance measurement system to monitor 
performance. The majority of these PES are also experienced in measuring the employment results 
of their activities since their systems include result indicators. Yet, while these systems may have 
several features in common, they also differ significantly. 
 
Shared design features include data warehouses and management information tools. Performance 
management is also commonly practiced. Another shared feature is the increased use of ICT tools, 
such as online self-service portals (websites, terminals, social media, etcetera). In addition, 
whereas outputs are most commonly monitored, the vast majority of PES also monitor the results of 
their service provision.  
 
Significant differences between these performance measurement systems become apparent as 
soon as the practical realities in the design and use of these systems are taken into account. Large 
differences exist between the PES in what, how, why and for whom performance is being 
measured. This divergence is closely connected with factors like the objectives and tasks of the 
PES as well as the organisational setup.  
 
Whereas different performance measurement systems are widespread among the PES, there are 
certainly limits to what can reasonably be known about the performance of these PES. Limitations 
stem from the nature of a particular service provided of which performance is measured. All PES, 
for example, seem to be increasingly confronted with a ‘double e-paradox’ when measuring 
performance of ICT tools: 
• Whereas ICT makes the monitoring of inputs and outputs easier, as registrations can be quasi-


automatically, at the same time the monitoring of results and impacts has become more difficult, 
because users ‘disappear’ more easily; 


• While ICT facilitates PES to serve more customers at lower cost, it is at the same time very 
costly to develop monitoring tools that can be integrated in the system. 


 
Maximizing what can be known about PES performance requires careful selection of indicators and 
data collection methods. Any performance measurement system for measuring employment results 
of geographical labour mobility activities like EURES should take the existing divergence into 
account. Similarities between the systems may just offer an opportunity for an easy introduction of 
indicators and data collection methods. The field of geographical mobility however, is a specific 
type of a labour market transition and brings along specific monitoring challenges that will be 
explained in the next chapter.  
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3 Measuring geographical labour mobility 


3.1 Introduction  


This study is also intended to provide recommendations on the development of a framework of 
indicators for performance measurement of geographical labour mobility activities like the new 
EURES network. This framework should rely to a maximum extent on available data and should 
minimise the burden on PES to collect new data. This chapter therefore takes stock of the data on 
geographical labour mobility that is available to PES in EU/EEA countries and that transmits a 
(partial) picture of the extent to which workers are mobile. In doing so, a distinction is made 
between statistical data existing at EU-level and at national level.  
 
 


3.2 Geographical mobility 


3.2.1 Definitions 
The term geographical (labour) mobility refers to movements both within and between countries. 
For the purpose of this study we focus on inward and outward mobility between countries. 
 
As geographical labour mobility includes a clear spatial and a temporal dimension, it may result in 
complex variations of mobility as persons take up temporary residence in another country or have 
places of residence in more than one country for example. Geographical labour mobility between 
countries is basically subdivided in this study into trans-national mobility and cross-border mobility.  
 
Trans-national mobility results in a permanent change in the country of residence (which basically 
resembles migration)21, while cross-border mobility involves travelling between the country of 
residence and the country in which the workplace is located (i.e. cross-border commuting22) which 
can take place on a daily basis or less often.  
 
 


3.2.2 Levels of mobility 
Free movement of workers is a fundamental principle of the European Union and economic theory 
suggests that geographical labour mobility provides an important mechanism for resolving 
economic imbalances between Member States, thereby helping to achieve the objectives of the 
Europe 2020 Strategy.  
 
Available data on mobility predominantly highlights the relatively limited scale of both trans-national 
mobility and cross-border commuting. Even though it is practically impossible to determine what 
would be the optimum level of mobility, it appears that the current observed situation is sub-optimal, 
leaving unexploited (net) economic benefits23. In this context, EURES aims to make a valuable 
contribution by stimulating geographical labour mobility.  
 


                                                                                                                                                               
21  At Commission level, the term migration when is mainly used when referring to flows of third country nationals moving in 


and out of the EU. 
22  This term is intended to include any commuting which involves travelling across national borders not just that which has an 


origin and destination in the defined border regions (although we acknowledge that there are significant levels of cross-
border commuting in these areas, some of which benefit from the work of a EURES cross-border partnership).  


23  IZA (2008) Geographic mobility in the European Union: optimising its economic and social benefits. 
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In 2010, only 2.8% of working-age (15-64) European citizens lived in another EU Member State, 
although this has increased from a level of 2.0% in 2004 as a result of the increased intra-EU 
mobility that followed the 2004 and 2007 enlargements.24 Data shows an inflow of about 3.6 million 
people from EU-12 countries to EU-15 countries over the period 2003-2010, representing a net 
annual increase of half a million (which peaked at almost one million in 2007). However, these 
numbers are relatively small compared to the population sizes of the countries concerned, and 
compared to migration flows of third-country nationals.  
 
A special Euro-barometer survey, undertaken in 2009 to explore mobility experiences and 
intentions, found that only 10% of respondents have actually lived and worked abroad.25 
Respondents in Luxembourg were most likely to report having lived and worked in another country, 
followed by Ireland and Denmark. Men were more likely than women to report having lived or 
worked in another country, while those who completed their education when aged 20 or over were 
found to be more likely to have lived and worked in another country compared to those who finished 
their education at a younger age. The chance to increase earnings and a liking for the culture and 
lifestyle of the destination were reported as being the main motivating factors, while problems with 
language were seen as a key obstacle to overcome when moving to work in another country. In 
terms of future intentions, 17% of respondents envisaged working abroad at some point in the 
future. However, while almost half of respondents would consider moving regions or countries to 
find work if they became unemployed, 28% reported that they would not work abroad regardless of 
the financial reward on offer. 
 
There is a very diverse range of factors that influence mobility within the EU and the significance of 
mobility for any given EU/EEA country. Recent research has shown that income levels and 
employment rates to be key macro-economic factors, although these alone do not provide a 
sufficient explanation of the mobility flows observed. The existence of opportunities, for example in 
a particular sector or specialism, can also be a driver. Non-economic factors are also important 
such as community networks and demographics (especially for migrants who tend to be relatively 
young)26.  
 
The current economic crisis has a profound impact on patterns of trans-national mobility. 
Decreasing opportunities in the labour market clearly result in a vast reduction of mobility flows to 
countries profoundly affected by the recession. Research by the European Commission furthermore 
noted that the recession has indeed increased the number of mobile workers who have returned 
home and reduced the number moving to EU15 countries.27 
 
Research to explore the extent of cross-border commuting observed that, in total, about 780,000 
people in the EU/EEA were cross-border commuters in 2006/2007. This activity was found to be 
concentrated in central-western Europe, with very low cross-border mobility between the new 
Member States (possibly due to structural weaknesses in these border regions, or significantly 
lower wage differentials between those countries). The main countries of destination were 
Switzerland, Luxembourg and Germany and the main countries of origin were France, Germany 
and Belgium. The research also revealed that cross-border commuters are predominantly male, 
with most aged between 25 and 45 years. Cross-border commuters with high skills levels mainly 
originate from EU15 while low skilled workers predominantly originate from EU12. The construction, 


                                                                                                                                                               
24  Employment and Social Developments in Europe 2011, Chapter 6: Intra-EU Labour Mobility and the Impact of 


Enlargement (European Commission, 2011).  
25  European Commission (2010) Geographic and labour market mobility report. Eurobarometer 337.  
26  Employment and Social Developments in Europe 2011, Chapter 6: Intra-EU Labour Mobility and the Impact of 


Enlargement (European Commission, 2011).  
27  European Commission (2010) Mobility in Europe 2010. 
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healthcare and manufacturing sectors were found to be those most occupied by cross-border 
commuters. Language and lack of information on available opportunities were cited as key 
barriers.28 
 
Geographical mobility has mixed social consequences with gains from cultural and ethnic diversity 
depending on the successful integration of foreigners and, in some cases, tensions between ethnic 
minorities and indigenous groups leading to a decline in social cohesion. At the micro-level the 
decision to move to another country depends on an individuals’ assessment of the costs and 
benefits of migration which will be influenced by a range of factors including socio-demographic 
characteristics, personal preferences and expectations. At the same time, there are positive 
externalities associated with geographical mobility due to the benefits that this can generate for the 
wider economy. 
 
In recent years a number of steps have been taken to reduce barriers to mobility (e.g. as set out in 
the European Job Mobility Action Plan Implementation Report) but it is recognised in particular that 
there is still further work to be done and that EURES has a key role to play.  
 
 


3.3 Sending and receiving countries 


According to EUROSTAT (2011) the number of foreigners in individual EU Member States 
increased in 2010 to a total of 32.5 millions.29 The majority of foreigners in the EU (75%) reside in 
the five largest EU Member States (Germany, Spain, the United Kingdom, Italy and France).  
 
In theory, countries can be clearly categorised as playing either a sending or receiving role in terms 
of mobile workers. In practice however, it often proves difficult to make this distinction, with some 
countries having different roles depending on the skill levels concerned or the economic sector. For 
example, Austria is a receiver of lower skilled production workers, while sending high skilled 
academic researchers to work in other European countries. In addition, it is possible to add a third 
category of ‘static’ countries where the level of inward mobility approximately equals the level of 
outward mobility.  
 
Based on 2008 data from EUROSTAT, EU Member States can be ascribed to the following 
groups:30 
1. Countries where inward mobile workers clearly outnumber outward mobile workers; which can 


be termed ‘receiving countries’ (CYP, LU, ES, EIRE, BE, DE, FR, UK, MT, SE, NO, CZ); 
2. Countries where the number of inward mobile workers approximately equals the number of 


outward mobile workers. These are ‘static countries’ (AT, IT, HU, DK, IL, NL); 
3. Countries where outward mobile workers clearly outnumber inward mobile workers; which can 


be termed ‘sending countries’ (FI, EL, LV, EE, SK, PT, SL, LT, PL).  
 
Patterns of inward and outward labour mobility across EU/EEA countries meanwhile very likely 
altered because of the economic and financial crisis. A lack of opportunities on the labour market 
may have resulted in decreasing immigration or triggered a change to emigration. This is the case 
in for example Spain.  


                                                                                                                                                               
28  MKW & Empirica (2009) Scientific report on the mobility of cross-border workers within the EU27/EEA/EFTA countries. 
29  Eurostat (2011). “6.5% of the EU population are foreigners and 9.4% are born abroad”. Statistics in Focus 34/2011. 


Internet: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-11-034/EN/KS-SF-11-034-EN.PDF. 
30  Data was only partially available for Bulgaria, Romania and Lithuania, although it is anticipated that these countries would 


meet the definition of sending countries. 



http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-11-034/EN/KS-SF-11-034-EN.PDF
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3.4 Existing EU data sources 


3.4.1 Defining mobility  
In EU-level statistical data on geographical labour mobility mobile workers are defined ether on the 
basis of citizenship or on the basis of their country of birth. Even though data on the basis of 
citizenship is generally more extensively available, it has certain disadvantages. The report of 
European and Social Developments in Europe for 2011 for example, provides an extensive review 
of intra-EU labour mobility in which mobile citizens are defined according to citizenship. Yet, the 
citizenship of persons may change over time and citizenship of the descendants of mobile workers 
is likely to be determined by that of their parents rather than by the country of birth.31 Eurostat 
therefore recently pointed to the fact that estimates of the foreign-born population provide an 
alternative way to monitor mobility.32 
 
 


3.4.2 Data availability and robustness  
 
European Labour Force Survey 
At a European level, the main data source which can be used for monitoring mobility of workers is 
the European Labour Force Survey (ELFS)33.  
 
The ELFS provides consistent data on stocks and flows of mobile workers and commuters. 
However, it is considered by some that the stock data which it provides is better than the data on 
flows as it has become more difficult to track intra-EU mobility as a result of increased integration 
and reduced restrictions on movement for EU citizens. The definition of mobile workers has also not 
kept up with changing behavioural patterns (for example the increase in short-term or temporary 
placements overseas) leading to a worsening of flow data over time.  
 
The sampling frame used by the ELFS is thought to have a tendency to under-represent mobile 
workers. For example, the sample is restricted to private households so less likely to capture recent 
mobile workers who are living in temporary accommodation. It is also thought that mobile workers 
are less likely to respond to the survey request even when it is mandatory to do so and, although 
non-respondents are replaced, it is more likely that these replacements will be citizens of the 
country in question.  
 
The ELFS provides information on employment status and also an indication of whether those who 
are unemployed have made contact with the PES. In theory, the panel structure of the survey could 
allow tracking of the outcomes experienced by those who have been registered with the PES but 
given the overall survey sample size this is likely to generate an insufficient sub-sample to enable 
robust analysis. Participants will also drop out of the sample if their country of residence changes, 
eliminating the possibility that it could be effectively used to track recipients of support from EURES 
even if such a question were to be added.  
 
The ELFS also explores location of residence and workplace allowing for identification of cross-
border commuters; however, issues again arise with the small sub-sample size this produces34. 


                                                                                                                                                               
31  Eurostat (2011). “6.5% of the EU population are foreigners and 9.4% are born abroad”. Statistics in Focus 34/2011. 


Internet: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-11-034/EN/KS-SF-11-034-EN.PDF. 
32  Ibid. 
33  See http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/employment_unemployment_lfs/introduction. 
34  It has been estimated that about 780,000 people in the EU were cross-border commuters in 2006/07 (Scientific report on 


the mobility of cross-border workers within the EU27/EEA/EFTA countries, MKW et al, 2009), accounting for less than 
0.5% of the working age population. As a result the sample sizes and the sampling approach used by countries when 


 



http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/KS-SF-11-034/EN/KS-SF-11-034-EN.PDF

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/employment_unemployment_lfs/introduction
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Robust analysis of mobility associated with seasonal or temporary work is also not possible due to 
the residency definition being based on whether persons have been in a country for more than one 
year or plan to stay for this length of time. This is confirmed by a recent review of statistical data 
which concluded that measuring the volume, extent and characteristics of geographical labour 
mobility of a temporary nature remains difficult as it is not possible to rely on existing EU-level 
surveys to provide this information.35  
 
Eurobarometer 
A further source of data on geographical mobility at EU level is the Eurobarometer which has 
contained periodic modules that provide an insight into motivations, barriers and future intentions 
regarding mobility. However, this is not a regular data source and the sampling frame and survey 
format do not allow for follow-up with respondents to confirm whether intentions became a reality.  
 
Modules on geographical and labour market mobility were undertaken in 2005 and 2009. Questions 
covered mobility experiences (whether a respondent had previously lived and worked abroad) and 
future intentions (whether they envisage working abroad at some point in the future). These surveys 
also explored the factors which would motivate or influence decisions to work abroad and the 
obstacles which people feel they would encounter.  
 
Migration Statistics 
Member States provide international migration statistics to Eurostat on an annual basis36. This 
migration data provides information on the stocks and flows of foreigners ‘usually resident’ in a 
given country. However, the key limitation from the perspective of assessing geographical labour 
mobility is that this source does not provide any information on employment status. There is also no 
obligation for countries to provide a breakdown of the citizenship of residents from other EU 
countries meaning that some only provide the total number of ‘EU foreigners.’  
 
 


3.5 National data sources 


Ecorys’ research has shown that data on inward and outward geographical mobility is generally not 
collected by the PES in EU/EEA countries, at least not actively in the context of the performance 
measurement systems. Data on labour mobility and migration is usually collected by other parts of 
Government.  
 
 


3.5.1 PES data 
In the majority of EU/EEA countries the PES collect some information on mobility preferences, for 
example by asking job seekers at registration whether they are interested in working abroad or 
asking employers whether they would be interested in filling vacancies with candidates from 


                                                                                                                                                               
implementing the ELFS would typically be expected to reveal a very small number of cross-border commuters. Similarly, it 
is estimated that only 2.8% of the working age population live in another Member State (Employment and Social 
Development in Europe 2011) so only a relatively small number of migrants would be expected to be sampled (perhaps 
less than 100 in those Member States with the smallest sample sizes), particularly given the potential tendency for 
samples to under-represent recent migrants.  


35  Study on the economic and social effects associated with the phenomenon of posting of workers in the EU (IDEA Consult 
and Ecorys Netherlands, March 2011).  


36  Since 2008 Regulation 862/2007 requires EU27 and EFTA countries to provide a core set of statistics on international 
migration flows, non-national population stocks, acquisition of citizenship, residence permits, asylum and measures 
against illegal entry and stay, based on common definitions and concepts. Most countries base these statistics on 
administrative data sources such as population registers. See 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics. 



http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_statistics
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another country.37 On the basis of the preferences indicated by them, PES customers can be 
subsequently ‘flagged’ in the ICT system in order to enable PES to potentially offer tailored services 
related to geographical labour mobility.38 At the same time, however, this approach is not 
consistently adopted and in some countries information about mobility preferences is either 
consciously not collected or is felt to be lacking.  
 
Table 3.1 Collection of data on preferences  


Information collected  Countries  


Jobseekers willing to work abroad  AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, CZ, DE, EE, FR, IE, IS, 


LU, LI, MT, NL, PT, SE, SI 


Employers willing to recruit workers from abroad  AT, LeForem, CZ, DE, DK, HU, IE, IS, LT, LU, LI, MT, 


NL, PL, PT, SI 


No data on mobility preferences collected BG, CY, EL, ES, FI, IT, LV, NO, RO, SK, UK 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 
In general terms the PES do not collect data on transnational labour mobility, neither do the PES 
actively monitor mobility flows. In addition, the PES PMS do not seem to include any reference to 
geographical labour mobility. Ecorys found no evidence of targets specifically related to 
geographical labour mobility (inflows and outflows) within PMS.  
 
In those instances where data on stocks and flows of mobile workers is accessed by the PES it 
appears to be used mainly to inform assessments of the labour market context rather than the 
explicit planning of labour mobility activities. Activities like EURES are primarily driven by 
identification of employer needs at the micro-level.  
 
Some PES form exceptions. First, the AMS in Denmark extensively monitors the stocks and flows 
of mobile workers using data from the tax system. An online tool has been developed to facilitate 
this monitoring and to highlight occupations with significant labour shortages.  
 
Second, the Hungarian PES receives 'announcements' from employers regarding the employment 
of mobile workers from foreign countries. This does not explicitly record nationality.  
 
Finally, in Bulgaria the PES closely monitors the movement of people in and out of the country. This 
collection is done on the basis of international agreements on labour-exchanges that also involve 
the exchange of data between Member States (e.g. through bilateral agreements with other states 
such as Germany), and through data on workers sent by private employment services.  
 
Cross-border partnerships seem to improve data collection and data-exchange on mobile workers. 
This is in particular the case with outflows of mobile workers. Information on outflows is 
predominantly collected in the framework of cross-border partnerships. In the Czech Republic, for 
example, the study fieldwork revealed that three cross-border partnerships provide statistics and 
data about commuters (those with Germany, Poland and Slovakia). Such an exchange of data also 
takes place between Slovenia and Austria, and Spain and Portugal. The cross border partnerships 
and bilateral agreements generally facilitate the exchange of commuting and migration data 
between Member States. Yet the extent to which this exchange is formalised or occurs on a more 


                                                                                                                                                               
37  59% of respondents to the Ecorys web survey conducted as part of this study reported that jobseekers willing to work 


abroad were flagged in the PES customer database and 55% reported that employers willing to recruit foreign workers 
were flagged.  


38  In the Czech Republic  customers are asked about their preferences, but these are not registered in the ICT system. 
Czech PES customers are herewith not flagged.  
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ad-hoc basis appears to vary. In the case of Bulgaria, for example, while there is no regulation 
governing such exchange, requests have been received by the PES from other countries on an ad-
hoc basis.  
 
 


3.5.2 Other national data  
In general, data on geographical labour mobility is collected initially by other parts of Government 
rather than the PES itself. This data, on inflows in particular, is often available for the PES to 
access (for example through the data warehouse) should they choose to do so.  
 
Table 3.2 Access to data on transnational geographical labour mobility  


Access  Countries 


Data on inflows AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, 


EE, ES, FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, LU, MT, NL, NO, PL, SE, 


SI, UK 


Data on outflows LeForem, BG, CZ, DE, EE, ES, FI, FR, IE, LU, NL, 


NO, SE 


No access  EL 
IT: Region of Piedmont only. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Ecorys desk research.  


 
Collection of such data is undertaken by a range of bodies which include Immigration Ministries, 
Central Statistics Offices and Border Agencies. The social security administration can also provide 
data on (inward) geographical labour mobility. In several EU/EEA countries employers are required 
to register their employees at the social security administration, which might be even the PES itself, 
and often this includes information on nationality. The PES has access to this registration data via 
the data warehouse of the performance measurement system (if available). In Bulgaria moreover, 
the tax registers also provide information on employees and their nationality. Only the Greek PES 
has no access to such data. 
 
These official data sources may still suffer limitations, for example due to incomplete recording of 
short-term/temporary workers and inadequate enforcement of regulations concerning registration of 
foreign citizens.  
 
Table 3.3 PES data sources on transnational geographical labour mobility 


Organisation collecting data  Countries  


Social security  AT, CY, EE, FI, HU, IE, LU, SE, SI 


Statistical office Actiris, DK, EE, ES, FR, IT, NL, NO, UK 


Tax authorities BG  


Migration authorities/border agency  CY 


Other  VDAB, LeForem, BG, DE, DK, ES, FI, LU, HU, MT, 


NO, PL, SE. 
IT: Region of Piedmont only. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Ecorys desk research.  


 
Although this data is theoretically available to the PES, our research suggests that little use is made 
of this data in practice. In addition, the varying forms in which the data is held suggest that it would 
be difficult to collate it in such a way that will allow the production of systematic and comparable 
data on labour mobility across the EU/EEA.  
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3.6 Conclusions and implications for measuring performance of the new EURES  


PES have only limited knowledge of inbound and outbound mobility flows and stocks as they are 
usually not involved in the collection of data on geographical labour mobility. In addition, the extent 
to which they have access to data on geographical labour mobility differs between the PES.  
 
Measuring geographical labour mobility (both transnational mobility and commuting) is generally 
difficult. Difficulties follow from the fact that mobility levels are relatively low and large samples of 
the general population would be required in order to capture enough mobile workers to generate 
robust flow data on this topic.  
 
Although statistical datasets like the ELFS can provide useful insights as to the stocks and 
characteristics of mobile workers across the EU, they do not currently generate robust flow data on 
labour mobility. Even if the sample size were large enough to enable measurement of labour 
mobility, the ELFS would not provide a robust basis for an assessment of the performance of 
EURES services as it is believed that only a limited proportion of mobile workers have come into 
contact with EURES.  
 
Data on geographical mobility currently available at both EU and Member State level provides 
useful contextual and trend-based information on labour mobility. However, existing data suffers 
from a range of limitations and could not be used to provide a measure of the performance of 
EURES. The primary limitation of EU level datasets is the issue of inadequate sample sizes.  
 
At country level, PES are generally able to access data that is generated by other public 
organisations. The structure of this data reflects the purpose and objectives of the collecting 
organisation and therefore may miss essential information for the PES, like the details of the skills 
and qualifications of recent mobile workers. Ad hoc data on commuters collected and exchanged in 
the framework of cross-border partnerships seems more promising where it is available.  
 
The presence of different systems and requirements for data collection in each country, coupled 
with other concerns such as data protection and resource constraints, also shape the data which is 
collected at national level. 
 
In conclusion, a comprehensive and consistent dataset which explores geographical labour mobility 
would not be achievable across the EU/EEA without very substantial effort and expense. It would 
not be possible to construct such a dataset on the basis of the information currently collected or 
used by the PES but the effort involved could be reduced by securing the cooperation of other 
relevant bodies such as the social security administration and tax authorities.  
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4 Monitoring of the current EURES network 


4.1 The current EURES network  


The EURES network was launched in 1993 to facilitate cross-border labour mobility and to provide 
a framework in which public employment services of the EU Member States, their partners and the 
European Commission could cooperate. The Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1612/68 on the freedom 
of movement within the EU forms the main legal basis for EURES activities. The Regulation has 
currently been codified into Regulation N° 492/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 5/04/2011 on freedom of movement of workers within the Union. The COM Decision (2003/8/EC 
of 23/12/2002) and the EURES Charter of 2010 codetermine the objectives of EURES. For the 
benefit of jobseekers, job changers and employers, EURES promotes: 
 


1. The development of a European labour market open and accessible for all; 


2. The transnational, interregional and cross-border exchange of vacancies and job applications; 


3. Transparency of information exchange on the European labour markets, including on living conditions 


and on the opportunities for acquisition of skills; 


4. The development of methodologies and indicators for this purpose. 


 
As stated in the COM Decision (2003/8/EC of 23/12/2002), EURES is intended as the key tool for 
“the monitoring of mobility, for the support of the free movement of workers and the integration of 
the European labour markets, and for informing citizens about the relevant Community legislation.”  
 
The cooperation between PES in the EURES network should ultimately lead to the “clearing of 
vacancies and applications for employment within the Union and the resultant placing of workers in 
employment.”39 
 
 


4.1.1 EURES activities 
 
Guidelines for activities 
The activities undertaken by the EURES network follow from guidelines that are developed by the 
EURES Coordination Office and are valid for a period of three years. These guidelines basically 
establish the conditions for financial assistance to the EURES members as they constitute the basis 
for their activity plans. The guidelines for the current EURES programming period are set out in the 
table below. In comparison to the previous periods, they reflect moves towards closer integration of 
the European dimension in mainstream PES activities and an increased emphasis on brokerage 
services, although the provision of information remains an important task.  


                                                                                                                                                               
39  Cf. REGULATION (EU) No 492/2011 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 5 April 2011 on 


freedom of movement for workers within the Union (codification). Art 11.1, 2d paragraph.  
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Table 4.1 EURES Guidelines 2010-2013 


Guidelines  


1. Improving access to EURES  


2. Ensuring services to employers 


3. Providing services to jobseekers, job changers and the unemployed  


4. Networking with other stakeholders 


5. Functioning of the network 


6. Implementing cross-border activities 


 
Mandatory activities 
Mandatory services to be delivered by the EURES network are mentioned in the COM Decision 
(2003/8/EC of 23/12/2002) and further specified in the EURES Charter of 2010. The Charter 
specifies three different types of services: 
• Job-matching services; 
• Transnational, sectoral and cross-border cooperation; 
• Monitoring, assessing and tackling obstacles to mobility.  
 
Job-matching activities 
This type of services comprises information services, counselling and advice that can be further 
disaggregated in four services that are directly or indirectly related to job placement:  
• Assist and advice jobseekers and job changers about suitable vacancies; 
• Provide information and recruitment services to employers who wish to recruit from other 


countries; 
• Provision of information and advice on living and working conditions in the EURES countries; 
• Information about trends on the European labour market.  
 
Whereas the former two can be characterised as direct job placement services (by facilitating a 
match between CVs and vacancies), the latter two contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of 
job placement services (through the provision of information).  
 
Transnational, sectoral and cross-border cooperation 
EURES services of this type concern the development of transnational cooperation between 
stakeholders from different sectors, comprising the EURES network and external actors. In 
addition, EURES supports cooperation between external stakeholders in cross-border areas, 
including local social partners, in order to improve the local cross-border labour market and mobility 
of workers in this area. 
 
Monitoring, assessing and tackling obstacles to mobility 
The EURES network monitors the existence of specific surpluses and shortages of skilled workers 
as well as specific obstacles to mobility such as legal differences and administrative procedures.  
 
EURES services delivered by PES  
A 2011 survey among EURES members showed that in practice a wide variety of services is being 
delivered. An overview of these services is showed in the table below.  
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Table 4.2 Inventory of services provided by the EURES network 


EURES Services  


For jobseekers: 


Organisation and promotion of job fairs 


Organisation of virtual job fairs and events 


Personal follow-up before, during, after your move 


Analysis and selection of job offers/matching 


Translation of vacancies and application letters 


How to write a CV 


Review of CVs and applications 


European labour market information 


Information and advice on living and working conditions 


Support, information and advice to incoming jobseekers 


Financial support for going abroad 


Language training 


Offer video/web conferencing for interviews 


Personal legal assistance and advice 


Information sessions for targeted groups on job mobility 


Seasonal jobs 


Traineeships 


Voluntary services 


Support to returning migrants 


Social security advice for cross-border workers 


Information and advice on learning opportunities abroad 


Career (re-orientation) guidance 


Information on equivalence of education and diplomas 


Information to unemployed about benefits 


For employers: 


Registration and dissemination of job vacancies in 


Europe 


Advice on how to write a job description 


Matching with jobseekers’ CVs 


Pre-selection of suitable candidates 


Information on equivalence of education and 


diplomas 


Organisation of job fairs and recruitment events 


Large-scale recruitment projects abroad 


Offer video/web-conferencing for interviews 


Information and advice on recruitment in Europe 


Information and advice on legal aspects when 


recruiting 


Follow-up before, during, after your recruitment 


abroad 


European labour market information 


Financial support and incentives for European 


recruitment 


For stakeholders, partners, etc.:  


Information sessions for students on job mobility 


Organisation and promotion of job fairs for graduates 


and school leavers 


Organisation of virtual job fairs and events 


Help with setting up traineeships and mobility 


programmes  


Analysis and information on skills trends in Europe 


Internal PES: 


Information and training on mobility issues 


Information and advice on legal aspects of job 


mobility 


Support and advice for setting up job fairs and 


events 


Provide appropriate contacts in other countries 


European labour market information 
Source: EURES Service Catalogue 2011. 


 
EURES members regularly provide only a limited number of these services. The country visits 
undertaken in the framework of the present study showed that the provision of information on living 
and working conditions as well as the organisation and participation in job fairs or similar 
recruitment events are the most important activities for the majority of EURES members. Direct 
matching and placement occurs less prominently, despite the fact that EURES Advisors regularly 
use the network to present vacancies or jobseekers and/ or job changers to their colleagues 
abroad.  
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Table 4.3 Focus of EURES 


Activities PES  


Provision of information  AT, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, 


ES, FI, FR, IE, IT, LU, NL, NO, PL, SE, SI, UK 


Recruitment events and job fairs  AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, 


EE, EL, ES, FI, HU, IE, IT, LU, NL, NO, PL, SE, SI 


Matching and placement  AT, Actiris, CZ, DE, EL, IE, IT, SI 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 
The overview presented above reflects merely a snapshot in time. It is very likely that the current 
economic crisis caused a change in the prioritisation of services delivered in the EURES network. 
Transnational matching and placement activities may very well have increased in importance for 
countries with high levels of unemployment like Spain or skills shortages like Germany. For 
example, EURES currently assists Spanish engineers to find employment in Germany.40 
 
A more systematic inventory of EURES services is presented in chapter five. 
 
 


4.1.2 Implementation of activities 
EURES services are delivered by advisers and assistants located strategically in local or regional 
PES offices and this work is complemented by a range of self-service tools (including the European 
Job Mobility Portal). In addition, there are over 20 cross-border partnerships which operate in 
border regions with high levels of cross-border commuting. These partnerships bring together the 
PES, trade unions, employers and other local organisations and provide specific advice on the 
rights and obligations of those who live in one country but work in another.  
 
Integration  
Mainstreaming EURES into regular PES operations has been a priority in EURES guidelines since 
2004. The extent to which EURES is integrated into mainstream operations varies between PES. In 
Denmark, for example, EURES staff are primarily located in three dedicated regional service 
centres with only a small amount of activity being integrated into local job centres. In the 
Bundesagentur für Arbeit (DE), EURES is not presented as a separate service at all. There 
advisers deliver the service alongside mainstream activity.  
 
A structured account of the mainstreaming of EURES across PES is presented in the EURES 
evaluation for the period 2006-2008. On the basis of the Commission Guidelines 2004- 2007 and 
2007-2010, the evaluation conceptualised the integration of EURES in mainstream PES operations 
as:41 
• EURES staff are represented on the PES management board – the evaluation found at least 


eleven countries that confirmed that this was the case; 
• EURES is evident in PES policy planning – the evaluation reported that two thirds of managers 


stated that EURES is evident in PES policy planning and development; 
• EURES contributes to the achievement of PES objectives – the majority of EURES managers 


and advisers concluded that EURES and PES were ‘aligned and also mutually reinforcing.’ 
However, the evaluation also suggested that strategy documents ought to be explicit about how 
the objectives and activities of EURES would contribute to the achievement of PES objectives; 


                                                                                                                                                               
40  http://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?lang=de&catId=9700&myCatId=9700&parentId=20&acro=news&function= 


newsOnPortal. 
41  GHK. (2010). Ex-post evaluation of the EURES programme covering the period 2006-2008.  



http://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?lang=de&catId=9700&myCatId=9700&parentId=20&acro=news&function=newsOnPortal

http://ec.europa.eu/eures/main.jsp?lang=de&catId=9700&myCatId=9700&parentId=20&acro=news&function=newsOnPortal
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• Proportion of work dedicated to EURES clearly agreed with employer – a survey undertaken as 
part of the evaluation showed that the majority of EURES advisers reported that the proportion 
of their working time dedicated to EURES was clearly agreed with their employer; 


• Awareness of EURES among PES (frontline) staff or advisors - EURES managers and advisers 
interviewed as part of the evaluation indicated that the vast majority had taken steps to raise 
awareness about EURES amongst other frontline staff or advisers. 


 
The evaluation concluded that the integration of EURES into PES had, in general, increased and 
that the majority of PES had made significant progress and/or realised that further work was 
needed.  
 
This conclusion is reflected in the findings from the country visits undertaken by Ecorys, with the 
general view amongst EURES managers being that integration had improved in recent years. 
EURES managers also demonstrated awareness of how EURES contributes to the achievement of 
PES objectives and there were no reports of issues regarding the allocation of staff time to EURES. 
However, activity to raise awareness and increase links between EURES and regular other PES 
services was reported as being still underway in many countries. In Sweden and the UK for 
example, it was highlighted that there remains scope for further integration. In Estonia on the 
contrary, EURES appeared to already be highly integrated into the PES. Likewise, in Cyprus, 
EURES officers split their work between EURES and other PES activities on a 50/50 basis which is 
felt to contribute to effective linkages. In other countries, including Austria and Germany, EURES 
advisors also perform regular PES activities. Conversely, for example, in Ireland and the UK it was 
felt that the PES did not always view EURES as a core service. 
 
 


4.2 The monitoring of the current EURES network 


At present EURES advisers are asked to complete and submit a monthly report direct to the EC. In 
addition, a significant number of countries have developed their own set of indicators or data 
collection methods. Project-based monitoring is also commonly undertaken. The latter refers to a 
project-based approach to measure results of specific EURES activities like job fairs and (sector) 
recruitment events for job seekers, job changers and employers. 
 
Table 4.4 Monitoring EURES 


Monitoring mechanisms Countries  


Additional national mechanism BG, DE, DK, EL, IE, NO, PL, SI 


Project-based monitoring  AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CY, CZ, DK, EE, 


ES, FR, HU, IE, IS, LT, LU, LV, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, 


SE, SI, SK, UK 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Ecorys web survey. 


 
 


4.2.1 The EURES Advisor Monthly Report (EAMR) 
The table below summarises the indicators used for the EAMR. These indicators are primarily 
concerned with the level of activity undertaken (outputs) like the number of ‘ customer contacts’, but 
also with the number of jobseekers placed and vacancies filled as a result of their intervention. 
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Table 4.5 Monthly report indicators  


Indicators  


Average time spent working on EURES (%). 


Total number of individual contacts: 


• Distribution between workers/job seekers and employers (%); 


• Distribution of trans-national or cross-border issues (%); 


• Distribution of topics (%) including general information about EURES, job search, recruitment, social 


security/taxation, education/training, living and working conditions, other general information.  


• Total number of group contacts; 


• Total number of contacts from own organisation. 


 


Additional questions asked by the EC: 


• Number of persons finding a job/placed in a job abroad as a result of EURES services (outgoing job 


seekers); 


• Number of persons from abroad finding a job/placed in a job in your country as a result of EURES services 


(incoming jobseekers). 
Source: European Commission. 


 
Data from the monthly reports is used by the European Commission to calculate the number of 
individual contacts with job seekers, job changers and employers for inclusion in the annual EURES 
management plan. This information is also included in the EC report to the European Parliament on 
EURES activities.  
 
The data collected for the EAMR has a number of limitations. To begin with, the response rate from 
advisers varies significantly per country. In addition, the data produced by the monthly reporting 
process is focused on output measures and does not provide robust evidence on results as, 
although information on placement and recruitment is requested, it is often not completed and 
where responses are given they are likely to be based on guesswork. The process by which the 
reports are completed raises questions of consistency and reliability. In particular, there is no 
verification or checking of the information which is provided as advisers send their reports direct to 
the EC which does not allow the EURES Manager to review the information and compare to their 
own records. Also, it is unclear to EURES staff how the information is used as they do not receive 
feedback from the EC. Overall it is clear that the reports do not allow a comprehensive assessment 
to be made of the results, or value, of EURES activity.  
 
 


4.2.2 The European Job Mobility Portal 
The EC monitors the European Job Mobility Portal on the basis of the following indicators: 
• The number of registered users; 
• User satisfaction; 
• Helpdesk support provided to portal users; 
• The number of visits to specific pages of the website (including those on information on living 


and working conditions, labour market information, vacancy database search, frequently asked 
questions, CVs). 


 
The number of visitors is monitored on a monthly basis, together with the number of the different 
pages viewed per day. Data is collected on the number of visitors, unique visits and the number of 
pages visited.42 Portal monitoring also includes customer satisfaction with the portal and helpdesk 


                                                                                                                                                               
42  Data only available until 10/2005 at the restricted area of the EURES portal.  
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support. The restricted area of the EURES portal includes statistics on the ten best rated web 
pages and the ten worst rated pages. As the rating is based on the sum of positive and negative 
scores both lists often contain the same pages.  
 
The EURES portal also includes statistics which monitor the web services provided. These 
indicators include: 
• Average response speed per PES; 
• Number of user requests per PES; 
• Time-outs per PES; 
• Number of country and occupation queries; 
• Number of requests per occupation code.  
 
In addition, an online survey of a sample of portal users (jobseekers or job changers) was 
undertaken as part of the evaluation of EURES for the period 2006-08. The survey included 
questions on use of the service and the user experience43.  
 
 


4.2.3 Additional monitoring at national level  
Ecorys research revealed a number of examples of additional monitoring or data collection 
mechanisms of EURES activities taking place at national level.  
 
Indicator frameworks  
In partial response to the perceived limitations of the monthly reporting process, some countries 
have developed alternative monitoring frameworks. For example in Denmark seven output/activity 
indicators (and associated targets) have been developed and are in use (see table), whilst in 
Norway the EURES Manager developed a template which included some of the indicators from the 
monthly report plus three others (the number of employers taken to events, number of vacancies 
taken to events and number of cases marketed to the media).  
 
Table 4.6 Measuring the performance of EURES services in Denmark 


Indicators  


1. Number of jobs in job bank; 


2. Number of CVs; 


3. Calls to employers; 


4. Presentation of selected candidates; 


5. Number of job adverts brought to job fairs; 


6. Number of companies on list of potential jobs for migrants spouses; 


7. Number of foreign workers participating in job seeking courses. 
Source: EURES Manager, Denmark. 


 
Online services  
In the online survey undertaken as part of this study, some PES indicated that they also monitor the 
use and users of national EURES web pages. Some PES (BG, DK, EE, FI, DE, IS, NL, PL, Actiris) 
monitor the use and users of these web pages specifically, while the monitoring of EURES pages 
forms part of the monitoring of the entire PES website in other countries (CZ, ES, LV, LT, MT, SK, 


                                                                                                                                                               
43  GHK. (2010). Ex-post evaluation of the EURES programme covering the period 2006-2008. The evaluation report notes 


that the survey was circulated to 312,077 jobseekers and 9.638 responses were received. The report also notes that the 
jobseekers and job changers survey was the only available method to measure whether job search activities resulted in 
job offers as there are no common tools to follow up on mediated or unmediated job matching.  
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SI). However, the PES in AT, CY, FR, HU, IE, LI, LU, PT, RO, SE and the UK as well as Le Forem 
indicated in the survey that the use and users of the national EURES pages is not monitored at all.  
 
Other evidence  
With the exception of the PES in Germany, Finland and Liechtenstein,44 PES collect project-based 
evidence that could be compiled to provide an indicator for the performance of the EURES network. 
Such evidence is collected via monitoring of specific EURES activities like job fairs and similar 
(sector) recruitment events for jobseekers, job changers and employers. For example, in Ireland 
feedback is collected on job fairs/events by, for example, asking employers whether the event has 
helped them to resolve their recruitment problems.  
 
In the UK moreover, the EURES team is in the process of considering additional information that 
could be gathered to better reflect the achievements of the service, with case studies focussing on 
liaison with employers and individuals being considered. In this instance the use of jobs fairs as a 
route to gathering rapid feedback on services and customer satisfaction in a more structured way 
than had been done previously has also been under consideration.  
 
Finally, tracking could provide additional evidence on the performance of EURES. Only Pole Emploi 
indicated that it applied tracking in the context of transnational placements and recruitments. 
However, it was noted that in around half of the cases, information on results could not be retrieved 
from customers. Indeed, tracking EURES customers is particularly prone to practical challenges as 
contact details, for example, quickly become void once a jobseekers has moved abroad.  
 
Links to PES performance measurement system 
In the majority of countries it was reported that indicators for monitoring geographical labour 
mobility activities like EURES are not included in the mainstream PES performance measurement 
system. There are some exceptions. In particular, Germany and the Netherlands indicated that 
performance monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities is undertaken through the PMS for 
mainstream PES activity, reflecting the high level of integration of the two services.  
 
In Greece furthermore, a number of indicators relating to EURES activity and results are now being 
developed with the intention that these will be integrated into the overall PES performance 
measurement system. Notably, these draft indicators include plans to measure the number of 
placements abroad made through EURES, along with the number of domestic placements made 
through EURES by month. 
 
Table 4.7 Inclusion of trans-national geographical labour mobility activities in PES PMS 


Inclusion in PES PMS  Countries  


Yes  LeForem, BG, DE, NL 


No  AT, Actiris, VDAB, CZ, CY, DK, EE, EL, ES, FI, FR 


HU, IE, IT, LU, NO, PL, SE, SI, UK 
NB: CY en EL: future plans for incorporation. 
LeFOREM and BG: depend to large extent on outbound mobility. 
DE and NL: transnational placement counts in the system as domestic placements. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 
Stakeholders in a number of countries highlighted the differences in objectives, tasks and client 
groups between EURES and the PES which are felt to be a reason why indicators on geographical 
mobility activity are not included in the PES performance measurement system. Equally, 


                                                                                                                                                               
44  Cf. Ecorys web survey. No answer for Greece, Italy and Norway on this question.  
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beneficiaries of EURES services are not necessarily registered with the PES (and therefore not 
included in PES customer database systems). As a result, any PES customer follow-up survey (for 
measuring PES performance) is likely to be of limited use for the provision of information on 
EURES customers. In addition, any focus on measuring placements may create perverse effects 
(with advisers concentrating efforts on those who are likely to be easiest to place) and this would 
need to be considered in any efforts to design systems that recorded the results of EURES activity.  
 
 


4.3 Monitoring performance of geographical labour mobility activities other than 
EURES 


Whereas EURES is without doubt the most prominent PES activity in the field of managing 
geographical labour mobility, PES may also undertake other activities. These range from 
maintaining a website dedicated to the promotion of transnational geographical labour mobility 
(such as www.bijob.be from Actiris) to a full-fledged PES unit that is dedicated to the provision of a 
range of (tailored) job mediation services such as the Zentrale Auslands Vermittlung (ZAV) of the 
Bundesagentur für Arbeit (DE) or the Pôle emploi International network (FR). PES that do not 
provide any other service in the field of geographical labour mobility activities other than EURES 
include: Austria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Spain, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Norway, 
Poland, Sweden, Slovenia, and the UK.45  
 
Figure 4.1 Existence of PES transnational geographical labour mobility activities other than EURES 


 
 
The way the performance of these activities is measured differs among PES. Some PES indicated 
that there is no information available on the performance of these activities (CY, DK, LU). Yet, a 
lack of performance measurement may very well be a consequence of the fact that the PES 
performance measurement system is not yet fully operational (CY, LU). In other PES, these 
activities count as ‘regular’ PES activities and their performance is measured as such. For example, 
for the German ZAV the number of persons mediated to jobs in foreign countries contributes to the 
number of labour market integrations. Here the number of labour market integrations is a regular 
PES PMS indicator. Finally, some PES monitor these activities as a separate activity. Actiris for 
example, monitors the www.bijjob.be website separately from its other website.  
 
 


4.4 Formulating a typology on PES PMS and geographical labour mobility 


The analysis of PES performance measurement systems and of the existing provisions for the 
monitoring of geographical labour mobility and related activities like EURES, elucidated a great 
variance in EU/EEA countries. This variance complicates the development of a common framework 
for the monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities like the EURES network.  


                                                                                                                                                               
45  Little information available on this issue for countries not visited by Ecorys.  



http://www.bijjob.be/
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In order to render the wealth of information collected in the framework of this study more accessible 
and to provide a basis for further policy-making a typology of performance measurement systems 
has been developed. The typology provides a classification of PES performance measurement 
systems in EU/EEA countries based on: 
• their level of advancement;  
• the ‘goodness of fit’ of these systems for performance-monitoring of geographical labour 


mobility activities like new EURES services implemented at national level. 
 
The typology is based on those elements in the design and use of performance measurement 
systems that can be considered as a first set of key variables determining these two dimensions.  
 
The level of advancement of PES performance measurement systems has been assessed on the 
basis of four indicators: sophistication of indicators, the extent to which performance management 
is applied, the tools used for data compilation and dissemination, and the application of customer 
satisfaction surveys. 
 
With regard to performance measurement systems, the more advanced systems are based on a 
set of indicators that transcend simple input-output relations and focus on results, and – if 
possible- even on impacts of services provided. The use of performance management principles 
is another significant dimension of the typology constructed below. It shows how the information 
from the system is used and feeds into decision making processes at various levels. The existence 
of targets for indicators and the integration of contextual variables for subsequent monitoring 
(benchmarking) constitute core variables of performance management. Advanced systems are 
characterized through targets for most indicators and the benchmarking of local offices. More 
advanced systems also contain a variety of sophisticated (ICT) tools such as data warehouses and 
Balanced Scorecards. Customer satisfaction measurement also constitutes an integral part of 
such systems. 
 
The ‘goodness of fit’ for performance-monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities mirrors a 
second set of key variables. It has been assessed on the basis of three indicators: whether 
potential EURES customers are identified and ‘ flagged’46, access to data on geographical mobility, 
and monitoring of PES geographical mobility activities. 
 
The possibility of flagging customers is an important aspect of existing provisions in PES to 
monitor labour mobility activities, since flagging allows for early identification of potential customers 
of activities related to geographical labour mobility. In addition, a system that is suitable for 
measuring performance of geographical labour mobility activities already disposes of access to 
data on geographical labour mobility, independently of whether the PES uses this data or not.  
 
Based on the country visits undertaken in the framework of this study, data on inflows of the 
employees from a single source, such as employee registrations in the social security 
administration, is considered solid, yet of a limited nature. Access to such data is therefore scored 
as a median. Access to multiple data sources and types of data (e.g. on outflows) counts as 
advanced, while no access at all is coined as limited.  
 
When monitoring geographical labour mobility activities furthermore, it is recognised that some 
PES implement geographical labour mobility activities that fall outside the scope of EURES while 
other PES do not. In addition, the performance of such activities is also monitored in different ways. 
                                                                                                                                                               
46  Flagging is defined here as a method to identify (potential) EURES customers amongst PES clients by applying a tag to 


this particular group of customers in the PES customer database. 
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The typology takes into account the fact that services that do not exist cannot be monitored. PES 
without geographical labour mobility activities other than EURES are therefore not rated lower with 
regards to their monitoring system than PES that do deliver such services.  
 
The variables used for constructing the typology and the scoring applied are summarised in Table 
4.8. Each Member State was assigned a score between one and three, depending on the 
characteristics of their PMS in relation to each variable. 
 
Table 4.8 Key variables used for the typology 


Variable Ranking criteria (scores in ascending order, 1-3) 


Related to degree of development of PMS 


Indicators System based on (input) 


output indicators  


System based on (input) 


output and result indicators 


System based on (input) 


output, result and impact 


indicators 


Performance 


management 


Performance management 


hardly practiced as targets 


are not available 


Performance management 


practiced partially: targets 


exist for some indicators 


and local offices are 


benchmarked 


Performance management 


practiced: targets exist for 


most indicators and local 


offices are benchmarked 


Tools No sophisticated tools 


used: DW and BsC not 


available 


Sophisticated tools used: 


DW or BsC 


Sophisticated tools used: 


DW and BsC 


Customer 


satisfaction 


measurement 


Customer satisfaction 


generally not measured 


Customer satisfaction 


incidentally measured 


Customer satisfaction 


structurally measured 


Related to ability to measure geographical labour mobility 


Flagging of PES 


customers 


No flagging Yes, job seekers or 


employers flagged 


Yes, both job seekers and 


employers flagged 


Access to 


information on 


geographical 


labour mobility 


No access Access to data on inflows 


that stem from a single 


source  


Full access to data on 


inflows (and outflows – if 


possible) that stem from 


multiple sources  


Monitoring of 


geographical 


labour mobility 


activities  


EURES only through 


Monthly Reports and no 


monitoring data available 


for additional activities (if 


existent) 


Additional mechanisms for 


monitoring performance of 


EURES  


Additional mechanisms for 


monitoring performance of 


EURES and performance 


monitoring of additional 


activities 
Source: Ecorys. 


 
Typology results 
The typology is applied to the 24 PES visited by Ecorys in the course of this project.47 Scores on 
individual variables show that a vast majority of PES fall into the category of advanced performance 
measurement systems. Only few PES have a median or limited developed performance 
measurement system.  
 


                                                                                                                                                               
47  Information on performance measurement systems of PES not visited by Ecorys is unfortunately limited (IS, LT, LV, LI, 


MT, PT, RO, SK). Information available to us proved insufficient to include these PES in the typology. Information on Italy 
remained despite the country visit limited as well. The classification of IT is based on information that predominantly 
concerns the Piedmont Region.  
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The variance among PES is much more significant when it comes to their ‘goodness of fit’ for 
performance-monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities. This is clearly visible in the 
following figure. 
 
Figure 4.2 Overview PES PMS and ‘goodness of fit’ for monitoring geographical mobility activities 
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One can identify several clusters in the figure. The following table provides and overview of the 
clusters and their definition, and lists of the PES which they include.  
 
Table 4.9 Typology of PES PMS and ‘goodness of fit’ for monitoring geographical mobility activities 


Category Definition PES 


Starters At early stages of introducing PMS and much to do 


before geographical mobility activities can be 


monitored 


CY, IT, EL 


Fit, although… Average capacity for monitoring geographical 


mobility activities despite early stage of PMS 


LU, PL  


Imminent Good to highly developed PMS and an average to 


good capacity for monitoring geographical mobility 


activities 


Actiris, BG, DK, EE, IE, HU, NO 


Advanced, but Well developed PMS coupled with only limited 


capacity for monitoring geographical mobility 


activities 


CZ, ES, FI, SE, UK 


Forerunners Highly developed PMS coupled with a well developed 
capacity for monitoring geographical mobility activities 


AT, LeForem, VDAB, DE, FR, NL, 


SI 
The typology ranks PES performance measurement systems on the basis of their level of development and on their suitability 
for monitoring geographical labour mobility activities. The level of development reflects the scoring of PES PMS on the 
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availability of indicators, application of performance management, availability of tools and CSM. Suitability refers to their scoring 
on the use of flagging of potential EURES customers, access to information on geographical labour mobility, and on the degree 
to which monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities occurs.  Scores for both dimensions can be low, intermediate or 
high (on a scale 1-3). 
 


 
All scores are of course relative. Forerunner PES in particular are in principle well equipped to 
measure geographical mobility activities in comparison to other countries. Yet, all PES will need to 
invest in order to actually monitor performance of these activities. 
 
 


4.5 Conclusions on the current monitoring of geographical labour mobility activities 


The typology above shows once more that PES performance measurement systems as well as 
their goodness of fit for monitoring performance of geographical labour mobility activities differ 
significantly. While there exists a large majority of PES in EU/EEA countries with advanced 
performance measurement systems, these are to a much greater variety equipped for the 
monitoring of activities like EURES. Even some PES with advanced performance measurement 
systems are ill-equipped for result-based performance monitoring of services like EURES.  
 
In addition, current results-based assessments of EURES services as well as customer satisfaction 
measurement is somewhat limited with no consistent approach across countries.  
 
Although substantial work has been done to develop a monitoring framework and indicators for 
PES across the EU/EEA there remains a gap in terms of measuring the performance of EURES 
activities. At present the focus is on recording outputs (such as the number of advice sessions 
delivered) with no real or robust consideration of the subsequent results and impacts thereby 
making it impossible to assess the achievements of this type of work and the resulting value for 
money. Whilst a number of the PES have been undertaking activity which is potentially relevant to 
addressing this problem, the existing PES monitoring systems mostly do not produce either general 
information on geographical labour mobility or specific data relevant to the assessment of the 
results of the EURES programme.  
 
Furthermore, it is widely recognised by EURES Managers that it is important to be able to show the 
contribution that EURES makes to its objectives in order to justify the resources which are allocated 
to the service both now and in future years. Despite this, there appear to be few targets or 
indicators in use at present for measuring the effectiveness (results) of activity to encourage 
geographical mobility.  
 
However, this study also highlighted a number of practical issues and perceived barriers which may 
hinder collection of information on placements and recruitment and which will need to be 
considered in the design of policy options for measuring the performance of the new EURES:  
• Follow-up with job seekers and employers is seen by PES as time consuming and costly; 
• Advisers can be reluctant to request follow-up information from employers as they feel they will 


not have time to respond and that repeated requests may damage the relationship and goodwill 
which had been established; 


• There are practical difficulties in making follow-up contact with job seekers who may have 
changed their contact details after moving abroad; 


• There may be a substantial time lag between seeking advice and making the decision to 
emigrate. 
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5 Labour mobility and the new EURES network 


5.1 Background 


The Commission intends to transform EURES into an economic instrument to provide a direct 
contribution to enhancing growth and employment in the EU. A new legislative proposal to realise 
this objective will be prepared by the Commission in 2012.  
 
The reasons for reform stem from the broader aim to achieve an employment rate of 75% in the EU 
by 2020 as laid down in the EUROPE 2020 strategy. In particular, the EU is still faced with the 
simultaneous existence of high levels of unemployment on the one hand and bottleneck vacancies 
and skills shortages on the other. 
 
At the same time, more workers have become potentially mobile as all barriers to freedom of 
movement of workers from those EU Member States that entered the EU in 2004 will have been 
removed in May 2011.  
 
In order to make EURES more focused on employment results, it needs to operate on a new legal 
basis that underlines this new result-oriented objective. A modified legal basis for EURES will 
therefore be presented in Autumn 2012 with an EC Communication on EURES 2020 and a 
proposal for the revision of the COM Decision (2003/8/EC of 23/12/2002).  
 
The new set-up of the network will not modify the current legal obligations for EURES members laid 
down in Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1612/68 as regards the clearance of vacancies and 
applications for employment. The mandatory services will therefore continue to be provided by PES 
and the provision of information and advice will remain an important component of EURES.  
 
 


5.1.1 A new regulatory framework 
Reforming EURES comes amidst preparations for the new regulatory framework of the European 
Social Fund (ESF) 2014 – 2020 and the introduction of the new EU Programme for Social Change 
and Innovation (PSCI). Both programmes will be used for the financing of activities undertaken by 
the reformed EURES network.  
 
In October 2011 the Commission proposed the rules that will determine how the ESF will work in 
2014- 2020. The proposal is part of broader EU legislation for future cohesion policy and will allow 
the ESF to continue providing concrete support to people who need help to find a job or to progress 
in their current job. All future EURES activities provided at national level will be financed through 
the ESF.  
 
EURES activities provided by the Commission however, will be financed through the new EU 
Programme for Social Change and Innovation. This new Programme will integrate three existing 
tools: Progress (Programme for Employment and Social Solidarity), EURES (European 
Employment Services) and the European Progress Microfinance Facility and extend their coverage. 
With the Programme for Social Change and Innovation, the Commission aims to support policy 
coordination, sharing of best practice, capacity-building and testing of innovative policies, with the 
aim that the most successful measures are up-scaled with support from the ESF in order to support 
the EU’s employment and growth strategy.  
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The new focus of EURES on placement and recruitment means that services cannot be solely 
provided by PES anymore, but will have to rely on the private employment services (PrES) as well. 
The European Court of Justice judged in 1997 that transnational placement is an economic activity 
subject to the rules of the internal market in the EU.48 Limiting transnational placement services to 
PES would hinder the establishment of a level playing field for such services.  
 
Objectives of the reform 
The operational objective of the EURES network will change from “transparency to matching for 
more jobs”. Future EURES activities are expected to result in placement and the filling of 
vacancies.  
 
This objective will be concluded in the COM Decision on EURES to be adopted in 2012 and require 
the following changes in the network: 
• The new EURES focuses on employment results, i.e. matching, placement and recruitment; 
• The scope of EURES is extended to support targeted mobility schemes at EU level, such as the 


current pilot Your First EURES Job scheme; 
• Public and private employment services systematically cooperate when delivering EURES.  
 
The precise content and objectives of the EURES reform should ultimately feed into the 
development of indicators for performance measurement of the reformed EURES. The intervention 
logic presented in the next section, clarifies what EURES tries to achieve.  
 
 


5.2 The new intervention logic of the EURES network 


The new focus of EURES translates into a revised set of objectives and corresponding changes in 
the activities and in the outputs, results and impacts to be achieved by them.  
 
 


5.2.1 Intermediate and final impacts 
One of the key objectives of the EURES reform is to change its focus from achieving labour market 
transparency towards employment results. In particular, EURES is ultimately expected to contribute 
to the achievement of the EUROPE 2020 Strategy. EURES is expected to contribute to this final 
impact by improving the functioning of the labour market, i.e. the allocation of the workforce and 
matching available skills with vacancies across the EU. Improving the allocation of skills provokes 
an increase in the quantity and quality of labour market transitions, from unemployment to 
employment, from job to job, from training to job, etcetera. This improved functioning of the labour 
market is considered here as the intermediary impact of the new EURES.  
 


Some further considerations of EURES’ impact 


The final impact of EURES is wider than foreseen in the intervention logic. Related impacts concern the 


unemployment rate and the share of long-term unemployment (decreasing). The impact on the stock of 


vacancies is harder to predict as two different movements can be distinguished. On the one hand the 


shorter vacancy duration exerts a downward pressure on vacancies. On the other hand, higher labour 


mobility and economic growth will have a positive impact on the number of vacancies. 


 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
48  Cf. ECJ jurisprudence Job Centre Coop. arl. versus the Italian State on transnational placement activities (Case C-55/96, 


par.21). Internet: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61996CJ0055:EN:HTML#DI. 



http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61996CJ0055:EN:HTML#DI
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5.2.2 Results 
These impacts are to be achieved through the result of EURES. Results refer here primarily to the 
transnational placement of jobseekers and job changers and the filling of vacancies, in particular 
hard-to-fill vacancies, in the EU. These in turn follow from a variety of activities described in the 
next section.  
 
 


5.2.3 Services delivered by the reformed EURES network 
The reformed EURES network will attempt to achieve its objectives through the provision of 
horizontal services, delivered by the EC, and national services, delivered by the PES and PrES. 
 
A complete overview of the services that will be delivered by the reformed EURES network has not 
yet been presented by the European Commission. The Commission, however, did present its vision 
on the European Job Mobility Portal, including applications like Match & Map, and launched a pilot 
on Your First EURES Job (YFEJ). In addition, the Commission made clear that the new legislation 
on EURES will not alter the current legal obligations of the EURES members, i.e. to deliver the 
services listed in the COM Decision 2002.  
 
A EURES focused on employment results certainly requires a modification of all types of services 
delivered at national level by the EURES network towards the new objectives. Obviously, the role 
and importance of job-matching services as described in the EURES Charter is likely to increase. In 
addition, employment results will become more important for transnational, sectoral, and cross-
border cooperation as well as monitoring, assessing and tackling obstacles to mobility. 
 
Given the focus of the new EURES on employment results, two-types of job-matching services are 
taken as a starting point for the construction of the intervention logic. Performance monitoring of 
EURES services delivered at national level concerns the provision of information as well as job 
placement.  
• Information service: concerns information provision to jobseekers and job changers on living 


and working conditions in EURES countries as well as the provision of relevant information to 
employers who wish to recruit from other countries; 


• Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary between the supply 
and demand on the labour market with the objective of a recruitment taking place, i.e. where 
recruitment is the filling of a job vacancy (cf. European Commission, 2012 (in line with ECJ C-
55/96 par 21). 


 
Both types of services include activities of a universal nature or specifically tailored to the individual 
needs of EURES customers. These services can also be provided through different delivery 
channels. These channels typically include face-to-face service delivery and online or self-services. 
Some PES also provide EURES services via call centres, SMS or even via social media 
applications such as Facebook.49 Such channels however are used by only a limited number of 
PES and lack therefore sufficient representativeness to be included in the intervention logic.  
 
EURES placement services delivered by PES (and possibly PrES) for which the monitoring 
framework is developed below include: 
• Universally accessible placement services provided face-to-face, including projects like the 


European Job Days; 


                                                                                                                                                               
49  See for example the EURES Netherlands page on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Eures-


Nederland/174385062587310 . 



http://www.facebook.com/pages/Eures-Nederland/174385062587310

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Eures-Nederland/174385062587310
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• Placement services tailored to the needs of jobseekers, job changers or employers, which 
include (bilateral) projects such as targeted job fairs or similar recruitment events.  


 
These services belong to the core EURES services delivered by PES. Universal placement 
services comprise the hundreds of European Job Days organised by multiple PES each year, 
where employers can recruit and jobseekers and job changers can meet employers directly.50 In 
addition, EURES Advisors are available for all participants to discuss their transnational mobility 
plans. Whereas employers are invited ex ante to present their vacancies, the European Job Days 
are accessible to all jobseekers and job changers interested, without prior registration.  
 
Targeted placement services however, are much less accessible. These include for example 
specific bilateral collaboration projects between EURES members, such as currently exists between 
Spain and Germany.51 In this framework, more than 600 specific jobs in Germany have been 
mediated to Spanish jobseekers via strict selection processes by EURES Spain and EURES 
Germany. EURES Spain has similar collaboration projects with EURES Switzerland through which 
90 Spanish construction workers found a job in Switzerland. Bilateral projects of the Spanish 
EURES with other EURES members are expected to be launched in the near future.  
 
EURES information services moreover, include: 
• The provision of information on EURES via (online) self-service channels universally accessible 


via portals or stand-alone terminals; 
• Face-to-face provision of information on EURES of either a universal nature or tailored to 


individual needs through counselling, which also comprises ‘customer contacts’ via phone or 
email.  


 
Almost all EURES Members have websites that contain information on working and living 
conditions in their respective country. These can be accessed by anyone interested. In addition, 
EURES Advisors or their assistants are available for providing information on transnational labour 
mobility with employers, jobseekers and job changers.  
 
The list of EURES services included in this intervention logic could be much longer in theory. 
Limitation stem from the fact that not all channels are relevant for all types of services delivered by 
PES. Placement services for example, are seldom – if never- delivered via call-centres.  
 
Limitations also stem from circumstances under which the PES currently operate. In order to cut 
costs, face-to-face service provision is currently being restricted to reserve this channel for the 
delivery of tailored services to those truly in need. Jobseekers, job changers or employers who are 
able to search for information and jobs or upload vacancies by themselves are directed to online 
self-services. It is however not clear to what extent such austerity measures affect EURES service 
provision as transnational labour mobility often involves complex issues which may require a 
personalised approach delivered face to face. 
 
Some types of activities moreover, are delivered as horizontal activities at EU level. This is most 
obviously the case with online placement services that are offered via the European Job Mobility 
Portal. EURES online self-service tools delivered at national level include predominantly information 
on living and working conditions.  
 


                                                                                                                                                               
50  Cf. http://jobdays.eu/europe/?lang=en . 
51  Cf. http://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/IDIOMAS/9/Gobierno/News/2011/17102011_EURESNetwork.htm . 



http://jobdays.eu/europe/?lang=en

http://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/IDIOMAS/9/Gobierno/News/2011/17102011_EURESNetwork.htm
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Horizontal activities finally, have not been included in this logical framework, although they 
contribute to the same objectives as EURES services delivered at national level. The horizontal 
activities delivered by the Commission are in practice closely related to national activities. For 
example, PES clear the vacancies for the European Job Mobility Portal and the YFEJ scheme will 
be implemented by a number of PES (and PrES). At the same time, they differ in the level at which 
monitoring will take place. While horizontal activities will be monitored at EU level, the performance 
of national activities will be measured by the EURES members.  
 
The performance monitoring system developed for EURES services delivered at national level may 
also very well be used for monitoring performance of horizontal activities at EU level. The indicators 
should also serve the purpose of measuring performance of Your First EURES Job and the Job 
Mobility Portal. The performance measurement system developed here should also be aligned with 
current forms of monitoring like the EAMR.  
 
The EURES activities provided at national level are depicted in the figure on the interventional logic.  
 
Figure 5.1 Intervention logic of service delivery at national level by the new EURES network 


Expected final 
impacts


Expected 
results


Europe 2020 objectives: employment rate 75% and 
(inclusive) growth


Better functioning European labour market in terms of 
skills allocation and transitions into employment


Actual intra-EU placements/recruitments


Expected outputs 
MS activities


Expected inter-
mediate impacts


Universal 
recruitment 


projects


Targeted 
recruitment 


projects


Placement services


On-line self 
services


Counseling 
services


Information services
 


 
On the basis of these four key groups of services identified here, outputs, results and impacts will 
be elaborated in chapter six. 
 
 


5.3 Conclusions and implications for measuring performance of the new EURES 


The new EURES network will be more focused on generating employment results. With placement 
and the filling of vacancies as its operational objectives, measuring performance of the new EURES 
should be focused on this. At the same time however, the provision of information should remain 
within the scope of the new monitoring framework. This framework will be elaborated in the next 
chapter. 
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6 Developing a monitoring framework for the 
new EURES network 


6.1 Introduction 


The new EURES requires a new framework for performance measurement to establish evidence on 
the realisation of the intended employment results. While this framework should exceed the current 
form of monitoring through the EAMR, it should at the same time: 
• Keep the burden for PES to collect data at a minimum; 
• Make maximum use of existing sources.  
 
As elaborated in the previous chapters, there is clear variation in the extent to which PES are 
currently equipped to measure performance of the new EURES. These differences are taken into 
account in the design of the new performance measurement framework, which is focused on 
monitoring the new EURES. The performance of the EURES activities that are delivered at EU as 
well as at national level are expected to be monitored and potentially evaluated. The latter include 
both placement services and information services delivered by EURES members.  
 
PES performance monitoring refers at minimum to “the operationalization of objectives and the 
subsequent monitoring of target-achievement”.52 Every monitoring activity is thus focused on 
assessing the achievement of objectives and targets and differs from evaluations. Evaluations go 
beyond monitoring exercises and consider the effectiveness and impacts of an activity. Evaluating 
EURES will be discussed later in this chapter. Both monitoring and evaluation are closely related 
as, for example, monitoring data provides an important input into evaluations. The main focus of 
this chapter however, is on monitoring.  
 
Table 6.1 Defining monitoring and evaluation 


Monitoring Evaluation 


A continuing function that uses systematic collection 


of data on specified indicators to provide management 


and the main stakeholders of an on-going 


development intervention with indications of the extent 


of progress and achievement of objectives and 


progress in the use of allocated funds. 


The systematic and objective assessment of an on-


going or completed project, programme or policy, its 


design, implementation and results. The aim is to 


determine the relevance and fulfilment of objectives, 


development efficiency, effectiveness, impact and 


sustainability. Evaluation also refers to the process of 


determining the worth or significance of an activity, 


policy or program. 
Source: OECD (2010). Glossary of Key Terms in Evaluation and Results Based Management.  


 
In line with the intervention logic set out in chapter five, the framework for performance 
measurement seeks to measure the following aspects of each activity. 
 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
52  Cf. Weishaupt, T. (2010). 
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Outputs – defined as the number of activities provided and the number of customers/beneficiaries of each 


activity; 


Results – defined as the effects experienced by the customers/beneficiaries following their engagement 


with EURES services. In line with the intervention logic, results concern the number of placements as well 


as the number of vacancies filled. Customer satisfaction is here also understood as a result; 


Impacts – defined as the effect on the functioning of the labour market. Leading on from this there is a link 


to macro-economic impacts such as the employment rate and economic growth; 


Contextual Indicators – related to impacts, the framework should also provide information on the labour 


market situation in a given country in order to give perspective on the challenges faced and also the 


progress towards the Europe 2020 objectives. Such contextual indicators are essential to inform 


comparisons between countries; 


Satisfaction indicators – defined as the % of beneficiaries rating the service at particular levels for its 


quality and usefulness; 


Cost-effectiveness indicators – defined as unit cost measures (e.g. cost per beneficiary, result and 


impact) - allow consideration of value for money and comparison of different types of activity and 


delivery/implementation methods. Cost-effectiveness of new EURES activities delivered at national level 


refer to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services in relation to the vacancies filled. 


 
It is recognised that securing information on impacts will often be problematic and it is unlikely to be 
practical to collect this as part of routine monitoring efforts. Therefore evidence related to impacts 
should be collected as part of periodic evaluation activity. 
 
This chapter starts with the monitoring of horizontal services. It subsequently elaborates indicators 
for EURES services delivered at national level and associated data collection methods. The chapter 
finishes with a section on evaluation and challenges likely to be encountered.  
 
 


6.2 Monitoring horizontal services 


The new EURES consists of horizontal services provided by the Commission and national services 
delivered by PES. The two main horizontal services are the European Job Mobility Portal and the 
pilot scheme Your First EURES Job (YFEJ). Whilst the Portal is currently being modernised and 
information on indicators to measure its performance does not seem to be available at the time of 
writing this report, a (preliminary) monitoring framework for YFEJ has been already developed. 
Monitoring measuring the performance of these horizontal services is described in the sections 
below. The indicators for the Portal are of a provisional nature. The indicators for YFEJ were 
provided by the Commission. 
 
 


6.2.1 The European Job Mobility Portal 
The European Job Mobility portal is an integral part of EURES and contributes directly to the 
broader EURES objectives. The portal currently contains a database with cleared vacancies and 
CVs as well as web pages containing information on living and working across the EU/EEA. The 
EURES Job Mobility Portal will be modernised in line with the new EURES to support the Europe 
2020 strategy.53 The new EURES portal particularly aims to offer effective and fast matching of 
skills with job offers for geographically mobile jobseekers and job changers and for employers 
willing to recruit workers from across the EU/EEA. 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
53  European Commission (2010). The EURES portal – Vision and strategies for 2010 – 2014.  
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Portal features will be improved to maximise the quality of matches between jobseekers and the 
skills they offer on the one hand and the employers and their vacancies on the other. Portal 
features that will contribute to improved matching include: 
• ESCO: The European multilingual taxonomy of Skills / Competences, qualifications and 


Occupations; 
• Match & Map: The automatic matching and geographic mapping of vacancies and jobseeker 


profiles. 
 
The portal will also include more information and guidance on acquiring the right skills to bring 
supply more in line with demand. This section will contain features to help jobseekers to determine 
their skills levels and to develop an approach to acquire the skills necessary for a career move.  
 
Next to matching and learning, the new portal will also provide information on mobility to 
jobseekers, job changers and employers that exceeds the traditional information on labour market 
trends and living and working conditions. It will be expanded to provide information on all aspects of 
mobility, focussing on the benefits and opportunities that mobility can create. The information will be 
provided in a Web 3.0 environment, enabling interactive access to channels such as videos, online 
seminars, and social networking sites.  
 
The new portal will also support the building of an enhanced image for EURES, through information 
campaigns tailored to specific target groups and use of different channels to reach them, via 
Facebook for example. Finally, cooperation across the EURES internal network is expected to 
improve via the introduction of a social networking platform in the portal and enhanced access to 
information which will facilitate the smooth operation of EURES.  
 
At present, the number of visitors and the user satisfaction with information provided on individual 
webpages is monitored. Table 6.2 includes a proposal for indicators which would provide more 
information on the use and users of the new European Job Mobility Portal.  
 
Table 6.2 Proposed monitoring indicators for European Job Mobility Portal 


Indicator  


Use of the portal (collected through monitoring of the portal) 


Number of unique users  


Profile of registered users  


Number of unique users who click through from home page to access further information  


Number of downloads of key documents 


Number of CVs uploaded (and number from key target groups) 


Number of vacancies uploaded (and number classified as hard to fill)  


Average duration of visit of website/specific pages 


Use of EURES services (collected through portal survey and follow-up) 


Services used  


Reasons for using services 


Opinion on the quality and usefulness of information provided  


Specific feedback on portal (ease of use, etc.) 


Job matching and placement (collected through follow-up surveys) 


Number of applications made 


Number of interviews secured  


Number of placements made  


Added value of EURES services 
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It is recognised that in particular the identification of vacancies as hard-to-fill is a difficult 
undertaking for the Commission. Complications stem from the fact that national definitions of hard-
to-fill vacancies differ significantly. The Commission could therefore identify vacancies as hard-to-fill 
on the basis of the definition used in the country to which the vacancy applies. Ideally, PES should 
be able to indicate that a particular vacancy is hard-to-fill when uploading a vacancy onto the portal. 
 
 


6.2.2 Your First EURES Job (YFEJ) 
 
Description of the scheme 
In order to help specific groups of workers (young people for example) to become mobile across 
border and countries to become receiving countries of skilled professionals, the scope of EURES 
will be expanded with targeted mobility schemes at EU level. Your First EURES Job is an example 
of such a targeted scheme. It is currently implemented as a preparatory action.  
 
In the framework of both the Flagship Initiative “Youth on the move” and the “Youth Opportunities 
Initiative”, YFEJ will be implemented in the first quarter of 2012. Young job seekers aged 18-30 and 
employers are targeted by the scheme.  
 
The scheme aims to help young people to find a job in any of the EU-27 Member States and 
companies to recruit their young workers from another EU county. The scheme will provide 
information, assistance in job search, recruitment and financial support to young job seekers and 
business recruiting and providing them with an integration programme.  
 
YFEJ will be implemented by a limited number of European labour market organisations: the “YFEJ 
beneficiaries”. These beneficiaries will be selected by the European Commission which will provide 
them with the necessary financial and operational support to implement the preparatory action up 
until mid-2013. The Commission bears the overall political and financial responsibility for the 
management of YFEJ. 
 
YFEJ beneficiaries are expected by the Commission to act as job brokers and should provide 
recruitment, job matching and job placement services to internationally mobile young job seekers 
and employers willing to recruit workers from abroad. Concrete activities therefore include: 
• Information, advisory and recruitment activities; 
• Job vacancy and CV handling; 
• Job matching and job placement facilitation; 
• Financial support to target groups. 
 
Monitoring YFEJ 
The following table shows the quantitative monitoring indicators that have been proposed for YFEJ. 
Monitoring information will be collected by those who deliver the programme at national level and 
submitted to the Commission at quarterly intervals. Those indicators concerned with job matching 
and placement are of most interest as they appear to go beyond the counting of activities which is 
the focus of the current EURES monthly reports to consider matching, placement and recruitment. 
These indicators must seek to clarify the number of placements and vacancies filled that are 
financed through YFEJ. A cost-effectiveness indicator is also included.  
 
However, guidance to accompany the indicators will be required to ensure that a consistent 
approach to measurement is taken in all countries to avoid potential problems of consistency and 
reliability. In order to accurately assess the results, follow-up contact with job seekers and/or 
employers will be required and it is recommended that a systematic approach is developed (which 
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could also be applied to national EURES activity). Proposals for follow-up monitoring activities are 
presented in Section 6.4.4. 
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Table 6.3 Proposed quantitative monitoring indicators for Your First EURES Job 


Indicator  


Job matching and placement activities  


Total number of job vacancies (job offers from all employers) 


Number of SMEs vacancies  


Total number of job placements, i.e. jobseekers placed in another Member State (to be filled in by sending 


countries)54  


Total number of vacancies filled, i.e. employers having hired a suitable jobseeker (to be filled in by receiving 


countries)55 


-SMEs 


-Other employers 


Number of jobseekers’ registrations 


Number of job interviews (all modalities included) 


Number of job interviews in another Member State (i.e. interviews abroad)  


% of successful job matching after an interview in another EU Member State  


% of employers having actually recruited from another EU Member State 


-SMEs 


-Other 


-All 


 


Geographical scope 


Countries covered by the YFEJ mobility agency activities 


Main recruiting countries 


Main labour force supplying countries (optional) 


Breakdown of job vacancies per country during the reference period 


 


Financial indicators  


Total budget granted for interviews in another EU Member State 


Total budget granted for young mobile workers’ placement in another Member State 


Average amount allocated to young mobile workers (job interview included, if any) 


% of recruiting SMEs having applied for financial support 


Average amount allocated to SMEs 


Average job placement cost 


-if all costs included (flat-rates + pre-departure training56 + management) 


-if only flat-rates included (SMEs and young people) 


Average pre-departure training cost per recruited worker 


 


Contractual relationship  


Average duration of labour contracts (=or > 6 months) 


% of workforce retained by recruiters after 6 months contract 


Situation of young mobile workers after the expiry date of the signed labour contract with the YFEJ support (%): 


(referring to the same employer) 


-temporary work contract 


-fixed-term contract 


-open-ended contract 


                                                                                                                                                               
54   Rule to avoid double counting, whenever YEFJ beneficiaries are directly involved in the same job placement activity. 


Otherwise, the YFEJ beneficiary in charge of monitoring both inward and outward mobility should fill in both items of the 
questionnaire.  


55   Idem.  
56   Pre-departure training to be excluded if not provided by the YFEJ beneficiary.  
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Indicator  


-unemployment 


-other (please specify). 
Source: Your First EURES Job. Quarterly Monitoring Fact-Sheet. 


 
 
The YFEJ implementing guide also proposes a set of what are termed qualitative monitoring 
indicators. These are depicted in Table 6.4. In reality, much of the information involved will be in 
quantitative form, though it can be expected to be often be less comprehensive/systematic. The key 
focus here will be to provide a greater depth of information on the jobseekers and recruiting 
companies participating in the scheme, to support the monitoring and evaluation process. 
. 
 
Table 6.4 Proposed qualitative monitoring indicators for Your First EURES Job  


Indicator    


Jobseekers’ profile  


Most frequent jobseekers’ countries of residence before recruitment 


Gender predominance of recruited workers 


Most frequent level of qualifications of recruited workers (basic, secondary or higher education) 


Most frequent professional experience of recruited workers (first job, low skilled, skilled, highly skilled) 


Most requested occupations before recruitment 


(optional) Regarding inexperienced jobseekers looking for a job in another Member State, what are the two 


most common profiles (transition from education to work, former trainee or apprentice, school leaver, inactive, 


other) 


Recruiting companies  


Most frequent company size among recruiters (SME, large) 


Most active economic sectors in job recruitment 


Most frequent type of integration programme proposed by SMEs and main content (basic induction training, 


comprehensive induction training, equivalent, none) 


Overall SME opinion of YFEJ financial and job placement support 
Source: Your First EURES Job. Quarterly Monitoring Fact-Sheet. 


 
Taken together the two sets of indicators should give a good picture of the scheme’s performance, 
both in terms of its outreach capacity and its achievements. The key measures of overall 
achievements comprise:  
• The number of job seekers placed in another EU Member State; and  
• The situation of young mobile workers after the expiry date of the labour contract signed with 


YFEJ support.  
 
Some of the indicators have the potential to make useful comparisons of the relative effectiveness 
of different actions/implementing organisations (for example, percentage of employers having 
actually recruited from another Member State).  
 
The set of indicators also include a measure of overall cost effectiveness (average amount 
allocated per job placement) which, similarly, could be used to measure the relative cost 
effectiveness of different actions/implementing organisations. Equally, other relevant output and 
input indicators can be combined to assess the relative cost effectiveness of different actions per 
beneficiary (for example, through comparison of cost per interview achieved or cost per successful 
placement).  
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Two possible developments are suggested for consideration, linking back to the objectives 
identified in Table 6.4: 
• Identification of whether the vacancies involved can be classified as ‘hard to fill’. However, it 


needs to be recognised that there is a problem here of the lack of consistency in the definition of 
what constitutes a ‘hard to fill’ vacancy across Member States, as noted above; 


• Inclusion of an indicator of the degree of cooperation of public and private employment services 
in the delivery of EURES. The issue of cooperation can only be fully explored as part of a 
proper evaluation. However, it would be useful to include some measure of the involvement of 
private employment services in the delivery of EURES – for example, the proportion of 
interviews facilitated or job placements achieved with the involvement of private employment 
services in different Member States.  
 


6.2.3 Data collection 
Monitoring performance of the European Job Mobility Portal can be undertaken through a largely 
computerised approach. First, follow-up online surveys to all types of registered users potentially 
yield information on results and satisfaction. Second, a small question on user satisfaction at the 
bottom of each webpage, as these already exist on the current Portal, can yield immediate 
information on the usefulness of individual web pages. Finally, the counting the number of unique 
anonymous users and similar monitoring exercises can be entirely computerised. 
 
Monitoring and evaluating the YFEJ scheme can be based on a survey of beneficiaries towards the 
end of the preparatory action. This survey could be used to provide further information on various 
aspects such as the extent to which individuals believe YFEJ enabled them to find employment 
when they would not otherwise have been able to do so, or at least secure employment more 
quickly, and the effects of YFEJ on their subsequent career progression and plans. However, in 
order to minimize the need for, and reliance on, collecting this evidence towards the end of the 
activities, it would be beneficial to include a series of questions to explore the added value of 
support, activities and outcomes in on-going monitoring follow-up contacts with job seekers and 
employers. 
 
 


6.3 Indicators for national services 


6.3.1 ESF as a framework for indicator types 
The proposed set of indicators is based on the assumption that national activities delivered in the 
reformed EURES network remain largely similar to those currently delivered. A set of indicators has 
subsequently been prepared for information services and for placement services.  
 
Given the fact that EURES customers can make use of different services, it is likely that more than 
one activity will have contributed to a given customer journey. This is likely to lead to overlapping 
results which will limit the extent to which they can be wholly attributed to specific activities.  
 
As noted, future activities delivered at national level will be funded by the ESF. The common output 
and result indicators obligatory for measuring performance of ESF-funded activities and which have 
been proposed in the new draft regulation on ESF 2014-2020 have therefore been taken into 
account. The implication of the proposed common output indicators is that PES will need to record 
the age, gender, employment status, education level of individual EURES customers and whether 
they fall into a disadvantaged group (e.g. migrant, disabled). For employers, PES will need to 
record whether they represent a micro, small or medium-sized enterprise. For individual 
participants, the draft ESF regulations also require information on the results (e.g. inactive 
participants engaged in job search or participants receiving a qualification, entering 
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education/training or employment) and longer-term results (participants in employment or having an 
improved labour market situation six months after leaving the project). The list of indicators included 
in the new ESF regulation is not intended to be exhaustive.  
 
 


6.3.2 Indicators for EURES activities implemented by PES 
The table below provides an overview of the indicators for each type of EURES activity delivered by 
PES.57 The indicators are subdivided in a set of core result indicators and a set of supplementary 
indicators that includes both output and result indicators. Whereas the former set is to be 
considered mandatory for performance monitoring of EURES service delivery by all PES, the latter 
set is intended as optional. The actual deployment of these supplementary indicators may very well 
depend on the resources and data available to PES. 
 
Table 6.5 Overview proposed indicators 


List of indicators Relevant activities 


Core result- indicators Placement services Information services 


1. Number of vacancies filled Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


2. Number of placements  Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


3. Satisfaction Targeted recruitment 


projects 


Information provision via 


online self-service and 


personal counselling. 


4. Cost-effectiveness (evaluation) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


Supplementary indicators - output   


5. Number of recruitment projects Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


7. Number of employers participating Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


8. Number of vacancies presented Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


9. Number of individual customer contacts  Information provision via 


personal counselling  


10. Number of unique hits  Information provision via 


online self-services 


Supplementary indicators – result   


11. Number of interviews secured Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


12. Share of hard-to-fill vacancies Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


13. Share of placements Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


14. Share of vacancies filled Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


                                                                                                                                                               
57  Note that this may also concern PrES.  
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List of indicators Relevant activities 


15. Share of ESF target groups among participants Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


Source: Ecorys. 


 
The precise definition of each indicator is presented in the annexed toolbox. 
 
 


6.3.3 Comparing proposed and existing result indicators 
A majority of PES analysed for this study include result indicators in their performance 
measurement system. PES use these type of indicators to measure success of their activities in 
terms of matching, placement and recruitment. Result indicators appear to be most commonly 
focused on recording transitions to work (from unemployment or training) and the success at filling 
vacancies. As an example, result indicators used in France are shown in the table below.  
 
Table 6.6 Pôle emploi - Result indicators used 


Indicators used in France  


1 Sustainable exit (at least 6 months) rate at 18 months after registration  


2 Semi-sustainable (at least 3 months) exit rate for disadvantaged groups 


3 First exit rate at 3, 6, 12 months  


4 Number of vacancies filled 


5 Number of vacancies filled with PES candidates  
Source: validated country report. 


 
The core result indicators proposed here do not radically differ from indicators that are already used 
by the PES. In particular the number of placements and vacancies filled as well as the customer 
satisfaction indicator are among the most commonly used result indicators included in PES 
performance measurement systems.58 As these indicators are linked to different sets of objectives 
of PES across EU/EEA countries, their precise definition naturally diverges also. This divergence 
however, does not necessarily obstruct potential agreement on indicators between the PES. The 
PES Benchmarking project shows that – albeit to a limited extent- similar indicators are used for 
performance measurement across PES. The PES Benchmarking Project began in 2002 with five 
members, growing to 26 participants in 2012. The working group has agreed a set of seven 
indicators in order to facilitate comparison of how the performance of participating PES evolves 
over time and sharing of good practice. The indicators are focused on measuring transitions, filling 
vacancies and satisfaction. 
 
Table 6.7 PES Benchmarking indicators 
Working Group on PES Performance Indicators  


Q1 Transition from unemployment  


Q2 Transition from unemployment before unemployment lasts long  


Q3 Transition from training measures to employment  


Q4 Transparency of labour market (opening access to a large share of vacancies through the PES 


information system)  


Q5 Making sure that posted vacancies are filled 


Q6 Satisfaction with overall service the PES provides to customers (potential job seekers)  


Q7 Satisfaction with overall service the PES provides to customers (employers)  


Source: www.pes-benchmarking.eu. 


                                                                                                                                                               
58  When leaving the transnational dimension aside.  
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The result indicators proposed by this study are also designed to measure transitions into 
employment and the number of vacancies filled (alongside satisfaction and cost effectiveness of 
service delivery). However, these differ from the results indicators already in use in the sense that 
they make specific reference to the results of EURES services, and relate in this way to the take-up 
of employment abroad and vacancies filled with candidates from abroad. Therefore it is likely that 
additional data collection will be required, in particular to capture the results experienced by EURES 
clients who were not registered with the PES. 
 
 


6.4 Data collection 


Monitoring and evaluating the performance of EURES services delivered by PES requires a set of 
different data collection methods, to accommodate the large differences in the actual layout of 
EURES services, the channels through which these services are provided and their target groups. 
 
Data collection for these indicators may be complicated because of in particular the following 
issues: the risk of double counting, identification of customers and the fact that provision of 
information will remain an important EURES activity. 
 
First, the involvement of multiple PES from different countries simultaneously complicates the 
relationship between the flows of jobseekers, job changers, and vacancies across EU/EEA 
countries and the service provided by a particular PES. This renders in particular an assessment of 
the number of placements and the number of vacancies filled difficult Where a jobseeker finds a job 
abroad through EURES, all of the PES involved can in principle claim to have both realised a 
successful placement and filled a vacancy, creating substantial potential double counting.  
 
In order to facilitate performance monitoring under these conditions, there is a need for clarity about 
the PES which facilitated a placement and the PES which contributed to the filling of a vacancy. It 
will be argued that in case a jobseeker realises a transnational transition into employment, the PES 
from the sending country can claim this transition as a successful placement and the PES from the 
receiving country can claim it as a vacancy filled.  
 
In addition, the number of placements realised at a universal placement project is difficult to retrieve 
since these projects are accessible to virtually everybody who is interested. The often massive 
turnout makes it difficult to collect information on participating job seekers and job changers and on 
the labour contracts which eventually result.  
 
Targeted events on the contrary, involve a number of jobseekers and job changers who have been 
preselected by PES on the basis of their CVs to present themselves to employers and who can be 
approached for monitoring purposes. Targeted events are therefore best placed for monitoring the 
number of placements realised. 
 
Because employers and their vacancies are generally well-known by PES prior to both universal 
and targeted projects, the indicator on the number of vacancies filled can be applied for both types 
of placement activities.  
 
Finally, it is not possible to find a particular indicator for measuring performance of certain activities. 
It is, for example, difficult to retrieve valid indicators for the extent to which the provision of 
information on living and working conditions resulted in a transition to the labour market, since the 
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provision of information cannot be clearly isolated from other possible causes of successful 
transitions. 
 
A logical approach to collect performance information will be explained in the subsequent sections. 
The logical steps are summarised in the table below. 
 
Table 6.8 Overview methods for performance monitoring of the new EURES 


Data collection methods 


Identifying (potential) EURES customers: 


• Flagging (potential) EURES customers; 


• Methods for customer identification. 


Registering outputs. 


Monitoring information services. 


Monitoring the use of self-services. 


Monitoring EURES projects. 


Follow-up monitoring: 


• Data analysis; 


• Surveys for measuring results of EURES placement services; 


• Customer satisfaction surveys; 


• Tracking. 


 
Monitoring thus starts with the systematic collection of basic information on EURES customers. 
This is always followed by keeping track of the outputs delivered. The third step consists of the 
monitoring of results at the moment EURES services are delivered. Finally, follow-up monitoring will 
provide more extensive information on results.  
 
 


6.4.1 Identifying (potential) EURES customers 
Identifying potential EURES customers among PES customers is a shared issue for performance 
measurement for all EURES activities as they constitute the population from which EURES 
customers originate. In order to determine the scope of EURES services, the population should be 
known. This issue becomes even more pressing since the groups of potential customers varies, 
depending on the type of services provided to them.  
 
Potential customers vary in their labour market status, whether they are registered at PES or not, 
and whether they are domestic customers or from abroad. When taking all these factors into 
account, the following core groups can be identified: 
• Domestic jobseekers registered at the PES (in particular those who are flagged); 
• Domestic employers with vacancies registered at the PES (in particular those who are flagged); 
• Domestic job seekers not registered at the PES and jobseekers from abroad; 
• Domestic employers without vacancies registered at PES and employers from abroad; 
• Domestic job changers or job changers from abroad. 
 
These core groups of EURES customers vary with regard to the difficulty of identifying them. For 
example, some customers are more likely to register themselves for a job fair, while others are 
more likely to surf anonymously on the national EURES websites when looking for information on 
working and living in a certain country.  
 
Flagging potential customers 
Obvious potential candidates for EURES services offered by PES are those jobseekers who 
indicated to the PES that they are willing to work abroad and employers who indicated to be willing 
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to recruit from abroad. These potential EURES customers can be ‘flagged’. Flagging is defined here 
as a method to identify potential EURES customers amongst PES clients by applying a unique tag 
to this particular group of customers in the PES customer database. For the purpose of this study, 
the only relevant type of flagging concerns the willingness to work abroad and/ or to recruit from 
abroad.  
 
The Ecorys web survey among PES revealed that 59% (17/29) of respondents already flagged 
jobseekers willing to work abroad. 55% indicated that they flag employers willing to recruit from 
abroad. In practice, flagging is most commonly used to make referrals to EURES services for 
jobseekers and employers. Among those who reported that they do not undertake flagging in their 
organisations, 56% cited technical difficulties as the reason why this was the case. At the same 
time however, 44% reported that they have plans to implement a system of flagging jobseekers 
willing to work abroad in future. A similar proportion reported that it would be feasible to do so with 
a further 11% reporting it would be highly feasible and 33% stating that it would be achievable with 
some difficulty.  
 
Flagged PES customers are always potential EURES customers as the flagging provides no 
guarantee for the de facto usage of EURES services provided by PES. Jobseekers for example 
may choose not to make use of the EURES services offered to them, because they already found a 
job by themselves.  
 
These flagged job seekers and employers may very well become real EURES customers. As soon 
as jobseekers make use of an EURES service, it can be registered in their individual biographies 
filed by the PES. The Ecorys web survey showed that 50% (10/20) of the PES who flag jobseekers, 
reported that actual use of EURES services was registered on the file of jobseekers. Another 40% 
(8/20) indicated that they record usge by employers. Potential EURES customers are therefore 
better identifiable than actual users. EURES customers are not flagged as such, which makes 
information on jobseekers who made use of EURES services difficult to retrieve.  
 
Identifying EURES customers 
Hence, flagging currently provides only a limited solution for the identification of EURES customers 
as it can only be used for potential customers. In addition, flagging excludes EURES customer 
groups who are not registered at a PES. EURES customers thus need to be identified by alternative 
means. 
 
Such means could include the registration of all beneficiaries of EURES services by PES. 
Registering EURES customers is particularly feasible for customers of placement services. All job 
seekers, job changers and employers registering for a job fair or similar recruitment event and 
presenting their CV or vacancy would need to be registered. Of course, they would not necessarily 
have to go through all the formalities that accompany regular registration as a job seeker or for a 
vacancy. Such registration is already taking place as participants of job fairs often need to register 
themselves prior to, or during, the event and employers are often specifically selected to present 
their vacancies at such events. It seems though not to be feasible to register all jobseekers, job 
changers and employers who use information services. This would be too cumbersome and costly 
for both the PES and customers.  
 
The increasing use of self-service formats by PES requires again another approach which also 
needs to take the ‘double e-paradox’ into account. An option would be to ask a small share of 
EURES customers with information queries to leave their contact details for research purposes. 
This can be done via a pop-up screen on websites.  
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EURES customers using personal counselling services moreover, can be asked directly by PES 
staff to leave their contact details.  
 
Identifying EURES customers is crucial for the creation of a sample that can be approached for 
surveys in the framework of monitoring and evaluation of the performance of EURES services. 
Later in this section we will discuss the use of beneficiary surveys in more detail. Before they can 
be approached however, there needs to be clarity about the number of outputs of each type of 
EURES service. 
 
 


6.4.2 Registering outputs 
Output indicators vary per type of EURES service. A fundamental difference in outputs between 
information and placement services is reflected by the fact that information services are directly 
provided to individual customers and placement services often indirectly. As a result, the number of 
outputs for information services is directly related to the number of EURES customers.  
 
Registering the number of information services provided proves often rather tricky: a large 
proportion of the information is distributed to anonymous users via websites or other self-service 
channels of which the users often ‘disappear’ after their sessions. In addition, registering 
information provided through personal counselling (“customer contacts”), as currently happens with 
the EURES Advisor Monthly Reports, does not yield reliable data because of diverging approaches 
of registering across the EU/EEA. In addition, PES consider the current EAMR as very labour-
intensive and hence problematic.  
 
These difficulties require different solutions. First, to introduce enhanced monitoring to obtain better 
information on the anonymous users of national EURES websites and self service terminals. This 
possibility will be explored later in this chapter. Second, the mechanism for registering EURES 
activities should be modernised. Perhaps the data collection process for the EAMR could be 
integrated in existing PES ICT systems to make it less labour intensive.  
 
Registering outputs of placement services demand a different approach. The number of activities, 
both universal or targeted, should be registered independently from the number of participants. The 
annual plans that PES develop for EURES already offer much information on the number of 
placement activities. In addition, project-based monitoring of placement activities constitute another 
source.  
 
 


6.4.3 Options for data collection on results of the new EURES 
There exists yet another variety of data collection methods in order to retrieve information on the 
results of the new EURES. Options for data collection vary per type of service and per channel of 
delivery. In order to guarantee the inclusion of the entire set of services in performance monitoring, 
we propose to distinguish between three options:  
• Monitoring information services; 
• Monitoring self-service;  
• Monitoring EURES placement projects. 
 
Monitoring information services 
Data collection on the results of information services delivered by the new EURES network, is 
intrinsically connected with modernising the EAMR. Monitoring the information provided through 
personal counselling is currently undertaken via scoring by EURES Advisors and the subsequent 
registration in the EAMR. In particular the labour intensive manner of data collection is considered 
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problematic by PES. As proposed earlier, integrating data collection for EAMR in existing PES ICT 
systems might prove a solution, provided the registration of customer contacts becomes easier.  
 
Monitoring the use of online self-services 
Whereas the monitoring of users and usage of the European Job Mobility Portal is a responsibility 
of the European Commission, monitoring users and usage of EURES pages on national PES 
portals lies with the PES.  
 
Monitoring online self-service tools include the monitoring of self-registered users (jobseekers, job 
changers, and employers) as well as of anonymous users (unique hits). It also involves monitoring 
the satisfaction of these users with the online content.  
 
Monitoring the number of visits of websites (outputs) can be undertaken by using audience 
measurement. Periodic pop-up surveys would provide a cost effective way of collecting basic 
information about users, for example by asking users to register themselves and subsequently ask 
some questions about whether they are jobseekers, job changers or employers and their contact 
details. Counting the number of registered users can be done against fairly low costs, i.e. fully 
computerised.  
 
Measuring outputs of online self-services can also be done via analysis of the number of unique 
hits. Counting the number of unique users who stay at the website after a minimum dwell time can 
also be fully computerised.  
 
Online customer satisfaction surveys can be undertaken via questions on satisfaction at the bottom 
of a website, as is already the case with the European Job Mobility Portal, via pop-up surveys per 
unique hit or via (possibly more extended) surveys emailed to registered users.  
 
Monitoring stand-alone self-service terminals is not yet very widespread. The way EURES pages 
on national PES websites are monitored could function as a model. The Ecorys web survey among 
PES revealed that currently 31% (9/29) of the PES monitor the use and users of EURES pages 
specifically, and 28% to monitor the use and users of EURES pages in a similar way as the entire 
PES website. 41% do not monitor these pages at all. The number of visitors is the most prominent 
item monitored.  
 
Of those who do not monitor the use of national EURES pages, 33% considers the introduction of 
such monitoring would be feasible and a further 33% thought it would be achievable with some 
difficulty. A slightly higher proportion (38%) consider it feasible to undertake follow-up web-based 
surveys to assess the usefulness and results of use of EURES pages, while a further 34% think it 
would be achievable with some difficulty. 
 
Given the scarcity of information on the user population, caution will need to be exercised when 
interpreting the survey findings to assess the likely representativeness of respondents. This could 
be based in particular on a comparison of the profile of respondents with that of the user population. 
An attempt could also be made to correct for potential selective response bias (the risk that 
respondents may include a disproportionate number of those achieving a positive outcome). This 
could be done, for example, by comparing the results of a ‘one-off’ or occasional telephone survey 
of a sub-sample of the relevant population (which should achieve a higher response rate and be 
less subject to this problem) with the results of the online survey for the same sub-sample. 
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Monitoring EURES projects 
This project-based approach seeks to measure the outputs and results of EURES placement 
projects, including both universal and targeted recruitment events. Participants at these events are 
PES customers (job seekers and employers) as well as customers not related to PES, e.g. job 
changers and employers with vacancies not registered at the PES. 
Given the importance of data availability on EURES customers for monitoring purposes, it is 
necessary that EURES registers jobseekers, job changers and employers as far as possible for 
both targeted and universal projects.  
 
The involvement of multiple PES in placement projects makes a division of labour for project-based 
monitoring indispensable. Monitoring these projects need thus to be tuned to all PES involved in the 
organisation. It needs to be organised in advance who will be responsible for the monitoring and in 
what way. The number of placements could be analysed by the PES from sending countries, which 
supply the job seekers and job changers, and the number of vacancies filled by the PES from the 
receiving countries, which supply the vacancies. This would be preferable since they are best 
placed to approach job seekers, job changers and employers respectively.  
 
Targeted recruitment events have been identified as particular suitable for retrieving information on 
the number of placements achieved, whereas the number of vacancies filled is analysed at both 
targeted and universal events.  
 
Actual monitoring needs to be undertaken by EURES staff from the various PES involved in the 
organisation, who can score the number of participants or the number of vacancies presented 
(additional to the registrations). They also can interview participants on whether they have been 
able to secure an interview, to find a job or fill a vacancy. Finally, they can distribute limited 
customer satisfaction surveys among participants. Findings would preferably be set out in a mission 
report.  
 
The majority of respondents to the Ecorys web survey (90%) stated that their organization are 
already monitoring the results of specific EURES activities (such as job fairs). The types of 
information most commonly collected are information on jobseekers (85%), information on 
employers (85%), number of vacancies taken to events (69%) and information on 
placements/recruitment (62%). The most common way that such information is collected is through 
the collection of impressions of PES/EURES staff on site (73%). It seems herewith less common to 
collect this information directly from the participants as only 42% reported that customer surveys 
are undertaken on site and 38% stating that follow-up surveys are sent to participants.  
 
Where such monitoring of the results of specific activities is not undertaken, the most common 
reason for this is that it has not been a priority to date (67% ), with the same proportion reporting 
that introduction of such monitoring was not at all likely at the moment.  
 
In terms of the use of information generated by project-based monitoring, respondents to the online 
survey highlighted retrieval of information on employers as being the most useful possibility (86%), 
followed by retrieval of information on placements/recruitments and retrieval of information on 
customer satisfaction (both 76%). 
 
 


6.4.4 Follow-up 
The previous steps in the monitoring process must be succeeded by further actions in order to 
generate a complete assessment of the achievement of objectives and targets of the various 
EURES services. Such follow-up monitoring activities involve contacting EURES customers after 
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they benefited from an EURES information or placement service. In practice, follow-up monitoring 
predominantly includes data analysis and (web-based) surveys. 
 
Depending on the purpose and indicators used, follow-up surveys can be distributed among 
participants of activities, e.g. they can be contacted immediately after the service provided or about 
six months after, or – in the case of measuring customer satisfaction- integrated into general PES 
customer satisfaction surveys held by PES annually or more often. 
 
Data analysis 
Follow-up activities include data analysis of various types of data, including registration data and 
EURES management data. In order to provide information on output indicators of placement 
services (e.g. the number of participants, vacancies presented, etc.) it is necessary to look more 
closely at the registration data and, if available, the scoring of EURES staff. Through such analysis 
the number of participants can be retrieved and broken down per type of EURES customer. A 
similar exercise needs to be undertaken when analysing the number of customer contacts, which is 
currently already undertaken in the framework of the EAMR. Data analysis is also necessary for the 
calculation of shares (placements, vacancies filled, hard-to-fill vacancies).  
 
Surveys for measuring results of EURES placement services 
Follow-up surveys are also necessary to obtain a solid impression of the results achieved by 
placement services. Ex-post surveys about the results of the placement service can in principle be 
held among all registered participants of recruitment projects. These include jobseekers and job 
changers who participated in targeted recruitment events and employers who presented their 
vacancies at all types of recruitment events. Ex-post surveys among jobseekers/ job changers may 
be distributed best via email as these participants most likely changed their other contact details 
after moving abroad. Follow-up surveys among employers may be best undertaken through 
personal contacts (by phone or face-to-face) in order to minimise the risk of fatigue with 
questionnaires among them.  
 
Customer satisfaction surveys 
Follow-up activities are also necessary to retrieve information on customer satisfaction. Satisfaction 
with information services can be measured online or immediately after live contacts. Monitoring the 
use of online self-service can be undertaken through customer satisfaction surveys sent to 
registered users via email. Such surveys could for example also include questions to explore how 
visitors to the portal made use of the information which they received via the portal and the extent 
to which they feel that any outcomes achieved are attributable to the EURES services.  
 
Questions on customer satisfaction with information services can also be asked at the end of each 
personal counselling session. 
 
In addition, questions on customer satisfaction can be included in ex-post surveys among 
participants of recruitment events.  
 
Another possibility would be to use regular PES customer satisfaction surveys (since these are 
already more common in practice) by adding a few extra questions on EURES. An oversampling of 
potential EURES customers, those flagged in the PES customer database, in the group of 
respondents can ensure that questions are answered by a sufficient number of potential EURES 
customers registered at PES. Such an approach is particularly relevant in countries where EURES 
has been integrated into PES services and where specific questions on geographical mobility 
services could usefully be included in any general customer satisfaction survey. Evidence could 
also be collected from PES staff to explore the effectiveness of geographical mobility services 
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where integration may make it difficult for clients to isolate EURES services from the mainstream 
PES offer.  
 
Tracking 
A good option for follow-up data analysis that can potentially be used for data collection on results 
of placement services is ‘ tracking’.  A limited version of tracking via email  is proposed for follow-up 
purposes of participants in placement projects.  
 
Tracking can be beneficiary as  PES performance monitoring systems allow for the collection on 
information on the labour market status of (potential) EURES customers. These customers can be 
tracked in the data warehouse to find out whether EURES leads to a filled vacancy for a worker 
from abroad.59  Furthermore, the added value of embedding tracking into monitoring systems is that 
it will provide evidence of results, therefore avoiding the need for periodic sample surveys to 
explore this issue. Direct tracking is preferred as it affords an opportunity to explore the nature of 
the result which has been achieved with the client (for example whether a job placement is 
permanent and whether it is located overseas) and the extent to which results are attributable to 
PES intervention (while tracking by indirect means will only be able to show the presence or 
absence of a change in status at a given point in time, which indicates - a potential - result).  
 
Ecorys research has shown that the majority of PES do not systematically monitor the effectiveness 
of service delivery by tracking customers. Tracking is not widely practiced due to the financial and 
human resources required to undertake follow-up calls as well as the practical difficulties of 
identifying and contacting clients (particularly those who may have moved abroad) several months 
after their contact with PES. In some countries, there has been a movement away from tracking 
due to the increasing use of self-service tools in combination with budgetary pressures. In addition, 
PES sometimes do not track their customers to prevent survey fatigue. This is a particular issue 
when contacting employers as they are considered to have limited time to respond to queries and 
there is a concern that repeated requests may damage good relations.  
 
The introduction of systematic tracking would entail significant extra work for many PES and is 
therefore not further considered as a feasible option at this stage. Limited tracking via email of 
registered participants of placement projects however reflects a low-profile approach that would 
enable the PES and EURES clients to engage in follow-up monitoring against limited costs.  
 
 


6.5 Evaluating EURES 


Evaluating performance moves a step further than performance monitoring as it also explores 
questions on sustainability and cost-effectiveness of EURES services delivered at national level 
and on attribution of EURES activities. 
 
The following figure sets out key aspects of the intervention logic for the new EURES programme 
and shows how these link to the key evaluation criteria of efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability 
which in turn inform an assessment of added value and value for money. 
 


                                                                                                                                                               
59  If the DWH shows that a registered Job seeker found employment, the job will most likely be domestic, as information on 


employment abroad is nowhere available. Employers using EURES however, can in many PES indicate the nationality of 
their new employees (when registering them for social security). The PES can subsequently compare the position that the 
new foreign employee occupied with the previous vacancies of that employer. Because citizens do not necessarily have to 
come from abroad, i.e. are part of the stock of migrants within a country, the number of EURES vacancies occupied by 
foreigners can only function as a proxy.  
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Figure 6.1 Intervention logic for evaluating the new EURES 


Needs problems 
and issues, incl.:
- Europe 2020


- Enlargement of 
free movement 
of workers space


- Co-existences of 
vacancies and 
skills shortages


Objectives Inputs Outputs


Design and 
implementation


Effectiveness


Sustainability


(Relevance)


Evaluation


Cost-effectiveness


Europe 2020 objectives: 
employment rate 75% and (inclusive) 


growth


Better functioning European labour
market in terms of skills allocation 
and transitions into employment


Actual intra-EU 
placements/recruitments


 
Source: Ecorys 


 
Every evaluation should produce information that is credible and useful, highlights the lessons 
learnt, identifies good practice and can be used to inform future delivery and investment decisions. 
In addition, evaluations enable explorations into the extent to which placements and vacancies filled 
are attributable to the EURES network. The evaluation could include indicators to help address 
questions of:  
• Relevance: Are the objectives still relevant in the light of needs and problems? 
• Effectiveness: To what extent have the envisaged outputs, results and impacts been realised? 
• Cost-effectiveness: How do inputs deployed compare to the results achieved? 
• Sustainability: Will the effects have a lasting impact? 
 
Evaluating EURES activities implemented at national level will be based on information that is 
obtained through the monitoring exercises as well as on information obtained through additional 
research, data analysis in particular. The monitoring framework generally requires results to be 
reported as absolute numbers for reasons of clarity and transparency. However, this does not allow 
for comparability between activities or between EURES members as it takes no account of the 
scale of activity or the potential beneficiary population. In order to facilitate comparison and 
benchmarking, key indicators should be presented as a proportion of the relevant population. This 
is included in the proposed monitoring system with the share of placements or the share of 
vacancies filled.  
 
The value of monitoring data for evaluations can be assessed on a case-by-case basis. For 
example, in follow-up surveys are in place (either for self-service products or on a project-by-project 
basis) these can be also be used as an efficient means to collect information on impacts for the 
purposes of evaluation. If follow-up surveys are not undertaken on an on-going basis then a new 
beneficiary survey will be required to provide evidence for the evaluation. This should focus on 
validating and exploring of reported results and also exploring any wider effects of the EURES 
service.  
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Cost-effectiveness is proposed here as a core result-indicator to be addressed in evaluations. Cost-
effectiveness refers to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services in relation to 
the vacancies filled. The purpose of this analysis is not to undertake a comparative assessment of 
wages of EURES staff or similar items, but rather an assessment of the sums of financial means 
spent in the light of the employment results achieved. Data on cost-effectiveness can be collected 
through analysis of the number of vacancies filled, achieved through monitoring, and the financial 
resources spent on EURES placement services. Information on these financial resources should be 
available from management data.  
 
An analysis of the cost-effectiveness of EURES placement services can be undertaken each year. 
EURES members already produce each year a justification of their expenditures on EURES. In 
addition, EURES is extensively evaluated every three years. Such evaluations open the possibility 
of expanding the scope for cost-effectiveness analyses to, for example, information services. Such 
an evaluation moreover, could also facilitate the calculation of outputs and results on an aggregate 
level per year.  
 
The European Commission does not exclude the possibility that additional funding would be 
available from 2014 onwards to finance evaluations of the new EURES network. 
 
 


6.6 Challenges 


Even though the framework has not yet been tried out in practice there are several challenges 
which appear likely to arise in the course of measuring performance of the new EURES network. 
These challenges are elaborated below.  
 
Disappearing results 
A first challenge is the scarcity of user information of online services. Since online users are likely to 
disappear after each session, the results of the online activities can easily escape from 
performance monitoring as well. This may also happen with results from other types of activities, for 
example when placements and filled vacancies are insufficiently registered.  
 
Online activities however, expand the outreach capacity of EURES services, but simultaneously 
place limits to the monitoring of results, in particular against relatively limited costs.  
 
Results of online (information) services should therefore be predominantly explored in terms of 
customer satisfaction, i.e. whether the information provided was useful (linked to a limited number 
of concrete information objectives of the site in terms of what customers should or could learn from 
it) and of sufficient quality. Most PES generally have extensive experience with customer 
satisfaction measurement. Because performance monitoring of online self-services via stand-alone 
terminals and national EURES webpages is not yet very widespread among PES, this may require 
some additional investments.  
 
There exists a risk that the resulting sample of customers is biased in one way or the other. Ex-post 
comparison of sample characteristics with information from other sources can be used to reduce 
this problem. 
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Optimising benchmarking 
Another challenge is likely to arise from benchmarking exercises. Whereas benchmarking within the 
PES organisation is almost everywhere a common practice, benchmarking and ranking of 
performance of PES at a European level is not very common and would give rise to sensitive 
issues. While benchmarking is very helpful for explaining different results among PES, ranking 
should be avoided.  
 
This may be done by shifting the focus of the benchmarking exercise to the factors which contribute 
to strong PES performance and on a subsequent exchange of good practices between PES. This 
requires the establishment of a forum in which discussion of benchmarking findings can take place, 
for example during meetings between EURES managers or EURES advisors. 
 
Double counting 
There exists a significant risk of double-counting when seeking to aggregate outputs, results, or 
impacts. Double counting may occur in various forms.  
 
On the one hand, a EURES customer may make use of several EURES services creating the 
possibility that if a placement is achieved the result cannot be straightforwardly linked to a particular 
service, as noted above. The placement can therefore be counted multiple times in a monitoring 
exercise.  
 
Consider the example of a job seeker who may have first consulted the EURES information service 
by phone, subsequently participated in a job fair and ultimately received further support before he 
or she was placed abroad. It is unclear to what extent the placement is attributable to each of the 
three services with which the individual engaged but it is important that only one placement is 
recorded in aggregate.  
 
One way of mitigating this problem would be to assign a unique identifier to each customer (e.g. a 
social security number) to allow that checks on double-counting can be made. Since such social 
security numbers are however unlikely to migrate between PES across the EU/EEA, this solution 
may be infeasible. Instead, a proxy could be obtained by asking customers in, for example, 
customer-satisfaction surveys which EURES service they used and which one contributed most to 
the placement.  
 
Evaluations could allow for the development of knowledge on the occurrence of double counting by 
researching the ‘typical’ pathways travelled by EURES clients and deducting ratios from this that 
can be applied to the aggregated findings from monitoring outcomes. 
 
On the other hand, the involvement of multiple PES in transnational placements and recruitments 
may lead to individual EURES customers being counted twice or more within the EURES network 
as noted previously. This complicates determining the causal relationship between 
placement/recruitment on the one hand and EURES on the other hand. This challenge calls for the 
establishment of a clear set of rules determining how to monitor transnational placements and 
recruitments that result from universal and targeted placement projects. The toolbox proposed in 
this study is intended as a first step towards such a set of rules. 
 
The toolbox requires PES from sending countries to register the number of placements and PES 
from receiving countries to register the number of filled vacancies. These PES are the best placed 
to contact job seekers, job changers and employers to acquire information on the results achieved 
and to identify a straightforward link between the results achieved and the particular EURES 
activity.  
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The information collected by each PES should subsequently be included in a shared format for 
performance monitoring that enforces a coherent and structured approach for all EURES members. 
Potentially, a modernised version of the EAMR can offer such a possibility for (ICT-based) data 
collection and reporting.  
 
 


6.7 Conclusions 


With the tools and monitoring data currently available it is not possible to monitor employment 
results of the new EURES network in a systematic and coherent way. Since existing PES 
performance monitoring systems offer limited possibilities for monitoring performance of services 
like the new EURES, a considerable effort will be needed to build a performance monitoring system 
for the new EURES. Once in place, the improved PMS of EURES will enhance the reporting on the 
progress of the new EURES and the assessment of its performance. 
 
The aspiration for EURES to increase its focus on placement/recruitment and to become a more 
results-oriented service requires the development of measures to enable demonstration of the 
achievement of results, along with the value for money and Community Added Value (CAV) it 
provides. Current measures for EURES in use amongst Member States are output focused and 
results measures are lacking. In addition, measurement of the effectiveness of EURES does not 
feature in the PES PMS and targets are generally not set.  
 
EU-level datasets and other data relating to levels of mobility and migration more generally, do not 
provide a link to EURES. In theory, this would enable the role of the service in stimulating mobility 
to be explored. In practice however, it is unlikely that large enough sample sizes would be 
generated by survey-based approaches or that comparable data would be generated by national 
data collection efforts. 
 
In order to be able to properly assess the achievements of the new EURES network against its 
objectives, monitoring needs to go beyond the measurement of activity and outputs to include 
consideration of results – the number of individuals who secured jobs in another country and the 
number of employers able to fill vacancies as a result of EURES activity. Also, the monitoring data 
should provide information on the extent to which vacancies were defined as ‘hard-to-fill’ and the 
extent to which beneficiaries came from the identified target groups 
 
The proposal for this new monitoring system is based on practices already widely in use among 
PES. These includes the (various) practices to measure customer satisfaction or the project-based 
monitoring of EURES events. Other contributory techniques that offer a ‘window of opportunity’ 
include the flagging of PES customers.  
 
Result-based monitoring of the new EURES network can not take place without additional 
investments. These investments should facilitate the development of agreements on monitoring 
practices between PES, extent current suitable monitoring practices in PES to the new EURES, 
and should adapt the EURES Advisors Monthly Report to the requirements of today by including 
information on employment results achieved by the network.  
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Annex 1 List of concepts used 


Cost-effectiveness: refers here to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services in 
relation to the vacancies filled. The purpose of this analysis is not to undertake a comparative 
assessment of wages of EURES staff or similar items, but rather an assessment of the sums of 
financial means spent in the light of the employment results achieved. 
 
Filled job vacancy: The employer found a suitable candidate for a specific post. (cf. PES 
Benchmarking, 2009). 
 
Flagging: is defined here as a method to identify (potential) EURES customers amongst PES 
clients by applying a tag to this particular group of customers in the PES customer database. This 
method allows for focused customer satisfaction surveys on EURES among PES clients and for 
focused follow-up/ tracking of EURES customers from PES databases (if this kind of activity is 
undertaken by the PES). 
 
Hard-to-fill vacancies: refers to a job vacancy for which employers, despite taking active steps, 
have not been able to find a suitable candidate from outside the enterprise for a specific post within 
a particular term that may differ between countries.  
 
Indicators:  
• Input measures relate to the presentation of resource information (e.g. budgets, staffing) 


alongside achieved performance, so as to enable a comparison of the relationship between 
resources and performance; 


• Output measures count the volume and quality of activity and interventions undertaken by the 
PES/ EURES network; 


• Result indicators measure those effects that result directly from the activities of the PES/ 
EURES network; 


• Impacts incorporate assessments of the overall and often long-term desired outcomes of PES 
activity/ EURES network; 


• Contextual Indicators – related to impacts, the framework should also provide information on the 
labour market situation in a given country in order to give perspective on the challenges faced 
and also the progress towards the Europe 2020 objectives. Such contextual indicators are 
essential to inform comparisons between countries; 


• Satisfaction indicators – defined as the % of beneficiaries rating the service at particular levels 
for its quality and usefulness; 


• Cost-effectiveness indicators – defined as unit cost measures (e.g. cost per beneficiary, result 
and impact) - allow consideration of value for money and comparison of different types of 
activity and delivery/implementation methods. Cost-effectiveness of new EURES activities 
delivered at national level refer to the financial resources spent on EURES placement services 
in relation to the vacancies filled. 


 
Information service: concerns information provision to jobseekers and job changers on living and 
working conditions in EURES countries as well as the provision of relevant information to 
employers who wish to recruit from other countries. 
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Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary between the supply and 
demand on the labour market with the objective of a recruitment taking place, i.e. where recruitment 
is the filling of a job vacancy (cf. European Commission, 2012 (in line with ECJ C-55/96 par 21). 
 
Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on the labour market 
realises a recruitment. These include (not exhaustive): 
• Counselling: Assisting jobseekers in their search for employment; 
• Matching: Identification of suitable candidates for a job vacancy. Promising candidates receive a 


job referral and are interviewed by a their potential employer; 
• Provision of information on jobs, the labour market, etcetera to jobseekers, job changers and 


employers; 
• Organising recruitment events for specific sectors or target groups.  
 
Project-based monitoring: is a project-based approach to measure results of specific EURES 
activities. Such activities include job fairs and (sector) recruitment events. 
 
Recruitment: is understood here as the filling of a vacancy in compliance with provisions laid down 
in labour law (Cf. European Commission, 2012). 
 
Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand and supply 
together which can be targeted or universal: 
• Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of jobseekers, job 


changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such as targeted job fairs or similar 
recruitment events; 


• Universal recruitment event: Universally accessible placement services provided face-to-face, 
including projects like the European Job Days. 


 
Satisfaction: refers to respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question “How are 
you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 
• Very satisfied; 
• Satisfied; 
• Unsatisfied; 
• Very unsatisfied. 
(cf. PES- Benchmarking, 2009). 
 
Tracking: refers to a particular method to retrieve information on results of PES activities. Tracking 
can be undertaken by contacting customers directly, usually by phone, and ask them about the 
result of a particular service, for example whether they are employed. Alternatively, information on 
results can be retrieved by tracking individuals in various administrative datasets.  
 
Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become vacant, post: 
• for which the employer is taking active steps to find a suitable candidate from outside the 


enterprise concerned and is prepared to take more steps; and 
• which the employer intends to fill either immediately or in the near future. 
(cf. EUROSTAT, 2012). 
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Annex 2 Tables 


Table A2.1 Tasks PES 


  
Employment services 
for unemployed and 


employers 


Employment 
services for job-


changers 


Employment 
services for 


inactive groups 


Benefit 


provision 
Others: 


AT X X X X 
 


Actiris X X 
   


VDAB X X 
  


X 


LeForem X X 
 


X 
 


BG X X X 
 


X 


CY X X X * 
 


CZ X X X X 
 


DE X X X X X 


DK X X 
   


EE X X X X X 


EL X 
  


X 
 


ES X * * X 
 


FI X X X 
  


FR X X X X 
 


HU X X X X X 


IE X X X 
 


X 


IS X * * * 
 


IT X X X 
 


X 


LT X X X 
  


LU X * * X 
 


LV X X X 
  


LI X * * * 
 


MT X X X 
  


NL X X X X X 


NO X X X X 
 


PL X X X X 
 


PT X X X 
  


RO X X X * 
 


SE X X X 
  


SI X X X X 
 


SK X * * * 
 


UK X X X X 
 


Source: PES business models (2011) and The role of the Public Employment Services related to ‘Flexicurity’ in the European 
Labour Markets (2007). 
NB. Bold: countries not visited.  
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Table A2.2 PES organisation/ Level of autonomy 


  


Employment 
services for 


unemployed and 


employers 


Employment 


services for job-
changers 


Employment 


services for 
inactive groups 


Benefit 


provision 
Others: 


AT X X X X 
 


Actiris X X 
   


VDAB X X 
  


X 


LeForem X X 
 


X 
 


BG X X X 
 


X 


CY X X X * 
 


CZ X X X X 
 


DE X X X X X 


DK X X 
   


EE X X X X X 


EL X 
  


X 
 


ES X * * X 
 


FI X X X 
  


FR X X X X 
 


HU X X X X X 


IE X X X 
 


X 


IS X * * * 
 


IT X X X 
 


X 


LT X X X 
  


LU X * * X 
 


LV X X X 
  


LI X * * * 
 


MT X X X 
  


NL X X X X X 


NO X X X X 
 


PL X X X X 
 


PT X X X 
  


RO X X X * 
 


SE X X X 
  


SI X X X X 
 


SK X * * * 
 


UK X X X X 
 


Source: Ismeri Europa. European Job Mobility Laboratory (2011). PES Business Models. 
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Table A2.3 Channels offered by PES 


 Face-to-face Call centres Online services E-mail/ SMS Other 


AT X X X X X 


Actiris X * X 
  


VDAB X X X X 
 


LeForem X X X X 
 


BG X X X X 
 


CY X 
 


X X X 


CZ X X X X 
 


DE X X X X 
 


DK X X X 
  


EE X X X X 
 


EL X X X 
  


ES X X X 
  


FI X X X X 
 


FR X X X X X 


HU X 
 


X 
  


IE X X X X 
 


IS X 
 


X X 
 


IT X X X 
  


LT X X X X 
 


LU 
     


LV X 
 


X 
  


LI 
     


MT X X X X X 


NL X X X X 
 


NO X 
 


X X 
 


PL X X X X X 


PT 
     


RO 
     


SE X X X X 
 


SI X X X X X 


SK X 
 


X 
 


X 


UK X X X X X 
Source: PES Benchmarking group (2010). Questionnaire on the multi-channel strategies within PES.& EC document on PES 
multi-channel strategies.  
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Performance measurement systems 


Design 
 
Table A2.4 Types of indicators 


  Input Output Result Impact 


AT 
 


X X X 


Actiris X X X 
 


VDAB 
 


X X 
 


LeForem X X X 
 


BG X X X 
 


CY 
 


X 
  


CZ X X X X 


DE 
 


X X 
 


DK 
 


X X 
 


EE 
 


X X 
 


EL 
 


X X 
 


ES 
 


X X X 


FI 
 


X X 
 


FR 
 


X X 
 


HU 
 


X X 
 


IE X X X 
 


IS 
    


IT X X 
  


LT 
 


X X 
 


LU 
 


X 
  


LV 
 


X X 
 


LI X X X 
 


MT 
 


X 
  


NL 
 


X X 
 


NO 
 


X X 
 


PL X X 
  


PT 
 


X 
  


RO 
 


X X 
 


SE 
 


X X 
 


SI 
 


X X 
 


SK X X X 
 


UK 
  


X 
 


Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise/ Ecorys desk research. 
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Table A2.5 Customer satisfaction measured? 


Yes No 


AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK, EE, 


ES, FI, FR, HU, IE, IT, LT, LV, LI, MT, NL, NO, PL, 


SE, SI, SK, UK 


EL, LU 


Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise/ Ecorys desk research. 


 
Table A2.6 Incidence Flagging PES customers 


  Yes, jobseekers willing to work abroad 


Yes, employers willing 


to recruit workers from 
abroad 


No 


AT X X 
 


Actiris X 
  


VDAB X 
  


LeForem X X 
 


BG 
  


X 


CY 
  


X 


CZ 
  


X 


DE X X 
 


DK 
 


X 
 


EE X 
  


EL 
  


X 


ES 
  


X 


FI 
  


X 


FR X 
  


HU 
 


X 
 


IE X X 
 


IS X X 
 


IT 
  


X 


LT 
 


X 
 


LU X X 
 


LV 
  


X 


LI X X 
 


MT X X 
 


NL X X 
 


NO 
  


X 


PL 
 


X 
 


PT X X 
 


RO 
  


X 


SE X 
  


SI X X 
 


SK 
  


X 


UK 
  


X 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise/ Ecorys web survey. 
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Use 
 
Table A2.7 Application of PES PMS data  


 For operational purposes For tactical purposes For strategic purposes 


AT X X X 


Actiris 
  


X 


VDAB X X X 


LeForem X 
 


X 


BG X X X 


CY X 
 


X 


CZ X X X 


DE X X X 


DK X X X 


EE X X X 


EL X 
  


ES X X X 


FI X 
 


X 


FR X X X 


HU X 
  


IE X 
 


X 


IT - - - 


LU - - - 


NL 
 


X 
 


NO X 
 


X 


PL X 
 


X 


SE X 
  


SI X X X 


UK X 
 


X 
IT: Region of Piedmont: PMS data not (yet) used at all.  
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 
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Table A2.8 Organisational levels involved in target negotiation  


  
Between Ministry and PES Various organisational levels 


of PES 
Other 


AT X X 
 


Actiris X 
  


VDAB X 
  


LeForem X 
  


BG X 
  


CY 
   


CZ 
   


DE X X 
 


DK X X 
 


EE 
 


X 
 


EL 
 


X 
 


ES 
 


X 
 


FI X X 
 


FR 
 


X X 


HU 
 


X 
 


IE X 
  


IT 
   


LU 
   


NL X 
  


NO X 
  


PL 
   


SE X 
  


SI X X 
 


UK X 
  


No targets: CY, CZ, IT, LU, PL. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 


Table A2.9 Frequency of target negotiation  


Annually Multi-annually  


AT, BG, DE, DK, EL, ES, FI, FR, HU, IE, NL, NO, SE, 


SI, UK 


Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, EE 


No targets: CY, CZ, IT, LU, PL. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 


 
Table A2.10  Benchmarking of local offices  


Yes No  


AT, Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, EL, 


ES, FI, FR, HU, IE, NL, NO, SE, SI, UK 


CY, IT, LU 


Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 
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Table A2.11  Existence of rewards in case of target achievement 


Yes No 


AT, DE, EE, FI Actiris, VDAB, LeForem, BG, DK, EL, ES, FR, HU, IE, 


NL, NO, SE, SI, UK 
No targets: CY, CZ, IT, LU, PL. 
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 
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EURES 


Table A2.12  Focus of EURES (most important stages and tools mentioned in interviews) 


  
Provision of information Recruitment events and job 


fairs 


Matching and placement 


AT X X X 


Actiris 
 


X X 


VDAB X X 
 


LeForem X X 
 


BG X X 
 


CY X X 
 


CZ X X 
 


DE 
   


DK X X 
 


EE X X 
 


EL X X X 


ES X X 
 


FI X X 
 


FR X 
  


HU 
 


X 
 


IE X X X 


IT X X X 


LU X X 
 


NL X X 
 


NO X X 
 


PL X X 
 


SE X X 
 


SI X X X 


UK X 
  


Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 
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Table A2.13  Monitoring of EURES’ performance 


  
EURES Advisor Monthly Reports only Additional national mechanism 


AT X 
 


Actiris X 
 


VDAB X 
 


LeForem X 
 


BG  X 


CY X 
 


CZ X 
 


DE  X 


DK  X 


EE X 
 


EL  X 


ES X 
 


FI X 
 


FR X 
 


HU X 
 


IE  X 


IT X 
 


LU X 
 


NL X 
 


NO  X 


PL  X 


SE X 
 


SI  X 


UK X 
 


Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. 
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Table A2.14  Incidence project-based monitoring of EURES projects 


  
Project-based monitoring No project-based monitoring 


AT X 
 


Actiris X 
 


VDAB X 
 


LeForem X 
 


BG X 
 


CY X 
 


CZ X 
 


DE 
 


X 


DK X 
 


EE X 
 


EL - - 


ES X 
 


FI 
 


X 


FR X 
 


HU X 
 


IE X 
 


IS X 
 


IT - - 


LT X 
 


LU X 
 


LV X 
 


LI 
 


X 


MT X 
 


NL X 
 


NO - - 


PL X 
 


PT X 
 


RO X 
 


SE X 
 


SI X 
 


SK X 
 


UK X 
 


Source: Ecorys web survey. 
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Table 2.15 Access to data on transnational geo lab mob and data sources  
 


A
T 


A
ct


iri
s 


VD
A


B
 


Le
Fo


re
m


 


BG CY CZ DE DK EE EL ES FI FR HU IE IT LU NL NO PL SE SI UK 


No access           X              


Yes, inflows X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X X X X X 


Yes, outflows    X X   X  X  X X X  X  X X X  X   


Sources: 


Social security X     X    X   X  X X  X    X X  


Statistical office  X      X X X  X  X   X   X    X 


Tax authorities     X                    


Migration authorities      X                   


Cross-border data exchange X      X X X   X  X X X   X      


Other   X X X   X X    X  X     X X    
Other include: 
Work Permits: HU, PL, SI. 
Benefit claimants abroad: EE, FI. 
Surveys undertaken by PES or other organisations: VDAB, LeForem, FI. 
DE: Data collected at ZAV. 
DK: www.jobinstats.dk. 
LU: CEPS research institute. 
SE: PES data on take-up of allowance to support attendance at interviews abroad.  
Source: Ecorys PES interviews and validation exercise. Ecorys desk research. 


 
 



http://www.jobinstats.dk/
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Annex 3 Toolbox 


Overview indicators 


List of indicators Relevant activities 


Core result- indicators Placement services Information services 


1. Number of vacancies filled (receiving country) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


2. Number of placements (sending country) Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


3. Satisfaction Targeted recruitment 


projects 


Information provision via 


online self-service and 


personal counselling 


4.  Cost-effectiveness (evaluation) Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


Supplementary indicators - output   


5. Number of recruitment projects Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


7. Number of employers participating Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


8. Number of vacancies presented Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


9. Number of individual customer contacts  Information provision via 


personal counselling  


10. Number of unique hits  Information provision via 


online self-services 


Supplementary indicators – result   


11. Number of interviews secured Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


12. Share of hard-to-fill vacancies Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


13. Share of placements Targeted recruitment 


projects 


 


14. Share of vacancies filled Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 


 


15. Share of ESF target groups Targeted and universal 


recruitment projects 
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Core-result 


indicators 


 


Indicator 1. Number of vacancies filled (receiving countries). 


Purpose of 


indicator 


Indicator for measuring the number of vacancies filled resulting of: 


• targeted recruitment events; 


• universal recruitment events. 
List of concepts 


and terms of 


indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become vacant, 


post. 


 


Filled vacancy: The employer hired a candidate suitable for the specific job offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand and 


supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of 


indicator 


Count cases in which an employer hired a candidate suitable for the specific job offer: 


• who was presented by EURES; 


• as a result of a specific recruitment project. 
Operational 


definition of 


population for 


indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data; 


Administrative data on PES customers. 


Data collection 


methods 


PES EURES members from receiving countries: 


• Analysis of registration data; 


• Onsite monitoring by EURES staff; 


• Survey; 


• Tracking. 
Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for 


EAMR 


No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of events 


when available.  


Practical 


considerations 


On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and EURES 


staff to interview participants; 


Appropriate registration required; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical conditions are unavailable; 


Limited response ex-post surveys; 


Limited possibilities for tracking.  


Aggregate level 


insights 


Number of placements per year: 


• Count number of placements per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Core-result indicators  


Indicator 2. Number of placements (sending countries). 


Purpose of indicator Indicator for measuring the number of placements resulting of targeted recruitment 


events. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary between 


the supply and demand on the labour market with the objective of a recruitment 


taking place, i.e. where recruitment is the filling of a job vacancy. 


 


Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on the 


labour market realises a recruitment. 


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of jobseekers, 


job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such as targeted job 


fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count transitions into employment of jobseekers/ job changers: 


• as a result of a EURES recruitment project; 


• confirmed with a labour contract. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante or on-site; 


• As jobseeker or job changer.  


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data (onsite, ex post); 


Administrative data on PES customers. 


Data collection methods PES EURES members from Sending countries: 


• Analysis of registration data; 


• Onsite monitoring by EURES staff; 


• Survey; 


• Tracking. 
Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and 


EURES staff to interview participants; 


Appropriate registration required; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical conditions are unavailable; 


Limited response ex-post surveys; 


Limited possibilities for tracking.  


Aggregate level insights Number of placements per year: 


• Count number of placements per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Core-result indicators  


Indicator 3a. Satisfaction with EURES information provision: 


• Of jobseekers/ Job changers; 


• Of employers. 
Purpose of indicator To measure the satisfaction of either jobseekers/ job changers or employers of 


EURES information provided to them via all channels. Satisfaction counts here as a 


proxy for the usefulness of information provided by the EURES network.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Satisfaction = Respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question 


“How are you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 


• Very satisfied; 


• Satisfied; 


• Unsatisfied; 


• Very unsatisfied. 


 


Note that satisfaction with the exact EURES service may differ between the types of 


information services provided: 


• Satisfaction with individual webpages; 


• Satisfaction with overall website; 


• Satisfaction with information provided face-to-face; 


• Satisfaction with EURES information provision in general. 
Definition of indicator • Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Users of online self-service information services: 


Self-registered jobseekers/ job changers; 


Self-registered employers. 


 


OR: 


Unique visitors of specific webpages. 


 


Users of live information provision: 


Individuals receiving information face-to-face (personal counselling). 


 


All (potential) EURES customers known to PES. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods Online self-services: 


• Question on satisfaction on bottom individual webpage (cf. current Job Mobility 


Portal); 


• Pop-up survey per unique hit; 


• Survey among self-registered users. 


 


Live customer contacts: 


• Brief question at the end of each conversation (e.g. are you satisfied with the 


information provided?). 


• Incorporation of satisfaction question on EURES in general PES customer 


satisfaction surveys, for which potential EURES customers are oversampled. 
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Core-result indicators  


Timeline Specific webpages: continuous survey/ Monthly analysis; 


Pop-up survey per unique hit: every other month; 


Survey among self-registered users: annually; 


Live customer contacts: continuously/ monthly analysis. 


 


Incorporated in every general PES customer satisfaction survey. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Online surveys are less costly than other types of surveys.  


Risks Bias/ Representativeness of sample; 


Limited response surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual overview satisfaction with online information services: 


• Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question; 


• During month Mi; 


• Over the period of one year Yj. 
 
Core-result indicators  


Indicator 3b. Satisfaction with EURES Recruitment events: 


• Of jobseekers/ Job changers; 
• Of employers. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the satisfaction of either jobseekers/ job changers or employers of 


EURES placement services provided to them in the form of a universal or targeted 


recruitment project.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Satisfaction = Respondents to a survey on satisfaction who answer the question 


“How are you satisfied with the EURES service provided?” on a scale: 


• Very satisfied; 


• Satisfied; 


• Unsatisfied; 


• Very unsatisfied. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator • Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante; 


• Registered on-site. 


 


Who are either jobseekers/ job changers or employers. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods On-site customer satisfaction survey; 


Ex-post survey including questions on customer satisfaction. 
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Core-result indicators  


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Increase sample as much as possible in order to ensure sufficient response.  


Risks Limited response ex-post surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual overview satisfaction with recruitment events: 


• Count the number of answers; 


• Select the items “ very satisfied” and “satisfied”; 


• Divide this number by the number of all answers returned to this question; 


• Per project. 


• Over the period of one year Yj. 


 
Core-result indicators  


Indicator 4. Cost-effectiveness. 


Purpose of indicator To measure cost-effectiveness of placement services.  


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Cost-effectiveness: refers here to the financial resources spent on EURES 


placement services in relation to the vacancies filled. The purpose of this analysis is 


not to undertake a comparative assessment of wages of EURES staff or similar 


items, but rather an assessment of the sums of financial means spent in the light of 


the employment results achieved. 


Definition of indicator Count number of vacancies filled; 


During year Yj; 


Relate this number to financial resources spent on placement services; 


During year Yj. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Number of vacancies filled (Q1); 


Financial resources spent on placement services. 


Data sources Management data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis undertaken in evaluation. 


Timeline Annual. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Data on vacancies filled is potentially more complete than data on placements 


achieved as all types of recruitment events are taken into account. 


Risks Incomplete data on vacancies filled.  


Aggregate level insights Not applicable - Indicator already at aggregate level. 
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Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Indicator 5. Number of Recruitment events. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of recruitment events organised by the EURES network 


during year Yj. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count recruitment events per year. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Recruitment events organised by the EURES network. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count the events; 


• Organised by EURES members; 


• During year Yj. 
Data sources Activity plans EURES members/ Annual reports. 


Data collection methods • Count number of recruitment events; 


• During year Yj. 
Timeline Annual. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition.  


Risks Provide each project organised by multiple EURES members with a unique tag to 


establish a clear difference between organising and participating in an event of 


EURES staff, other wise double counting. 


Aggregate level insights Not applicable - Indicator already at aggregate level. 
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Supplementary 


indicators - output 


 


Indicator 6. Number of jobseekers/job changers participating. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of jobseekers/job changers participating in targeted 


recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and 


terms of indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour demand 


and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count number of jobseekers/ job changers participating in a specific recruitment 


project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (on-site scoring). 


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient.  


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


output 


 


Indicator 7. Number of employers participating. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of employers participating in both targeted and 


universal recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count number of employers participating in a recruitment project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Count individuals; 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (onsite scoring). 


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Count individuals: 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


• Organised by EURES. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


output 


 


Indicator 8. Number of vacancies presented. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of available vacancies at both targeted and universal 


recruitment events organised by the EURES network per project. 


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become 


vacant, post. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer looks for candidates suitable for a specific 


job offer during a targeted and universal recruitment project. 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers who participated in a recruitment project. 
Data sources Registration data; 


Project-based monitoring (onsite scoring).  


Data collection methods Analysis registration data per project; 


Analysis data scores. 


Timeline Per event. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper and accessible registration of EURES events is a precondition. 


Risks Registration not sufficient. 


Aggregate level insights 


 


Annual data: 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers who participated in a recruitment project. 


 


Over the period of a year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


output 


 


Indicator 9. Number of individual customer contacts - personal counselling. 


Purpose of indicator To retrieve output information on the number of individual customer contacts 


realised via personal counselling during one month.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Individual contacts= meetings with jobseekers/ job changers or employers in 


which personal counselling takes place. Meetings with multiple customers 


count as one. These contacts also include the number of contacts by phone 


and email. 


Definition of indicator • Count individual customer contacts with jobseekers/ job changers or 


employers on issues with EURES-relevance; 


• through personal counselling and call centres; 


• during month Mi. 
Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Information providers: 


• EURES staff providing personal counselling.  
Data sources Information providers: 


• EURES staff providing personal counselling.  


Data collection methods Scoring. 


Timeline Monthly. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available. Is already included in current EAMR. 


Practical considerations Data on personal counselling is currently being registered for the EAMR.  


Risks Resistance of EURES members to the current EAMR. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


• Count individual customer contacts with jobseekers/ job changers or 


employers on issues with EURES-relevance; 


• through personal counselling; 


• During year Yj.  


 
Supplementary indicators - output  


Indicator 10. Number of unique hits. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of anonymous users of 


EURES online self-service tools. 


List of concepts and terms of indicator Unique hits: anonymous users of online self-service 


tools after a minimum dwell time. 


Definition of indicator • Count the number of anonymous users of online 


self-service tools; 


• during month Mi. 
Operational definition of population for indicator Anonymous users of online self-service tools. 


Data sources ICT. 


Data collection methods Computerised data analysis. 


Timeline Per month. 


Suitability for EAMR Monthly data continuously available.  


Practical considerations Appropriate ICT infrastructure is required.  


Risks Appropriate ICT infrastructure unavailable.  


Aggregate level insights Annual data. 


Number of unique hits per year: 


• Count the number of anonymous users of online 


self-service tools; 
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• during year Yj. 
 
 
Supplementary indicators 
- result 


 


Indicator 11. Number of interviews secured. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the number of job interviews secured as a result of a targeted 


recruitment event.  


List of concepts and terms 


of indicator 


Job interview: Meeting between jobseeker/ job changer and employer to explore 


whether candidate and vacancy are suitable for each other. 


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of 


jobseekers, job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such 


as targeted job fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count the number of jobseekers/ job changers of a targeted recruitment event 


organised by EURES who indicate to have had a job interview or who have 


prospect of an interview.  


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante or on-site; 


• As jobseeker or job changer.  


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Survey data. 


Data collection methods On-site interviews EURES staff; 


Ex-post survey among registered jobseekers/ job changers who participated in a 


targeted recruitment project. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and 


EURES staff to interview participants; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants. 


Risks Practical issues are currently not always guaranteed; 


Limited response ex-post surveys. 


Aggregate level insights Annual data: 


Number of interviews secured per year: 


• Count number of interviews secured per project; 


• During year Yj. 
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Supplementary indicators 


- result 


 


Indicator 12. Share of hard-to fill vacancies. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of hard-to-fill vacancies among the number of vacancies 


filled:  


• As a result of a specific targeted and universal recruitment event.  


List of concepts and terms 


of indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become 


vacant, post. 
 


Filled vacancy: The employer found a candidate suitable for the specific job 


offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 
 


Hard-to-fill vacancies: refers to a job vacancy for which employers, despite 


taking active steps, have not been able to find a suitable candidate from outside 


the enterprise for a specific post within a particular term that may differ between 


countries. 
 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer found a candidate: 


• Who was presented by EURES; 


• As a result of/ In the event of a specific targeted or universal recruitment 


project; 


• Identify this vacancy as hard-to-fill on the basis of the definition used in the 


country to which the vacancy applies. 
 


Divide this number by the number of vacancies filled (Q1). 
 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at recruitment project. 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data.  


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Potentially endangering fragile relationships with employers or cause fatigue 


among them. 


Risks Limited comparability as national definitions differ.  


Aggregate level insights Average number of hard-to-fill vacancies filled per project per year: 


• Calculate number of hard-to-fill vacancies filled per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators - 


result 


 


Indicator 13. Share of placements. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of placements among the number of jobseekers/ job 


changers participating in a specific targeted recruitment project.  


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Placement: is understood as the provision of services by an intermediary 


between the supply and demand on the labour market with the objective of a 


recruitment taking place, i.e. where recruitment is the filling of a job vacancy. 


 


Placement service: encompass all activities through which an intermediary on 


the labour market realises a recruitment.  


 


Targeted recruitment event: Placement services tailored to the needs of 


jobseekers, job changers and employers, which include (bilateral) projects such 


as targeted job fairs or similar recruitment events. 


Definition of indicator Count the transitions into employment of jobseekers/ job changers: 


• As a result of a specific targeted bilateral or multilateral EURES recruitment 


project; 


• Confirmed with a labour contract. 


 


Divide this number by the number of jobseekers/ job changers participating in 


the specific targeted bilateral or multilateral EURES recruitment project (Q6). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Participants in a recruitment project who: 


• Registered ex ante; 


• Registered on-site. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count the individuals; 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project. 


Organised by the EURES network. 


Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data (onsite, ex post). 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations On-site monitoring by EURES staff requires the availability of sufficient time and 


EURES staff to interview participants; 


Ex-post survey requires the availability of contact details of participants.  


Risks Practical issues are currently not always guaranteed.  


Aggregate level insights Average share of placements per project per year: 


• Calculate shares of placements per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators 


- result 


 


Indicator 14. Share of vacancies filled. 


Purpose of indicator To measure the share of vacancies filled among the number of vacancies 


presented at a specific targeted or universal recruitment project. 


List of concepts and terms of 


indicator 


Job vacancy: is defined as a newly created, unoccupied, or about to become 


vacant, post. 


 


Filled vacancy: The employer found a candidate suitable for the specific job 


offer: 


-who was presented by EURES. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring labour 


demand and supply together which can be targeted or universal. 


Definition of indicator Count cases in which an employer found a candidate: 


• Who was presented by EURES; 


• As a result of/ In the event of a specific targeted or universal recruitment 


project. 


 


Divide this number by the number of vacancies presented at a specific targeted 


or universal recruitment project (Q8). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of 


population for indicator 


Vacancies presented at targeted or universal recruitment project. 


 


How to identify? 


• Count vacancies; 


• Presented by employers; 


• Who participated in a recruitment project; 


• Organised by the EURES network. 
Data sources Registration data per project; 


Survey data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to present results of 


events when available.  


Practical considerations Proper registration of vacancies filled required.  


Risks Vacancies filled insufficiently registered.  


Aggregate level insights Average share of vacancies filled per project per year: 


• Calculate shares of vacancies filled per project; 


• During year Yj; 


• Add this number; 


• Divide by number of events. 
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Supplementary indicators - result  
Indicator 15. Share of ESF target groups among participants in 


recruitment events: 
• Jobseekers/ job changers; 
• Employers. 


Purpose of indicator To measure whether ESF groups have been reached via the 


organisation of recruitment events.  


List of concepts and terms of indicator ESF target groups= Jobseekers and job changers belonging to 


disadvantageous groups targeted by ESF (with regard to age, 


gender, employment status, educational level, physical status, 


migrant background, etcetera). 


 


Employers representing a micro or SME enterprise. 


 


Recruitment event: A particular type of placement service to bring 


labour demand and supply together which can be targeted or 


universal. 


Definition of indicator Count jobseekers/ job changers belonging to disadvantageous 


groups targeted by ESF participating in a targeted recruitment 


event. 


 


Divide this number by the number of jobseekers/ job changers 


participating in a targeted event (Q6). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


 


Count Employers representing a micro or SME enterprise. 


 


Divide this number by the number of employers participating in a 


targeted or universal event (Q7). 


 


Multiply with 100 (%). 


Operational definition of population for 


indicator 


Count individuals: 


• Who are either jobseekers or job changers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


Organised by EURES. 


 


Count individuals: 


• Who are employers; 


• Who registered either ex ante or onsite. 


 


For a specific recruitment project: 


Organised by EURES. 


Data sources Registration data. 


Data collection methods Data analysis. 


Timeline Per project; 


Ex-post project. 


Suitability for EAMR No monthly data continuously available. Separate section to 


present results of events when available.  
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Supplementary indicators - result  


Practical considerations Future registration forms may have to be adapted to capture ESF 


requirements. 


Risks Lack of data availability. 


Aggregate level insights Average share of ESF target groups reached per project per year: 


1. Calculate shares of ESF target groups reached per project; 


2. During year Yj; 


3. Add this number; 


4. Divide by number of events. 
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Annex 5 List of interviewees in countries 
visited 


Country  List of the interviewees 


Austria (AMS) Claudia Galehr, Expert in performance measurement; 


Gudrun Nachtschatt, Assistant to the heads of PES, PES Benchmarking project; 


Martha Rojas-Pineda, EURES manager in AMS; 


Marius Wilk, Head of unit of the board of management. 


Belgium (Actiris) 


 


Anissa Benchekroun, Manager International Relations & Benchmarking; 


Sandy van Rechem and/or Mourad Devillers, Study department; 


Isolde Van Maele, EURES manager. 


Belgium (VDAB) 


 


Erik Arckens: Assistant to the Heads of PES; 


Michael De Blauwe: Coordinator Interregional Mobility; 


Erik Depuydt: Deputy director, Studies department; 


Willem Vansina, Policy advisor VDAB (formerly working at Studies department); 


Yvette Sterkendries: Eures manager. 


Bulgaria Mrs. Zina Andreeva, Director of “Analyses, prognoses and Information services” 


directorate;  


Mrs. Totka Todorova, Head of “Analyses and prognoses” department; 


Mrs. Irina Grigorova, chief expert, “Human resources, administrative legal services, 


protocol and PR” directorate; 


Ivan Krustev, Chief director of “European funds and international projects” Main 


Directorate; 


Mrs. Iuliana Nikolova, chief expert, “International labour migration and mediation” 


directorate; 


Mrs. Liliana Georgieva, Head of “Work permits and registration of private mediators” 


department, “International labour migration and mediation” directorate; 


Mrs. Krasia Tomova, chief expert, “International labour migration and mediation” 


directorate; 


Mrs. Radeva, EURES manager; 


Mrs Y. Nikolova, EURES advisor. 


Czech Republic 


 


Ing. Stefan Duhan, Director of Employment Policy Department of Ministery of Labour and 


Social Affairs; 


Vera Kolmerová, Head of Foreign Employment unit and a former Eures Manager; 


Miroslav Chytil, Eures Manager; 


Petr Hortlík, ICT Specialist; 


Barbora Novotná, HoPES assistant. 


Cyprus Mrs Eleni Kalava: Assistant Head of PES; 


Mrs Elena Sivitanidou: Senior Employment Officer; 


Mrs Panayiota Lyra: District Labour Officer – Nicosia Line Manager; 


Mrs Despo Stylianou: District Labour Officer – Limasol Line Manager; 


Mrs Maria Pitsillidou: EURES Adviser; 


Mrs Stella Appiou: EURES Adviser; 


Mr Antonis Kafouros: EURES Manager; 


Mr Andreas Christou: Senior Employment Officer. 


Denmark Ms Eleonore Fenne, International Relations Dept; 


Mr Anders Pederson, Statistics Dept; 


Mr Kennson Wong, Statistics Dept; 
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Country  List of the interviewees 


Mr Kristin Bak, Performance Management Dept; 


Mr Enevold Dyekjær, Statistics Dept; 


Mr. Kristian Krüger Henriksen, Statistics Dept; 


Mr Niels Højensgaard, EURES Manager. 


Estonia Anne Lauringson, head of analysis department; 


Gerli Aas, adviser (responsible for quality and performance management system); 


Kadri Lühiste, head of employment services department; 


Marta Traks, EURES manager; 


Pille Liimal, member of management board. 


Finland 


 


Mr Petri Syvänen, LMP-database representant of Finland+ EMCO indicators group; 


Mr Räisänen, substance orientation and knowledge of our policies; 


Laura Perheentupa, EURES Manager; 


Tina Sundqvist, Eures advisor, employment counsellor. 


France  


 


Annie Gauvin Head of the Department of Strategy, Monitoring and International Affairs; 


Sandrine Feuillet, Department Strategy, Monitoring and International Affairs; 


Ludovic Guillotin,: Department ‘ Steering & Performance of the network’; 


JuliePuglia, Head of team, Pôle emploi International. 


Germany Wilfried Huentelmann – Leiter Bereich Steuerung Geschaftsbereich SGB II; 


Klaus-Peter Hansen – Bereichsleutung SU III 1 Steuerung/Umsetzung SGB III; 


Daniela Luster-Hagedorn – Leiterin Stab Europa; 


Franz Piesche-Blumtritt – EURES Manager; 


Sylvia Mueller-Wolff – EURES Adviser; 


Nathalie Rivault – Head of Unit International Placement Services. 


Greece Mrs Flaka Katerina, Eures Manager; 


Mr Sahas Kostas, IT Department; 


Mr Pasouris Dimitris, Director of Vocational Training for adults; 


Mr Vettas Charis, IT Department. 


Hungary 


 


Mr. Géza Kovács, Head of International Department; 


Emese Nagy, Quality Manager; 


Kővi László, EURES Manager; 


Ms. Busch Irén, Head of Research and Analysis Department; 


István Sértő, EURES advisor. 


Italy Grazia Strano, Director-General Labour Market, Ministry of Labour and Social Policies; 


Daniele Lunetta, Division Manager Promotion and Coordination of Employment Services 


and EURES Manager, Ministry of Labour and Social Policies; 


Aldo Dutto, Director, Agency of Labour in Piedmont; 


Concetto Maugeri, PES, Province of Turin; 


Mafalda D’Onofrio, ISFOL, Labour Research. 


Ireland  


 


 


 


Kevin Quinn, Manager International Employment Services; 


Ann Gilton, Manager Employment Services Policy Unit; 


Roshin Sen, Senior Researcher, Research and Planning Department; 


Shay Conway, Senior Researcher, Research and Planning Department. 


Luxembourg Pierre Gramme, Assistant Project Manager EURES; 


Jean Hoffmann, Project Manager EURES; 


Abilio Fernandes, Attaché d'administration EMCO; 


Jacques Brosius, CEPS. 


Netherlands 


 


Jeannette van Yperen, EURES Manager;  


Michel Labij, PMS responsible. 
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Country  List of the interviewees 


Norway  Per Brannsten, Assistant Head, NAV; 


Fredrik Knoph Kvamme, Corporate Governance Office, NAV; 


Stein Langeland, Corporate Governance Office, NAV; 


Johannes Sorbo, Labour Market Analysis, NAV; 


Tonje Ek Brunvoll, Statistics Office, NAV; 


Almedina Jahre, EURES Manager; 


Arne Kolstad, Ministry of Labour; 


John Petter Boe, Ministry of Labour. 


Poland  Ms. Dorota Pasterczyk, Deputy Director, Ministry of Labour And social Policy Department 


of Labour Market. Poland; 


Ms Joanna Wodzynska - Department of the Funds; 


Ms Izabela Kaczmarska - Labour Market Dpt, Continuous Training Division; 


Mr Jacek Jaczewski - Labour Market Dpt., Labour Placement Division; 


Ms. Jolanta Jakubowska, Labour Market Dpt. Labour Placement Division; 


Ms Agnieszka Zdak - Labour Market Dpt., European Public Employment Services 


Division; 


Ms Lidia Nejkauf - Labour Market Dpt., European Public Employment; 


Services Division. 


Spain Ms. Elvira Gonzalez Santamarta, The Assistant to the Head of Public Employment 


Service; 


Ms. María José Arias Fernandez, Professional Orientation and International 


Programmes. EURES Manager; 


Ms Josefa Moleon Caro, Head of Service of Professional Orientation; 


Ms. Teresa Gonzalez Ventin, Cross-border Galicia/ North of Portugal Coordinator; 


Ms. Elia Plaza Chozas, Technician of the Observatory of the Occupations; 


Ms. Francisca Santamia Ibanez, Head of service of report and Market Studies; 


Ms Carmen De Eguilior, Responsible EURES in the Autonomous Community of Madrid. 


United Kingdom  Eamonn Davern, Head of Jobcentre Plus International Relations; 


Anne Pavey, Jobcentre Plus National Employer Service Team;  


Janet Bromage, Jobcentre Plus National Employer Service Team;  


Martin Buxcey, Jobcentre Plus National Employer Service Team;  


Peter Sydserff, UK EURES Manager;  


Louise Bushill, EURES Delivery Manager; 


Celia Pappas, EURES adviser; 


Paul Selby, DWP Performance Management Team. 


Slovenia Mrs. Tadea Vran Bertok, Head of Depart. for analysis; 


Mr. Viljem Spruk, Junior advisor in Deprt. for analysis; 


Mrs. Cvetka Cvek, senior advisor form Dept. for employment; 


Mrs.Valerija Okorn, Eures manager; 


Mrs. Nada Senada Plestenjak, Eures Assistant; 


Sonja Pirher, Assistant to HoPES. 


Sweden Ulf Norman, International advisor at the PES; 


Ms Eva Lindh-Pernheim Head of Market Area North West Götaland; 


Mr Mattias Buvari Head of Market Area South Götaland; 


Ms Christina Storm Wiklander Head of Market Southern Norrland; 


Madeleine Deland, coordinator EURES; 


Bargt Harskammar, Analytical Department PES; 


Mr Torbjörn Wallin, EURES Manager. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & targets The mission of the UWV Werkbedrijf  (former CWI) is to 


strengthen the dynamics of the economy by contributing 


to the good functioning of the labour market and 
elevating labour participation, help jobseekers to obtain 


employment and solve frictions on the labour market, 


UWV (CWI) is client focused ,innovative and future 
oriented. Concrete tasks include: Registration of 


jobseekers, recruitment, f illing vacancies, placement and 


counselling, providing support in benefit claim 
procedures, handling dismissal procedures, Handling 


w ork permits for foreign workers and Assessing eligibility 


for sheltered employment. 


PES 


benchmarking, 


2008. 


Organisational setup (nr. of 


central, regional and local 


off ices) 


UWV Werkbedrijf  divided the Netherlands into 11 


administrative districts. There are 127 local PES off ices. 


In 2015 this w ill be reduced to 30 regional branches. 


http://www.uwv.


nl/aboutuw v/ 


 
Interview s. 


Human resources (nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) Please mention 
the year 


The UWV as a w hole had 19.375 fte in 2010. For the 


year 2011 the size of staff is expected to be reduced with 
5000 – 6000 fte. Cuts in staff will be continued in the 


years afterwards because of the current crisis.  


NRC, 14 maart 


2011. 
 


UWV annual 


plan 2010.  
 


Interview s. 


Financial resources (annual 
budget) Please mention the 


year 


The budget for 2010 of the w hole UWV w as 1.974,6 
billion Euro. For the UWV Werkbedrijf , the budget 


consisted of 465 million Euro in 2010 and is expected to 


be 240 in 2014 due to continued austerity measures. 


UWV jaarplan 
2010. 


 


Interview s. 


 


Institutional context Source 


How  closely linked is the PES to 
relevant governmental body? 


(deconcentration: is this a part 


of a ministry, is it a legal form, a 
separate agency?) 


UWV Werkbedrijf  is a division of UWV. The UWV itself is 
an independent administrative body (zelfstandig 


bestuursorgaan) that falls under the responsibility of the 


Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (MoLSA). 


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given to 


regional and local level in PES? 
(decentralisation: who designs 


budget, the strategy etc.) 


The MoLSA designs the budget and the policy objectives 


of the UWV through annual plans.  
 


All operations of the UWV Werkbedrijf  how ever, are fully 


governed by an ow n Central Managing Board. This 
relative autonomy entails preparing the yearly activity 


plan, calculating a required budget, and executing the 


plans/realise targets that are agreed w ith the Ministry.  


Interview s. 


To w hat degree are services or 


tasks outsourced to voluntary or 


private sector? (Privatisation: 


The delivery of reintegration services for the disabled is 


entirely outsourced to private agencies. 


Interview s. 



http://www.uwv.nl/aboutuwv/

http://www.uwv.nl/aboutuwv/
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Institutional context Source 


w hich services are outsourced 
and to w hom?) 


 


Country information Source 
Sending or receiving country?  Receiving.  


Background information: 


• % of employment; 
• % of unemployment. 


Employment rate: 74.7% in 2010. 


Unemployment rate: 5.0% in 2012, January. 


Eurostat, 2012.  
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The performance measurement system w as developed in 
2002. Its objectives are: 1) Enhance steering tow ard 


results as indicators are focussed on outf low and client 


satisfaction; 2) Improve accountability for the budget 
tow ards government and the society, called ‘vertical and 


horizontal accountability’. 


Interview s. 


 
Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 


used to measure performance? 
(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


Performance indicators include output and result 


indicators.  


UWV (2010). 


Jaarplan 2011. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


There are tw o sets of indicators: one for the government 
and the other for internal use also called “explaining 


factors’” (see annex) In the f irst set the main types 


concern; E-service towards unemployment benefits 
clients; service to the jobseekers; indicators concerning 


benefits for special groups like Wajong (young disabled 


people) and Wsw  (sheltered employment benefit); service 
to the employers and internal business management. The 


second set of indicators contains more detailed indicators 


and also explaining factors. The main indicators are 
focused on e-service s to job seekers, services to 


jobseekers, special benefits (wajong, wia/wga, woa/waz, 


w sw) and facilities (see annex). 


Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


According to the DWP (2009), some process quality 


measures in the Netherlands are directly related to output 


measures such as the comprehensive completion/quality 
of individual dossier/plans or the timeliness of the delivery 


of key interventions.  


DWP, 


International 


review , 2009. 


 
Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 


indicators quantif ied? For w ho 
are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 


employees)? 


Yes, performance contracts are concluded between the 


PES management and the MoLSA on the one hand and 
local PES off ices on the other. These contracts include 


targets for all indicators.  


PES-


benchmarking 
2008. 


Are targets SMART? Yes most of the indicators are SMART. Most of them are 


also related to a time frame.  


Interview s. 
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Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, a data w arehouse is included in the system. PES-
benchmarking 


2008.  


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 


Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 
available?  


A balanced scorecard is used. It comprises a set of 


indicators related to the accountability-purpose of the 


PMS.  


Interview s. 


 


Quality assurance  Source 
Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 


frequency? 


The PMS includes indicators on customer satisfaction of 


jobseekers and of employers. Customer satisfaction of is 


measures by an external agency. The follow ing 
principles are being discussed in the survey: Availability 


and accessibility of service provision, personal attention, 


tailored approach, timeliness, clarity.  


Interview s. 


 


Management and support Source 


What are the main data 
sources of the PMS? 


The main source of the PMS is administrative data of the 
UWV Werkbedrijf . This data includes information on 


ALMPs and PLMPs. Data on customer satisfaction stems 


from the external agency that undertakes the surveys.  


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


Data is inserted by front off ice staff (job coaches). 


Performance information is furthermore generated 


through ICT applications.  


Interview s. 


Who has access to the data 


generated by the PMS? 


Information is available to all PES staff.  Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes, jobseekers w illing to w ork abroad; 


Yes, employers w illing to recruit foreign w orkers from 
abroad. 


Ecorys 


w ebsurvey. 


 
Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 
of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


Tracking customers, for example by phone, is not 


practiced in the Netherlands. Reasons are particularly 
related to the administrative burden and associated 


costs.  


Interview s. 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 
extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 
and national priorities? 


Because of continuing austerity measures and the new  
emphasis on digital service delivery. The PMS w ill 


change accordingly. 


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


It is mainly used for tactical reasons by the management: 


see below .  


Interview s. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 
management practiced? 


Performance management and the focus on results is 


practiced since 2002. Before the management w as 
product oriented. Performance information is used for 


accountability and control at all levels in the organisation 


in a cascade: directors board, managers and PES front-
off ice staff. 


Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 
resources, Quality 


management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 
of performance measurement 


used?  


The PMS is used by the managements for reasons 


related to accountability and also for performance control. 
It is not used for the allocation of people and budget 


(human and f inancial resources). The latter are based on 


the client inf low . 


Interview s. 


 
PES mission and target setting Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


The targets are proposed by the PES and subsequently 


discussed with the Ministry of Social Affairs. The ministry 
usually take over the proposal of the PES for the targets 


in performance contracts.  


Interview s. 


 
Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 


benchmarked? 


Local off ices are ranked in the w eekly quantitative 


information to Board of Directors of the PES.  


PES-


benchmarking 
2008. 


 


Rewards Source 
Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


N.a.   
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are currently 16ftes in the UWV Werkbedrijf  


concerned w ith EURES, as w ell as 6 line managers. 


There is also a national team of 3 ftes that are supported 
by 2 ftes people. The 16 ftes involved in EURES w ill stay 


the same. 


 
Cooperation: The integration of EURES in the PES has 


reached its limits, w hich is often due to the large 


w orkload of regular PES staff. EURES is furthermore 
one of many activities for PES of w hich others have a 


higher priority. The objectives of the PES and of EURES 


partly differ and core tasks of EURES like information 
and advice are not considered by the PES as a service.  


 


In addition, the client groups are different. The UWV puts 
emphasis on the job seekers, especially those far 


removed from the labour market, w hile EURES also 


provides services to job changers. 
 


The synergy between PES and EURES has 


nevertheless improved over the last 2 years, partially 
because EURES NL activities focussed more on 


matching and placement, w hich is more in line w ith the 


objectives of the PES.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  EURES NL focusses on migration of w orkers (see 


barriers for the reason). The tools used include: 


recruitment projects; information provision via DVD, 
internet, w orkshops, events like career and emigration 


fairs; face to face advice for employers and job seekers. 


EURES applies selective tailoring of its services as much 
as possible. In the coming period of time some of the 


EURES services will be transformed into E-services, like 


is the case for national clients as w ell. 


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 


w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Recruitment and mediation projects, information 


provision to employers are w orking w ell and have the 


priority. The w eb portal could be improved, because 
online services in general have become more important 


for PES.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 
cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 


short their impact. 


At the moment, EURES is focussing on emigration. 
Barriers for the inflow  of workers include: the attitude of 


the Dutch employers as they often use other sources to 


f ind employees from abroad (temporary agencies for 
example); some regulations like know ledge w orkers 


scheme. Other, more general, barriers include language 


proficiency and the recognition of qualif ications. Also the 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


mismatch betw een the objectives and target-groups 
betw een PES and EURES can be seen as a barrier to 


labour mobility. Facilitators for the inflow  of workers 


include: the ending of policy restrictions to mobility; the 
large netw ork of EURES, and the fact that EURES-


services are free of charge. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form 
of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 


does not. 


Interview ees consider the Reports “better than nothing”. 
Yet, it contains only basic information and does not 


correspondent to the national reports. In addition, not all 


EURES activities are included in the reports e.g. 
“maatw erkadvies” (tailored advice). Furthermore, 


definitions are missing w hich leads to the fact that items 


are differently interpreted across the EU.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 


(describe shortly) 


Alternative method should be more consistent w ith the 


activities organised by the EURES services, so these 


can all be included. Also the report should include the 
number of hits on the EURES w eb portal. 


Interview s. 


What other data is available for 


measuring the performance of 
EURES (other than that 


included in the monthly 


reports)? 


EURES NL does not have a separate measurement 


instrument, but has some info about the quality of the 
activities. This could be also mentioned in the Report. 


EURES quantitative measurement of results is included 


in the national system (placements and recruitment) and 
advice activities need to be registered in the national 


system as w ell in case the activity takes 15 minutes or 


more. So, w e can generate management information 
through the systems.  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of 


EURES on geographical 


mobility? 


Information and advice should be seen as a product and 


there should be an indicator for that. Right now  this is the 
case on national level.  


 


The indicators should take into account the difference in 
the definitions of mediation on the national and the EU 


level. Also at the moment EURES is focussing on too 


many groups Clients and stakeholders). This should be 
limited. Also an indicator is needed for the groups that 


are not registered at the UWV but are clients of EURES 


like job changers and non – beneficiaries. Also there 
should be an indicator to measure the match betw een 


the vacancies and cv on the w ebsite. The indicators 


should also take into account the difference between 
matching and the actual placement! Some interview ees 


have argued that only matching and not the actual 


placement should be the core business of EURES.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility 


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


other than EURES assessed?  


In principle it is possible to get information through the 
system about the number of persons w ho have been 


informed about a job position abroad and placements 


outside the EURES channel. According to the designer 
of the system, it is nevertheless diff icult the asses as the 


decision to migrate takes sometimes years, while the 


indicators in the PMS are year based. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 


geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 
performance measurement 


system? 


Yes, both in the system sonar and WBS. Interview s. 


Are targets in place? Yes, all regions develop an annual plan including 
qualitative and quantitative targets. These targets are set 


up in the framew ork of the w orkplan for EURES. They 


concern processes, customer satisfaction, events and 
time consumption for matching, placement, and advisory 


services.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 
(other) data on geographical 


mobility activity (i.e. w hich is not 


included in the performance 
measurement system)? 


There is some labour market information collected on 
internal migration. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES also monitor 


geographical labour mobility on 
the basis of data provided by 


another organisation (e.g. 


statistical off ice)? Which 
indicators are used? 


No, the PES does not monitor geographical mobility and 


activities in this area, other than in cross border regions. 


Interview s. 


Where in the PES is data 


collected and processed?  


Within UWV the added value of geo lab mob activities for 


EU labour market and national labour market is 
assessed. Especially in regional off ices in border-


regions. 


Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


On ad hoc base as part from the regular client 
satisfaction surveys. 


Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results of 


services related to geographical 
labour mobility provided? For 


example, are any follow -up 


surveys undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


On both operational and strategic level. On operational 


level based on the annual planned by the EURES line 
managers and the central EURES management. On 


strategic level based on the national framew ork/overall 


national plan for the PES and in monthly reports for the 
central management / 3 monthly reports for the Ministry.  


Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 
activity/resource allocation? 


Labour market information feeds into the development 


of projects/ events.  


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Good practices are shared internally in UWV and the 


Ministry of Social Affairs. The Ministry, but also partners 
and stakeholders receive information on (transnational 


and cross-border) good practices via the EURES 


Yearbook. The EURES portal new s page also functions 
as a platform to exchange good practice. Main drivers 


for exchange are to increase support for EURES and to 


draw  lessons on its ow n behaviour.  


Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 


on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 
shared w ith cross-border/trans-


national partners?  


Mainly in regional off ices in border-regions (NL-DE), for 


example via the EURES Yearbook.  


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
• PES Benchmarking (2008). Management Information system, UWV WERKbedrijf  – Netherlands April 2008; 


• UWV (2010). UWV jaarverslag 2009; 


• UWV (2009) jaarplan met begroting, 2010; 
• UWV (2010). Jaarplan met begroting 2011;  


• Pierre Koning en Anja Deelen CPB Document, Prikkels voor UWV, 2003 


http://www.uwv.nl/aboutuwv/index.aspx; 
• Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management; 


• Systems in Public Employment Services. Research summary no 616. (DWP, International review  2009); 


• Koning de, J. (2004). The Reform of the Dutch Public Employment Service. Rotterdam, Erasmus University; 
• EUROSTAT. Data on employment and unemployment: 


http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/eurostat/home/ (retrieved 28.02.2012).  


 
List of indicators  


Performance indicators listed in the annual plan 2011: 


1. Prevention of benefit inf low ; 
2. Correct and timely payment of benefits; 


3. Job mediation and stimulation of reintegration outf low ; 


4. Customer orientation; 
5. Eff iciency. 


 


Also a BSC is available w ith corresponding indicators.  


 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.uwv.nl/aboutuwv/index.aspx

http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/eurostat/home/
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Summary 


ID 
Country  Austria 


Name PES Arbeitsmarktservice Österreich (AMS) 


Name researcher TV 


Additional remarks (e.g. source gaps, problems, 


challenges) 


Country visited. 
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1 Background information 


General information PES Source*  
Mission & tasks & 


targets 


The mission of the AMS consists of connecting people and labour:  


• AMS provides Services for jobseekers and employers; 


• AMS promotes equality of all participants on the labour market; 
• AMS is client orientated; 


• AMS promotes the abilities and competencies of its’ employees; 


• AMS ensures high quality and continuous innovation of all 
services. 


 


For 2012 this mission was translated into the following tasks and 


targets: 


• Prevention of long-term unemployment and exclusion by early 


interventions: 
- integration of persons > 45/50 and < 25 into the labour 


market w ithin 6 months of UE; 


- sustainable integration of (2 Months) of persons far from the 
labour market 


- training, upskilling or integration of re-entering w omen 


• Improving the effectiveness of trainings: 
- share of transitions into employment. 


• Improvement of competencies and skills of w omen: 


- share of transitions into employment after higher vocational 
training. 


• Transparency on the labour market: 


- f illing vacancies; 
- increase acquisition of vacancies for the higher skilled. 


Benchmarking 


project, Austria, 


2008. 
 


AMS Österreich. 


Geschäftsbericht 
2010. 


Organisational 


setup (nr. of 
central, regional 


and local off ices) 


The Austrian Employment Service, AMS is divided into one national, 


nine provincial and 99 local organisations: national off ice, provincial 
off ices and local off ices. The government and the social partners are 


involved in the management and controlling of the AMS, including 


the Management Council at federal level.  


AMS w ebsite. 


Human resources 


(nr. of staff if  


possible fte’s) 
Please mention 


the year 


2010: 4.865,59 fte /5.435 staff members. AMS (2010. 


Geschäftsbericht 


2010.  


Financial 
resources (annual 


budget) Please 


mention the year 


Expenditures 2010: 
6.061,062 mio Euro (including unemployment insurance 


expenditure).  


AMS (2010. 
Geschäftsbericht 


2010. 
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Institutional context Source 
How  closely linked is the PES 


to relevant governmental 


body? (deconcentration: is this 
a part of a ministry, is it a legal 


form, a separate agency?) 


The AMS became an independent organisation in 1994, 


as soon as it w as split from the Ministry of Labour, Social 


Affairs and Consumer Protection (BMASK). 
Deconcentration w as believed to improve decision-


making as it is done closer to customers. 


Interview s. 


How  much autonomy is given 
to regional and local level in 


PES? (decentralisation: who 


designs budget, the strategy 
etc.) 


The AMS is an autonomous public body w ith a 
Managing Council (Verwaltungsrat) that includes 


representatives of the BMASK, Trade Unions, Employer 


Federations and the AMS itself. Tripartite representation 
in supervisory boards (Provincial Directorate and 


Regional Council) occurs at every level of the 


organisation.  
 


The Managing Council annually decides on eight global 


objectives for the AMS in June. In doing so it takes into 
account the internal AMS Guidelines, the objectives of 


the Ministry, long-term plans of the AMS and EU 


objectives. These objectives are in October quantif ied 
(targets) in combination w ith the budget that is made 


available from the unemployment insurance 


contributions and f iscal revenues.  
 


The Ministry, social partners and various representatives 


of the AMS at federal and provincial level vote on these 
labour market policy objectives and their associated 


targets. These are furthermore negotiated by the federal 


management (Vorstand) and the provincial directorates 
(Landesdirektorien)s and ultimately disclosed by the 


managing Council.  


 
The regional distribution of the budget does not only take 


place on the basis of needs/ problems of regional labour 


markets but rather on the objectives and targets set for a 
particular region. 


 


The precise mix of labour market measures to achieve 
the targets and the associated planning is a competence 


of the provincial off ices. The regional off ices, together 


w ith external service providers, play a central role in this 
process. 


Interview s. 
 


Kaltenborn, B et 


al. (2010).  
 


AMS (2010). 


Selbstdarstellung.  


To w hat degree are services 


or tasks outsourced to 
voluntary or private sector? 


(Privatisation: which services 


are outsourced and to w hom?) 


Measures to integrate job seekers into the labour market 


are usually purchased from private service providers. 
These are purchased by the provincial directorates on 


the basis of demand signalled by the regional 


organisations. The budget for integration measures 
consists of three separate budgets: 


• Programs and central tasks; 


• Achievement of objectives; 
• Decentralised focal points.  


Kaltenborn, B. et 


al. (2010). 
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Institutional context Source 


Provincial and regional AMS decide upon the exact 
division of the budget: it is how ever not possible to 


redistribute means from support to administrative tasks. 


 
Country information Source 


Sending or receiving country? 


Please elaborate. 


Austria is mainly a receiving country of workers from 


the surrounding NMS (HU, SK, SI). With regards to 
some occupations, AT is also a sending country: e.g. 


scientists.  


Interview s. 


Background information 
• % of employment; 


• % of unemployment; 


• the main challenges on the 
labour market. 


Unemployment rate 2010: 4.4%; 
Employment rate: 71.7%; 


Despite recent sinking rates, problems are signalled 


among elder- and long-term unemployed, youth, as 
w ell as persons with a migration background.  


AMS (2010. 
Geschäftsbericht 


2010. 
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2 PES performance measurement systems – 
Design 


Purpose Source  


For w hich purpose was the 
performance measurement 


system established and for 


w hich level? (check for 
accountability; management 


information) 


The law  on the AMS (AMSG) explicitly foresees target-
setting (§ 59,2, p. 1 AMSG). As soon as the AMS w as 


decentralised, the management board decided that 


Management by Objectives/results (MbO) w as the best 
w ay to manage AMS operations. MbO w as back then a 


trendy approach for public services. In the AMS it is 


used since 1996. 
 


Other purposes mentioned at the interview s include 


transparency and accountability of AMS activities as 
data generated by the PMS immediately delivers proof 


of the eff icient operation of the AMS. 


 
Other purposes mentioned in the literature refer to the 


w idening gap betw een information requirements and 


actually available data, w hile developments in ICT 
opened new  possibilities for data processing. 


Information needs also stemmed from EU accession 


(ESF and EES). Finally, grow ing unemployment and 
higher expenditures for active labour market policy 


increased the need to analyse labour market 


performance and to monitor labour market policy. 


Interview s, 
Kaltenborn, B et 


al. (2010).  


 
Mahringer, H. 


(2004). Data 


Warehouse. 


 


Indicators Source 


What types of indicators are 
used to measure performance? 


(in terms of: inputs, outputs, 


results, impacts) 


The PMS is primarily intended to measure progress 
tow ards labour market policy objectives and include 


therefore result/ impact indicators. When taking also 


the management information system (Balanced 
Scorecard –BSC) into account, output indicators are 


also used to measure performance.  


Interview s. 


Which (sub-) indicators are 
used for each type? (if  there 


many, please put them in an 


annex) 


Cf. annex. Interview s. 


Do indicators presuppose 


causal relationships (input-


output; output-results; results-
impact)? How ? 


Indicators are deducted from labour market policy 


objectives and do not represent clear causal relations. 


In the BSC, causal relations are implicit. 


Interview s. 
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Targets  Source 


Do targets exists, i.e. are 
indicators quantif ied? For w ho 


are targets set (central off ice, 


local off ices, individual 
employees)? 


Yes, quantitative targets are annually set for the labour 
market policy objectives. 


 


Scores on progress to target achievement in the f ield of 
Services provided to employees and Services provided 


to employers of individual off ices are included in the 


BSC. 


Interview s, 
Geschäftsbrericht 


2010. 


Are targets SMART? Yes, targets are quantif ied and measurable.  Interview s, 


Geschäftsbrericht 


2010. 


 


Tools Source 


Does the PES PMS includes a 
Data Warehouse (DWH) and to 


w hich other administrations is 


this DWH linked? 


Yes, the PES PMS includes a sophisticated DWH that 
includes – beside the PES data - data from the Social 


Security administration. this allow s a reliable 


monitoring of transitions into employment, and 
longterm monitoring on labour market careers including 


development of income. 


Interview s. 
Mahringer, H. 


(2004). Data 


Warehouse. 


Is a tool (e.g. Balanced 
Scorecard) for presenting 


management information 


available?  


A BSC has been developed in 2007. The BSC 
presents an overview of the main strategies and most 


important performance indicators. It show s main 


f igures of job mediation and advisory services (for both 
employers and job seekers) as w ell as data on 


management and support process like customer and 


employee satisfaction. According to the AMS, the BSC 
connects EFQM quality management w ith performance 


management.  


Interview s, AMS 
(2010). 


Geschäftsbrericht 


2010. 


 
Quality assurance  Source 


Is quality of client satisfaction 


measured? How  and 
frequency? 


EFQM standards are used to promote quality of 


service delivery that are captured by the BSC. 
Customer satisfaction is therefore part of the BSC, not 


of the PMS as such. The AMS measures customer 


satisfaction already since 1994 and has set up an 
extensive client monitoring system since then. A 


representative customer satisfaction survey by an 


external research institute is held four times a year 
through w hich 120-240 jobseekers and 100-160 


companies per regional off ice are questioned. On 


average, around 20,000 jobseekers and 15,000 
companies are being questioned in the surveys.  


Kaltenborn, B et 


al. (2010).  
 


Interview s. 
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Management and support Source 
What are the main data 


sources of the PMS? 


Data stems from the PES itself and from the 


Social Security administration, mainly 


administrative data. 


Interview s. 


How  is data collected and 


updated? 


PES PMS data is basically generated through 


ICT applications. It is based on the registrations 


inserted by PES counsellors. These can also 
update the system. There are how ever 


safeguards and cross-checks in the system 


that identify w here there are inconsistencies in 
individual records shown by the different 


datasets. 


Interview s. DWP (2009).  


Who has access to the data 
generated by the PMS? 


Every AMS employees has access –with 
limitations to safeguard privacy- to the PMS. It 


is how ever particularly valuable for controllers. 


But even they are confronted with privacy-
related limitations. Controllers can – for 


example- not relate clients to not-codif ied 


individual AMS staff members. Local managers 
how ever can see performance of their 


employees.  


Interview s. 


 
Tagging customers Source 


Are customers willing to w ork 


abroad or w illing to hire 
foreigners especially tagged in 


the system? 


Yes customers (both job seekers and 


employers) are tagged in the ICT system. Job 
seekers are subsequently informed about 


EURES. All AMS vacancies are available for 


EURES.  


Interview s. 


 
Ecorys w ebsurvey. 


 


Tracking customers Source 


Is contact maintained w ith 
clients to ascertain the results 


of activity/support provided? 


For example, are any follow -up 
surveys undertaken? 


Sustainability of job take-ups is accidentally 
measured (for internal reasons- outside the 


PMS). It is considered less useful to trace the 


effectiveness of placement efforts of the AMS 
since data is unreliable, given the multitude of 


channels through w hich jobseekers search for 


jobs. 
 


Clients are approached in the context of 


customer satisfaction surveys. 


Interview s 


 


Influence PES resources on PMS  Source  


In w hich ways and to w hat 
extent is the PES PMS 


influenced by the PES 


resources, business models 
and national priorities? 


Discussions on labour market policy objectives 
start in January, in June after the budget has 


been proposed the quantif ication process is 


started. They process of setting quantif ied 
targets should be f inished in October.  


Interview s. 
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3 PES performance measurement systems - Use 


Performance management areas Source 
Is performance measurement 


being use for the operational, 


tactical or strategic level? By 
w hom? 


Performance measurement data is used at all levels. 


Management instruments like the BSC are used by the 


central management and the management of the 
provincial off ices used for strategic purposes. The 


effectiveness of these strategies is furthermore 


measured through a feedback-loop process that 
culminate in the publication of the annual report.  


 


Provincial and regional management are furthermore 
using performance management for tactical and 


operational purposed w hen deciding on the labour 


market policy instruments to be implemented.  


Interview s. 


 


AMS (2010). 
Selbstdarstellung. 


At w hich level (s) of the 


organisation is performance 


management practiced? 


Local, regional, central level.  Interview s. 


In w hich management areas 


(Human resources, Financial 


resources, Quality 
management, and Strategy 


development) are the f indings 


of performance measurement 
used?  


Performance data is used in all management areas. 


There is separate management instrument for the 


distribution of resources (HR and FR). Quality 
management issues are covered by the BSC (customer 


and employee satisfaction).  


Interview s. 


 


PES mission and target 
setting 


 Source 


Please describe the target-


setting process: actors 
involved, frequency, etc.  


Targets are set via a combined top dow n and bottom up 


approach in w hich the management of each regional 
off ice is directly involved. This yearly process 


commences w ith a proposal of the board of 


management of the PES on the objectives for the PES. 
Internal AMS Guidelines, the objectives of the Ministry, 


long-term plans of the AMS and EU objectives are taken 


into account.  


Interview s. 


 
AMS (2010). 


Selbstdarstellung. 


 


Benchmarking Source 


Are sub national PES off ices 
benchmarked for functional 


reasons, including  


The 99 regional off ices are clustered for optimal target 
setting and for monitoring performance on the Balanced 


Scorecard. 


Interview s. 


 
Rewards Source 


Is target-realisation rew arded? 


How ?  


The performance of the local PES off ices can be 


rew arded if high scores on the BSC are realised. This 
involves a formal ceremony and a f inancial rew ards for all 


employees of that particular AMS unit. In every cluster 


the f irst 3 local off ices are rewarded. 


Interview s. 
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4 EURES 


Information about EURES Source 
General information about 


EURES (number fte’s, 


cooperation w ith PES) 


There are 17 EA in AT: these are 50% of their 


time EA and the other 50% regular counsellor. 


There is an EURES assistant in every regional 
off ice.  


Interview s. 


Most important stages and tools  Austria is basically a receiving country and 


activities are tuned in line: Tools therefore 
include information provision about living& 


w orking in AT, including w orking conditions. 


Other activities include participating in job 
fairs, active searches for professionals to f ill 


vacancies: e.g. Annual programmes for the 


tourism sector (organised in cooperation w ith 
the BA): “Tourismusbus”, Jobfair “Alparbeit” in 


Halle.  


Interview s. 


Assessment of the tools: w hat 
w orks well and w hy and what 


needs some improvement. 


Jobfairs, w hen these are targeted, e.g. include 
the provision of real PES advisory service, 


and w ell managed. Prior to the event, EA 


should be able to select employers and JS.  


Interview s. 


Which factors facilitate or hinder 


cross-national placement of 


individuals by EURES. Describe 
short their impact. 


Barriers: language, costs. 


 


Economic factors, such as low  opportunities 
and w elfare disparities (nb. THIS is not the 


same as the freedom of movement, sectoral 


problems (nb. If  a sector experiences a 
dow nturn in country A, it is very likely that the 


same sector in country B also experiences a 


dow nturn!!!).  


Interview s. 


Opinion on the current w ay/form 


of reporting in the EA Monthly 


reports? What w orks well w hat 
does not. 


The EA MR are very time-consuming and not 


verif iable w hether the conclusions are valid. 


Therefore the current system doesn’t w ork 
and doesn’t show  any added-value.  


Interview s. 


alternative w ays for measuring 


the performance of EURES 
(describe shortly) 


This depends on the new  objectives of 


EURES.  
 


Surveys (like LFS) w ould be in principle 


appropriate. The problem is their limited 
representativeness.  


 


ICT systems differ too much to measure the 
impact at EU level, especially w hen it comes 


to matching. Cooperation w ith the BA is 


largely based on converging matching 
processes. 


 


 


Interview s. 
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Information about EURES Source 


Important is also to take the increased focus 
on self-service into account. The new  EURES 


portal is therefore very important. 


 
EURES not subject of target-setting system: 


voluntary character of moving abroad.  


What other data is available for 
measuring the performance of 


EURES (other than that included 


in the monthly reports)? 


Annual reports include the number of labour 
market integrations in border regions (CB 


partnerships). Note that if  a JS is not 


registered for longer period of time, it is 
assumed that the JS w orks abroad.  


Interview s. 


In your opinion, w hat are (or 


could be) the best indicators for 
measuring the impact of EURES 


on geographical mobility? 


The EURES netw ork plays a fundamental 


role, like the portal does as w ell. Info could be 
provided by JS in Austria, JS abroad and by 


employers.  


Interview s. 
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5 Geographical labour mobility  


5.1 Design 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


Is the performance of 
geographical mobility activities 


assessed?  


With the exception of the EURES Monthly 
Reports, no. 


Interview s. 


Do indicators related to 
geographical mobility activity 


exist w ithin the PES 


performance measurement 
system? 


No. Interview s. 


Are targets in place? No, geographical labour mobility / freedom of 


movement in the EU is supposed to be 
voluntary. 


Interview s. 


Does the PES collect any 


(other) data on geographical 
mobility activity (i.e. w hich is 


not included in the performance 


measurement system)? 


The DWH includes data on (foreign) employees 


that is submitted by their employers to the 
social security administration. It includes 


information on nationality, gender, their 


residence and sector of activity.  
 


Job seekers w illing to w ork abroad are tagged 


as such in the ICT system.  


Interview s. 


Does the PES monitor 


geographical mobility on the 


basis of indicators that are 
provided by another 


organisation? (e.g. statistical 


information on migrants) 


No, but see above.  Interview s. 


Where in the PES is such data 


collected and processed?  


In the DWH. Interview s. 


How  is quality of service/client 
satisfaction related to 


geographical labour mobility 


activities measured? 


Not applicable  Interview s. 


Is contact maintained w ith 


clients to ascertain the results 


of services related to 
geographical labour mobility 


provided? For example, are 


any follow -up surveys 
undertaken? 


No. Interview s. 
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5.2 Use 


Specific to geographical mobility  Source 


At w hat organisational level 


(strategic, operational, etc.) and 
frequency is the effectiveness of 


services related geographical 


mobility monitored? 


Not applicable. Interview s. 


Is monitoring information or data 


used to inform future 


activity/resource allocation? 


Data on foreigners working in Austria is 


available but not actively used. 


Interview s. 


Are good practices identif ied and 


shared? By w hom? 


Not applicable. Interview s. 


Where and w hen is information 
on geographical mobility and 


associated activity used? Is it 


shared w ith cross-border/trans-
national partners?  


Data on foreigners working in Austria is 
available but not actively used. 


Interview s. 
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Annex 


Used sources  
AMS (2010). Selbstdarstellung. 


AMS (2010). Geschäftsbrericht 2010. 


Kaltenborn, B et al. (2010). Zielsteuerung in der Arbeitsverwaltung - ein europäischer Vergleich. 
Mahringer, H. (2004). Data Warehouse. 


Department for Work and Pensions (2009). International review  of Performance Management Systems in Public 


Employment Services. 


 


List of indicators  


Cf. provided by interview ees (note: only scores, no quantitative targets because of divergent units). 
1. Services for employees (SFE): 


- Total score SFE; 


- Degree realisation of labour market policy objectives SFE; 
- Vormerkdauer; (average number of days registered as unemployed jobseeker prior to a transition into 


employment; 


- Share of job take-ups w ithin a period of 6 months net-unemployment; 
- Success of labour market promotion measures; (share of transitions into employment after participation 


in ALMP); 


- Share of the budget for promotion measures for w omen; 
- Total customer satisfaction SFE; 


- Process quality SFE; 


- Duration processing of Applications; 
- Share of decisions made of all applications processed. 


2. Services for companies (SFC): 


- Total score SFC; 
- Degree realisation of labour market policy objectives SFC; 


- Number of successful referrals for vacancies; 


- Number of successful referrals for internships (Lehrstellen = apprenticeship places)); 
- Duration vacancies; 


- Total customer satisfaction SFC; 


- Suitability of referrals; 
- Help AMS w ith f illing vacancies. 


3. Provision of information on the labour market and occupations: 


- Customer satisfaction BerufsInfo Zentren. 
4. Management: 


- Job take-up and training per available position; 


- Number of occupied positions per available position; 
- Staff satisfaction; 


- Feedback to the management;  


- Internal client-relations; 
- Realisation of the plan to promote female employment in AMS. 


5. Support: 


- Selected unit-costs per available position; 
- Service level Call centre; 


- Final conclusions Call centre. 


Total score AMS BSC.  
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